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Preface
The historic city of Yazd attests to the ongoing efforts of the hardworking people of desert over
the course of its long history. In order to overcome the harsh nature of desert, locals have
resorted to ingenious innovations resulting in the introduction of magnificent architectural and
urban planning masterpieces to the world. Among them mention can be made of qanats, badgirs,
goudal-baqchehs, sabats, gozars, Abanbars and several other architectural phenomena. The
diligent residents of Yazd have extracted water from heart of the central desert of the Iranian
plateau and mixing it with the cheapest material available namely soil, have artistically created
the richest mud-brick architecture possible such as portals erected high into the sky, windcatchers harnessing violent winds, turquoise-colored tiles shining in the kahgel background of
the city, dome-like roofs, tall minarets, ayvans and cupolas showing off against mountainous and
desert landscapes each manifesting the rich architectural identity of homes, mosques, madraseh,
hammams and other historical urban structures.
Although Yazd is the cradle of art, its residents are most skilled in the art of life; living and
struggling to live through interaction with the merciless desert environment. As a matter of fact,
the art of these people is to transform restrictions into possibilities; the art of recognition,
recognizing human and nature; the art of taming a brutal nature and turning it into an
environment full of vitality and serenity appropriate for living and creating. Such an art mingles
with science and technology and produces the most precious architecture exceptional on the face
of the earth out of mud. Moreover, Yazd is the reservoir of Persian culture in the heart of desert.
High values of Persian culture have been honestly preserved in this land and have been
transferred to future generations. Special public and social relations, unique intangible heritage,
colorful rituals and ceremonies at this part of the desert located in the central Iranian plateau are
regarded as a cornerstone in the geographical culture of Iran. The Yazdi dialect and the original
Persian literature have been truly saved in the memory of residents to be handed over to future
generations. Many of the fine words and phrases of Persian literature have been precisely
maintained in this ancient dialect.
Yazd is an icon of social peace of human beings. Residents have been receptive to various divine
religions with a patience that is characteristic of desert dwellers. Peaceful coexistence of
followers of Judaism, Zoroastrianism and Islam with the passage of time can serve as a good
example for humankind.
The strategic location of Yazd as a major intersection during various episodes of its history
beside the wonderful juxtaposition of nature, tangible and intangible heritage in addition to
traditional architectural and urban planning techniques, specific neighborhood organizations as
well as excellent social and human relations have together shaped the structure of the historical
city of Yazd. For these reasons, Yazd has always been considered as an attractive center for
generating appropriate religious and cultural prototypes as well as for engaging in industrial,
agricultural, commercial, artistic and architectural activities.
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1. Chapter 1: Identification of the Property
1.a. Country (and State Party if different)
Islamic Republic of Iran

Map 1-1: Iran (ICHHTO archive)
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1.b. State, Province, or Region
Yazd Province

Map 1-2. Location of the Yazd province (ICHHTO archive)
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Map 1-3: Yazd province divisions

1.c. Name of Property
Historic City of Yazd

Photo1-1: Skyline of Historiccity of Yazd; Photo by: Mohammad Hosseini
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Figure 1-1: Historic city of Yazd (1); Sketch by: NajmehNaderi

Photo1-2: Historic city of Yazd (2); Photo by: Mohammad Hosseini
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1.d. Geographical coordinates to the nearest second

No

Site Name

1

Historic City of Yazd

Geographical Coordinates
E: 54˚ 22' 98.06"
N: 31˚ 54' 04.34"

Map Ref

II

Table 1-1: Geographical coordinates to the nearest second

Photo 1-3: Historic city of Yazd (3); Photo by: Mohammad Hosseini

Photo 1-4: Horizontal view of the Historic city of Yazd; Photo by: Mohammad Hosseini
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1.e. Maps and plans, showing the boundaries of the nominated property and
buffer zone
Please see maps in map vol.
No

1

2

3

4

Subtitle

Base Maps

Zone A

Title

Map Ref

Map No.

Location of World Heritage Sites of Iran

I

1

Boundries of Nominated Property

II

2

Buffer Zone

III

3

Nominated Property

IV

4

Identification

V

5

Identification

V-A

6

Koshk-e no mosque & Water cistern

V-A-W1, M2

7

Identification

V-B

8

Madraseh-e-Zia'ieh

V-B-Mal

9

Davazdah Imam Monument

V-B-Monl

10

Hamam-e-Abolma'ali

V-B-Ha1

11

Hoseinian complex

V-B-Col

12

Arabha complex

V-B-Co2-1,..,4

13-16

Identification

V-C

17

Kamalieh complex
Shah Abolqasem Hoseinieh &
Shahab-o-din Taraz Madraseh

V-C-Co3

18

V-C-Ho2,Ma2

20-21

Zone B

Zone C

5

Zone D

Identification

V-C

22

6

Zone E

Identification

V-E

23

7

Zone F

Identification

V-F

24

Jame Mosque

V-F-M26-1,..,4

25-28

8

Zone G

Identification

V-G

29

Malieh Administrative

V-G-Ad4

30

Seyed Rokn-o-din Shrine

V-G-Shr4

31

Identification

V-H

32

Identification

V-I

33

Aqa'iha House

V-I-H45-1,2

34-35

9

Zone H

10

Zone I

11

Zone J

Identification

V-J

36

12

Zone K

Identification

V-K

37

Identification

V-L

38

13

Zone L

Molla-Aq'aa-Baba synagogue and
Hamam-e-kalimyan

V-L-Syu

39
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Zone M

15

Zone N

16

17
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Identification

V-M

40

Mashrooteh House

V-M-H30

41

Identification

V-N

42

Mosalla Atiq Mosque & Shrine

V-N-M38

43

Identification

V-O

44

Molla Ismaeil Mosque

V-O-M34-1,2

45-46

Bazaar-e-Khan

V-O-B2

47

Madraseh-e-Khan

V-O-Ma5-1,2

48-49

Caravansarei-e-Golshan

V-O-C4

50

Caravansarei-e-Sadat

V-O-C5

51

Identification

V-P

52

mavadat House

V-P-H36

53

Art & Architecture Faculty

V-P-Co5

54

Rasoolian House

V-P-H40

55

Lariha House

V-P-H49

56

Identification

V-Q

57

Amirchaqmaq complex

V-Q-Co4-1,..,3

58-60

Identification

V-R

61

Atashkadeh

V-R-A1

62

Bagh-e Dolat Abad

V-S-G1,2

63-64

Zone O

Zone P

18

Zone Q

19

Zone R

20

-

Table 1-2: Maps and plans in map vol.

1.f. Area of nominated property and proposed buffer zone

Name of the
nominated

Province/City

Geographical
coordinates

Area
Core zone
(ha)

Area
Buffer zone
(ha)

Total (ha)

Historic City of
Yazd

Yazd

E: 54˚ 22' 98.06"
N: 31˚ 54' 04.34"

195

665

860

Table 1-3:Area of nominated propertyand proposed buffer zone
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1.f.1. Textual description of the boundaries of the nominated property

Description of core zone
Historical core zone of Yazd City is consisted of three separate parts; each containing major
urban elements and outstanding buildings.
The main central part constitutes the historical city. Here the core zone line originates from
point C1 (X=230906, Y=3532474) located at Lard-e Keyvan neighborhood. Extending north
and passing through points C2 (X=250807,Y=3532617) and C3 (X=250917,Y=3532810) it
reaches point C4 (X=250847,Y=3532912) along Seyed Golesorkh Street then moving in
parallel with Muzaffarid fortifications, it joins point C5(X=251237, Y=3533459) which is the
northernmost tip of the core zone. From this point which is located at the intersection of
Seyed Golesorkh and Fahadan streets, the core zone line stretches southeast and changes
direction along the extension of Muzaffarid fortifications to reach point C6 (X=251611,
Y=3533283). Then after a slight diversion towards the southwest, runs along Hoseinieh
Fahadan Alley and joins point C7 (X=251571, Y=3533216). Then it travels along the
extension of Muzaffarid fortifications southwards to reach points C8 (X=251726,
Y=3533114) and C9 (X=251669, Y=3532879). Continuing along Lab-e Khandaq and
Fahadan neighborhoods, the line leads to point C10 (X=251626, Y=3532647) and crossing
Imam Khomeini Avenue towards the southeast, it connects to point C11 (X=251744,
Y=3532576) along Malamir Alley. From this point as far as points C12 (X=251842,
Y=3532576) and C13 (X=251706, Y=3532253) on the corner of Shahid Ebrahimi Street,
Timurid fortifications are visible. Point C14 (X=251618, Y=3532146) is located at the
intersection of Efaf Alley with Mahdi Street.
From here the line runs in a southwest direction relative to Mahdi Street and reaches point
C15 (X=251722, Y=3532082). Then linking together points C16 (X=251667,Y=3532016),
C17 (X=251698, Y=3531962) and C18 (X=251544, Y=3531744) along Masjed-e Seyed
Alley, the line approaches point C19 (X=251410, Y= 3531781) from the southwest which is
situated inside an intra-neighborhood car park, then running at its length the line joins point
C20 (X=251324, Y=3531645) on Amirchaqmaq Square and further away comes to points
C21 (X=251277, Y=3531573) and C22 (X=251262, Y=3531473) delineating the valuable
area containing the historical ensemble of Amir Chaqmaq.
Extending west from point C22 (X=251262, Y=3531473) located beside a traditional hotel,
the core zone line runs the length of Shahid Ahdi Alley reaching point C23 (X=251157,
Y=3531466) which is the southernmost tip of the core zone. Continuing its route in the
direction of northwest, the line passes through points C24 (X=251038, Y=3531499), C25
(X=250864, Y=3531639), C26 (X=250712, Y=3531799), C27 (X=250655 , Y=3531746),
C28 (X=250440, Y=3531945), C29 (X=250323 ,Y=3531865) and C30 (X=250277,
Y=3531914) parallel with Qiam Street. This area of the core zone covers the historical bazaar
P a g e |8
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complex of the city consisted for example of Khan Bazaar as well as the supporting elements
such as: production workshops, caravansaries and timchehs.
Located between points C30 (X=250277, Y=3531914) and C34 (X=250327 , Y=3532139)
are historical districts of Godal-e Mosalla and Emamzadeh Jafar containing prominent
elements like: Mosalla Mosque and Mosallaye Atiq dome (cupola) dating from 8th and 9th
centuries AH (14th and 15th century AD) as well as Emamzadeh Jafar Complex dating back to
the 4th century AH (10th century AD). Continuing from point C34 (X=250327 , Y=3532139)
located along EmamzadehJafar Boulevard towards the northwest, the line crosses the
boulevard and comes to point C35 (X=250247, Y=3532257) parallel to Mahdi Zargar Alley.
Diverting towards north east via Shir Qolami Alley, the line crosses Enqelab Street reaching
Hoseinieh Be’sat Alley and point C36 (X=250500, Y=3532549). From here the line changes
its direction to southeast and crossing Emamzadeh Jafar Boulevard joins point C37
(X=250620, Y=3532468) right around the corner of Sar-e polok Alley. The part of core zone
located between points C34 (X=250327, Y=3532139) and C37 (X=250620, Y=3532468) has
been the center of architectural and urban planning developments during the Safavid dynasty.
Also outstanding elements such as Shah Tahmasbmadraseh and square are located in this
area. Points C37, C38 (X=250686, Y=3532423), C39 (X=250741 ,Y=3532458) and C40
(X=250819 , Y=3532406) are inside the Sar-e polok neighborhood containing prominent
elements like bazarcheh, mosque and water cistern. From point C40 which is the last point
of the core zone, the line runs towards northeast parallel to Lard Keyvan Street and rejoins
point C1 (X=230906, Y=3532474) within an area that contains the trench as well as the
Muzaffarid rampart.
The second part of the core zone includes the Zoroastrians district located south of its center.
Starting from point C41 on Rostam-e Giw cistern located in Basij Boulevard, the core zone
line runs southwest at the length of Mr Khodabakhsh Alley as far as point C42 (X=251766,
Y=3530723) then continues its course after a half-turn and links points C43 (X=251730,
Y=3530671), C44 (X=251822, Y=3530625) and C45 (X=251766, Y=3530659). In this area,
a Zoroastrian shrine called Darb-e Mehr-e Mr Khodabakhshstands. Continuing from point
C46 (X=251861, Y=3530604) southwest, the line passes through points C47 (X=251689,
Y=3530438) and C48 (X=251767, Y=3530332) on the border between the old and new
fabrics. Further down the route in the same direction via the 14th Alley comes point C49
(X=251662, Y=3530264) and diverting in the direction of northeast, the line reaches point
C50 (X= 251636, Y=3530310) bordering the old fabric and a barren piece of land. The core
zone line runs from here in parallel to the piece of land towards southwest as far as point
C51(X=251522, Y=3530222) located on Kashani Street. The fire temple of Zoroastrians
stands between these two points. From point C51 the line moves towards the northwest
passing through points C52 (X=251504, Y=3530298), C53 (X=251513, Y=3530349) and
C54 (X= 251377, Y=3530534). From point C55 (X=251441, Y=3530615) the course diverts
towards the northeast and after crossing Bavafa Alley reaches point C56 (X= 251481, Y=
3530648) opposite Basij Boulevard before coming to the final point 41 (X=251646, Y=
3530817).
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The third part includes the core zone of Dolat-abad Persian garden which has already been
inscripted as a world heritage site. But because of its location within the core zone of the
historical city and direct relation of its values with those of the historical city, it is also
mentioned here. Starting from point C57 (X=249677, Y=3532250), the core zone line moves
northwest and continues its course through the 7th Alley before reaching point C58
(X=249339, Y=3532910). Here it extends along Dolat-abad Boulevard in the northwest
direction and comes to point C59 (X=249469, Y=3532910), then diverting northeast in
parallel with the same boulevard is point C60 (X=249593, Y=3532938) and continuing
southeast points C61 (X= 249616, Y=3532912), C62 (X=249588, Y=3532877), C63
(X=249635, Y=3532838), C64 (X=249609,Y=3532814) and C65(X=249790 ,Y=3532641 )
are passed marking the boundary between the core zone of Dolat-abad Garden and new
houses.

Description of buffer zone
The buffer zone line of the historical city of Yazd starts from point B1 (X= 250075, Y=
3533396) on ShahidNavvab-e Safavi Boulevard and running northeast along the boulevard
reaches point B2 (X= 250415, Y=3533815) at its intersection with OstadChiti Street. Then
changing its course toward southeast and moving in parallel to OstadChiti Street, the line
joins point B3 (X=250834, Y=3533475 ). The area between points B1 and B3 includes the
Ilkhanate part of Sheikhdad neighborhood. From point B3 the line extends towards the
northeast and after linking points B4 (X=250908, Y=353609), B5 (X=25103, Y=3533590)
and B6 (X=251198 , Y= 353854) together, it changes course in the direction of southeast
and reaches point B7 (X=25143 , Y=3533689) on Seyed Golesorkh Street. The area contains
the historical neighborhood of Sarcham.
The buffer zone line continues along Seyed-e Golesorkh Street towards the northeast and
joins point B8(X=251517, Y=3533784) then changing its direction to the southeast, it
approaches point B9(X= 251913, Y= 3533421). Further away by going first to the southwest
and afterwards to the southeast points B10(X=251853, Y=3533342 ) and B11 (X=252008
,Y=3533235) are passed located on Imam Khomeini Avenue.From the latter point the line
runs along the avenue towards southwest and reaches point B12(X=251967, Y= 3533178).
Then extending southeast in parallel to Shahid Adhami Street, the line passes through points
B12, B13 (X= 252108, Y=3533178) and B14 (X= 252108, Y=3532760) which link the
historical and central urban fabric of the city to the Abshoor and Yaqoobi neighborhoods.
Before reaching point B15 (X=252375, Y=3532467), the line must pass through Mohammade Ne’mati, Qassabi, Varzeshgah-e Qods and Shahid Abbasi-zadeh alleys in the southwest
direction. Continuing its course, the buffer zone line crosses No bahar, 6th and 7th alleys to
join point B16 (X=252461, Y= 3532098) on Oshtor-zadeh Street and moving along this
street towards southwest point B17 (X= 252005, Y=3531711) is reached located in the
middle part of Mahdi Street linking Yaqoobi, Sar-e sang and Jooy-e Horhor neighborhoods.
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Further away along Mahdi Street to the northeast is point B18 (X= 252324, Y=3531339) at
the intersection of Mahdi Street with A’sizadeh Boulevard. Then along the boulevard towards
the northwest the line reaches point B19(X=251994, Y=3531127) and by turning southeast, it
crosses the boulevard and reaches point B20(X=252159, Y=3530842) via Kianpoor and
Tafazolli school alleys. Points B17 as far as point B19 cover Gazorgah, Salsabil and Goud-e
Shahriari neighborhoods.
From point B20 the line turns slightly towards the southwest before reaching point B21
(X=252100, Y=3530808) on Salman-e Farsi Street via ShahidAdhami Alley. From this point
the line moves along Salman Street towards the southeast and joins point B22. (X=252322,
Y=3530593) Then turning southwest point B23 (X=251966, Y=3530264) is approached
through Qods Alley. Taking a southward course, point B24 (X=251989, Y=3530160) is
reached via Sardar-e Melli Alley. In order to reach point B25 (X=251700 , Y=3259951)
onAyat-ollahKashani Street, the line turns northwest and passes through ShohadayeMaktab-e
Imam Alley, then moves along this alley in the northwest direction and reaches point B26
(X=251629 , Y=3530095 ).
Points B27 (X=251518, Y= 3530044), B28 (X=251486, Y= 3530080), B29 (X=251347,
Y=3529976), B30 (X=251195, Y=3530163) and B31 include Markar ensemble composed of
school, museum, orphanage and Markar Square. Extending northwest from point B31
(X=251342, Y=3530338) parallel withAyat-ollahKashani Street, the line joins point
B32(X=251123, Y=3530480) then changes course southeast along ShahidMontazer-e Qaem
Boulevard as far as point B33 (X=250731, Y=3530136) Then it turns northwest to reach
point B35 (X=250470, Y=3530211) from Shariatmadari Alley. From this point the buffer
zone line moves north, passing through Shahid Naqibzadeh, Nemooneh, Shahid Nader-e
Katira’i and Oorzhans-e Kalantari alleys, crosses Farrokhi Street and joins point B36
(X=250357, Y= 3531029) on its northern edge. Continuing westward along Farrokhi Street,
the line approaches point B37 (X=249919353, Y=3531009) on Azadi Square. Moving
northwards and then to the northeast from this point along Motaharri Street, the line passes
through points B38 (X=249813, Y=3531758) and B39 (X=249170, Y=3532549 ) which link
KoochehBiuk and Dolat-abad neighborhoods. Changing its course towards southwest along
Dolat-abad Boulevard point B40 (X=249298, Y= 3532764) is reached and further away along
Mohammad HoseinPoluni Street in the northwest direction is point B41 (X=248778,
Y=3533177). Then by changing direction towards the northeast along Chehelohasht Sot-e
Davudi Alley, the line joins point B42 (X=249062, Y=3533586) on Enqelab Avenue and by
moving along the avenue toward southwest point B43 (X= 249649,Y=3533178 ) is reached.
The distance between points B39 (X=249170, Y= 3532549) and B43 (X=249649, Y=
3533178) covers the world heritage inscripted buffer zone of Dolat-abad Garden. Moving
from point B43 toward northeast the line reaches point B44 (X=249725, Y=3533262 ) via
Namaki 29 (X=251347 ,Y=3529976 ) Alley then changes its course again toward northwest
and runs parallel withMasjedSajjadieh Alley as far as point B45 (X=249579 ,Y=3533374 ).
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Then going to northeast through ShahidBeheshti Alley the line reaches point B46 (X=249618
, Y=3533480 ) and extending first to northwest and then to northeast and crossing Shahid
Beheshti and Pir-e Sabzi alleys the line joins points B47 (X=249490, Y=3533555 ) and
B48(X=249634, Y=3533781) respectively. From point B48 it changes course toward
southeast via Eram Alley as far as point B1 (X=250077, Y=3533396). The distance between
points B43 (X=249649, Y=3533178) and B1 are occupied by Kasnavieh and Nasr-abad
neighborhoods (dating from Seljuqid era).
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2. Chapter2: Description
2.a. Description of Property
Introduction
Yazd (Persian: [ ﯾﺰدjæzd]), is the capital of Yazd Province, and a center of different faiths and
cultures. It is located 270 km southeast of Isfahan. Yazd is a city with a long history situated
in the middle of the central plateau of Iran and at the junction of major roads of the country.
The harsh terrain and dry climate of the city has led to hardworking, frugality and
nature-friendly people. Relying on their ingenuity, these people have managed to gather
water from mountains, transfer it through underground canals and bring it to the surface.
Using this water, they have constructed mud-brick buildings which have gradually led to the
creation of the historic city of Yazd. The old city of Yazd surrounded by its modern city has
survived because of its integrated mud-brick structure. Believers of Islam, Judaism and
Zoroastrianism have lived together peacefully in Yazd since time immemorial.

Figure 2-1: skyline of the historic city of Yazd; source: Najmeh Naderi

Because of generations of adaptations to its desert surroundings, Yazd is an architecturally
unique city. It is called the city of windcatchers (badgirs); also it has been named as the city
of water cisterns (abanbars), the city of mud-brick houses with Talar, ayvans and soffes as
well as the city of domes. Despite being located in a hot desert climate, it is possible to take a
walk comfortably through the cool breeze of its alleys and sabats thanks to its ingenious
architecture. Yazd is also known in Iran for the high quality of its confectionaries and
handicrafts, especially silk textiles.
Etymology of the Word
Many reasons have been given for naming of Yazd in various history books, travelogues,
diaries and other historical documents 1as follows:
1

I,Y) Yazdan, Izad, Izatikheh, Izdis, Isatis and Istkhay fire temples
D) Darol-Ebadeh, Darol-Elm (house of worship, house of knowledge)
Sh) Shahr-e Izad (city of God in Persian)
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The word “yazesh: means praise and pray in the middle Persian language. Also the word
“yazdan” or “yaztan” means pure, holy and auspicious which befits God almighty who is the
creator of goodness and purity. The last name given to Yazd under the rule of the Sassanid
dynasty was the City of God. (Afshar-e Sistani, 1378 SAH: 223)The word Yazd is an ancient name
rooted in “yast”, “yazt” and “yasn” meaning: praise, pray, worship, God, etc. As a matter of
fact, one of the five chapters of Avesta is also called” yasht”.
Isatis or “Farafar” was actually situated about 36 km north of the current location of Yazd
towards Farafar or “Harofteh” on the foothills of Mount Mehriz “Kaseh” which most books
attribute to Yazd means small town. In Old Persian, the word means small because compared
to the big city of Isatis, it was a small town. This has been said about Kaseh:” Kaseh as the
center of Yazd is a town situated on the margin of Kavir desert with a mild weather and at the
same time enjoying the facilities and amenities of big cities.”
"Yazdan-gerd" which was built under the commission of Yazd-gerd the first during the rule
of the Sassanid dynasty. “Dar-ol-Ebadeh” which became the title of Yazd following the
arrival of Islam and the tendency of its population towards it.
Natural Geography of Yazd
With an area of131575km2, Yazd Province is situated between northern latitudes of: 29°, 52
and 32°, 27. Also it is located between eastern longitudes of 52°, 55 and 56°, 37. It has 10
boroughs, 21 towns, 19 counties and 51 rural districts.
The province occupies the center of the Kavir desert lands of Iran and has an arid climate.

Photo2-1: aerial photo showing the location of Yazd on the map of Iran; source: Google earth 2012

K) kat-katroa-kateh-kath-katheh-keh-kahseh
G) gath-gabst
Y) yazji-yazd-yazdanshahr-yazdangerd-yast-yazdi-yasan-yakast
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Yazd city is the capital of Yazd Province. It is situated in the watershed plain of
Yazd-Ardakan which is bordered by the Shir-kooh Mountains to the west and southwest and
to kharanaq Mountains to its east. The plain contains scattered and short mountain chains;
characteristics which have resulted in the relative security and a milder weather for the area.
The annual precipitation of Yazd is around 100 mm; formerly most of its water was supplied
by either mountain snows thawing or from qanats running underground 1.

Photo 2-2: aerial photo showing the location of Yazd in the central plateau of Iran

According to archaeological soundings, the initial bed of the old part of Yazd was made of a
solid virgin soil which was locally called Chiloo (Chillow).
Depending on various urban locations, the natural bed has different depths for example at one
place it is at a depth of 1.60 m and at another spot located 500 m further away, it exists in a
depth of 4.80 m. But broadly speaking, its urban architecture and constructions are in such a
manner that makes Yazd a flat city. The layer is so hard that digging is not easily possible.
Thus for constructing a basement, the earth must be dug by hand which has been done in
many basements of local buildings. Generally the soil quality has caused a particular property
for urban architecture and development. Among structures dug within the earth are:
windmills, water cisterns and Hammams (bathhouses).
1

But today because of unrestrained water exploitation from water wells dug on qanat routes, drinking water of
Yazd is supplied from sources outside the province.
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The movement of surface waters in Yazd is under the influence of the topographic state of its
southwestern heights Shir-kooh. Water resulted from precipitation flows through Yazd Plain
in a southeast to northwest direction 1. Historical surveys show that in the past Yazd has
suffered greatly from huge destructive floods such as those occurring in the years 640 and
860 LAH 2.
On the whole, among climatic factors having a huge effect on the formation of the specific
architecture of Yazd, mention can be made of: low precipitation together with intense
evaporation, distance from high seas, proximity to the vast dry salt desert of Iran (Kavir-e
Namak), low relative humidity, intense heat, seasonal winds and storms as well as huge
yearly and daily temperature oscillations.
Moreover, the above mentioned factors have led to the scarcity of vegetation which in its turn
makes it impossible to boost an economy based on agriculture and animal husbandry.
Therefore the potential of location 3has led to the emerging and flourishing of a dynamic
economy based on trade and commerce in the region. As a matter of fact, the limited number
of Yazd gardens and farmlands somehow rallies support for its mainly commercial economy.
The Natural Geography Effective on the Formation of Desert Cities in Iranian Plateau
Various factors can affect the process of urban expansion. These factors which play a vital
role in the setting, founding and growing of the cities are largely environmental-geographical,
political-military, economic, socio-cultural and technological ones. Also the degree of the
effectiveness of each factor differs in various locations and times. As an example, in the
distant past due to domination of nature over mankind and because of security considerations,
environmental and defensive factors played a more major role in the setting of cities. In
accordance with the effect of environmental factors on desert cities of Iranian plateau, they
were either built in a strategic region or served as a base for housing the new bureaucratic
system. Otherwise they were set in places where their biological and living requirements
could be met in accordance with their location circumstances. Because of their low altitude
and their distance from the effects of humid winds, these cities were always under the
influence of the large difference of temperature between days and nights, between summers
and winters as well as the blowing of strong dry winds. Additionally concerning resources of
water and fertile soil, they were very poor due to the abundance of salt, gypsum and lime
layers. Therefore one of the most vital needs of the people inhabiting these areas has always
been the issue of water supply. These conditions have resulted in specific circumstances of
human life in cities of the Iranian plateau.

1

General slope is towards northwest
As reported during the flood of the year 860 AH, 17 districts and many gardens of Yazd were destroyed. See
more in: “A Brief History of the Timurid Era”
3
Location of Yazd on major commercial roads of the region
2
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Formation of the city of Yazd and Effective Factors
The main reason for establishing Yazd can be attributed to its appropriate communicational
conditions which have influenced its subsistence and economic circumstances (Beik
Mohammadi, 1382 SAH: 101-103). Despite harsh living conditions of the region, locals have
managed to organize their social structure based on understanding, accepting and utilizing
nature while respecting it at the same time. One of the achievements of this civilization
pertains to methods of gathering and using water cisterns particularly the qanat technique.
Among other important factors affecting the formation of the city on this particular spot is its
strategic position relative to regional roads which has strengthened commercial relations
resulting in the formation of the city based on trade. The commercial factor is so important in
the formation of Yazd that many major elements and constituents of the city are produced in
order to rally support for this role. Regional roads not only led to a commercial flourishing
but also made possible cultural and human interactions with distant places. The factor
stabilizing the formation of Yazd is its defensive structure which safeguards its entirety.
Actually after the setting and stabilizing of the city and its population within the region,
fortifications like towers and moats took the responsibility for protecting this physicaleconomical-social complex. Today with the passage of time, it is still possible to see
infrastructures and their mutual relations within the historic city of Yazd. As a matter of fact,
without considering these factors, recognition of Yazd is a hard or maybe even an impossible
task. In the following a brief description of these factors can be seen.
The First Factor: the Qanat Civilization
Location of Yazd on the margins of the central Kavir desert of Iran together with a shortage
of surface waters has made this settlement in permanent need of urgent measures for
supplying water. This was solved by digging qanats aimed at reaching and using subterranean
waters from the mountainous areas. Historical evidence has proved the existence of qanats in
the area even before Yazd was founded. From another point of view it can be said that the
qanat-based management system for urban expansion of Yazd was popular because the city
could only develope due to the collaboration of some common people or a handful of popular
authorities in digging qanats. Even today payabs can make accessible the route of qanats in
the historic city. As a matter of fact, in qanats located deeper under the ground the flow of
water still continues.

Photo 2-3: view of qanat; source: HCY base archive
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Water cistern

Figure 2-2: a drawing of qanat cross section and its constituents; source: HCY base archive
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The Second Factor: Road and Access
The momentum towards establishing many cities starts from a spot which is deemed fit in
providing access to other human settlements. Existence of these roads and their relation with
other cities has not only maintained the socio-cultural and economic life of the city
throughout its history but also has had a direct effect on it. On a smaller scale, roads provide
contact among urban functions and districts within city limits and its suburbs. Moreover, the
bazaar of each city is regarded as one of the most important and most prominent
thoroughfares of it. Not only major urban functions are accumulated within bazaars but also
bazaars act as connectors between them. Intra-city streets and bazaars provide relation with
the outside world by linking to countryside roads. Thus in order to have a better
understanding of roads, they must be reviewed from intra- and extra-city aspects.
Roads outside the City
One of the most important reasons for the foundation of Yazd is its proximity to the road
networks of the trade system, lifestyle and subsistence of city dwellers. During the course of
history, trading and commercial activities as well as industries such as textiles have been the
main subsistence channel for inhabitants of Yazd and its outskirts. Among remarkable things
about roads, mention can be made of elements dependent on them which have had a huge
effect on the economic flourishing.
The central position of Yazd as a confluence of various cities was an advantage. In fact, Yazd
has always been identified as the intersection of Iran because it was en route to major
commercial routes such as the Spice Road, the Kerman-Rey and the Khorasan-Fars roads.
Even today, these roads play a major role in the trade and commerce of Yazd.

Map 2-1: historical roads leading to Yazd City; source: HCY base archive
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The Spice Road: Following the advent of an economic flourishing in the Persian Gulf, the
spice road was built in order to enable direct trade between Indian and Muslim merchants in
the 3rd and 4th century AH an its flourishing continued until the 8th century AH which
coincides with the invasion of Mongols (Razavi, 1388 SAH:22). The road was one of the most
popular trade routes starting from India and ending in the Mediterranean Sea. At first it was
only used for exchanging spices but later became a vehicle for trading other merchandises
too. Aside its commercial use for exchanging goods, it also served as a way for transferring
culture and civilization to other places so that even today Yazd Zoroastrians communicate
with India via this road. Therefore it can be claimed that the route is still viable but has a
different function compared to its past 1.
The Fars-Khorasan Road: The new road connecting Fars and Khorasan provinces and
passing through Yazd, roughly corresponds to the ancient route which has been in use from
the beginning of the 3rd century AH 2 until present day.(Mirhoseini,1381 SAH: 218)
Edward Brown who has visited Abarkooh and Yazd while traveling from Fars to Khorasan
in 1888 describes in detail stopovers en route and reports on water cisternsand facilities like
caravanserais built for the comfort of passengers and travelers 3.(Brown, 1344 SAH: 369-381)
Karbala Road: The main road from Rey to Fars had been of utmost importance in various
episodes of time because it connected the vast territories of eastern and central parts of Iran to
its western provinces and to Mesopotamia. During the pre-Islamic period it was used for
traveling to Ctesiphon (madayen), the ancient capital of Persia, and during the post-Islamic
era it connected the Iranian inland to the holy city of Mecca as well as to the sacred cities of
Iraq for pilgrimage purposes. The strategic location of Yazd allowed it to be connected to
Fars via the Rey-Kerman road. Even today Yazd enjoys a strategic position for those who
want to go to Karbala from eastern provinces of Iran. (Pooya, 1371 SAH: 76)

1

A full description of the Silk Road as well as the commercial route between India and the Persian Gulf ports
with names of all cities en route can be seen in Ibn-eBatuteh, page 59.
2
According to most historians, the historic emigration of Imam Reza (peace be upon him) from Medina to Marv
occurred by this route dated 201 AH/816 AD. A fourth AH century geographer (342 AH) named Abu Is’haq
Ebrahim-e Estakhri in a book titled “Masalek va Mamalek” has written the distances and names of stopovers on
the road from Shiraz to Kaseh to Khorasan (under the topic of ‘A Brief History’, the etymology of Yazd as well
as the distance between Kaseh and Yazd has been mentioned). Moreover he has estimated the distance between
various stopovers Also the author of the book Sovaratol-arz (367 AH) named Abolqasem ebn-e howqal-e Nasibi
has examined road condition in his trips. According to him, one of the most important towns of Estakhr County
towards Khorasan is Kaseh which is situated in the vicinity of Yazd and Abar-qooyeh (Ebn-e Howqel, 1987:
49). He thought that the 64 farsakh-long (384 km) Shiraz-Yazd road is part of the Khorasan road and has listed
all the stopovers en route as well as distances between them.
3
Additionally Ali Ben Mohammad Moshtaqi-e Naeini also known as Safa-o-saltane Naeini (1245-1318 AH)
traveled by Rabatat road from Mashhad to central Iran and then to Tehran and in his travelogue titled ‘Tohfatol-foqara has mentioned the names of all stopovers. En route from Mashhad to Yazd, 27 towns, villages and
caravanserais are enumerated including Tabas and Kharaneq.
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Intra-city streets
The main intra-city streets link city gates to city centers and incidental streets branch into
districts leading to dead ends and darbands. Old thoroughfares can be discerned easily
because they link two city gates. There are also kooche-baghs which are narrow lanes inbetween gardens and orchards seen largely inside the mid-urban fabric and around the
historical fabric of cities.(Soltan-Zadeh, 1385 SAH: 24)
From another point of view, it can be said that some routes are apparently hidden from
eyesight but make possible access from one house to its districts. In this regard, mention can
be made of naqibs which were lanes along the qanat routes used specifically in times of war
and unrest. Otherwise they were predominantly used by some women and children. Today
these access routes have been largely limited or blocked during most reconstructions but their
traces are visible.

Map 2-2: access roads and thoroughfares existing within the core zone; source: HCY base archive

The Third Factor: Defensive structure of the city
Since the Sassanid era, most of Iranian cities have had protective city wall. These
fortifications separated the city from its suburbs and farmlands. Occasionally another city
wall was built around the governor’s residence and some governmental institutions but no
such measures were taken in Yazd from the 5th until the 8th century AH neither for military
purposes nor for protecting a certain group of people. Seemingly in those times, the rulers
had a friendly relationship with ordinary people so that fortifications were only used for
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public safety and security against external threats (Modarres, 1393 SAH: 58). Of course following
the invention of firearms, the defensive role of fortifications became less important. In a brief
study of Yazd history, the process of expansion and alteration of these fortifications has been
clearly addressed. Today traces of former fortifications in the historical district of the city are
easily visible.

Map 2-3: the location of Ilkhanate fortification in the historic city of Yazd
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The Fourth Factor: Production and Trade System
Due to dire climatic and geographical conditions, Yazd citizens could not run the city by
merely relying on agriculture.
Therefore the issue of an economy based on trade was on the agenda. Exchanging goods
served as a pillar of the economy formed depending on urban and rural productions and acted
as a background for the economic flourishing of the city as caravans with different origins
and destinations passed through it. The expanse of bazaars and spaces dependent on them
such as caravanserais and sarays confirms this claim. The ongoing prosperity in the textile
industry and trading of precious and high-grade cloths since the distant past, preservation of
the previous structure of bazaars in the historical center of the city and its present thriving, all
indicate the significance and integrity of the infrastructure in the emergence and maintenance
of Yazd City.

Workshops

Manufacting

Bazaarche

Bazaar

Exchanging

Chart 2-1:the hierarchical system in the commercial function; source: HCY base archive

2.a.1. The Physical System and the Spatial Organization of the City
On the whole, the area of Yazd can be divided into three parts: the historic city, the modern
fabric and the mid-urban fabric which is comprised of gardens and districts formerly located
outside the city limits but now absorbed into it because of urban expansion. The center of the
historic city of Yazd measuring an area of nearly a thousand hectares and following a natural
arrangement comprises the core and buffer zone. The area itself is surrounded by modern and
mid-urban fabrics of the city.
The border of functional areas within modern and mid-urban fabrics has been defined by
streets and boulevards and can be distinguished clearly. Large scale functions once located
outside the city fence (including gardens and factories) now are situated inside the city. The
modern city is an area developed according to predetermined measures and has a checkered
pattern. On the other hand due to the emergence of new needs and following the
recommendations of master plans, large scale single-function zones such as the bus terminal,
government offices, etc…have been developed which have made motor vehicles the factor
dominating the urban fabric.
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Photo 2-4: aerial view of Yazd in the year 2011; source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-5: Right: the checkered grid of the modern urban fabric of Yazd; Left: gardens existing in the mid-urban
fabric/source: the Documentation Center of the Cultural Heritage of Yazd; source: HCY base archive
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2.a.1.1. The Physical-Spatial System of the Historic city of Yazd

The old urban fabric of the city can be discerned easily from its modern urban fabric due to
morphological distinctions. Additionally traces remaining from Qajar fortifications help in a
better identification of the urban fabric relative to its surrounding area.

Map 2-4: spatial organization of the historical core zone of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

In this area, residential, commercial, religious, educational and administrative districts can be
distinguished. The Residential sectors are created by the juxtaposition of ancient districts.
Fortifications on northern parts of the area have served as an urban boundary nearly
separating the area from its adjoining urban fabric. Urban icons or landmarks include
buildings with a different physical form or a distinct function which at the same time consist
of a harmony between their form and function. Due to their relatively higher height compared
to other buildings, badgirs (windcatchers), minarets and domes act as landmarks helping in
the readability of the urban fabric. The presence of these elements within the core zone is
more pronounced than any other place in the city. Moreover, any first-time pedestrian passing
through the urban fabric would vividly remember its spatial organization.
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Figure 2-3: historic city of Yazd-source: Mahmoud Tavassoli

The landscape of the historic city of Yazd is unique compared to other cities across Iran and
the world. This is due to several badgirs (windcatchers), minarets and domes which act as
distinctive iconic elements. Within the historical area of the city, buildings have lower
heights so these elements which stand taller than their surroundings create a harmony
between the cityscape and the skyline not only because of their height but also due to their
specific form, color and substance.

Photo 2-6: Cityscape of the core zone of Yazd; source: Ali Jadidi

Each one of the districts of the historical core zone of Yazd have integrity, and its buildings
connect together via public spaces such as Tekiehs and meidanchehs, etc. these spaces
occasionally serve as social nodes in which thoroughfares play the role of links between
complexes.

Photo 2-7: the interwoven organization of the historic city of Yazd City; source: HCY base archive
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The principle of spatial linkage on an urban scale is seen in all complexes. For example, the
courtyard of a mosque is similar to a public square which is connected to nearby alleys from
three sides. This characteristic has increased the spatial coherence i.e. a courtyard which acts
as a thoroughfare opening into alleys and streets. The coherence has been respected in
different complexes in a variety of manners and ultimately has resulted in the overall integrity
of the urban fabric. In picture 2-13 the spatial connection of the mosque courtyard from three
sides to the main entrance jelokhan, surrounding paths and nearby complexes is noteworthy.

Figure 2-4: the relations of urban complexes: 1- Jame mosque 2- bazaar and charsooq 3- madraseh
4- Seyed-Rokn-o-din shrine 5- the Vaqt-o-saa’t Square 6- the old Hammam (not existing) and old bazaar. Part of the
main jelokhan of the mosque has been destroyed; also the spatial scale of jelokhan has been disrupted;
source: HCY base archive

The city of Yazd is a treasury of different and distinct spaces which decreases the monotony
of linking spaces. The two main characteristics of these contrasting spaces of Yazd are their
narrowing and widening as well as their openness and closeness alternatively. As a matter of
fact, three elements of meidancheh, roofed path and open path which become narrow and
wide or acquire different heights in spite of being linked together, create an exhilarating
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sensation of spatial contrast in the observer. Within the spatial urban fabric of Yazd, spaces
have principally a human scale i.e. the volume of spaces are proportionate with human body.

Photo 2-8: linkage of a series of contrasting spaces within the Jame Mosque Complex, some parts are roofed and have
a different height intensifying the spatial contrast; source: HCY base archive

2.a.1.2. The Organizational System of Districts

Districts are urban expanses whose residents have gathered around each other based on
ethnical, lingual, religious and professional commonalities and have made a homologous and
coherent community. Such an issue is exemplified in the history of districts. For example
inhabitants of Posht-e Bagh district were mostly coppersmiths but in Tal and Khorram shah
districts they were mostly builders, Sahl ibn-e Ali and Golchinan districts are inhabited by
merchants and weavers used to live in Fahadan and Shah Ab-ol-qasem districts. Also
religious minorities like the Jewish society were mostly concentrated in a specific area
(located south of the Jame mosque) with its own synagogue as well as its exclusive elements.
On the contrary, Zoroastrians used to dwell and still reside in various districts such as: Khalaf
Khanali, Khorramshah, Naeim Abad, Aharestan, Koocheh Boyuk, Nersi Abad (Nasr Abad),
Tal district, Eysh Abad, Kheir Abad and Kasnavieh.(Owlia, 1375 SAH:119)
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Map 2-5: districts within the historical core zone of Yazd

But presently because of the change in the urban life pattern and the irregular expansion of
the city, many residential buildings have been evacuated or their owners have changed.
Each district takes its shape based on the juxtaposition of residential houses around its focal
point. Narrow alleys and paths provide linkage between houses and centers of districts.
Neighborhood relations strengthen such commonalities and increase the sense of belonging to
the district.
Although the center of each district is easily distinguishable, no definitive borderline can be
specified for each district. In fact, district margins overlap each other with only the center or
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the focal point of them being vividly discernable. Thanks to the sense of belonging which
people show, vitality is seen within districts despite urban development.

Figure 2-5: center of Kooshk-e-No district and its main elements; source: HCY base archive

Each one of the districts in the historic city of Yazd has its own centrality in which daily
public needs can be met on foot. These district centers usually contain bazaars, Hammams,
water cisterns, mosques, Hoseiniehs, lards, small workshops, jooys (surface water ducts) or
payabs for accessing qanat waters. Also the commercial and transportational axis of the city
mostly passes through these centers. As a matter of fact, people buy their daily provisions
from the district center but procure their nondaily goods such as cloths etc. from the main
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bazaar of the city. Today in accordance with the number of locals present and the rate of
inhabitation in districts, there exist active, semi-active and inactive district centers.
Usually district centers take shape beside communicative networks, roads and/ or at their
intersection. Hence in many cases they are not located at the very geographical or physical
center of the district so that all residential units do not have equal access to them. District
centers lack any specific geometrical form with the exception of cases in which they
correspond with places having the function of Hoseinieh such as Kooshk-e-No and Shah Abol-qasem districts where a definite geometrical shape has been created because of the
overlapping of their center with the location of Hoseiniehs.

Figure 2-6: characteristic elements and the main axis between two adjoining districts
(Fahadan and ShahAb-ol-qasem); source: HCY base archive

Presently there are about sixty districts within the urban limits of Yazd enjoying a historical
past. Amongst them about 19districts are inside the core zone of the historic city; a
description of them is as follows.
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2.a.1.3. Introduction of the districts within the urban limits of Yazd
• Kooshk-e-No

Its name has been taken from the name of a Kooshk-garden built in the area during the 2nd
century AH. From the north it is bordered by Seyed-Gol-e-sorkh Street, from the south by
Shah Ab-ol-qasem district, from the east by Fahadan district and from the west by
Sar-e-cham and Seyed-Gol-e-sorkh districts.

Photo 2-9: location of Kooshk-e-No district within the historic city of the city; source: HCY base archive

Amongst the outstanding historical elements of the district, mention can be made of
Saheb-ol-amr Mosque as well as Kooshk-e-No water cistern, Hoseinieh and mill.
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Photo 2-10: characteristic elements of Kooshk-e-No district: 1-Kooshk-e-Nowater cistern, 2-Kooshk-e-No mosque,
3-rangrazi-e-Kooshk-e-No (dyeing), 4-Hoseinieh of Kooshk-e-No, 5-Kooshk-e-No mill, 6-vazir mill, 7-Konj Mosque;
Source: HCY base archive

The existence of architectural elements like payabs, mills and water cisterns whose water was
supplied by the Firooz-Abad-e-Majoomerd qanat indicates that the district was flourishing in
various episodes of time. Additionally another reason for the induration and importance of
the district until today is its bazaars and its great hoseinieh being operational. Kooshk-e-No
district has a living urban fabric from a social point of view with its residents mainly
consisting of local people whose ancestors also lived here.

Map 2-6: plan and cross section of Kooshk-e-No mosque; source: HCY base archive
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Photo 2-11: Kooshk-e-no mill, fortifications; source: HCY base archive

• Fahadan

This district is one of the oldest districts of Yazd. The oldest buildings still standing in the
district date back to the 5th century AH and during the 8th century AH it was known as the
Yoozdaran 1district.

Photo 2-12: location of Fahadan district within the historic city of the city; source: HCY base archive
1

In Persian, yooz is the abbreviated form of yoozpalang which is kind of Asian cheetah. In this district such
animals were kept.
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Literally the word Fahadan means the wise or the famous in Persian. Fahadan is bounded on
the north by a street with the same name, on the south by Vaqt-o-sa'at, on the west by Shah
Ab-ol-qasem and Kooshk-e-No districts and on the east by Imam Khomeini Street.
Amongst the major historical elements of the district are: Sheikh Ahmad’s mausoleum,
Qadamgah Mosque and madraseh 1-e- Zia'ieh. Its location within initial fortifications of Yazd
as well as it containing the oldest architectural monument 2 remaining in Yazd has added to
the significance of the district. Also a specifically significant element is the main public path
of Yoozdaran which on its either side ended in one of the two main gates 3. Now it passes
across the whole of Fahadan district

Photo 2-13: characteristic elements of Fahadan district: 1-Fahadanwater cistern, 2-Fahadan Mosque,
3-Madraseh-e-Zia'ieh (Alexander’s prison), 4-hoseinieh -e- fahadan, 5- the Davazdah-Imam monument, 6-the mahd-erazavieh preschool, 7-Heydar-zadeh House (the Coin Museum), 8-the arab-ha Complex, 9-the Hoseinian Complex, 10the Ra’sol-hoseini House (Textile Museum), 11-water cistern of Sheikh Ahmad-e Fahadan, 12-hoseinieh-yehkoochak-e
Fahadan, 13-Sheikh Ahmad-e-Fahadan mausoleum, 14-KohanTaslim(Hotel);
Source: HCY base archive

1

prison of Alexander
the Davazdah-Imam dome
3
Kooshk-e-no Gate dates back to the 5th century AH and Malamir Gate dates from the 6th to 8th centuries AH
2
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Furthermore, famous traditional mansions of Yazd including those named Lariha, Navvab-eVakil, ArabZadeh, Malek Zadeh 1 and Mahmoodi 2 show that the aristocratic or merchant
families of the Qajar era resided in Fahadan.
It should be pointed out that even today Fahadan remains significant not only from a
historical 3 but also from a social 4and cultural point of view. The Fahadan religious
ceremonies are amongst the greatest in Iran and are well-known across the country. Also due
to its central position relative to the historical hub of Yazd, Fahadan still serves as a living
and dynamic urban fabric in Yazd province.

Photo 2-14: Fahadan mausoleum; from left: Mahmoodi House, Lariha House, Hoseinian House or taq-bolandha;
source: HCY base archive

• Lab-e-Khandaq

This district is bordered from the north by Darvazeh-Shahi and lard-e-Keyvan districts, from
the south to Qiam Street, from the east to Dar-o-shafa district and from the west to
Sar-e-polok district.

Photo 2-15: location of Lab-e-khandaq district within the historic city of Yazd (1); source: HCY base archive

1

Founder of the house was Haji Mohammad Sadeq-e Arab, son of Mohammad Baqer
Builder of the house was Haji Mohammad Kazem-e Arab
3
due to the presence of unique traditional architecture and outstanding buildings of Yazd
4
due to the existence of traditional workshops
2
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Photo 2-16: location of Lab-e-khandaq district within the historic city of Yazd (2); source: HCY base archive

Lab-e-Khandaq means ‘the edge of the moat in Persian because it was located beside the old
moat dug by the Muzaffarid dynasty dating back to the 8th century AH. Among outstanding
historical elements of the district, mention can be made of hoseinieh-e-Lab-e-Khandaq,
Bazaar-e-Khanand parts of Yazd fortifications.
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Photo 2-17: characteristic elements of Lab-e-khandaq district: 1- Hoseinieh-e-Lab-e-khandaq,
2- Lab-e-khandaq Tower, 3-, 4- Mohammadi Mosque, 5- Hamam-e-Lab-e-khandaq.6- Arabha caravanserai
7- Adibol-mamalek Hotel 8- Mehr Hotel (Zargar House); source: HCY base archive

It should be pointed out that in the past the residents were mostly daqqaqs 1who used Zarch 2
and Mahdi Abad-e-Rostaq qanats as their water supplies. The proximity of the district to the
main bazaar of Yazd has resulted in the majority of its prominent monuments being related to
bazaar functions; such as Pesteh caravanserai, Zargar house and several other renowned
houses formerly belonging to local merchants which have been turned into hotels.

Photo 2-18: Ilkhanate fortification; source: HCY base archive
1

Daqqaqi means arranging and pounding of cloths
documents concerning the inscription of the historic city of Yazd on the national heritage list of 2005, archives
of the Cultural Heritage Base of the historic city of Yazd and the map showing routes of Yazd qanats, archives
of the Regional Water Organization of Yazd
2
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Photo 2-19: Zargar house (Mehr Hotel); source: HCY base archive

• Qal'eh-Kohneh

This district is bordered by Malamir district to its north, on Pir-e-Borj district and Mahdi
Street to its south, on Vaqt-o-saa't district to its west and on Sar-e-Sang and Jooy-e-Horhor
districts to its east.

Photo 2-20: location of Qal'eh-Kohneh district within the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

It also encompasses the largest share of the old fortifications of Yazd. It has been named after
the Dolat-Khaneh of Shah Yahya dating back to the 8th century AH coinciding with the time
when Muzaffarid ruled. But its fortification belongs to the Timurid era and later was linked to
Ilkhanate fortification.
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Photo 2-21: characteristic elements of Qal'eh-Kohneh district: 1-Jooy-e-BolbolMosque,2-Hoseinieh-e-Jooy-e-Bolbol
3- Arg mosque, 4-the governmental citadel complex (Cultural Heritage Department General of Yazd),
5-the governmental departments complex, 6-Hoseinieh-e-Qal'eh-Kohneh, 7.Shah Yahya Mosque; source: HCY base

Photo 2-22: Timurid fortification; source: HCY base archive
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Outstanding historical elements of Qal'eh-Kohneh district are: the old governor’s office,
Yazd fortifications, Shah Yahya Mosque, Hoseinieh of Qal'eh-Kohneh as well as Jooy-eBolbol 1 mosque and Hoseinieh 2. In the past most of its residents were employed as Sha’rbafs.
Moreover formerly there existed a thriving roofed Bazaar in the district but no traces of it
remains today 3.

• Vaqt-o-saa't

This district is located in the vicinity of the great Jame mosque. It is bordered by Fahadan
and Bazaar-e-noto the north, Masjed Jame Street to its south, Imam Khomeini Street to its
east and Shah Ab-ol-qasem and Darvazeh-Shahi districts to its west.

Photo 2-23: location of Vaqt-o-saa’t district within the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

1

Jooy-e Bolbol has been named after a stream passing through the interval between the mosque and hoseinieh
with its water supplied by Molla-bashi and Firooz-abad-e-Majoomerd qanats. Presently, the stream is dry and
buried underground but its name still remains on the hoseinieh and its mosque. Locals likened its water to
mercury due to its crystal clearness.
2
field studies
3
field studies
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Vaqt-o-saa't district was built in the 8th century AH by Seyed-Rokn-o-din Qazi and was
named after astronomical facilities called Oqat va Sa’at. Among prominent historical
elements of Vaqt-o-saa't district mention can be made of: the vaziri’s house, Shokoohi House,
Sheikhiha Mosque, Pakdel House, Seyed-Rokn-o-din shrine 1, Dolat-shahi Mosque, Vaqt-osa’at water cistern, Daraeibafi-e-Khojasteh workshop and store as well as the small
Hoseinieh-e-Vaqt-o-sa’at.

Photo 2-24: characteristic elements of Vaqt-o-saa’t district: 1-Mallieh administer, 2- the synagogue,3-Seyed-Rokn-odinmausoleum,4-Vaqt-o-saa't Square, 5-Vaqt-o-saa'twater cistern; source: HCY base archive

On Wednesdays the district becomes overcrowded due to public pilgrimage to Seyed- Rokno-din mausoleum. Because of its vast size, Vaqt-o-sa’at Square is used for certain cultural
and public programs. But at other times it is used as a car park for residents, tourists and
shopkeepers of Masjed Jame Street. For this reason several hotels are concentrated here.

1

Grandeur and significance of Roknieh madraseh is so high that it has been called the mother of all madraseh's
Omm-al-boqa of Yazd by the author of the book: ‘History of Yazd’. He also thinks that it is unequalled in the
world.
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Photo 2-25Left: - Mallieh administer, Right: Vaqt-o-saa't water cistern; source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-26: Seyed-Rokn-o-din shrine; source: HCY base archive

• Bazaar-e-no

This is a new district next to Vaqt-o-sa’at district bordering Fahadan district to its north and
Vaqt-o-sa’at district to its south, east and west.

Photo 2-27: location of Bazaar-e-no district within the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive
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Photo 2-28: location of Bazaar-e-no district within the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

Simultaneous with the city expanding in late 9th century AH, a new bazaar was opened near
Vaqt-o-sa’at district leading to the emergence of a district with the same name. Amongst the
historical buildings existing in the district, mention can be made of Molla Abd-ol-khaleq
Mosque, Gonbad-e-hasht, Afsharha Mosque and Bazaarcheh Mosque.

Photo 2-29: characteristic elements of Bazaar-e-no district: 1-Bazaar-e-no Mosque, 2-Hoseinieh-e-Bazaar-e-no,
3-Imam Hoseini House, 4-Bazaarcheh Mosque, 5-meidancheh-e-Bazaar-e-no, 6-Dolat-shahi Mosque,7-Qol-how-allahi
Mosque, 8- hammam-e islam, 9-SheikhihaMosque; source: HCY base archive

Presently the most famous building of this district is the Imam Hoseini House where a huge
crowd gathers on religious ceremonies.
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It should be pointed out that small traditional workshop for weaving, dyeing, carpentry and
Moshabbak-kari (Claustra) operating below the bazaar attest to the business flourishing of the
district even today.

Photo 2-30: meidancheh-e-Bazaar-e-no in ordinary days and during religious ceremonies; source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-31: From the left: meidancheh-e-Bazaar-e-no, Bazaarcheh Mosque, Imam Hoseini House during religious
ceremonies; source: HCY base archive

• Shah Ab-ol-qasem

The district is bounded by Kooshk-e-No district to the north, by Darvazeh-Shahi and
Charsooq districts to the south and by lard-e-Keyvan district as well as Seyed-Gol-e-sorkh
Street to its west.
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Photo 2-32: location of Shah Ab-ol-qasem within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd (1);
Source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-33: location of Shah Ab-ol-qasem within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd (2);
Source: HCY base archive

The district has initially been named after the founder of the local mosque and madraseh,
Shahab-o-din Qasem-e-Taraz 1 which was gradually transformed into Shah Ab-ol-qasem.

1

the 8th century AH
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Photo 2-34: Characteristic elements of Shah Ab-ol-qasem district/ Shah Ab-ol-qasem Mosque: 1-Tashakkory Mosque,
2-Zeynabieh, , 3-Madraseh-e- Shahab-o-din Taraz, 4- Shah Ab-ol-qasem water cistern5-Hoseinieh-e-Shah Ab-ol-qasem,
6- Ehramian House, 7-Kamalieh Complex; source: HCY base archive

Amongst its outstanding buildings which have a unique architecture are: Tashakkori
Mosque 1, madrasah, mosque and abanbar-e-Shah Ab-ol-qasem, abanbar-e-Jennok 2 and
Kamalieh Complex 3 but adding to the prestige of the district is the ceremony of Nakhlbardari held in Hoseinieh-e-Shah Ab-ol-qasem in the day of Ashura. This rite is well-known
in Yazd and numerous visitors from all over Iran participate in it.

Photo 2-35: view of Hoseinieh-e-Shah Ab-ol-qasem, Ehramian House and Shah Ab-ol-qasem water cistern;
Source: Najmeh naderi

1

the oldest stucco identified in its mehrab is significant
the oldest water cistern containing an inscription dated 878 AH
3
one of the outstanding buildings of the Ilkhanate era
2
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The old urban fabric of the district remains relatively intact. Amongst the characteristics of
the district making it superior to its counterparts, is the presence of a high percentage of
youth as well as the majority of local residents in the population.

Map 2-7: Madraseh-e-Shah Ab-ol-qasem Shahab-o-din Taraz; source: HCY base archive

Shah Ab-ol-qasem district has partially preserved its social structure and has remained loyal
to the social system and the hierarchy of its inhabitants. Repairing, preserving and
maintaining houses of a few of the district elite shows that the will to keep buildings in their
historical form exceeds other districts. The existence of intact historical buildings still
standing including workshops and houses is deemed as an optimal capacity for the return of
some vanished or forgotten functions 1.

Map 2-8: madrasah-e-Kamalieh; source: HCY base archive

1

among the characteristics of the district buildings is their access to unique views of the historical fabric without
the least harm being done
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Photo 2-36: from left: Kamalieh Complex and abanbar-e-Jennok; source: HCY base archive

• Darvazeh-Shahi

At present this is a small district near the great Jame mosque of Yazd bordering the Shah Abol-qasem district to the north, Sar-e-polok and Lab-e-Khandaq districts to the south,
Charsooq 1 district to the east and lard-e-Keyvan district to the west.

Location of Darvazeh-Shahi within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

1

in everyday language it is called Johudoon district
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Photo 2-37: location of Darvazeh-Shahi within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

Also its bazaar was previously linked to the bazaar of lard-e-Keyvan district but presently it
has lost all its former credit and prestige 1. One of the longest local bazaars of Yazd can be
seen in this district. Additionally, the reconstructed mosque of the district is noteworthy. Also
its water cistern has been turned into a traditional sports center 2 and is still in use. The 12 m
wide Lab-e-Khandaq path runs through Darvazeh-Shahi district and is deemed as one of the
most important motoring access routes to the heart of the historic city and the Jame mosque.

Photo 2-38: characteristic elements of Darvazeh-Shahi district: 1-bazaar-e-Darvazeh-Shahi, 2- Darvazeh-Shahi (Royal
Gate), 3-Darvazeh-Shahi Mosque, 4- Darvazeh- Shahi water cistern, 5- bazaarcheh-yeDarvazeh-Shahi, 6-Hoseinieh-eSandooq-saz-ha,7-Sandooq-saz-ha Mosque, 8 Mohammadieh mausoleum; source: HCY base archive

1
2

field studies
zoor-khaneh (house of strength in Persian)
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• Dar-o-shafa

The district is bordered by Charsooq district from the north, by bazaar from the south, by
Imam Khomeini Street and Pir-e-Borj district from the east as well as by Lab-e-Khandaq
district from the west.

Photo 2-39: location of Dar-o-shafa within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-40: location of Dar-o-shafa within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

It has been named after a building called Dar-o-shafa-ye Sahebi dating from the 7th century
AH of which no remains still exist. Amongst the outstanding buildings of the district are: a
series of historical houses remaining from Safavid and Qajar era, Bagh-e-Behesht Mosque,
Bazaar-e-Dar-o-shafa, Fort mosque and Hammam. Amongst the historical houses of Dar-oshafa district, both Ilchikhan house with its double windcatchers (badgirs) as well as the
Godal-baghcheh house of Malek-Sabet is well known due to their long history 1 and Ali-

1

remaining from the Safavid era
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Akbar Rismanian house is famous because religious ceremonies are held there on a yearly
basis.

Photo 2-41: characteristic elements of Dar-o-shafa district: 1- Baq-e Behesht Mosque, 2- bazaarcheh,
3-Dar-o-shafa Hammam, 4- Rismanian House , 5-Hammam-e-fort and fort mosque, 6-Sadrol-olama House, 7-Ilchikhan
House, 8-Malek-Sabet House, 9-Navvab House; source: HCY base archive

The location of the Dar-o-shafa district next to Yazd bazaar has resulted in many of its
former bazaarcheh and shop spaces to be operated as workshops, in support of the bazaar.
According to historical texts, Fort mosque and Hammam date back to the 2nd century AH.
Reputation of the building has resulted in the district also being called the Masjed Jame
district. Shops selling handicrafts and traditional garments on Masjed Jame Street attract
tourists causing a thriving business.

Photo 2-42:from left: plan and cross section of Hammam-e Fort, Bagh-e-Behesht Mosque, plan and cross section of
Fort Mosque; source: HCY base archive
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• Charsooq

This district is surrounded by Masjed Jame Street and Shah Ab-ol-qasem district from the
north, by Dar-o-shafa district from the south, by Imam Khomeini Street from the east via
Mashrooteh alley and by Darvazeh-Shahi and Lab-e-Khandaq districts from the west.

Photo 2-43: location of Charsooq district within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd (1);
Source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-44: location of Charsooq district within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd (2);
Source: HCY base archive

Its name has been taken from Charsooq and its bazaar which dates back to the 8th century
AH. Its significance is due to the juxtaposition of the Jame mosque and several synagogues
belonging to Jews. Amongst the outstanding buildings of the district are: the Madraseh-e-
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Imam Khomeini, Charsooq water cistern and bazaar as well as the Hammam of Jews.
Another well-known building of the district is Imam-zadeh Qolhowallahi. Locals believe that
it must be visited on Mondays; therefore the district becomes crowded in middle of the week.

Photo 2-45: characteristic elements of Charsooq district: 1- Jame mosque, 2-Vaziri Library, 3–bazaarcheh-e-Shahi,
4-Charsooq, 5-Madraseh-e-Imam Khomeini, 6-Molla Aqa Baba synagogue, 7- Hammam for Jews, 8-Kamal
synagogue; source: HCY base archive

Masjed Jame is the most outstanding building of the district. Its present building is about 800
years old and is regarded as one of the well-visited monuments of Yazd. Its tall minarets and
doorway, the exquisite mosaic tile work on its dome chamber and portal as well as its tiled
mehrab which were a pioneering work at its time are amongst the outstanding features of the
building.

Photo 2-46: from left: entrance of Molla Aqa Baba synagogue, bazaarche-e-Shahi, Shan and riwaq of the Jame
mosque; source: HCY base archive

Amongst other things that make the mosque one of the most unique monuments in the
Islamic world are: its exceptional tall portal, its mosaic tile work, its exquisite wooden door
which has fretwork, the ayvan adorned with auspicious names of Allah in Kufic Banayi
script, its double-shelled dome, its minarets and tiled mehrab as well as its Kufic and Sols
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inscriptions. Before the advent of the Islamic revolution in Iran, the Jame mosque of Yazd
was the venue for holding Friday prayers but after the victory of the revolution the ceremony
has been transferred to the mosque of late Akhoond Molla Ismaeil due to its larger capacity.

Photo 2-47: a bird’s eye view of: Vaziri Library, Charsooq, Madraseh-e-Imam Khomeini, bazaarcheh-e-Shahi;
source: HCY base archive

• Godal-e-Mosalla

The district is bounded by Imam-zadeh Jafar district from the north, by Shahid Rajaee Street
from the south, by Mir Qotb district from the east and by Takht-e-Ostad district from the
west.

Location of Godal-e-Mosalla district within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive
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Photo 2-48: location of Godal-e-Mosalla district within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd;
Source: HCY base archive

Its name has been taken from the building of Mosalla-e-Atiq Mosque dating from the 9th
century AH when the Timurid dynasty reigned. Proximity to Yazd bazaar as well as Imamzadeh Jafar has given special characteristics to the district.

Photo 2-49: characteristic elements of Godal-e-Mosalla district: 1-Mosalla-e-AtiqMosque, 2-Hoseinieh-e-Mosalla-eAtiq, 3-Mosallamausoleum, 4-Godal-e-Mosallacaravanserai, 5-Dodarcaravanserai, 6-Posht-e-Seyedcaravanserai,
7-Seyed Mohammad (Seyed Mosalla) Imam-zadeh, 8-Hoseinieh-e-Seyed Mosalla; source: HCY base archive
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As it has served as one of the main access routes to bazaar, the existence of Posht-e-Seyed
and Dodar caravanserais in the district can be justified. The caravanserai 1 in Godal-eMosalla is regarded as one of the largest and most intact caravanserais still standing in the
core zone. The local mosque and Hoseinieh are socially active and host daily prayers as well
as religious ceremonies.

Photo 2-50: Godal-e-Mosalla caravanserai; source: HCY base archive

The nearness of the district to the new city center and main streets has made it contain a
relatively high degree of social vitality with a clear predominance of the local population.

Photo 2-51: from left: Hoseinieh of Mosalla, dome of Mosalla mausoleum, Plan of Mosalla mosque’s
Source: HCY base archive

• Imam-zadeh Jafar

The district is surrounded by: Shah Tahmasb Square district and Qiam Street from the north,
Godal-e-Mosalla and Mir Qotb districts from the south, Sar-e-rig district from the east and
Imam-zadeh Jafar Boulevard from the west.

1

i.e. an urban space where goods are sold untouched and as whole; previously caravanserais also served as a
stopover for those traveling with a caravan.
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Photo 2-52: location of Imam-zadeh Jafar district within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd (1);
Source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-53: location of Imam-zadeh Jafar distrct within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd (2); source: HCY

It has been named after the most outstanding building of the district namely Imam-zadeh
Jafar who was one of the descendants of Imam Ali living in the 4th century AH. But actually
the district dates back to the Safavid era because before that, it had been occupied by gardens
and a cemetery. It has easy vehicle accessibility due to its proximity to the main streets of
Qiam and Imam-zadeh Jafar resulting in the concentration of public functions. Among them
are: Moshir Hotel-Caravanserai, commercial buildings, Kazemeyni Museum, and the
extension of sahn-e Imam-zadeh Jafar particularly in recent years.
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Photo 2-54: characteristic elements of Imam-zadeh Jafar district: 1- Imam-zadeh Jafar, 2- Imam-zadeh water cistern,
3-Hoseinieh-e-Ashura,4-Harandi House, 5- Moshiri house and darband (Mirza Mohammad Kazemeini), 6- Moshir
caravanserai Hotel, 7-Moshir bazaarcheh, 8-Moshir small caravanserai,9-Moshir-ol-mamalek House, 10-Amanian
House, 11- haj abd-ol-hosein Hammam, 12- oto seir garage; source: HCY base archive

Amongst other outstanding buildings of Imam-zadeh Jafar district, are the Moshiri-darband
and its houses as well as the Hammam and water cistern of Imam-zadeh. With the exception
of the enlarged part of the shrine enclosure, other parts of the district are relatively original.

Photo 2-55:from left: Moshir caravanserai, bazaarcheh-e-Moshir and lard; source: HCY base archive

Most of the houses in the district belong to the Qajar era but at the same time several Safavid
buildings are still standing within the urban fabric. Due to the significance of the shrine and
its key role in the social life of the city from the past until the present, the two main access
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route leading to bazaar and the Jame mosque respectively can be seen within the fabric but
due to the dominance of car transport, its function and importance has been diminished.
• Sar-e-Polok

It is a small district adjacent to Shah Tahmasb Square bounded to: lard-e-Keyvan and
Darvazeh-Shahi districts from the north, Qiam Street from the south, Lab-e-Khandaq district
from the east and Shah Tahmasb Square district from the west.

Photo 2-56: location of Sar-e-Polok within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

Sar-e-Polok is located next to Darvazeh-Shahi and it has purportedly been named after a
bridge built over the moat opposite Darvazeh-Shahi in the 8th century AH. Its present
proximity to the path has led to some reconstructions within the freed margin of the path.

Photo 2-57: characteristic elements of Sar-e-Polok district and district center: 1-Haj Yoosef water cistern and
Hoseinieh, 2-bazaarcheh-e-Sar-e-Polok, 3-Shah Tahmasb Square, 4-Sabat Mosque, 5-Pesteh Caravanserai,
6-Aqa’i-ha House; source: HCY base archive
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Amongst the prominent monuments of the district are its mosque, water cistern and Hajj
Yoosef Hoseinieh. Despite its low number of customers, the bazaar of the district is still
operating.
Its proximity to the bazaar and Qiam Street has led to the construction of caravanserais and
cargo offloading sites at the southern part of the district. Its special brand of bread as well as
being the base of the bakery guild chamber has enhanced the significance of the district.
Altogether it can be claimed that the district enjoys a fairly dynamic urban fabric and remains
relatively intact.
• Amirchaqmaq district

As the main intersection of Yazd (Qiam and Salman streets with Imam Khomeini Street) is
located right in the center of the district, its role in daily activities and major events of the city
has increased. Amirchaqmaq Square contains the key elements of the district like its mosque,
its tekieh, its bazaar, Seti Fatemeh Mausoleum and a water cistern whose function has been
transformed into a zoor-khaneh. Also serving as the main venue for holding demonstrations
as well as being the destination of local and national dignitaries has made Amirchaqmaq
district the vanguard amongst all Yazd districts.

Photo 2-58: location of Amirchaqmaq within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd (1); source: HCY base archive
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Photo 2-59: location of Amirchaqmaq within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd (2); source: HCY base archive

Additionally its position on the way to bazaar intersection which is the main access axis for
citizens and tourists has made it important from a commercial point of view too, so that for
example it can be considered as the center of supplying and selling specific souvenirs of
Yazd like: sweets, textiles(such as termeh) and handicrafts.

Photo 2-60:Amirchaqmaq square; source: HCY base archive
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Amirchaqmaq is one of the most visited districts of Yazd and very popular with tourists.
Today the main front of tekieh wall is deemed as the landmark of Yazd which also serves as
the focal point of social developments.

Photo 2-61: characteristic elements of Amirchaqmaq district: 1-Amirchaqmaq Complex, (Amirchaqmaq Tekieh, Haji
Qanbar Bazaar and water cistern, 2-Amirchaqmaqmosque,3-Seti Fatemeh water cistern,4- Seti Fatemeh mausoleum,
5-Rashtiha House (hotel),6-Owlia House(house of tourism),7-Shirazieh House,8- Dr. Hojjat House (Vali Hotel),9- Dr.
Moayyed Ala’i House (Iranology House), 10-Oloomi House (Faculty of Science and Art) ; source: HCY base archive

At the northern front of the district stands the water museum which not only boasts a valuable
body dating from the Qajar era but also demonstrates the manner of accessing water by
displaying a series of tools and equipment pertaining to qanat. As a consequence of urban
functions development, the district has suffered drastically regarding its indigenous and
residential urban fabric. The momentum towards constructing parking lots and commercial
spaces in the area has led to the functional change and evacuation of many houses.

Photo 2-62: from left: Amirchaqmaq Mosque, Seti Fatemeh water cistern, Seti Fatemeh mausoleum
Source: HCY base archive
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Photo 2-63: Owlia House (Tourism House) Tekieh-e-Amirchaqmaq; source: HCY base archive

• Sahl-ibn-e-Ali

This district is surrounded by: the bazaar and Qiam Street from the north, Araq-paz-ha
district from the south, Imam Khomeini Street, Amirchaqmaq and Khajeh Khezr districts from
the east; also Golchinan district from the west. Its name has been taken from the name of a
compound remaining from the 8th century AH with the same name. Sahl-ibn-e-Ali Complex
consists of a mosque, a shrine, a water cistern, a Hammam and a caravanserai; all of which
are still standing with the exception of the Hammam 1.

Photo 2-64: location of Sahl-ibn-e-Ali within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

Moreover this district is well-known for its beautiful timchehs and exquisite houses decorated
with gold-plated drawings. Proximity to the main bazaar of Yazd as well as the involvement
of rich merchants of the Qajar era has contributed to the construction of the following
buildings: Aliaqa Timcheh, the Maveddat house, and houses belonging to Shafi-poor, Mirza
Shafi, Mortaz, Rasoolian, etc. some of them such as houses of Mortaz, Rasoolian, Kermaniha
and Shafi-poor are currently used as part of the educational space of Yazd faculty of Art and
Architecture.

1

it is buried under the ground
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Photo 2-65: characteristic elements of Sahl-ibn-e-Ali district: 1-Imam-zadehSahl-ibn-e-Ali,2-sadooqi House, 3- Art and
Architecture faculty,4-Shafi'poor House 5- Mortaz House 6- Mavaddat House; source: HCY base archive

From a social point of view, the district encloses several social groups. The first group
consists of university students and those interested in art and architecture particularly Persian
architecture.

Photo 2-66: from left: Rasoolian House (part of the faculty compound), photo of Ostad Pirnia 1 and his mausoleum in
the Art and Architecture faculty, source: HCY base archive

1

Ostad Mohammad Karim-e Pirnia also known as ‘the father of Iranian traditional architectural teaching of Iran’
is one of the most prominent researchers on Persian Architecture and has made a huge effort in the preservation
of the historical monuments of the country. Among his valuable works are: ‘the Five-Principles of Persian
Architecture’, ‘The Six-Styles of the Architectural History of Iran’ and ‘Lexicon of Traditional Architecture
Terms’. He was born in Yazd in 1921 and following his death in 1997 was buried within the precincts of the Art
and Architecture Faculty of Yazd.
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Photo 2-67: Sadooqi House; source: HCY base archive

Not only the faculty of Art and Architecture but also Ostad Pirnia’s mausoleum in the
Rasoolian House both serve as the main attraction for this group of people. The second group
is students of Islamic and religious sciences who are attracted by Ayatollah Sodooqi’s house
as well as Mosalla-ye-Safdar khan and the religious madraseh of Khan nearby.
The third group is local residents whose easy access to the bazaar and the new city center and
other facilities encourages them to stay in the district. Despite a few vacant lots, it can be
claimed that most of the buildings of Sahl-ibn-e-Ali district are under conservation or need
superficial reconstructions in order to be suitable for dwelling.

Photo 2-68: the courtyard and throne of Mavaddat house; source: HCY base archive

Photo2-69:from left: Sahl-ibn-e-Ali shrine, Mortaz House; source: HCY base archive
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• Meidan-e-Shah-Tahmasb district

This is an ancient district with Be’sat (formerly Shah) Square as its center. It is bounded by:
Bagh-e Gandom, Ab-ol-ma'ali and lard-e-Keyvan from the north, Imam-zadeh Jafar from the
south, Sar-e-polok district from the east and Takht-e Ostad and Chahar Monar districts to its
west.

Photo 2-70: location of Shah Tahmasb district within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd;
Source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-71: location of Shah Tahmasb district within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd;
Source: HCY base archive

Its name has been taken from the name of a compound built during the reign of Shah
Tahmasb who was a Safavid king. Hoseinieh-e-Shah Tahmasb can be introduced as the most
prominent element of the district but it was partially damaged as a result laying out of streets
and is under reconstruction to regain its former shape. Shah Tahmasb Mosque is another
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renowned building of Meidan-e-Shah-Tahmasb district which is frequented by citizens from
all walks of life.

Photo 2-72: characteristic elements of Shah Tahmasb district: 1-Shah Tahmasb Hoseinieh,2-Shah Tahmasb Mosque,3Aghayeeha House,4-Hoseinieh-e-Kermaniha,5-zoor-khaneh of Shah (Takhti); source: HCY base archive

The presence of an old Nakhl which is as old as the Nakhl in Amirchaqmaq Square on the
corner of this square is proof of the former splendor of the district 1. Its location on the
intersection of two streets with heavy car traffic as well as being in the vicinity of the main
bazaar of Yazd has decreased the residential structure but has increased the commercial and
communal functions of the district. However the central square of the district is visited by
many citizens on a daily basis.
• Mir Qotb district

It is bordered by Imam-zadeh district from the north, Posht-e Bagh and Golchinan districts
from the south, Golchinan district from the east and Godal-e-Mosalla district from the west.
Apparently it has been named after the famous Mir Qotb mausoleum and Hoseinieh of the
district.

1

field studies
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Photo 2-73: location of Mir Qotb within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

Proximity to the main bazaar of Yazd has made it an ideal place for residence of businessmen
and merchants as well as for giving support to their jobs. Thus many superb houses are seen
here. Holding of Friday prayers in Molla Ismaeil Mosque has not only given the district a
special credit but also a business flourishing. There exist many outstanding buildings in the
district such as: Mir Qotb mausoleum, mosque and Hoseinieh, Monir Hammam, Ebrahimi
and Rowhanian houses.
The late Molla Ismaeil Mosque in which the Friday prayers are held is one of the largest
mosques of the province. The dome of the mosque has a single shell and lacks any external
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ornaments. Its span is 15.60 m wide equaling that of the ayvan. This architectural
characteristic is not seen in any other mosque of Iran.

Photo 2-74: characteristic elements of Mir Qotb district: 1-Seyed A’zam-e Mir Qotb mausoleum and mosque,
2-Molla Ismaeil Mosque, 3-Hammam-e- Monir, 4-Hoseinieh of Mir Qotb alley ,5-Hammam-e- Khan, 6-Ebrahimi
(Sarraf) House, 7-Shahi Bank, 8-Rowhanian House (municipality of the historical zone), 9-Sadatcaravanserai;
Source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-75: Molla Ismaeil mosque; source: HCY base archive

• Pir-e-Borj district

Part of this district overlaps the easternmost end of the nominated core zone. Pir-e-Borj
district is bordered by: Qal'eh Kohneh district from the north, Gazorgah district from the
south and the east, also Imam Street from the west.
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Photo 2-76: location of Pir-e-Borj within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd (1); source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-77: location of Pir-e-Borj within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd (2); source: HCY base archive

Its name has been taken from the mausoleum of Pir-e-Borjor present Shahzadeh Fazel who is
venerated by both Muslims and Zoroastrians because the former think that it is the grave of a
Muslim dignitary and the latter believe that it is the mausoleum of a Sassanid prince 1.

1

tomb of Shahzadeh Fazel was discovered in the 9th century AH during the digging of the moat (Jafari, no date:
127)
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Photo 2-78: characteristic elements of Pir-e-Borj district: 1- Hazireh Mosque, 2-Hoseinieh-e- Shahzadeh Fazel,
3- Shahzadeh Fazel shrine, 4-Mashroote House, 5-Hoseinieh-e-Konjok, 6-Akhavan-e Sigari house, 7-Farokhi yazdi
House; source: HCY base archive

The distinction of the district lies in its different orientations and the layout of its
thoroughfare network. Centrality of Pir-e-Borj and the symmetrical radiating out of it can be
clearly seen in the network. Amongst the outstanding elements of Pir-e-Borj district are:
Shahzadeh Fazel Complex, Hazireh Mosque, Hoseinieh-e-Konjok, Hoseinieh-e-Khesht-malha, Seyed Mosque and Mashrooteh House.

Photo 2-79: from Left: Shahzadeh Fazel Shrine, plan of Mashrooteh House; source: HCY base archive
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Photo 2-80: Hazireh Mosque; source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-81: Akhavan-e Sigari house; source: HCY base archive

• Zoroastrians district

This district is surrounded by: Salman Street and Chahar Koocheh district from the north,
Ayatollah Kashani Street from the south, Chamran Street from the east and Lard-e-Asiab and
Tal districts from the west.
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Photo 2-82: a paraglide photo of the Zoroastrians (Zartoshtiha) district; source: HCY base archive

Given the fact that a large number of Muslims also populate the district, the peaceful
coexistence and interaction of Islamic and Zoroastrian cultures is quite noteworthy. Amongst
the major religious buildings of the district, the Atash-kadeh (fire temple) can be mentioned
whose fire was brought to Yazd during the reign of Naser-o-din Shah of Qajar. In the year
1924 the new building of the Zoroastrian fire temple was constructed.

Photo 2-83: characteristic elements of zartoshtiha district: 1-Atash-kadeh, 2-Dinyari school,3-oormazdahouse,
4-varjavandhouse,5-Rostam Giv water cistern,6 and 7-well-known genuine Zoroastrian houses,8-Mr.Khoda-bakhsh/
source: HCY base archive
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Amongst the prominent elements of Zoroastrian district mention can be made of: Rostam-eGiv water cistern, Mr. Khoda-bakhsh house, Urmazda house, Rostami House, Dinyari
elementary school, Varjavand House, the Zoroastrian fire temple and Bahman Hospital.

Photo 2-84: Bahman Hospital, Dinyari elementary school, Rostam-Giv water cistern; source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-85: Atash-kadeh (fire temple) of Zoroastrian

2.a.1.4. The Communication Network and its Nodes
• The Communication Network

Due to the climatic conditions of Yazd, most of its thoroughfares have been built in such a
manner that in daylight the maximum amount of shade can be provided. Because of the
shortage of vegetation, this has been done by adjusting the orientation of paths, adding to the
wall height of buildings adjacent to roads as well as by shortening the width of paths and
finally by covering them with roofs and sabats. Sabats have been used abundantly in
thoroughfares of Yazd so that some houses had multiple rooms and even a Mian-sara or yard
atop the sabat fronting their doors. By inserting orifices or windows overlooking the
thoroughfare, these spaces also made some kind of social control possible. Thoroughfares of
the historic city of Yazd can be divided as follows:
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Main streets and accesses: These are routes which generally have a larger width with
completely separate sidewalks and roadways. Within the core zone of the historic city of
Yazd, the two vertical main streets of Imam and Qiam have divided the urban fabric.

Photo2-86: Qiam Street; source: HCY base archive

Presently, all main alleys and paths are linked to these streets. Across these streets it is
possible to arrive by car and walk the rest of the way on either side. Walls or buildings on
both sides have s general height of one or two floors. Also most of service providence of the
fabric, including going into and coming out of the historic city districts, is feasible via these
streets. The roadway is asphalted and the flooring of sidewalks is a combination of bricks and
terrazzo tiles.

Photo 2-87: Sketch example of main streets; source: Najme Naderi
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Local paths linking with Main Streets: Aside the streets, main paths provide the most
popular access to the historic city. These paths are used by both pedestrians and cars without
being distinctly separated. In rare cases motor vehicles have been limited by making the path
one way or no entry.

Photo 2-88: Masjed-e Jame Street, Masjed-e Molla Ismaeil Street; source: HCY base archive

Usually parking lots exist at the end or near these paths especially in cases when paths serve
as entrances into the bazaar or they end there. Formerly, the path flooring was made of
pounded soil in the middle and bricks and/or cobblestones on either side of the alley used
jointly by men and domesticated animals. Today the function has been changed from animal
to motor vehicles and asphalt is normally used to allow a better traffic flow.
Intra-district access links: Intra-district paths serve as the inner linking network of the
historical fabric and provide connection between districts and buildings. Paths can be divided
into sidewalks and streets. In some paths, it is also possible to stop and leave the motor
vehicle. In tourist paths, the flooring is largely made of bricks, cobblestones and terrazzo
tiles.
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Photo 2-89: 3rd grade thoroughfares, intra-district approaches, Mahd-e Razavi alley and entrance to
Mahd-e Razavi alley; source: HCY base archive

One of the outstanding characteristics of urban planning in the old districts of Yazd is its
roofed alleys and passageways which are also called sabat in Persian. This architectural
element not only induces a sense of being sheltered within the space but also creates a
recurrent light and shade effect along routes. Among distinctive characteristics of the city of
Yazd, is the abruptness of consecutive spaces of streets and squares i.e. after passing through
narrow and sometimes semi-dark alleys with an organic order, we suddenly and unexpectedly
enter huge spaces that are geometrically patterned and easily perceived. This technique has
been used on a variety of scales such as in architectural units, in the space of squares and in
consecutive urban routes in order to create variation and to relieve monotony in urban spaces.

Photo 2-90:3rd grade thoroughfares, an example of an intra-district approach and its overlooking sabat - sabat
of abanbar-e vazir alley and its upper room; source: HCY base archive
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Occasionally entrances of several houses open into one sabat increasing the sense of
solidarity among residents. Sabat also alleviates the effect of seasonal winds. Usually sabat
rooftops are used by adjacent residential units and sometimes sabats have been transformed
into rooms overlooking alleys enabling district watch.

Photo 2-91: 3rd grade thoroughfares, intra-district approaches and sabat, the path leading to Molla Ismaeil mosque,
an alley in Shah Ab-ol-qasem district; source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-92: 3rd grade thoroughfares – roofed access of intra-district links; source: HCY base archive

Examples of these are found east of the Jame mosque of Yazd. At some dead-ends, there are
sabats equipped with a firm door; these gated spaces are called darband which increase the
security of the alley residents.
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Photo 2-93: 3rd grade thoroughfares, Bazaar-eno Path; source: HCY base archive

Dead ends and Darbands: if the intra-district paths do not end in a street, they lead to
narrow alleys which are usually dead ends. Some of these dead ends have been separated
from the main path by a door and are used exclusively. Among these private spaces are gated
cul-de-sacs owned by an extended family residing there or hashti into which doors of several
houses open. Actually in these elements, parts of paths used by members of one or several
specific families were allocated in order to enforce more social control using the existing
architectural body.

Photo2-94: dead ends and darbands, Malek-ol Tojjar darband; source: HCY base archive
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Additionally paths have been transformed into multi-functional spaces irrespective of their
access function using elements such as pirneshin and certain types of soffe’ or even without
them merely by relying on public presence.
• Nodes

In accordance with a variety of functions, nodes with different traffic usages have been
formed in the course of history. Broadly speaking, such knots can be classified into four
general groups which will be addressed as follows:
Squares: these are wide and open spaces with fenced and/or almost specific limits. Squares
were generated adjacent to main paths and roads. Formerly squares had social and economic
functions but today they have been turned into traffic nodes. Among major squares existing
within the historic city is Khan Square which formerly had a dominant commercial function
located at the heart of the bazaar compound. But today thanks to its proximity to the Art and
Architecture faculty, cultural activities have also become more prevalent in the square.
Another major square of the city is Amirchaqmaq Square which is important because of its
position within the initial core zone. Moreover it serves as the entrance gate into the tourist
area of the city.

Photo 2-95: an aerial photo in 1956, intersection of Imam and Qiam streets: 1-Vaqt-o-sa'at Square, 2-Sa'adat Square,
3- Amirchaqmaq Square, 4- Khan Square, 5- Shah Tahmasb Square; source: HCY base archive

Many of the social activities of the city take place here. Previously Vaqt-o-saa't Square was a
base for the facilities of Seyed-Rokn-o-din Madraseh and its astronomical apparatus called
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Oqat-va-Sa’at. But now its significance lies in the fact that it is located within the vicinity of
the Jame mosque as well as due to the specific manner of pedestrian access. Shah Tahmasb
Square which had a religious function in the past now has a traffic function. Another major
square of Yazd is Qal'eh Square 1 which previously fronted the government citadel 2 but today
no trace of it remains. (Afshar, 1374 SAH: 706-712)

Photo 2-96: Khan Square, a rough sketch of Qeysarieh entrance to Khan Square, 2004; source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-97: from left Vaqt-o-sa'at Square (sketch map by: Tavassoli, 2002) Amirchaqmaq Square; source: HCY base

Parking lots: Today parking spaces have been provided in some derelict houses within the
historic city of Yazd. These parking spaces which lack physical framework can usually be
divided into two groups: private ones which are allocated to residents of a certain district or
employees of a state office and public ones which are open to all people.

Photo 2-98:an intra-district car park named Kashi-kari; source: HCY base archive
1
2

or Sadat Square
or divan-khaneh (office of justice)
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Photo 2-99: The functional system in historic city of Yazd; source: Mohammad hosseini

2.a.2. The functional system
Following the introduction of districts and the transit network of Yazd, a deeper
understanding of the system of functions can be beneficial in gaining a better knowledge
about the historic city. The dominant functions of the historical fabric have been changed
with the passage of time. Among factors contributing to this are: introduction of modernity
manifestations to Iran including Yazd, emergence and growth of a car culture, laying out of
modern streets and widening of thoroughfares as well as allocating vacant spaces to the
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parking of cars 1, transferring the method of production from local workshops and houses to
factories 2 located outside the residential limits. Factors like these provided the background
for a major change in the functional system of the old city.
But presently the concept of security and safety has changed so that no longer the need exists
for constructing fortifications in order to protect the city. Moreover, the change in lifestyle
has limited the use of water cisterns, mills and Hammams. Nevertheless the smart
management capability of Yazd population led them to conform their hometown to these
changes in a way that its anatomic and functional structure did not collapse.
Change of function of Khan and Kooshk-e-No Hammamsto traditional restaurants, the Zargar
House to a hotel, the abanbar-e-Panj-badgir to a zoor-khaneh, the Rasoolian House to the
Art and Architecture faculty and many other cases are instances of reusing buildings that
have lost their main function and have been utilized in accordance with current requirements.
Like old times, the concentration of commercial activities is seen within the compound of the
traditional bazaar of Yazd. Supplying and selling of goods such as cloths, gold, hand-woven
carpets, spices, etc. with the support of workshops, sarays and caravanserais serving as
production units has made people consider bazaar as a center for buying original goods of
high quality; for example there is still a tradition of purchasing wedding items from the main
bazaar of Yazd.
The Amirchaqmaq Complex situated at the intersection of the two main streets of the city 3
has made this spot a tourism hub of Yazd and its most visited attraction so that most of
businesses related to tourism such as selling handicrafts and local pastries can be seen within
the compound.
Also the street leading to the Jame mosque has become a recreational place for excursion of
various groups of visitors because it is one of the main access routes to the center of the
historic city 4 of Yazd. Moreover, souvenirs and handicrafts can also be purchased here.
Concentration of hotels and residential-entertainment facilities within the confines of
Muzaffarid fortification particularly Fahadan and Lab-e-Khandaq districts make tourists,
first-hand observers of the daily life of people inhabiting the old urban fabric.
Amongst other characteristics of the functional system of the historic city still alive is its
hierarchical nature. Local bazaars and district centers are microcosms of the main bazaar and
streets of the city. Accordingly, most religious buildings function on a district scale with the
exception of a few like Molla Ismaeil Mosque which functions on an urban scale. Generally
in order to gain a better understanding about various types of buildings inside the historic
city, they must be classified and investigated according to their common functional aspects.

1

Imam Khomeini and Qiam streets are the first modern streets of Yazd dating from 1931 and 1943 respectively
which have divided the historical bazaar of the city into two parts.
2
Eqbal and Sadat factories
3
Imam Khomeini and Qiam streets
4
Fahadan, Chaharsoogh and Vaqt-o-sa'at
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2.a.2.1. Religious-Cultural and educational Functions

Cultural variety of Yazd city is the result of its different religions and ethnic groups. All of
these religions are monotheists but with different traditions and rites which over time has led
to the formation of various ceremonial and religious functions for their followers. Mosques,
madrasehs, Hoseiniehs, tekiehs, atash-kadeh, darb-e-mehrs, synagogues, etc. are various
types of buildings constructed for propagating religious culture and having culturaleducational functions.
• Mosques

There exist multiple old mosques in Yazd each having historical, artistic and architectural
significance. Here their characteristics are briefly introduced. Generally mosques can be
placed in two groups:
Local mosques which are usually modest and simple without outstanding decorations but are
rich in design. Ordinarily they have arches and vaults (Taq-o-tavizeh) and occasionally a
courtyard, garm-khaneh, winter shabestan or gonbad-khaneh (domed chamber). As a matter
of fact these mosques function on a district scale and are frequented by local residents on a
daily basis. Among fine examples of these mosques are mosques located in Fahadan, Sar-ePolok and Tal district bazaarchehs as well as Kooshk-e-No, Posht-e Bagh, Sabat and
Tabrizian mosques.

Map 2-9: plan and section of Fahadan Mosque; source: HCY base archive
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Jame mosques from a structural point of view have a vast columned shabestan, domed
chamber and separate ayvan. These make them function on an extra-district (urban) scale.
They usually boast urban icons such as minarets and domes which help the readability of the
district too. Examples of these mosques are: Masjed-e Jame as well as Amirchaqmaq, Rig,
Molla Ismaeil, Barkhordar mosques, etc.

Figure 2-7: the introduction of the Jame mosque of Yazd, an example of a complete Jame mosque and intra-district
of Yazd; source: HCY base archive
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• Hoseinieh

Hoseiniehs of Yazd are of utmost importance for its citizens. Actually, their main function is
to hold religious ceremonies. Some religious minorities such as Zoroastrians also hold
Tekiehs in high esteem. Hoseiniehs have always ranked among outstanding buildings of
districts and most of them also play the role of urban squares.
As an example at the beginning and end of one of the main commercial and transit axis of the
city stand two Tekiehs named Amirchaqmaq and Shah Tahmasb respectively. In recent years,
laying out new streets on these main axes (Qiam Street) has transformed the two Tekiehs into
main urban squares after undergoing minor changes in their bodies.

Figure 2-8: Amirchaqmaq Square, Shah Tahmasb and its surrounding urban fabric as seen in the 2011 aerial photo, a
drawing of the area before the laying out of the street, making models of Shah Tahmasb Square tekieh (Be’sat
Square), drawing of Amirchaqmaq tekieh; source: HCY base archive - model making by: Shabestan, 2011

Nakhl is a symbol of a religious ceremony, even to a degree that the form and dimensions of
Hoseiniehs are dictated by these trees.
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Hoseiniehs have always been outstanding buildings of districts and in many cases play the
role of main squares of the city. In fact the beginning and the end of one of the main
transportation and commercial axis of Yazd in Safavid and Zandieh times were Amirchaqmaq
and Shah Tahmaseb Hoseiniehs respectively. Recently following the construction of new
streets on these main axes (Qiam Street), the Hoseiniehs have been transformed into major
urban squares by implementing minor changes in their body.

Photo 2-100: Shah Ab-ol-qasem Hoseinieh, its cross section; source: HCY base archive

Hoseiniehs are mostly vast spaces with fenced or at least marked confines with walls, stalls
and blind arcades on all four sides of them. At the middle of Hoseiniehs usually stood a brick
volume with an octagonal shape and a height of 1.5 m called Kalak on which a torch was
placed in order to illuminate ceremonies held there.

• Shrine and Madraseh

Over the course of its history, Yazd has experienced many ups and downs regarding
educational and scientific matters. Once it was even called dar-ol-elm (land of knowledge)
due to its large number of madrasehs. Many of sciences and techniques were then taught by
the method of apprenticeship in workshops or in a real workspace. But educational spaces
called madrasehs were allocated to written religious sciences.
Later modern madrasehs were built in the city thanks to a change in the educational system.
The process of establishing such madrasehs is as follows.
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Figure 2-9: the Davazdah-Imam monument, cross section of the dome chamber; source: HCY base archive

Later in accordance with the foundation of a large number of madraseh s and the introduction
of a more comprehensive education system, the form of madraseh s also changed so that
simultaneous education of more textbooks became possible.

Map 2-10: the Zia'ieh Madraseh, plan and cross section of the dome chamber

As a result, a central yard was added to each madraseh in which the following spaces were
defined as educational, library, lavatories, Hammams and etc. Even today this form of
madraseh is still widespread so that Islamic seminaries (madrasehs) and religious madrasehs
still operate based on the former function.

Photo 2-101:Imam Khomeini madraseh; source: HCY base archive
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Map 2-11: Plan and photo of madraseh of Khan with introduction of spaces; source: HCY base archive

Map 2-12: cross section of Khan Madraseh; source: HCY base archive

• New Educational Functions

In accordance with the change in the educational system in this century, madrasehs have also
been modernized and classified into the following groups: the day care centers under the
supervision of the social welfare organization, schools ranging from pre-school to preuniversity schools under the supervision of the Ministry of Education and Training,
universities which are under the auspices of the Ministry of Culture and Higher Education
and a few miscellaneous educational spaces such as technical and professional or handicraft
institutions etc. with each group having its own specific spatial features.

Photo 2-102: Iranshahr madraseh; source: HCY base archive
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Photo 2-103: location map and a the main façade of Markar school; source: HCY base archive

But the arrival of some functions into the historic city happened while there were no
sufficient spaces for development, therefore many of its buildings were reused for these
purposes by enforcing functional changes or meager physical alterations. Among these
instances are: Mahd-e Razavieh, the Art and Architecture faculty in Rasoolian House and the
Urban Planning faculty in Mortaz House located within the historic city. Having in mind
education and safeguarding of architectural values of the historic city, these faculties
embarked on the takeover and utilization of abandoned houses giving a new life to the
historic city. At present, Shafi-poor house has also been endowed in order to be used for
higher education purposes.

Photo 2-104: from left: Mahd-e Razavieh (a change of function from residential into educational),the Art and
Architecture faculty (functional change of Rasoolian House into an educational one); source: HCY base archive

• Holy Sites of Yazd Zoroastrians

According to the Zoroastrian culture, fire is the symbol of Ahooramazda so it must be
venerated and kept aflame all the time. Fire has three ranks in this religion: first there exists
the fire of Dadgah which can be kept by both Moobeds (priests) and by ordinary people so it
is kept burning at houses and at religious places.
Second is the Adran fire which is exclusively urban and was kept at places called darb-emehr; so their number is less than Dadgah fires and thirdly comes the most important fire
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which is called Bahram or varahram fire which in Iran exists only in Kerman and Yazd
cities. This fire has kept burning from 1528 years ago, beginning in Pars fire temple (Atashkadeh of Karian). Later it was transferred to Aqda and then to its present location. Therefore
Atash-kadeh is a place where the holy fire of varahram is held so it is more important than
Darb-e-mehr and much fewer than it.
Usually Atash-kadehs have eight doorways and eight octagonal rooms with Atash-dan being
placed at the building center. This fire temple is one of the most important centers of
Zoroastrians and still an important pilgrimage destination for Zoroastrians.

Photo 2-105 : Photo of Atash-kadeh and its fire as well as its plan, fire of Bahram; source: HCY base archive

• Holy Place of the Jewish Community of Yazd

Synagogue, the ‘house of assembly’, serves as the religious gathering place of Jews for
praying purposes. According to Talmud which is the oral Old Testament, the synagogue must
be built at a spot higher than its surrounding buildings.
Initially façades of synagogues were orientated towards Jerusalem but later the location of the
holy coffin determined their direction. Most of synagogues used to serve as a maktab-khaneh
for local kids or occasionally Bate Midrash (religious seminary) for adults with Jews
practicing their religious duties in them particularly on Shabbat day (Saturdays).
Synagogue architecture does not follow a specific pattern but its most significant features
are: a table or platform for holding the Old Testament up so that it can be easily recited by the
religious leader (rabbi) as well as a small chest or casket for keeping scrolls of the Old
Testament. The casket is made in such a way that those standing in front of it are facing
Jerusalem.
Well-known synagogues of Yazd are located in Dar-o-shafa and Charsooq districts.
Amongst them are: Molla Aqababa, Kamal, Khakham, Mizan, Hadash, Eliahu Hanawi, Elee
and Molla Shalmu.
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Photo 2-106: A photo of synagogues interior and their Key plan; source: HCY base archive

• Museum’s Documents Archive

Buildings standing in the historic city with this function have either been built recently or
have formerly been historical buildings undergoing a functional change. Among the most
original buildings of this kind mention can be made of Vaziri library and museum. The
primary building of the library was established by the late Mr. Vaziri who was also a sponsor
of Jame mosque of Yazd. The library was constructed opposite the Jame mosque. Before this
date, libraries were virtually nonexistent across the city. The complex boasts many exquisite
manuscripts and is a treasury of presentable objects and monuments.

Photo 2-107: Vaziri Library, courtyard and the hall of researchers; source: HCY base archive
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The endowed museum of Kazemeini is also one of the most outstanding museums of the
historic city of Yazd due to its valuable and ancient manuscripts. Amongst the prominent
centers of Yazd which include museums and archive functions are: the Center for National
and Historical Documents of Yazd in Lariha house, Sharaf-o-din Ali Library and the coin
museum in Heydar-zadeh house.
2.a.2.2. Residential Function

Like other Iranian cities, most of the historic city of Yazd has a residential function but the
distinctive point in residential buildings of Yazd urban fabric lies with their antiquity as well
as their abiding by Persian architectural principles. Among these principles are: following the
rules of introversion, mardom-vari (consistent of human scale and social dignity), usage of
indigenous construction materials, refraining from futility as well as observing the basic
pattern and module of construction. According to their timeline, residential houses also
undergo changes in their system of construction and spatial distribution just like other
buildings inside the historic city. This aside, factors such as the terrain geometry, dominant
religion of the age or of the landowner and his financial status, requirements and conditions
of the owner, etc. all affect the architecture of residential buildings.
In Yazd, the building function has been largely mingled with its physical form. The house
space is enclosed in walls and the organization of its internal spaces is important from
ideological and climatic points of view. A Yazdi builder constructs a house in which dwellers
are able to live comfortably both in the heat of summers and in the cold of winters. Therefore,
the house space is divided into summer 1 and winter 2 quarters. Summer quarters are built on
its southern front but winter quarters are located on western and northern fronts. Due to the
western sunlight, the eastern front is lined with small ayvans and blind arcades. Personal
beliefs of builders and residents of the house add to the introversion in spatial layout resulting
in the separation of the interior and the exterior. Based on their spaces, houses can be
classified as picture 2-123:

1

the summer quarters mostly includes spaces such as the basement, the hall, howz-khaneh (water basinchamber), payab and tanabi
2
in the winter quarters usually spaces like tehrani, sedari, panjdari, bala-khaneh and korsi-khaneh have been
built
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Figure 2-10: residential variants within the historical core zone; source: HCY base archive

• Houses

Most of the houses with a central yard still standing within the historic city belong to the
Qajar era and their similarities are as follows:
Houses which have yards are perfect embodiments of introversion. Yard is the element
organizing various spaces in different seasons of the year. The shape of the yard, its
orientation and the overall plan of the house as well as organization of full spaces are
influenced by the general form of the land on which the house stands. Furthermore climatic
factors such as sunlight and religious factor i.e. the direction of Qibleh play vital roles in this
respect. Number of floors as well as the height difference is related to climatic factors such as
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the water access rate. When water is deep underground, houses are built in the manner of
Godal Baqcheh in which the house stands one or two floors lower than the ground floor (e.g.
the Owlia House). Occasionally the yard is located atop the ground floor and almost on house
roof (e.g. the Vaziri House).

Map 2-13: plan of Mortaz House; source: HCY base archive

House yards have multiple functions; for example they have a communication-motion role.
From a functional point of view, these flexible spaces are used for activities such as sleeping,
children’s playground, meeting place of family members, wedding and religious ceremonies.
The number of yards varies based on the job and social position of the landlord. Sometimes
yards are used for services such as those related to kitchen and water cistern functions.
Formation of houses has been based in many cases on religious beliefs of house owners.
Houses with two yards as well as interior and exterior quarters are an example of this.

Photo 2-108: Houses Common in the Historic city - Mortaz House; source: HCY base archive
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By using hashti, kerias, dalan and high walls, no original house of Yazd allows the view of
strangers inside of it. Additionally, the effect of religious and ideological factors is also seen
in architectural details of houses. As an example, houses built before the Pahlavi era had no
windows towards the alley and were illuminated only via their yards.

Photo 2-109: three seasons in Shokoohi House; source: HCY base archive

Amongst other functions of yards were providing spaces for flowerbeds where trees that
required less water could be planted. These trees not only bear fruit and cast shadow but also
provide humidity and beauty in the environment. In other words, all the constituents of a
Yazd house contribute to the creation of a microclimate optimal for habitation.

Photo 2-110: prototype of Godal-baghcheh houses, house of Dr. Nadeemi; source: HCY base archive

• Houses with Four Platforms

In addition to houses with a central yard which are predominantly dwelled by Muslims, the
majority of Zoroastrian houses have four soffes because according to this religion the number
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four is regarded as the symbol of elements constituting the nature 1 so here the holy number
also plays a role in their houses. Furthermore specific feasts and religious rites affect house
spaces in the form of soffes and tanabi rooms. Before the rule of Qajar dynasty, most of
houses had yard which were geometrically and functionally considered as the heart and
center of the house. The size of yards are mostly small, partly because in this way they can
also function as windcatchers (badgirs) in order to generate air current. But due to the small
size of these yards, no water basin can be seen in them although a small flowerbed does exist.
In order to offset harsh climate conditions such as intense sunlight, some houses have roofed
yards but with an adjacent garden. Occasionally beside a four-platform yard, a central yard
appears; perhaps for a better illumination or for securing a less exposed space. This has been
adapted from Muslim houses.

Map 2-14: Houses with Four Platforms- Varjavand House/source: www.qajarwomen.org

1

water, wind, earth and fire
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• House-gardens (khaneh-baghat)

This is another variant of houses standing within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd.
In accordance with weather conditions of the city this variant of houses became prevalent in
the past. But unfortunately today only a few of them still exist. In this variant, a small garden
plays a pivotal role in the formation of the whole complex and generally major spaces of
house establish an appropriate link with it. In fact, small private gardens have taken the place
of yards in this variant. In house-gardens, a yard with relevant perimeter spaces is built at the
end of the garden in order to separate private and public aspects of life. This is regarded as
the private part of the house. Additionally, a peripheral building with service functions is also
constructed in these houses too. The small garden has a different structure compared to the
yard and because of its considerably larger size, several trees especially fruit trees are planted
in it. House-gardens have high walls not only for more security but also for keeping the
family members out of the view of strangers.

Map 2-15: Sedq House-Garden; source: HCY base archive

• The effect of climatic factors, light, temperature, wind and humidity

To escape the hot summer sun, especially in hot afternoons, the summer section of the houses
were constructed in the opposite to Qiblah i.e. opposite to the south. This section is locally
called “Nasar” which is often shaded and cold.
The other side of the house which faces Qiblah, is exposed to the pleasant sunlight in the
winters. The yard surrounded by the tall walls of the rooms is often situated in a lower level
and because of the shade cast over it by the adjacent rooms is in the shade in the hot hours of
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summer days, moreover, at nights when it gets cold, the deep yards absorb the coldness of the
air and they stay cold up to several hours after sunrise, as the sun rises, the yard starts to get
warm, but the temperature of the summer section of the house is still much lower than the
outside. The section which is amazingly colder and has a much lower temperature is the
cellar of the house which is usually located beneath the summer section. This place is so cold
that apart from the warm summer afternoons, a person feels cold in there.

Figure 2-11: The windcatcher (badgir); source: HCY base archive

The windcatchers (badgirs) which are constructed behind the summer section of the houses
act as temperature regulators and create ventilation for the closely-built houses with no
airflow. Some windcatchers are connected to the cellars.
The presence of garden ponds in the courtyard and also vegetation and trees along with the
ventilation created by the windcatchers increase the air humidity inside the rooms and add to
the comfort.
• Physical Constituents of Houses

Houses standing within the historical core zone of Yazd City are similar regarding their
elements and constituents which are seen in most of them. To a large extent, existence of
these elements can be attributed to cultural and climatic factors. Talars, hashtis and
windcatchers are among the most important of such constituents. These elements are also
effective on the physical form of houses.
Talars: Talars serve as large-scale main spaces in the composition of residential spaces. In
traditional architecture, talar is a semi-open space usually located at the part of the house
which is not sunlit and because of its coolness during the hot season is used in a variety of
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manners by family members. Therefore it can be said that talar is a multi-functional space in
domestic architecture. Its main functions during the hot season are: 1- a sitting space 2-a
place for having breakfast, lunch and dinner 3- a place for hosting guests 4- hafteh-khani 5increasing the perspective of the yard 6- delineation of the yard. Its main functions during the
hot season are: 1- storage of wooden equipment such as the bedstead away from potential
precipitations 2- a storage place for some foodstuff such as: potatoes, onions and
pomegranates. Talars are bounded by the yard from the north, by the alley or the adjoining
property from the south, by the windcatcher (badgir), pastoo, lantern (kolah farangi) and
hallway from its east or west. In houses which have enough space, the windcatcher of talar,
the yard, the water basin, winter quarters (sedari, panjdari and orosi) have been organized
upon the main axis of the house which is along the direction of Qibleh.

Photo 2-111: Talar of Mortaz house; source: HCY base archive

Windcatcher (badgir): windcatchers are considered as the respiratory system of the city of
Yazd. Actually, they are towers which due to their particular structure direct the natural
current of air into various parts of buildings and are good examples of using clean energy.
Windcatchers have a variety of functions in buildings. In dwelling houses, they are usually
installed on the southern side of the yard i.e. within its summer quarters which is not sunlit.
Mostly they are linked with talar, howz-khaneh (basin house), lantern and the basement
paving the way for the flowing of air within the building. Also with the help of humidityproducing elements such as the water basins, flowerbeds, trees, water streams (jooy) and
payab, windcatchers increase the ambient humidity and provide an optimal living
environment during the hot and harsh weather of the summertime for family members.
Construction materials used in windcatcher are usually raw mud-bricks, bricks, mud, gypsum
and shooruneh wood. Windcatchers consist of four main parts including: body, case, tiqehs
and ceiling.
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The body of a windcatcher is usually in the shape of a rectangular cube or a prism. Its base is
mostly in the form of a square, a rectangle, a hexagon or an octagon. Although windcatcher is
regarded as a utility element but it also has decorations made of gypsum plaster and brick.
Irrespective of the function, the height and decorations of these windcatchers somehow
indicate the social status of the owner too.
Combination of talar and windcatcher (badgir) creates a space consisted of a tanooreh for
directing of the wind blowing via its natural course in upper floors into talars. The length and
width of talars usually have a proportion of 5:3 and their position relative to the yard is of
three types: open into the yard (without any doors or windows), partitions breaking sunrays
and/or orsis. Talars and windcatchers are spaces within the summer quarters of the house
usually built on the side fronting the northeast; unless the shape of the terrain requires that
combinations of talar and windcatcher are built at a spot facing other directions. The
windcatcher of Bagh-e Dolatabad is one of the tallest windcatchers in Iran which was
inscribed in the world heritage list along with Bagh-e Dolatabad.

Figure 2-12: The windcatcher (badgir) of Bagh-e Dolatabad; source: HCY base archive
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Figure 2-13: combination of talar and windcatcher in houses/source: Qezel bash, 1985: 59-61

Hashti: A hashti is a space measuring the size of an ordinary room and is located behind the
entrance door of the house. Generally, it allows a connection between the indoors and
outdoors. At a horizontal level, a hashti has a geometrical design in the form of a square, a
hexagon or an octagon. At the vertical level it is built at a height equaling one or two floors
with its ceiling and skylight at its center.
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Figure 2-14: variants of hashti in houses/source: Qezel bash, 1985: 69

Photo 2-112: from right: Hashti of Moaied Alaei house–Hashti of Hojjat house

2.a.2.3. Commercial Function

Formation and development of bazaar and its related spaces within the historic city of Yazd
can be attributed to a flourishing in business activities of the city in the distant past. The
commercial function existing in the urban fabric can be classified into two general groups.
Firstly, there is the central urban bazaar which has its relevant branches and affiliated spaces;
and secondly there are production workshops which supply goods to the bazaar. The
commercial function pertained to the supplying of goods performs within a hierarchical
system in the context of bazaars and stores. Merchandise productions are organized in local
and domestic workshops with raw materials being acquired from an area in close proximity to
the city.
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Photo 2-113: characteristic elements of the Bazaar area: 1-Molla Ismaeil mosque, 2-Shahi Bank, 3-Saray-e-Sadaat, 4Saray-e-Ali Aqa, 5-Shafiiyemadraseh , 6-Khanmadraseh , 7-Mosalla mosque-madraseh , 8-Lard-eBajvardicaravanserai, 9-Rig mosque, 10-Fortmosque and Hammam, 11-ShahzadeFazel hoseinieh, 12-Bayaghkhan
mosque, 13-Qesysariyeh Bazaar, 14-KhanHammam; source: HCY base archive

Main and subsidiary rastehs (rows of shops selling similar goods), sarays, caravanserais,
tims, timchehs, lards, local bazaars, production workshops and even houses where goods are
produced, somehow form spaces which have a commercial function within the historic city of
Yazd.
• Bazaars Complex

Yazd bazaars are of the plateau plains type. Their form is mostly linear which has been
changed into clustered because branches have been added to the main body during
flourishing times. Like other reputable counterparts, the spatial structures of Yazd bazaars are
made of a principal body with its affiliated buildings such as Tims and timchehs.
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Figure 2-15: bazaars complex; source: HCY base archive
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Some of these attached buildings are still standing at the time being but many of them
become deserted or abandoned because of recession and were replaced by other buildings.
The point worth mentioning is that bazaar does not only have a commercial function but also
has other major functions too such as social and political ones. Roofed bazaars of Yazd can
be divided into two groups based on principles of traditional architecture and urban planning:
1- bazaars 2-bazaarchehs.

Map 2-16: Bazaar Complex; source: HCY base archive

- Bazaars

The bazaar of Yazd can be considered as the most perfect roofed example of its kind. This
claim can be backed by the preservation of hierarchy, spatial organization of bazaar, usage of
architectural proportions, structural mastery of the indigenous architecture as well as presence
of elements supporting the bazaar such as sarays and caravanserais with commercial
functions, madraseh and mosque with religious function and water cistern with service
function.
All that is recognized as the series of old bazaar of Yazd is actually an extensive urban bazaar
compound covering part of the historic city located south of Yazd fortifications and working
at an urban, regional and roughly at a national scale. Construction of Qiam Street in recent
decades has affected the functional space of bazaar. Before this, the southern half of present
bazaar mostly served as a hub for businesses involved in manufacturing of goods. It also had
relations with northern parts including Khan, Shahzadeh Fazel and goldsmith’s zargari
bazaar. The functional body of bazaar played an integrated and unitary role in the city but
after Qiam Street was laid out, the northern half has continued its normal life and the
southern half has lost its prosperity despite keeping its manufacturing nature superior to that
of the northern half.
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Since ancient times, trading of goods such as cloths, local sweets, gold and carpets was a
flourishing business in the historical bazaar of Yazd. Among characteristics of the
commercial space was the functional separation based on coexistence of homogenous
functions with a single lane of bazaar selling similar goods but this characteristic has now
been weakened. This applies for example to Qeysarieh bazaar which is allocated to the
selling of textiles. Compared to other bazaars, Yazd bazaar which is located between Khan
Square and Khan Madraseh enjoys a better spatial organization from an architectural
perspective. Zargari bazaar is another example of spaces with homogenous function allocated
to the goldsmiths’ guild. Moreover, most of the activities of Khan Bazaar pertain to selling
gold ornaments, cloths and textiles. Today no dominant function is seen in most of other
bazaars. Some of the commercial spaces have lost their former functions such as Alaqehbandi and Jafar Khanrastehs that at present mostly serve as warehouses for other bazaars.
Even the Mosalla caravanserai has been transformed into a traditional tea house and a carpet
weaving workshop.

Figure 2-16: 1-Panje Ali Bazaar, 2-Qeysariye Bazaar, 3-KhanCharsooq Bazaar, 4-Serajha Bazaar, 5-Mesgari Bazaar,
6-Zargari Bazaar, 7-MohammadAli Khan Bazaar; source: HCY base archive
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Having a close tie with religious function is another characteristic of Yazd bazaar. Shahzadeh
Fazel Hoseinieh which is situated in a bazaarcheh with a similar name is amongst the
religious spaces dependent on the bazaar. Some of the religious spaces linked to bazaar are
Abd-ol-rahim Khan Madraseh and Bayaq-Khan Mosque within the main lane of Khan
Bazaar.
Occasionally, the construction of bazaars was in such a way that on their main bodies,
bazaars were added gradually resulting in the present form of bazaars. For example the
bazaar near the great Jame mosque of Yazd which in the course of time turned into the huge
bazaar of the 7th and 8th centuries AH paving the way for the addition of the most prominent
element attached to bazaar i.e. Charsooq-e Shahi in the old urban fabric of Yazd City. Even
today the emergence of new commercial spaces such as Hazrati shopping center in
ShahzadehFazelbazaar as well as Reza and Tala shopping centers in Afsharbazaar have
contributed to the strengthening of the commercial function of Yazd bazaar. Here is a list of
main bazaar of Yazd:
Khan Bazaar, zargari Bazaar, Panje Ali Bazaar, QeysariehBazaar, Alaghebandi Bazaar,
Kashigari Bazaar, Cheetsazi Bazaar, MollaIsma'il Mosque-Bazaar, Afshar Bazaar, Haji
Qanbar Bazaar, Mohammadali Khan Bazaar, Jafar Khan Bazaar, Sadri (Shahzadeh Fazel)
Bazaar, Darvazeh-Mehriz Bazaar, Mesgari Bazaarand Nakhod-berizi Bazaar.

- Commercial Centers of Bazaar

Commercial spaces dependent on bazaar can be studied in two groups of saray-caravanserai
and tim-timcheh. Meanwhile commercial buildings such as saray or timcheh as well as a row
of shops in bazaar selling similar goods (rasteh) are independent entities but at the same time
are linked to each other so that each commercial building can be regarded as independent
from bazaar and vice versa. Nevertheless, the total structure of bazaar and its commercial
function emerges out of this juxtaposition.
Saray- Caravanserai: Due to its thriving business, a number of merchants coming from other
cities also lived in Yazd. For this reason, the city hosted several caravanserais of which a few
still remain. Caravanserais are of three types: the first type is allocated to merchants, the
second type is called barandaz i.e. where traveling and/or cargo caravans arrived and
unloaded and the third type is desert caravanserais which from an physical point of view were
located outside the bazaar but from a functional perspective supported the commercial
activities conducted inside the historic city. Generally, caravanserais can be regarded as the
most important space supporting the commercial activities of bazaar. Wide distribution of
these buildings around Yazd bazaar not only indicates the vastness of commercial areas of
Yazd but also shows the significance of this bazaar in the trading of goods on a scale larger
than the city. Usually sarays and caravanserais are designed as squares or rectangles with two
floors following the pattern of Godal Baghcheh. On the ground floor of sarays were shops
supplying exclusive goods.
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Figure 2-17: commercial units and centers of the Bazaar: 1-VakilSaray, 2-Valisaray, 3- Khojasteh Saray, 4-Panje Ali
Saray, 5-KermaniSaray, 6-Shahanshahi Bank, 7-Golshancaravanserai, 8-SadatSaray, 9-Sadattimcheh, 10-Ali Aqa
Saray; source: HCY base archive
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Presently the Yazd bazaar has a total of 17 sarays of which those located in the northern half
of the bazaar has a brisk business continuing their role of supporting the bazaar
commercially. Main sarays of Yazd bazaar including Panje Ali, Khojasteh and Vakil are
located inside the khan bazaar rasteh and are still active. Saray-e-Vali in front of zargarha
bazaar is also one of the most popular and active sarays of Yazd bazaar.

Photo 2-114: Saray-e-Panje Ali; source: HCY base archive

Timcheh: Another space supporting the bazaar economy is timcheh in which only eminent
merchants and big wholesalers operate. Also clerical work of merchants were constructed in
timchehs. On the contrary to rasteh of bazaars and sarays where miscellaneous commercial
activities are conducted, in timchehs only one business activity was allowed with each hojreh
belonging to one merchant. Formerly the Shahan-shahi Bank on Khan Square which was also
called timcheh of Khan Square satisfied this need of Yazd bazaar but now it has been
transformed into the Artistic-Cultural Treasury of Yazd City.

Map 2-17: Meidan khan timcheh; source: HCY base archive-(1983)
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Lards- Meidancheh: Lard is a square-like area which was formerly a place for unloading
goods such as coal, fruits, vegetables and firewood brought from the countryside for urban
consumption. But these spaces have now lost their former function and because of their
proximity to local trails have gained traffic functions. Among old lards of Yazd mention can
be made of Lard-e-Asiab, Lard-e-Fahadan, Lard-e-Keyvan, etc.

- Bazaarcheh

Bazaarcheh are located typically at the center of old districts of the city and have been
planned to satisfy daily requirements of local residents. In other words, their operational
scope covers only a specific district. They consist of: a bakery store, fruits and butcher’s
shops, perfumery, Hoseinieh, mosque and water cisterns.

Photo 2-115: Kooshk-e-No bazaarcheh – Sarraf-ha bazaarcheh; source: HCY base archive

Also one or a few small workshops exist allocated to manufacturing of goods to supply the
bazaar. Among Yazd bazaars are: Kooshk-e-No,Shah Ab-ol-qasem 1, Qolamali Khorasani,
Hashem Khan, Posht-e Bagh in Khalf-e-Bagh district and Tal district.

• New Commercial Store

This means retail outlets existing within the urban fabric recently starting their commercial
function. But as a matter of fact most of these activities have been transferred out of the
districts urban fabric so presently they form the commercial edges of streets.

1

Shahab-o-din Qasem-e-Taraz
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Figure 2-18: Commercial units of Qiam street; source: Shabestan Consulting Engineers Company

• Manufacturing Workshops

These workshops are located either inside bazaar or within urban districts. Some of them are
also domestic workshops. Therefore in districts such as Fahadan and Shah Ab-ol-qasem,
factories in the form of semi-underground spaces for manufacturing cloths and textiles are
considered as parts of the structural-residential and manufacturing spaces of the district 1.

1

Shamseh, 2006:9-10
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Photo 2-116: Left: Mesgari workshop - Right: Mazari workshop/ photo by: Peter Menzel; source: HCY base archive

Amongst the production workshops of Yazd bazaar, mention can be made of: Mazari 1
,Halvayi 2, Rangrazi 3, confectionary, etc. workshops, each of these buildings have their own
specific architecture in accordance with the type of activity concerned. Amongst the
manufacturing workshops of Yazd, which play a role in its prosperity and are vital in
supporting Yazd bazaar, are textile manufacturing workshops 4.Among industries related to
textiles, three groups of professions including sha’r-bafi 5, termeh-bafi 6 and Dara’i-bafi 7 still
remain operational.
1

a place in which henna leaves are ground in order to obtain a natural color
a place in which sesame and other ingredients are used for making halva-ardeh which is an Iranian
confectionary
3
a place in which cotton and woolen fibers are dyed
4
Afshar, 2000: 48-49
5
The industry has various branches. The basis of sha’r-bafi is a wooden instrument which is designed and
manufactured in different sizes and is generally consisted of two rollers, a few pedals (padding), comb, vard as
well as large and small shafts; each having a different name in various locations. Broadly speaking, in everyday
language of Yazd citizens textile business is still called sha’r-bafi whose popularity was due to the shortage of
water, limited farming and the location of Yazd on the Silk Road as the key commercial route of the region
(Ramzan-khani, 2014: 227).
6
Termeh is the oldest hand-woven cloth of Iran that for centuries has been characteristic of textile manufacturing
in Yazd province because the majority of its production is exclusive to Yazd City. (Ramzan-khani, 2014: 65).
Warf of termeh is made from natural silk and its woof is made of colorful fuzz, silk, wool and yarn. As it was
woven by fingers previously, it was also known as angosht-baf (finger-woven) (Qahramani, 1996: 179).
Literally termeh means a bent cedar tree in Persian. This has been interpreted by some people as a sign of
extreme humility for the God Almighty.
7
Actually this is an ancient way of weaving patterned cloths by bleaching threads beforehand so that gradually
as the weaving continues, the pattern begins to appear. Dara’i is produced in yellow, red, green and purple
colors together with striped, checkered and floral patterns which is locally called peechoon. The raw material
used in dara’i is natural silk (Ramzan-khani, 2014: 140).
2
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Photo 2-117: A mazari which is currently being used as a carpet weaving workshop; source: HCY base archive

• Religious Elements Attached to Bazaar

Among other educational and religious spaces adjoining the bazaar the following can be
mentioned: Bayaq-khan Mosque on the rasteh of bazaar, Rig Mosque, mosque of Mosalla
madraseh and Abd-ol-rahim khan Madraseh on the southern side of bazaar opposite Qiam
Street. Today, the Khan Madraseh in Panje Ali bazaar, Shafi’ieh Madraseh on Khan Square
as well as Imam Khomeini Madraseh situated opposite charsooq and bazaar-e shahi are
amongst the important educational and religious centers of Yazd and even all of Iran.
Evidently the most important religious center of Yazd is the mosque and madraseh of Molla
Ismaeil located at the intersection of Kashigari bazaar. At present it serves as the venue for
holding congregational Friday prayers.
Tekieh of Shahzadeh Fazel located in a bazaar bearing the same name is among religious
places attached to the bazaar.

Photo 2-118: proximity of charsooq, bazaar-e shahi and Imam Khomeini madraseh; source: HCY base archive
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Figure 2-19: Religious Elements Attached to Bazaar 1- Bayaq khan mosque 2 –Abd-ol-rahim khan madraseh 3 - Rig
mosque 4 – Khan madraseh 5 – Khayyatchi mosque 6 – Khan square mosque 7 – Shafieieh madraseh 8 –Mosalla
mosque and madraseh 9 – Shahzadeh Fazel Hoseinieh; source: HCY base archive
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• Khan Square and Bazaars in its vicinity

One of the most important and most valuable elements of Yazd Bazaar is Khan Square and its
nearby bazaars. Under Naser-o-din Shah of Qajar, Khan Square was the main square of Yazd
and served as the base for the sheriff of the city (darooqeh); also it acted as a place for
issuing sentences and punishing of convicts. Furthermore, Khan Square was very significant
for shopkeepers because all potential customers had to pass through it first. Khan Square has
a water cistern with two entrances (dahaneh); one on Qiam Street opposite Khan Square
bazaar and the other opening into the northern side of the square.
Another characteristic of Khan Square is its strategic position relative to most of the bazaars
in the southern part of the bazaar so that a rasteh has been branched out of every corner of it
including rastehs of these bazaars: mesgari, Mirza Akram, Hazrat-e Abbasi, kashigari, chitsazi, sarraj-ha and Qeysarieh. Moreover, major cultural and religious elements of the bazaar
are principally opposite the square and somehow linked with it. In accordance with the
touristic nature of the historic city of Yazd City, some houses have been allocated to
temporary residence. On the one hand there are houses which are rented in specific seasons of
the year and on the other hand there exist hotels, guesthouses and boarding houses.

Figure 2-20: Section and plan of Khan square; source: HCY base archive
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2.a.2.4. Urban Service Function

In this group, functions are seen which are more beneficial for the public than others such as:
medical and healthcare spaces, social works, urban facilities as well as tourist and
entertainment services. Some of these functions have lost their original efficiency due to the
arrival of technology and a change in lifestyle despite the intactness of their bodies. In this
regard qanats, water cisterns and mills are noteworthy. Some of these spaces have kept their
physical structure but have changed their function in order to be enclosed within the tourist
and entertainment group. Some others like qanats cannot be changed functionally but can be
reused in the future as for the presence of the water crisis.
• Service Functions with a Historical Authenticity

Historical facilities include those which have undergone a functional change today or have
been abandoned. Qanats, water cisterns, payabs, mills and saqqa-khanehs fall into this
category of service functions.
Qanats 1: Prior to the formation of Yazd City, qanats were already running in the area.
Serving as an urban infrastructure, qanat can be used for a long time on the condition that its
supplying resources (i.e. underground water tables) are not at any risk and if it is properly
maintained and monitored 2.
At present, Yazd Province has 294 operating qanats and about 300 dry and deserted ones. 46
active qanats are in Yazd County with a total water output of 613.9 liters per second. Among
them five qanats are located inside the core zone namely: Shirin-e Zarch, Firooz-abad-eMajoomerd, Mahdi-abad-e Rastagh and Nosrat-abad.
Despite its apparent simplicity, construction and maintenance of qanats requires a high
degree of expertise 3. It should be noted that these 46 active qanats do not disrupt or threaten
each other 4 because they are located at various depths relative to the surface of the earth and
at different distances from each other. Most of the qanats in Yazd region flow from Mehriz
and Takht (Shir-kooh mountains) in the south of Yazd city and irrigate Maybod, Zarch and
other northern cities and towns of the province.
Water obtained laboriously at far distances and transferred to residential districts was deemed
to have a great value and significance. Therefore, all attempts were made to exploit it
optimally by various means. For this reason, complicated systems of auxiliary hydraulic
structures were built all along the qanat route and the position of each structure or building
1

Perhaps due to the length of qanat and issues such as water-shares, using the phrase ‘qanats of Yazd’ is not
appropriate but we mean qanats that passed through Yazd County and their water was exploited in this
residential and agricultural expanse.
2
Today numerous studies are at hand about historical methods and manners of monitoring, maintenance and
conservation of qanats. All of them confirm that the prominent value and wonder of qanats is not merely due to
relevant digging and setting techniques but monitoring, maintaining and managing of qanats in the course of
time also entails a lot of complications and intricacies.
3
They will be referred in other chapters
4
In some cases, two qanats join and consolidate each other if necessary
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relative to qanat depth below the surface as well as the type and rate of qanat water
consumption was conducive to the formation of a particular architecture. For example in
places where only access to drinking water was taken into consideration, payabs were dug
underground but when storing qanat water was required, water cisterns were set up as water
containers for emergencies. When the value of power generated by water motion became
discovered, watermills were built underground or at the downstream of the city 1. On the
whole, hydraulic structures related to qanats operated clandestinely both above and below the
surface as a complicated and integrated network and the prolongation of life in the city in fact
owed to their vital operation.

Figure 2-21: photos of qanat and its graphical cross section/ photo courtesy of: the Documentation Center (Archives)
of the Cultural Heritage of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

Water cistern (Abanbar): Water cistern is a container in which drinking water is stored and
utilized. For this reason, durable materials were used to protect them from effects of water;
also salt and lime was added to water in order to keep it healthy. In the construction of water
cisterns a mortar called deymah 2 was used which not only made their structure harder but
also prevented any water decay. Most water cisterns are consisted of four main and joint
parts: khazineh (reservoir), gonbad (dome), pashir and windcatcher (badgir). Windcatchers
not only cooled the water but also prevented it from getting foul, hence they were considered
so important that water cisterns were classified based on the number of their windcatchers.
For example there existed water cisterns called five- or six-badgir water cisterns.

1

To auxiliary hydraulic structures in towns and districts, Hammams can also be added but as well-water is used
in them, they have not been mentioned here.
2
dimeh is a mortar produced by mixing lime, ash and sand
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Due to scarce water resources of Yazd, water cisterns were of utmost importance. Perhaps
for this reason water cisterns are scattered in all historical districts of Yazd City. On the other
hand the hard method of access to the water of water cisterns also made people thrifty in
water consumption. Some water cisterns were equipped with several pashirs in various
directions so that simultaneous usage by several individuals was feasible. Today with water
pipe networks, drinking water is easily available and water cisterns have lost their former
function. In cases of a function change, a new floor has been built atop the water cistern.
Generally the rounded space of water cisterns makes them ideal for functions such as zoorkhaneh. This re-use allows a more pertinent rendering of the required maintenance restoration
efforts that are needed to keep those structures in a good state of conservation.

Figure 2-22: image of cross sections of Yazd water cistern, the six windcatcher (badgir) water cistern/ source: HCY
base archive

Payab: It is a structure that makes easy access to qanat water possible. Payabs were
considered as the most important way of access to qanat water in cities. In fact qanat water
either passed across districts as an open stream or was consumed via payabs which were
usually built in urban squares or in the courtyards of mosques, etc. so that people could have
access to qanats traversing beneath residential districts, small towns or large villages.

Figure 2-23: longitudinal cross section of payab and payab of the Jame mosque; source: HCY base archive
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Access to payabs was possible largely from within buildings either via the earth surface 1 or
through its basement 2. The main space of payab was consisted of a square 3 or a hexagon 4
room with a round or polygonal water basin on its floor. The qanat water entered the basin
from one side and went out of it from its other side. Occasionally two qanats reached these
basins by two different trails 5. Moreover an orifice was inserted usually into yards which
were located above them in order to make the exchange of air possible.
Payabs not only provided access to water but also served as a subterranean communication
route (naqib) during times of crisis enabling people to take shelter in safer places.
Mills: Because of limited natural resources, particularly the shortage of water, optimized
water exploitation has always been taken into consideration by local residents of Yazd.
Ordinarily the clean and cheap energy of water was harnessed for revolving millstones in the
countryside where a hilly terrain was en route of qanats. Mills are amongst the constituents of
such a water hydraulic system aimed at exploiting the power generated by the water current
within qanat. All the mills located within Yazd fortifications 6 are sited at the end of qanat
routes on a spot where several qanats converge. This way the water pressure secured for
operating the mill will be much greater than the output of a single qanat.
In order to operate the mill, water enters the mill well via a canal-like path, the water well has
two conduits one leading to tanooreh and the other to the bottom of the well at times when
the mill remains idle. Tanooreh which is designed and built in the form of an inverted and
truncated cone is the most important part of the mill. Water accumulated inside tanooreh
flows out under pressure from its lower hole and makes the vanes of the millstone move.
Both millstones are hard and round while one is moving and the other fixed. Wheat or barley
are directed towards its center from an orifice and crushed into flour. At the entrance to mills,
there were buildings serving as grain warehouses and resting places for workers. Main spaces
of mills are hidden underground and except for their skylights and entrances, not much of
them are exposed.

1

as in the Jame mosque of Yazd, Zia'ieh Madraseh, Lariha House, etc…
an example is seen in Rasoolian House of Yazd
3
as payabs of Zia'ieh Madraseh and Lariha House
4
such as in Mosalla Jame mosque and Rasoolian House
5
like in Kamalieh and Zia'ieh Madrasehs
6
Vazir and Kooshk-e-no mills are both located in Kooshk-e-no district at a depth of more than 20m under the
ground and make use of waters coming from qanats like Allah-abad-e Zarj and Vaqf-abad
2
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Figure 2-24: a drawing of the cross section of mill, Kooshk-e-No Mill; source: HCY base archive

Saqqa-khaneh: It was a place where thirsty passersby drunk water
but due to some religious beliefs, its spiritual meaning was also
significant. Therefore Saqqa-khanehs had a religious-cultural
function on one hand and a water supplying function on the other
hand. Usually they were built opposite of mosques, water cisterns,
bazaars, shrines and Hoseiniehs in three forms: mounted on walls,
with pedestals or looking like a mortar (havan). The two latter
forms were also called sangab. They were made of stone, brick or
copper. Among the foremost saqqa-khanehs of Yazd are: saqqakhanehof mesgari Bazaar, Molla Ismaeil, Hazrat Abbasi and
Panje Ali.
Photo 2-119: Saqqa-khaneh

• Modern urban facilities and utilities

of ChasooqBazaar; source:
HCY base archive

Along with the increase in population and urban development, water consumption increased
so much that no longer qanats could supply the water needed by city residents. Also new
technology required the existence of gas and electricity supplying networks so modern
facilities and establishments were set up. As of the year 1963, in some parts of Yazd
particularly on crowded spots drinking water taps were installed and after four years with the
expansion of water wells and pipes, the network branched out into the higher- and then the
middle-class houses. Today the whole area is covered by the water pipe network. The central
part of the city and the old urban fabric are amongst the well-watered parts of Yazd because
water storages have an appropriate height relative to the general area. Of course the passage
of time has caused certain problems in the urban fabric such as the relative depreciation and
deterioration of the network system.
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Photo 2-120: fire station and electricity installations within the core zone of the historic city of Yazd;
source: HCY base archive

At present power lines cover the entire core zone of the historic city of the city but problems
exist regarding the electricity distribution system being worn-out, presence of surfacemounted networks as well as problems related to excavation and modernization of the
network with cables. Also the entire surface of the mentioned area has been provided with
good coverage of gas pipes network.
Among urban facilities existing inside the historic city mention can be made of: a fire and a
petrol station on Seyed-Gol-e-sorkh Street, Imam Khomeini post office on Ebrahimi Street
and two waste disposal stations also on Seyed-Gol-e-sorkh Street.

2.a.2.5. The Medical-Healthcare Function

Sanitary facilities include Hammams and public Hammams as well as lavatories; some of
which have remained idle and abandoned. Hammams have a long history in Iran; especially
they became prevalent under the rule of the Safavid dynasty because at that time Hammams
were built all over the country. Distribution of Hammams of Yazd was in such a manner that
each district had at least one of them. Supplying un- expropriated water to Hammams was of
utmost importance because taking a bath was also regarded as a religious act.
Therefore at those places where Hammams were located near a qanat, water wells were also
dug in order to secure enough water for usage in Hammams. Hammams not only functioned
as places for washing but also served as venues for swimming, as well as performing certain
rites. For example ceremonies like hana-bandan, ceremonial bath of brides, giving birth to a
child etc. were conducted inside Hammams.
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Figure 2-25: Plan and cross section of Khan Hammam, functional change of khan Hammam into a traditional
restaurant; source: HCY base archive, photo by: Hamid Nik-farjam

Photo 2-121: functional change of Abolma’ali Hammam (Hammam-e-no) into a restaurant, garmabeh-ye Islam;
source: HCY base archive
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In 1893 the first pharmacy was inaugurated in Yazd and five years later Dr. White and his
wife opened their public clinic in a large garden. A short time later, a Zoroastrian merchant
named Goudarz Mehrban transformed a large and handsome caravanserai together with all of
its appurtenances into a men’s hospital. He even dedicated a house opposite the caravanserai
to this purpose. The building of this previous stopover of caravans was strangely ideal for
hospital usage. Its inner yard in which animals were formerly held, was turned into a
beautiful garden and old stores were transformed into rooms and wards for medical treatment
and recovery or were allocated to other benevolent activities. Later in 1899, a maternity
hospital was also established in Yazd. The hospital was named Marceline of England. Today
the building of the hospital dating back to the Qajar era is located within the core zone of the
historic city and has been enlisted as a national heritage but remains deserted and abandoned.
At present the medical and healthcare function within the above-cited area is performed in a
few medical centers.
2.a.2.6. Entertainment, tourism and residential function

Thanks to the functional transformation of old houses or deserted historical buildings such as
Hammams and water cisterns, touristic and entertaining services have emerged within the
historic city. Albeit the historical and touristic nature of the urban fabric has made the
existence of these kinds of services necessary. Functions like: restaurants, traditional tea
houses and travel agencies fall into this category. Also some buildings, having a temporary
residence function, provide tourist and entertainment services in their peripheral spaces such
as rooftops of historical houses.

Photo 2-122: examples of function change of old houses into hotel: Vali, Sharq hotels;
source: HCY base archiveandlociedebelkova.com

2.a.2.7. Sports, recreational and green space function

Sporting activities in the history of Yazd pertain to various group games performed usually in
public spaces such as squares and Hoseiniehs and/or inside house yards. Zoor-khaneh is
considered as the most significant original sporting space of the historic city which is of
utmost importance even today. Most of present zoor-khanehs have been created as the result
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of a function change in buildings like Hammams and water cisterns due to having round and
deep spaces but when necessary they have appeared from a functional change in spaces like
workshops too. Nevertheless just like other functions, new spaces were procured for modern
sporting activities such as volleyball and football. Most of them were played in open or
vacant fields within the historic city.

Photo 2-123: Fahadan zoor-khaneh, Shah Ab-ol-qasem volleyball field, Shah Ab-ol-qasem Park;
source: HCY base archive

2.a.2.8. Governmental - Administrative Function

This is equivalent to modern state and public properties function. Therefore it can be divided
into two groups of governmental functions with historical authenticity and modern
administrative functions.
• Governmental buildings with historical value

Buildings in which the local government or state authorities were based are categorized in
this group like: the governmental citadel and buildings dependent on it such as: Malieh,
Shahan-shahi Bank, etc. before the Safavid era, the house of the governor of the city was
regarded as the governmental base but since the rule of the Zand dynasty, special buildings
were allocated for this purpose. Fortunately Yazd is among those cities whose famous
fortifications, multiple watch towers and historical moat are partially standing despite
undergoing change several times. As a matter of fact they date back to Muzaffarid and
Timurid eras.

Photo 2-124: department of finance, Tejarat Bank (bazaar branch), doorway of Shahan-shahi Bank;
source: HCY base archive
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• Modern Administrative Functions

Modern functions still existing within the core zone of the historic city can be divided into
two groups, namely official and unofficial organizations as well as banks, financial
institutions and NGOs. As required by modern administrative needs, governmental
organizations such as the Cultural Heritage Organization of Yazd City are based inside the
area. Additionally new financial relations established in the economical body of the city make
the operation of modern financial institutions and banks necessary. Therefore today several
similar corporations are active in the above-mentioned core zone.

Photo 2-125: modern administrative functions, Tejarat Bank, Shabestan Consulting Engineers Company (functional
change of a House into an administrative one); source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-126: historical fabric of the city of Yazd, (inductive) review from details to the whole;
source: HCY base archive
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2.a.3. Architecture and Structure
Bricks, tiles, mud-bricks etc. are produced as a result of mixing water and soil, largely taking
the color of the texture. In fact, the smallest and the most pivotal construction element in
Yazd City is mud-brick. Therefore, artistic usage of mud-bricks with other materials like
bricks, gypsum and wood has led to the invention of techniques helping builders in designing
and constructing architectural elements and components. The technology used in
windcatchers (badgirs), domes, etc. is the result of exploiting these techniques.
The art of vaulting and covering wide spans while considering the geometry of filled and
empty spaces has led to the generation of yards and enclosures thus privatizing the share of
each building from sky; a sky whose reflection on turquoise tiles of minarets and domes not
only adorns them but also guarantees their preservation. The architecture based on these
elements has created houses, mosques, madrasehs, water cisterns, etc. and the outcome of the
juxtaposition of these buildings is districts to which the life of the city depends. In fact, the
architecture and life flowing in it are like an interwoven warp and woof called the historic
city of Yazd city.
In order to understand the structure of the historic city of Yazd, its constituent parts and
elements must be studied. But in order to discover the bond among these components,
analyzing the urban fabric and examining the function of constituent parts is necessary. In
accordance with their specific functions, these elements have a body harmonious with other
ingredients so that the integrity is noticeable immediately.

2.a.3.1. Construction Materials Used in Buildings

Given the fact that Yazd is situated at an area with scarce vegetation, usage of wood as a
construction material naturally cannot be an option on a large scale. On the other hand usage
of stone is also limited due to the large oscillations of temperature between days and nights,
summers and winters as well as between shadowed and sunlit spots because stone has a high
thermal capacity. Therefore soil is used in an intelligent way as the main construction
material in human settlements. As a matter of fact various variants of soil mixtures are used
for this purpose such as: chineh, mud-brick, kahgel, simgel, etc. because not only it is
plentiful and easily available but also because it is an appropriate insulating material with
high capacity for storing heat due to its physical properties which provides an optimal space
inside buildings. Historical buildings of Yazd are no exception in this regard as a mixture of
soil, water and minerals producing construction materials with a variety of qualities has been
used in different parts of them as required. Based on the intended usage, the construction
materials can be classified into three groups: the fundamental materials, decorating materials,
mortars and covering materials.
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Fundamental Construction Materials

Chineh: is a volume of mud from which a mud-wall or chineh wall is constructed. But as
chineh is less resistant to corrosive factors compared to other construction materials, it is less
used in higher parts or in bearing walls. Bricks have also been used in construction activities
due to their strength and compatibility with the hot and dry climate of Yazd.
Mud-brick: main constituents of mud-bricks are high-grade greasy clay with full
adhesiveness mixed with clean water without any harmful chemicals. As for the vast expanse
of deserts in Iran, a large part of historical monuments of the country are mud-brick
buildings. Among characteristics making the use of this type of mud-brick common in Yazd
are: it's appropriate compatibility, its being economical as well as its easy and swift
production.

Photo 2-127: usage of bricks, mud-bricks and mud in Yazd; source: HCY base archive

Bricks: bricks are baked mud-bricks, therefore their dimensions in the course of history had
been more or less equal to mud-bricks. Bricks are used optimally in the construction of walls,
columns, decorations and all types of covers and are much more resistant than mud-bricks.
Formerly bricks were used in full size quadrangle shapes (qadd) but today their usage is as
half-sized rectangular shapes. However based on the intended usage, bricks are crushed and
brickbats are turned into various shapes 1. Due to the high pressure resistance of this kind of
construction material, its most optimal usage must be in arches and load-bearing walls. Usage
of bricks in constructing buildings has mostly been common in those regions where stones
suitable for construction were less available. Also because of the abundance and low-cost of
soil, its usage in these areas is wiser.
• Mortars

Mud: despite its simple method of making, mud is used widely in Yazd buildings for sticking
together bricks and mud-bricks used in the construction of walls and vaults. When applied to
1

the most famous of them are: full brick (qadd), half-brick (nimeh or nimqadd), three-quarter brick (seqaddi),
one quarter brick (charak), one eight of a brick (klook), a half brick cut vertically into two equal parts
(qalamdani), a full brick halved from its diameter (nim-la’i), the size of a triangle cut off a half brick: (kalaqpar), the size of a triangle cut off a full brick turning it into a trapezoid: (kalleh-joosh) (Bozorgmehri, 2013: 82)
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mud-brick and dried, the mud mortar creates a homogenous coherent blend which increases
the strength of the structure.
Gypsum: gypsum is used as mortar, sealant and decoration in Yazd buildings and in order to
be used as mortar it is mixed with soil and other materials. The mixture of gypsum and soil
produces a mortar which has a widespread usage in arch covers of Yazd. It can be claimed
that without gypsum, setting up arched structures in Yazd architecture would be problematic.
Lime: is mostly used mixed with soil as the lime mud which is more resistant than gypsum
plaster and mud mortars and is mostly applied to moist spaces or in those parts nearer to the
ground.
2.a.3.2. Techniques of Construction

In order to gain a better understanding about buildings of the historic city of Yazd, knowing
the construction pattern of these buildings can be beneficial. Most of the buildings standing in
the historic city share a similar construction pattern. In fact, these patterns serve as the basis
of construction and formation of buildings manifested in walls, foundations, roof-covers and
goosheh-sazi.
• Wall, its types and functions

Walls of the historic city of Yazd buildings are of two types: bearing or non-bearing. Bearing
walls which are also called ‘piers’ transfer the load of roof to the foundation and into the
ground. There exist non-bearing walls which have the function of separating or protecting
against adverse weather conditions. These walls are divided into transparent and nontransparent ones. During the construction of walls, firstly the bearing ones are erected
followed by espars after the initial subsiding of earth. The large diameter of walls particularly
mud brick walls are intended for bearing loads and haltering the repulsive force of the ceiling.
Those parts which bear more loads subside more resulting in cracks appearing on walls. Thus
in order to prevent this, niches are installed at certain heights of the wall so it is normal that in
the majority of thick walls, the number of niches increase as well.

Photo 2-128: from left: manner of transferring load in bearing walls, a view of niches, model maker: Leyli Owlia;
source: HCY base archive
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Regarding the typology of construction materials and the techniques of construction, walls
built in the historical buildings of the city of Yazd can be classified as the following:
Cob walls: as no foundation is needed in these walls, they were mostly used in separating
gardens and farms. Cob walls were thin and short so usually served as partitions.
Occasionally both mud-brick and cob were used for more consolidation.
Mud-brick Walls: in accordance with the geographical location of Yazd County, mud-bricks
were the most common construction materials in traditional buildings. Of course, the
dimensions of mud-bricks varied in different periods of time but since the Safavid era, a
uniform size of mud-brick has been introduced. Those mud-brick walls which were built with
a thick diameter could also act as load-bearing walls. Mud-brick walls had many advantages,
amongst them are: their cheapness, their abundance and their insulation against heat and cold.
Brick Walls: like mud-bricks, bricks also have a long history. Over the course of time, they
also had a variety of dimensions but since the Safavid era, a uniform size of them has been
introduced. Actually bricks are baked mud-bricks which have gained an improved resistance
because of heat.

Figure 2-26: from left: photo of cob walls, Section of Brick Walls, Mud-brick Walls, cob walls;
source: HCY base archive

Troglodyte walls: given the fact that the terrain of Yazd has a solid soil called Chiloo
(Chilow) at its lower layers, it is possible to dig cavities under the ground. Among troglodyte
structures are: Godal-baghchehs, payabs and mills.
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Photo 2-129: troglodyte surface of Kooshk-e-no mill under the ground; source: HCY base archive

Sandooqeh-chini walls: these are non-bearing walls used mostly as a partition in the parapet
of the rooftop wall.
Shabakei (perforated) wall: is a non-bearing wall also known as fakhr-e madin. Although
shabakeh-chini delineates an area, it does not cut off the view. Among other characteristics of
it, is its effect on: the quality of space, decreasing the wall weight as well as the weight of
construction materials, etc.

Photo 2-130: from left: grid skylight of the basement, Sandooqeh-ye (cavity) wall,; source: HCY base archive

• Roof Cover

The most prevalent covers in the buildings of the historic city of Yazd are vaults and arches
which are mostly made using molds. These covers can be classified based on the technique of
construction as well as the manner of brick- or mud-bricklaying as follows:
Roomi or herreh execution: is very resistant and is used in wide spans because of its high
capacity for bearing.
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Zarbi or par execution: is less resistant and less bearing than the Roomi vault but because of
its simpler method of construction, it is more widespread than the Roomi vault and is
appropriate for medium-sized spans.
Pendentive, lapoosh or teeqeh'i execution: has a low resistance but is built more rapidly.
Therefore it is mostly used in lintels or in small spans which are less bearing. But in order to
increase its resistance it is usually implemented in several layers.

Figure 2-27: from left to right, teeqeh'i execution, rumi and zarbi; source: HCY base archive

Additionally vaults are classified according to their forms as follows:
Barrel vault: is the most used and at the same time the simplest variant of vault. Its usage is
in rectangular spaces with two opposite extended walls such as in: ayvans, rooms and in
spans of water cisterns.

Photo 2-131: execution of barrel vault in zarbi style; source: HCY base archive

Ribbed vault: consists of two cylinders crossing each other at opposite directions with the
interface located at diameters.
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Figure 2-28: from left, making the model of a ribbed vault, ribbed vault of the Jame mosque;
source: HCY base archive

Arch and vaults: is a type of vaulting executed in extended spaces such as in bazaars,
workshops and tanabi shabestans. In these vaults, arches play the main role of transferring
the load to columns. There are two methods for covering of the space between arches:
kajaveie and khancheh-poosh.

Figure 2-29: from left: execution of arches, construction technique of arches and vaults with kajaveh cover in the
storeroom of Sigari House; source: HCY base archive

One of the rarest instances of khanche-poosh is seen in Molla Abd-ol-khaleq Mosque in
which the execution of khancheh-poosh among arches is distinctive because easy access to
the second floor is made in a manner that crouching is not required for passing through it.
Occasionally the gap generated between arches during the execution of arches and vaults is
so large that the vault cannot be set up alone. In these cases, transverse arches are used for
dividing the vault surface into smaller parts. This method is prevalent in wide spans such as
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in charsooqs of bazaars. This type of arches is called dozd in Persian. In fact a more complete
method of it has been used in kolombu vaults as follows.

Map 2-18: from left: khancheh-poosh vault of shabestan of Jame Mosque, shabestan of Molla Abd-ol-khaleq Mosque;
source: HCY base archive

Kolombu vault: is executed between arch and because of its domelike shape occasionally is
mistaken as a dome. Usually kolombu vault has a square base with rare cases of rectangular
base. Due to its simple execution, light weight and resistance against earthquake, it is widely
used particularly in bazaars. The curvature of kolombu vault is mostly part of a circle with a
few cases of ecliptic curves. The apex of the arch is either obstructed with bricks or
transformed into an oculus by installing a skylight at its top. Kolombu is installed using two
methods of gerd-chin or multiplex.

Figure 2-30: from left: kolombu on rooftop of the bazaar of Khan Square of Yazd, bazaarcheh-e-Moshir in Imamzadeh district, construction technique of taq-e kolombu,; source: HCY base archive

Low rise vaults: such as qomi-poosh, kalil and tir-poosh date back to the Qajar era because a
lighter weight was considered better at the time. Due to their large thrusting force, these
vaults are mostly executed beside huge spans on lower floors of the building so that another
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floor can be built on top of them. Thanks to the innovation of Yazd builders, these arches are
executed in spans with a width of up to 3m like the triple-door (sedari) rooms of houses; a
phenomenon rarely seen in other Iranian cities. Among examples of tir-poosh vault is the
portal of Bagh-e Dolatabad of Yazd and the floors of its garden buildings.

Photo 2-132: from left: view of qomi-poosh vault and non-bearing kalil vault at Sigari House, the bearing kalil vault in
the basement of Rasoolian House; source: HCY base archive

Konu-bandi: is executed in many vaults in order to adjust the height of vaults and to flatten
the surface of rooftops. Also another advantage of konu-bandi is thermal insulation of the
ceiling. Ordinarily the construction technique of konu-bandis is qomi-poosh.

Photo 2-133: konu-bandi on roof based on the technique of qomi-poosh vault; source: HCY base archive

Kar-bandi vault is executed based on the crossing of arches. Compared with dozd arches, it
is used more often for covering of vaults and is predominantly bearing and structural. In karbandi vault, arches do not cross each other at the top therefore the middle opening (bazeh) of
the vault is closed by other means such as: lantern and khish-khan. But if it is left open, it is
called oculus.
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Figure 2-31: kar-bandi of timcheh of Khan Square with a middle oculus/ model-maker: Mahdi Ra’isi;
source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-134:from left: the artistic combination of kar-bandi with girih bricks in kerias of the Jame mosque of Yazd, a
rare example of a three-floor kar-bandi in charsooq of bazaar-e khan; source: HCY base archive

• Annexed Vaults

Rasmi-bandi: There are similarities in construction techniques of rasmi-bandi and kar-bandi;
so these vaults are both decorative and bearing. They are seen in the entrance hashtis and
portals, ayvans and mehrabs.

Photo 2-135: from left: combination of kar-bandi and kolumbu in bazaarcheh-ye Shahi, brick yazdi-bandi of saray-epanbe-karan, rasmi-bandi of the portal of Shafieh Madraseh; source: HCY base archive
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Yazdi-bandi: as its name implies, it has been invented by master builders coming from Yazd
and is regarded as a technique approximating rasmi-bandi and moqarnas-sazi.
Moqarnas: is a decorative element constructed from materials such as: gypsum tiles and
bricks and also with mud which is exclusive to Yazd. Despite having an overall symmetry,
innovation of the builder plays a key role in moqarnas-sazi. Therefore moqarnas has more
variety compared with other arches. Among its various types are: qatar-bandi and kaseh-sazi.

Photo 2-136: from left: moqarnas of the portal of the Jame Mosque, qatar-bandi of Malek House, kasehie moqarnas in
the portal of Molla Ismaeil Mosque; source: HCY base archive

• Dome

Domes are consisted of three major parts: dome chamber (Gonbad-khaneh) which is mostly
square-shaped in Yazd, bashn which is a part that rises from the base. Chapireh which is
located above bashn and narrows down as far as the circle of the dome. Chapireh can be
divided into goosheh-sazi and squinch. Usually goosheh-sazi is located beneath squinch and
is intended for transforming a square shape into polygonal. It is of various types including:
patkin and toromba. Squinch is put above gooshehs and is intended for transforming square
bases into circular bases in order to install the dome. Among its various types are: kar-bandi
and taq-bandi.

Photo 2-137: introduction of goosheh-sazi and squinch; from left: dome of Mosalla mausoleum: toromba goosheh-sazi
with squinch in kar-bandi, the Davazdah-Imam shrine: petakaneh and toromba goosheh-sazi without squinch, the
Jame mosque dome: goosheh-sazi of petakaneh and toromba with squinch in kar-bandi, Zia’ieh Dome: simple
goosheh-sazi with squinch in taq-bandi; source: HCY base archive
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Photo 2-138: making a model and its execution in squinch of the dome of charsooq-e shahi by Ostad Khalil-e Kargar;
source: HCY base archive

Every dome consists of two shells: an inner shell called ahianeh and an outer shell called
khood; these shells are executed attached and detached. Detached domes are predominantly
seen in historical buildings of Yazd.

Photo 2-139: from left: the gap between the two shells of the Seyed Rokn-o-din dome, tiqehs connecting the two shells
of the Jame mosque, the gap between the two shells of the Jame mosque dome; source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-140: an illustrated introduction of the dome and its shells, from left: gonbad-e Seti Fatemeh Shrine, the Seyed
Rokn-o-din dome, the Jame mosque dome, gonbad-e shah kamalieh madraseh; source: HCY base archive
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• Poosh

Poosh is a light and flexible roof made of thick canvas and fustian with thick threads. It has a
detachable structure which can transform open spaces such as old yards and courtyards of
Hoseiniehs and tekiehs into a space appropriate for public gathering. Poosh can turn the
private space of central yards in traditional houses which are allocated to family members and
acquaintances into a space for the assembly of a huge crowd of guests and general public.
Pooshes are parted into smaller boards called takhteh-poosh enabling easier handling. Based
on their structure, pooshes are divided into two groups: girt (tiraki) and Tarpuline (kheyme'i).
Pillar poosh is made of wooden columns of Shoorooneh tree. After boarding up the rooftop of
the space, columns are placed at the yard center in accordance with poosh design. Then they
are propped up against the wall of the space atop which poosh is ready to be used. Tarpuline
poosh is a fixed or a ready for assemble structure. It was used for covering open spaces and
formerly was made of wood but now has a steel structure.

Photo2-141: Up: from left: Poosh of Jame mosque, poosh of Mir Qotb Hoseinieh with a new truss structure, Down:
Poosh of Jame mosque; source: HCY base archive
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2.a.3.3. Materials Used in Decorations

Like other locations, decoration of buildings standing in the historic city of Yazd has been
done in accordance with its climate, its geographical condition as well as the culture and
beliefs of its residents.
Investigating the architecture of Yazd city without considering decorations used in it is not
complete because they are an inseparable part of Yazd architecture and indicate the style and
age of the building. Having an initial knowledge of these ornaments reveals its strength, its
durability and its high significance in the building. Functionality and beauty are inseparable
parts of these ornaments. The significance of these decorations in buildings has been so high
that professions related to them were regarded as major jobs among inhabitants of the area
since a long time ago i.e. traditional architect (master), bricklayer, plaster worker, tile worker,
mason, etc.
In order to gain a better understanding about decorations, knowledge about materials used in
them can be a good starting point. Afterwards decorations can be classified according to their
materials and motifs. A brief discussion of this can be seen in the following.
Sustainability of many decorations until the present day is an indication of their quality and
the attention paid by builders to climatic conditions as well as to the location of the concerned
building. Resistance against heat, intense temperature oscillations, water and erosion are
among major factors contributing to the widespread usage of bricks and tiles (glazed bricks)
in Yazd buildings. Other construction materials were used in accordance with their rate of
availability, existing requirements and the place where they were to be applied.
• Brickworks

Usage of bricks and mud-bricks in buildings remaining from before the 5th century AH is in
a plain style i.e. without any decorations. Based on their usage in construction or decoration,
bricks have diverse shapes and sizes and are made of a variety of soils. In decorations of
Yazd Jame mosque, stamped brick is seen which belongs to the category of patterned preshaped bricks.
For production of these bricks, frames with the desired pattern were filled with mud. Another
decoration with bricks is called girih motif which were blended with moshabbaks (Claustraly)
in cases when illumination was required. Another type of decoration is rubbed brick in which
all four sides of the brick are smoothed with an adze and its surface is polished. This type is
used in moqarnas, petakaneh and patkin; for example brick petakaneh can be seen in the
dome of Zia'ieh Madraseh of Yazd.
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Photo 2-142: from left: dome and minaret of Rig Mosque, Amirchaqmaq Mosque, brickwork of Zoroastrian fire
temple, source: HCY base archive

For brickworks used at various facades, bricks are aligned with setsquare and scraped into the
intended decorative forms that are usually plain. This work is generally called tisheh-dari.
But most of the brickworks used in the architecture of Yazd houses are decorative. Usually
builders are familiar with this art so that they use scraped bricks in a delicate and fine fashion
in various parts of buildings such as on: exterior façade of windcatchers (badgirs), edge of
rooftops, columns, doorways, qatar-bandis, gooshvarehs, blind arcades, etc.
• Tile work

Tile is a baked mud brick with glaze applied on its surface. Usage of tiles is seen for
decorating and strengthening of buildings dating from the Seljuqid era. But tile work reached
its climax in buildings belonging to Timurid and Safavid times. Tiles also play a major role in
decorating buildings remaining from the Islamic era. The city of Yazd can be regarded as a
museum of tiles. Stamped, pre-shaped, engraved glazed, davval-hamil and mosaic are among
the most common tiles in Yazd buildings including its Jame mosque and Shahab-o-din
Qasem-e-Taraz Madraseh of Yazd.
In practice, tile work is the usage of a variety of fine and patterned tiles in the architecture of
buildings. As a matter of fact, this art and its related decorations in historical buildings stand
out among various other ornaments i.e. brick, wood, stone, paint, etc… it can be claimed that
the tile work art is the most prominent decorative element in the Islamic architecture of Iran.
Among tile types of Yazd, mention can be made of: yazdi, latticed, hexagons, octagons,
hashieh and yareh.
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Photo 2-143: tile work and moaqali, from left: tile work of Jame mosque and Shahab-o-din Taraz Madraseh;
source: HCY base archive

In many cases a combination of bricks and tiles was used for decorating buildings. This
combination is called moaqali which is used for girih motifs. Good examples of the
combination can be seen in the Jame mosque of Yazd. Engraved glazed is another type of tile
work in which after finishing of the job, a piece of glaze is applied from the middle of the tile
and is shaped into the desired pattern. A fine example of loab-paran is housed in Shahab-odin Qasem-e-Taraz Mosque of Yazd. Variety of tile-works in Shahab-o-din Qasem-e-Taraz
Madraseh is quite rich involving moarraq tiles with floral and girih motifs, reliefs, stamped
tiles, tile inscription, hexagonal tiles, star tiles and nareh tiles.

Photo 2-144: Yazd Jame mosque; entrance tile work-moaqla on the ayvan roof and its surrounding spaces Stucco;
source: HCY base archive
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• Stucco

Decorative plaster is seen in most of Yazd houses; the best example of which is found at the
Water Museum (Kolah-dooz House). Applying the stucco art in innovative and exhilarating
patterns has always been the wish of tasteful citizens of Yazd and still is. In the old buildings
of the city we can see valuable works in the form of: stucco, abzar-zani (i.e. creating motifs
on gypsum using tools and stencil) in halls, precise symmetrical stucco on ceilings, moldings
with scattered or concentrated motifs in frames as well as in rooms body; also usage of
various stucco motifs on the ayvan spandrels are noteworthy. Among the most beautiful and
admirable instances are plaster ornaments of Yazd Jame mosque.

Photo 2-145: from left: mechanism of plaster molding, plaster molding of Kolah-dooz-ha House (Museum of Water);
source: HCY base archive

• Wooden Decorations

Due to a shortage of firm woods in the city, no wood has been used in the structure of
buildings. But because of its various properties, it is used in different parts of building such as
in doors, windows and in accessory architectural decorations.

Photo 2-146: from left: wooden decorations of the Jame mosque door, sash window of Rasoolian House, wooden
decorations of the Jame mosque door; source: HCY base archive
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As a matter of fact, wood induces a sense of proximity to nature in human beings. Among
wood decorations seen in for example doors of the Jame mosque is fretwork in which floral
motifs are used. Although the art of girih is also seen in brick and tile decorations, wood
usage is more widespread because of its flexibility. Abundant examples are seen in
conventional and sash windows existing in the majority of Yazd houses.
• Metal Decorations

Metal tools such as locks, keys, various joints, chains and fittings in the visible parts of
buildings are mostly seen in quite handsome decorative forms. This is because of unique
properties of metals such as: their melting and laminable capability, plasticity, malleability
and blending with other metals. Doors of Yazd buildings serve as good examples of using
metals and metal decorations.

Photo 2-147: metal decorations of doors; source: HCY base archive

• Glasses and Mirrors

The mirror-work used in interior architecture and in decorating inner spaces of largely
residential buildings generates a bright and glittering space by producing regular and mostly
geometrical decorative patterns made of small and large pieces of mirror on the inner surfaces
of the building.

Photo 2-148: from left: sash window and glass work at Mavaddat House, mirror work of Malek-zadeh House,
source: HCY base archive
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Consecutive reflection of light from numerous pieces of mirrors creates an illuminated
dreamlike space. The Safavid era can be regarded as the climax of glass usage in interior
decoration in which two kinds of painting were used: enamel and golden painting. The art of
mirror-work as a decoration also belongs to this period of time. In fact, artists of the time
used shattered mirrors in the art of girih. Mahmoodihaye-Yazd and Malek-ol-tojjar houses are
among those houses in which mirror halls are decorated using this art.
• Lime Decorations

Lime is used in a variety of manners: mortar, plaster and decoration. Because of its optimal
properties against water, lime was widely used in hydraulic structures of Yazd such as in:
Hammams, water cisterns and water basins. Particularly lime served as one of the best
decorations for Hammams.

Photo 2-149: lime decorations of Khan Hammam; source: HCY base archive

• Painting

Painted decorations of Yazd are seen either as decorative motifs or as inscription patterns.
Decorative motifs are mostly painted on plaster with pictures of plants, animals and human
the most prevalent. Hunting scenes are also among popular painting themes.

Photo 2-150: paintings of Malek-ol-tojjar House; source: HCY base archive
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As an example, the painting called “gereftogir” meaning hunting by hawk at Hoseinian
House dates back to Atabakan times. Also some examples of paintings date back to the
Safavid era. At Baba’i house, tash’ir on margins and in combination with animal motifs dates
back to these times too. In some Qajar houses, animal and human motifs have been mingled
so that scenes of the Prophet Mohammad’s ascension have been drawn by the then Yazdi
painter, Farrokh Khan.

Photo 2-151 :paintings beneath gonbad-e Seyed-Rokn-o-din shrine; source: HCY base archive

• Stone Decorations

Usage of stone has been overshadowed by soil because of its abundance in Yazd City leading
to the prevalence of bricks and mud bricks in construction and decoration of buildings.
Nevertheless stone ornaments can be seen used in entrance corridors of houses and hashtis,
yard floorings as well as at work sites as azhianeh (pebble mosaics) which are cobblestones
blended with nareh bricks in geometrical motifs. Mehrab of Fort Mosque is one of the finest
of its kind made of stones.

Photo 2-152: from left: stone inscription of Rig Mosque, stone inscription of Fort Mosque, stone Mehrab
of Amirchaqmaq; source: HCY base archive

2.a.3.4. Patterns and Motifs Used in Decorations of Yazd City

In the art of nations across the world, motifs and patterns are part of a treasury of the lifetime
wishes, dreams and demands of human beings. It has been transferred from one generation to
its next as a valuable heritage which bestows identity. These patterns and motifs have
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transformed in the course of time under the effect of factors such as culture, beliefs, impact of
artistic trends, demands of owners and innovation of artists. Motifs and patterns remaining
from old and/or modern buildings in the historic city of Yazd can be classified as: floral,
animalistic, geometrical and scripture.
• Human Motifs

Usage of human motifs in Iran dates back to the Sassanid era and earlier. As such motifs are
banned in the Islamic art and because Yazd monuments mostly belong to the 5th century AH
onwards, not many pertinent monuments exist. Few human motifs are seen in tile paintings or
in stucco decorations of some buildings such as Hammams, tea houses, etc. with a theme
about Shah-nameh poems. But in Zoroastrian buildings, usage of human motifs is more
prevalent with decorations regarding the holy motifs of their religion such as Faravahar
(representative of the five forces in Zoroastrianism) or Nahid who is the angel of water. As a
matter of fact, Zoroastrian concepts are closely blended with epics.

Photo 2-153:from left: image of an angel on the nakhl of Shah Tahmasb Tekieh, image of Prophet Zoroaster at the
Zoroastrian fire temple, Faravahar in the Zoroastrian fire temple; source: HCY base archive

• Animal Motifs

Like human ones, these motifs mostly date back to the Sassanid era but are more numerous in
the urban architecture of Yazd. One of the most well-known of them is the lion image which
was quite prevalent since the Qajar era especially in motifs under poosh. Rabbits, birds and
other animal motifs were also used in buildings dating from Safavid, Zandieh and Qajar eras.
Some of the motifs exclusively belong to certain countries and are apparently imported ones
such as the dragon 1 motif which has seemingly come from China via the Silk Road. Like
other animal motifs, they are mostly seen on the inner facings of yards or together with
plaster patterns in buildings.

1

The dragon is the sign of abundance and auspiciousness. At the same time it also symbolizes devils fighting
against divine forces and their doomed fate (Elahi, 1377:148).
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Photo 2-154: Lion image on poosh and in the Hoseinieh building of Fahadan and Kohan Kashaneh Hotel-Image of
dragon on the stucco decoration of Heydar-zadeh house (Coin Museum)- Images of rabbits and birds on stucco
decorations of Heyran House; source: HCY base archive

• Floral Motifs

Contrary to animal and human motifs, floral motifs have always been quite common in
architectural ornaments of Iranian monuments from the Sassanid era until the present day. In
many Islamic buildings floral motifs serve as the symbol of paradise and its plants. Aside
from being varied, imaginative and detailed, these motifs follow a certain geometrical
system 1.

Photo 2-155: arabesque motifs and floral motifs on Mohri ceramics of the doorway of a house in Shah Ab-ol-qasem
district, tile work of the Jame mosque/source: Bozorgmehri, 2013, 42 and 43; source: HCY base archive

1

The tree of life is the symbol of the paradise tree and very prevalent in Islamic buildings.
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Among the most common floral motifs in Islamic buildings of Yazd, mention can be made of
arabesque whose abstract nature makes possible the coverage of perimeter spaces in
buildings. Floral motifs are mostly used in stucco decorations as well as in haft-rang (sevencolored) and moarraq tile works of Yazd.
• Geometrical Motifs

Contrary to human, floral or animal motifs, these are generated based on order and
conformity. In its smallest aspect, this rational system appears as a girih whose derivatives
result in geometric motifs. Girih is obtained from a combination of geometric forms and is
repeated in various modes as part of the entirety of decorations just like a module. But its
usage is not reserved to architecture because it is also utilized in other arts particularly in
handicrafts. Like other cities of Iran, geometric forms are more widespread in the architecture
of those Yazd buildings belonging to pre-Safavid times (i.e. the 5th to 11th century AH)
relative to other ornaments. Most of Yazd historical buildings are adorned with these motifs.
Emergence and manifestation of geometric forms is seen in: brickworks, moaqali tile work,
mirror work, stucco, painting decoration and wooden artifacts.

Photo 2-156: Girihs (basic geometrical patterns), geometrical designs of the door and entrance inscriptions of
Shahab-o-din Taraz Madraseh /source: Bozorgmehri, 2011: 38 and 39, Reza-zadeh Ardabili, 2011: 68

Photo 2-157: geometrical designs of the Jame mosque/source: Reza-zadeh Ardabili, 2011: 69
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• Epigraph

Script is considered as a quite important element in Iranian art from historical, aesthetical
and semantic points of view; also because it serves as an identifying factor. From a long time
ago, various types of Kufic, Naskh, Reyhan, Sols and Nasta’liq scripts has been used mostly
on inscriptions which give us important information on the construction date of buildings as
well as their builders and artists. The epigraph of outstanding Islamic buildings of Yazd are
adorned with Koran verses and/or name of the prophet. The majority of inscriptions of
buildings are in Arabic 1 script. But since the Safavid era (10th century AH), Nasta’liq script
as the symbol of Iranian identity has become more widespread. Later, Persian poems were
more commonly used. In Yazd architecture, script has mostly appeared on moarraq or haftrang inscriptions and on moaqla surfaces.

Photo 2-158: epigraphs, above: Roknieh Madraseh, middle: Hebrew script in Khakham synagogue, below: Malekzad,
an example of calligraphy; source: HCY base archive

1

Sols, Kufic, Reyhan
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Script can act as one of the measures to establish the identity of buildings. Similarity in form
and construction method of many buildings (such as synagogues, etc.) of Yazd is so much
that establishing the identity of buildings is only possible by their inscriptions or the type of
their script. For example the Hebrew script is characteristic of Jewish buildings and Nasta’liq
or some special scripts denote Zoroastrian buildings.
2.a.4. Socio-Cultural Life of the Historic City of Yazd
In every land, the social life assumes a distinctive form following the climatic, economic and
social characteristics as well as the identity of that land. In fact, culture, beliefs, traditions,
dress code and foodstuff of a place can be regarded as a manifestation of its social life. In
Yazd, distinct characteristics of the social life can be found out by studying the social system
of districts, behavioral aspects, compatibility with the climate, relation among religions, etc.

Photo 2-159: public presence in the historic city because of new functions, Shah Ab-ol-qasem Hoseinieh, Vaqt-o a-sa'at
Square, the faculty of Art and Architecture alley; source: HCY base archive

2.a.4.1. Social System of Districts

In definition of the social system of districts, mention can be made of the hierarchy existing
amongst the old and the young, men and women as well as adults and children. In districts
remaining from the historic city of the city and inside the nominated core zone, the system of
relations exists as before. Each district has a group of elders who are respected highly by
people. Ordinarily three prominent groups are regarded as local wise men namely: those who
are charitable, the Pirqolam of Hoseinieh and its nakhl-gardan and finally the founder or the
board of trustees of the local mosque. The work of the first group is reflected in the waqf of
each district.
Those districts which have more charitable individuals naturally have more waqfs and public
benefiting deeds. In most districts members of the three groups are similar. Nevertheless
customarily the youth consult and seek the permission of the elderly in doing things out of
respect for them. In those districts which have preserved such a social occasion, the existence
of unity, solidarity and dynamism is clearly observable.
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Photo 2-160: cooperation of people in cooking of charity foods the Shah Ab-ol-qasem district kitchen – carpeting of
Shah Ab-ol-qasem Hoseinieh; source: HCY base archive

Sabats are among spaces which are located between private and public places. Sabats not
only cast shadows but also link adjoining buildings and play a key role in the social relation
of neighborhoods. Also occasionally the roofed space above them is used as a separate room.
Some of them even have a yard and several rooms which can be used for controlling the
thoroughfare.

Photo 2-161: From left: view from inside the sabat of Honar House into the alley of chehel-mehrab mosque, a sabat
overlooking an alley as well as the pirneshin (bench) in front of the house door; source: HCY base archive

Besides sabats, darbands also strengthen social and neighborly ties. Darband is a dead-end
which is occasionally gated and exclusive to two or more families which are related.
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Figure 2-32: Arabha darband and complex

• Women gatherings

In districts which have kept their original frame, circles for the gathering and discourse of
women exist. In the majority of such gatherings, other activities aside conversation and
communication are done too. Such links strengthen public intimacy and produce a strong
relation between those living next to each other as well as among district residents. Most of
these unceremonious gatherings occur inside the hashti of houses or at the pre-entrance of a
house nearer to others.

Figure 2-33: women gatherings/source: Mandegari andOwlia, 2012: 6 and 10,
source:www. tenglish.blog.hu20110810yazd_iran
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• Relation between children and the elderly

Hoseiniehs, small local squares and some parking lots of the district are among spaces where
playing of children can be seen. In these spaces local elderly are also present particularly in
Hoseiniehs located on the main path of the district. Here the elderly play a supporting role for
children. These spaces which serve mostly as a walking path or as a gathering place for the
population are regarded as the second safe places after private yards where playing, learning
and gaining collaborative skills of kids can be invigorated under social control.

Figure 2-34: relation between children and the elderly/source: Mandegari and Owlia, 2012: 12 and HCY base archive

2.a.4.2. Effects of Religion and the general public on the Urban Development of Yazd

In the historical course of inhabitation in the area, climatic conditions and the livelihood of
residents which was highly dependent on water resources particularly on qanats, created a
specific management system for it. In this regard, powerful and honest characters who had
obtained their influence during a long period of time and in an intimate relation with people
played a key role in urban management. Among them were: Seyed-Rokn-o-din 1, Seyed
Shams-o-din Mohammad 2, Sheikh Taqi-o-din Dada Mohammad 3, Seti Fatemeh 4, Hajj Ab-olqasem-e Rashti 5, Ali Naghi Khan-e Bafghi 6, Pashootan Dosabay Chi Markar 1 and Seyed Ali
Mohammad Vaziri 2.

1

His benevolent activities have been enlisted in a compilation titled Jame-ol-kheyrat. He was a judge and the
manager of Roknieh Madraseh until his death.
2
Among his works is the construction of Shamsieh Complex (madraseh, khanqah or monastery of Sufis, cistern,
Hammam, etc.) in Chahar-Monar district
3
He founded several khanqahs near Yazd for example in Bandar-abad
4
She was a daughter of Amir Mohammad and wife of Amir Jalal-e-din Chaqmaq-e-Shami. She has founded
many public buildings such as the new Jame mosque, Beigom Garden, Seti Fatemeh shrine, Hammam, khanqah,
etc.
5
Among his works are: construction of Rahmat-abad and Qasem-abad qanats, Aqda caravanserai and Rahmatabad castle
6
Among his works are: the construction of Hemmat- abad qanat, divan-khaneh and a garden
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Therefore another thing contributing to the prolongation of the presence of human factor in
the area can be the effect of prominent popular and religious characters on urban
development. In this regard the waqf tradition cannot be neglected.

Photo 2-162: left: Pashootan Jay Dosabay Markar, Haj Seyed Ali Mohammad Vaziri-ye Yazdi/
source: www.sirjankhabar.com

2.a.4.3. Waqf (endowment) 3: the Way for Immortalization

The literal meaning of waqf is to withstand, to hold and to imprison something. But
specifically it means to keep the property itself and to spend its proceedings according to the
wishes of the endower. In Dar-ol-Ebadeh of Yazd, there exist a large number of endowed
properties in various forms which can be claimed to be exceptional the world over 4. Also new
properties are endowed for charitable purposes such as: construction of sports arenas,
madrasehs, Hoseiniehs, tekiehs and medical clinics. As a matter of fact, due to the abundance
of mosques, madrasehs, holy shrines and mausoleums as well as public facilities like water
cisterns as well as the ever-presence of many faithful people, philanthropists and charitable
people, waqfs and relevant properties and real estates are also aplenty which is confirmed by
the large number of intact waqf deeds available. Following the development of desert lands
by some Yazd residents, they endowed them in order to be used by other people as well as for
getting divine reward. In fact this was also an incentive for construction of public benefitting
monuments and buildings and for reviving of farmlands 5.
1

He was one of the well-known Zoroastrian merchants during the rule of Pahlavi the first and the founder of the
first modern cultural-educational complex in Yazd comprising an elementary madraseh, Markar high madraseh
and the clock tower of Ferdowsi.
2
Among his works are: establishing the great library of Vaziri which holds printed books and manuscripts as
well as founding the Islamic education society and its affiliated madrasehs
3
Calling Yazd by the name of Dar-ol-ebadeh (a place of worship) since the 8th century AD shows its religious
significance and reputation during the Islamic era just like pre-Islamic age. In fact the long-lasting custom of
waqf has always had a huge potential and prestige in that area. A glimpse at the contents of local history books,
inscription texts and existing waqf deeds indicates that the laudable tradition of waqf enjoys special status
among Yazd citizens including its Zoroastrian minority (Moosavi, **:3).
4
Under the rule of the Safavid dynasty, waqf became more widespread and more organized, thus for the first
time a ministry was founded for this reason. Benevolent individuals of Yazd have always been pioneers in
matters such as setting up a water fountain and construction or foundation of hospitals, madrasehs and
orphanages
5
Among waqf deeds belonging to the late Ilkhanate era is Jame-ol-kheirat in which Seyed-Rokn-o-din and his
son Seyed Shams-o-din have endowed part of their belongings. Only a waqf deed called Rab-e-Rashidi is more
creditable than this one.
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Photo 2-163: waqf-nameh (endowment deeds); source: HCY base archive

Evidently, due to the fact that water is vital in Yazd, the majority of waqfs are related to
qanats and hydraulic works such as: pakaneh, yakhdan(ice hole), fountain, stream, river,
sangab, kariz, water cistern, water-well, pond, saqqa-khaneh and payab. In fact, Yazd
citizens thought that endowing not only makes their names eternal but also has divine
rewards. Therefore waqf can be regarded as one of the most important factors contributing to
the preservation and duration of the historic city particularly its outstanding public buildings
because in most of the waqf deeds stabilization and maintenance of the building in its
primary condition has been emphasized.
2.a.4.4. Coexistence of Religions

Yazd is a city which has always served as a shelter and house for Zoroastrians. Under the
Safavid rule, Zoroastrians were given a high status so that they even had special aldermen
and their district was the largest throughout the city.

Photo 2-164: Coexistence of Religions –From left: Jews, Zoroastrians, Muslims; source: HCY base archive

Duration and vast distribution of the inhabitation of Zoroastrians in Yazd shows that their
relation with Muslims has been quite amicable. As a matter of fact Zoroastrians used to live
and still live in a wide range of districts including: Khalf-e-khan Ali, Khorram-shah, Na'imabad, Aharestan, Koocheh Boyuk, Nersi-abad, Tal district, Eysh-abad, Kheir- abad,
Moobedan and Kasnavieh. Yazd Jews also mostly reside in their own district located west
and southwest of the Jame mosque and interact with other citizens through business ties.
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Such a peaceful coexistence of faiths as well as the bilateral respect for each other’s customs
is among other cases resulting in the widespread presence of various ethnic groups in Yazd.
Such coexistence is exemplified by: the existence of synagogues and mosques within
distances of less than 200 m, participation of Zoroastrians in the Islamic ceremonies and the
construction of double-purpose water cisterns by Zoroastrians or Muslims for joint
exploitation of the most vital element in Yazd (water).

2.a.4.5. The Culture of Environmental Compatibility

All historically valuable architectural monuments as well as the entire spectrum of cultural
customs and characteristics of Yazd are under the influence of a bilateral relation with nature
by which the residents learn to be content with the things the desert nature has made available
to them. Nature has taught them diligence and contentment. Among dominant cultural factors
of Yazd were innovating as well as the turning of limitations into living opportunities. Such a
coexistence and interaction with nature and various cultures has become an ethical measure
for residents of the district.
2.a.4.6. Customs and Traditions

There exist a variety of customs in the city of Yazd due to the presence of different religious
minorities and ethnicities. Moreover, factors such as a business flourishing as well as contacts
with other ethnic groups have enriched the variety. Two good examples of these customs are
ceremonies held during the New Year’s Eve 1 and religious ceremonies.
• Nowrooz Ceremonies and the Twelve-feasts

Nowrooz (Persian New Year eve) is one of the most important national occasions of Iran.
Perhaps no other cultural element is able to introduce the ancient Iranian identity like
Nowrooz. Celebrating Chaharshanbeh-soori 2 during the last Tuesday night of the year is
actually the starting point for welcoming Nowrooz 3. Among other characteristics of this
period of time are: spring-cleaning, growing seed sprouts in a dish, laying out the Haftsin
spread 4, accompanied by an exchange of visits, giving new year gifts called eydi, cooking a
1

In the year 2010, general assembly of the UN appointed the 1st day of the Iranian month of Farvardeen
coinciding with the 21st day of March as the universal day of Nowrooz in its calendar. Furthermore, the multinational dossier of Nowrooz on behalf of twelve countries is going to be designated in the intangible cultural
heritage list of UNESCO in 2016.
2
Quoted from the memoirs of Jalal-e Golshan in his book titled:’Yazd of Yesterday’ (1925-2005), evidently a
family named Baroot-koob lived in Yazd who supplied fireworks for public or private usage. Among their items
for sale were firecrackers, air shots, toy rockets, golriz, qambareh, Charkh-o-falak and mah-o-setareh. They
were also used during the last Wednesday night of each year called Charshanbe-soori in which all people took
part in. Participants in the ritual lighted a fire and jumping over it, chanted “your redness for me and my
yellowness for you’’ in Persian asking God to give them health and happiness until the end of next year.
3
In fact fire was holy for Zoroastrians. They have classified fire into five groups: 1- barzisoong 2-vahrfarian 3arvazasht 4-vazasht 5-sepinasht. Also they think that fire is a cleansing agent. Actually Charshanbe-soori was
at first a Zoroastrian custom which later became widespread among all citizens of Yazd.
4
Parviz Varjavand who has conducted studies about the culture of Zoroastrians, writes this about haftsin:’ at the
exact moment when the new year starts seven symbols from seven emshaspands are put on the floor- or tableP a g e |160
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pottage called ash-reshteh on the first Saturday of the year as a solution of difficulties and
finally going on a picnic in the 13th day of Farvardin (sizdeh-bedar).

Photo 2-165: sofreh (tablecloth or floor spread)-ye haft-sin as part of rituals respected during Nowrooz;
source: HCY base archive

Although originally rooted in ancient beliefs of Zoroastrians who celebrate it magnificently 1,
at present Nowrooz is considered as a joint custom of Muslims, Zoroastrians and Jews.
Among other Zoroastrian rites are their monthly twelve feasts. As they have selected a name
for each day of the year’s months, whenever the names of days and months coincide, it is
celebrated by them.

Photo 2-166: Celebrations of Zoroastrians Sade-Zoroastrians Dakhmeh; source: HCY base archive

cloth but these symbols have changed in the course of history. Formerly seven fruits were put on the spread,
later it became seven things whose first letter in Persian sounded ‘Sh’ such as: wine, sugar, milk, candle, nectar,
box tree and a fruit named Shayeh. Finally it has been changed into seven things whose Persian names begin
with a letter sounding ‘S’ namely: garlic, coin, apple, vinegar, hyacinth, grass and a sweet called samanoo.
1
on the New Year’s Eve, Zoroastrians of Taft throw white flowers outside their house door as a sign of
welcoming guests. But in Central Asian countries people whiten tree trunks in the days before Nowrooz. Also in
the majority of Zoroastrian houses of Yazd, a batch of greenery (hyacinth, cypress and myrtle branches) are
hung from doorways or Russian olives and wild marjoram are thrown at the door heel as a sign of welcome.
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• Games

Games constitute part of the cultural and social identity of each society and are influenced by
ambient and physical circumstances. As an example, the playground of old houses is defined
within its yard so that the form of house yards as a central yard with a middle water basin
helped the formation of games, the direct relation with surrounding natural and artificial
environment is a characteristic answered in the architectural type and in elements of old
houses of Yazd. In these houses, the condition is good for establishing a relation between
human beings (kids) and nature via the presence of elements like water, soil and yard plants.

Photo 2-167: tileh-bazi is among popular children’s games played in alleys of the historic city of Yazd City;
source: HCY base archive

In order to play games requiring larger spaces than house yards, old alleys provided proper
conditions. Alleys present a huge space for conducting dynamic games requiring plenty of
energy and activity. Thus games are played within alley spaces in front of houses.
Thanks to the safe space of old alleys, children enjoy the opportunity of appearing in alleys
so that the relation between children and their surrounding environment is reestablished
within a wider space. Alley spaces also allow children and adolescents to participate actively
in bigger groups. Even today such games are seen being played in back alleys of the historic
city. In fact they serve as rehearsals for taking part in other group and collaborative activities
which ultimately result in the rule of a social discipline in districts.
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2.a.4.7. Local Productions

Based on their usage in the course of time, regional productions of Yazd can be grouped in
three categories of: handicrafts, foodstuff and garments.
• Foodstuff

Photo 2-168: above: confectionaries: Haj-badam, lowz-e nargil, baklava, sowhan-e ardi;
Source: HCY base archive and www.hajkhalifehalirahbar.com

Because of its location on the arid belt of earth, Yazd has cold and relatively humid winters
as well as hot, dry and long winters. Therefore, its citizens follow a special gastronomic
tradition by which hot summers are spent eating well-known sweet dishes and pastries
including baqlava, qottab and a kind of cupcake called keik-yazdi and cold winters are spent
by eating various pottages such as: ash-e shooli and ash-e gandom (halim) which are among
popular dishes of the region. Also its residents are known for using a variety of herbal plants.
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Many of traditional dishes of Yazd have specific values and are used in particular occasions.
Cooking votive foods for free offering is yet another praiseworthy indigenous custom which
is enjoyed by Yazd citizens whether poor or rich on special occasions.
• Garments

Form and substance of clothing in various countries is largely dependent on climatic, cultural
and economic circumstances. Garments of Yazd citizens are mostly made of cloths
manufactured by locals. At present, clothes worn by residents of Yazd are much similar to
other cities and villages of Iran. As a matter of fact, regarding loyalty to traditional clothing
Zoroastrians are at the forefront because during their official customs and prayers these
clothes are worn particularly by women and old people. In some historical books, Zoroastrian
men are also known as sepid-jamegan or those who wear white clothes.

Photo 2-169: above: Zoroastrian ladies’ wear, below: men’s wear from right: an Arab, a dervish, rowqangar, a
Jewish kid, a member of the Lor tribe, porter, a magus (Zoroastrian), a well-digger/ adapted from: “Ab-ol-qasem
Yazdi, Five years in a Persian town”
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• Handicrafts and Traditional Vocations

Yazd province boasts a valuable collection of cultural heritage of Iran dating from various
periods of historical times. The population is known for being hard workers because they live
in dire climatic and economic conditions. Thus in order to overcome such obstacles, they
must try harder than usual. Additionally Yazd citizens are inherently patient and forbearing
which has resulted in their concentration on industries which require preciseness, delicacy,
thoughtfulness and intelligence representing the art, culture and civilization of desert people.
As a result even in modern times, these industries have remained intact. They are partially or
totally done by an artisan using his tastefulness and genius. Among prominent characteristics
of these products are: original designs, novel coloring, artistic creativity of artisans, the
limited investment needed as well as having some features of the local culture which has a
prominent place in the world of art and economy. A number of these industries are as
follows:

Photo 2-170: hand-woven carpet repair-designing on tiles; source: HCY base archive

Sha’r-bafi (dast-bafi): in the dialect of Yazd, the textile profession is still called sha’r-bafi.
One the main reasons why Yazd citizens became interested in this business is the shortage of
water, stagnating agriculture as well as the commercial Silk Road passing through the city.
The industry has several branches but wooden instruments are the basis of all of them. They
are designed and produced in various dimensions but their basic design consists of two
rollers, several pedals (padding), comb, vard, small and large shafts which have particular
names at various locations.
Mazari: literally it means seller of herbal medicine as well as perfumer. Before the advent of
modern sciences in medical and industrial fields, usage of herbs was regarded as one of the
main methods for fighting against diseases as well as making natural colors for industrial
purposes. As the main production of mazaris in Yazd is henna, actually the name is
associated with henna-grinding. Henna is a green powder obtained by grinding the leaves of
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henna plant. As a matter of fact, in Yazd only the profession which prepares henna and
madder (mascara) and similar materials is called mazari.

Photo 2-171: types of Sha’r-bafi – Yazd Handkerchiefs; source: HCY base archive

Termeh-bafi: Termeh is the oldest hand-woven cloth of Iran that for centuries has been
characteristic of the textile manufacturing in Yazd province. Termeh is predominantly
produced in Yazd. Warf of termeh is made from natural silk and its woof is made of colorful
fuzz, silk, wool and yarn. Because formerly it was woven by fingers it was also known as
angosht-baft (finger-woven). Literally termeh means a bent cedar tree in Persian. This has
been interpreted by some as a sign of extreme humility for the divine creation of life.

Photo 2-172: Yazd Termeh and its usage in Shaddah; source: HCY base archive
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Dara’i-bafi: it is an old method of weaving patterned cloths by bleaching their threads before
starting the work so that gradually as the weaving continues, the pattern begins to pop up.
Dara’i is produced in yellow, red, green and purple colors together with striped and
checkered patterns as well as with particular flowers which are locally called pichoon. The
raw material used in dara’i is natural silk.

Photo 2-173: Dara’i-bafi; source: HCY base archive

Photo 2-174: various stages of producing textile from thread spinning to cloth weaving and supplying dara’i-bafi
productions; source: HCY base archive
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Blacksmithing (chalan-gari): old blacksmiths of Yazd manufactured handy tools such as:
steelyards, qand-chins, knives, chains, tongs or pliers, locks and cleavers using simple
instruments such as: hammers, pliers and bellows.

Photo 2-175: blacksmithing and copper smithing; source: HCY base archive

Goldsmithing: the art of gold smiting and making jewels has a long history in Yazd where
by using molding, metal casting and wax removal, all kinds of jewelry are made into different
forms and shapes. Yazd goldsmiths have always been well-known for their specific
artfulness, tastefulness and patience in designing and making jewelry. Also their honesty and
loyalty to moral values have made goldsmiths enjoy a high status among other traditional
professions.

Photo 2-176: types of special chain accessories of Yazd; source: HCY base archive

Carpentry (manufacturing decorated wooden doors): handsome doors and windows of
old buildings manufactured skillfully are the result of capable carpenters of Yazd. Among
examples are: doors of holy sites, engraving of Koran verses on doors, the great gate of the
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city and its big lock, doors of mansions and their decorations, doors of rooms with two, three,
five and seven door features (called respectively): (dodari, sedari, panjdari and haftdari),
women’s quarters (andarooni) and guest’s quarters (birooni) with chromatic glass and
several other cases.
In this article a brief description of unique characteristics of the historic city of Yazd was
provided. It can be said that Yazd serves as a perfect collection of the history of urban life of
human-being in a hot and harsh climate but at the same time based on peaceful coexistence
and mutual respect for nature. Yazd is a specific prototype of human creativity in creating
and developing life. Also it contains various factors that are prevalent in human urban life. In
fact social, economic, cultural, technological, artistic, natural and scientific factors have
merged with human creativity and have been manifested in an urban scale in the best possible
manner. In the following, the formation and development of Yazd in the course of history is
briefly discussed.

Photo 2-177: Carpentry of wooden windows and doors; source: HCY base archive
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2.b. Yazd History and Development
2.b.1. Yazd during the Pre-Islamic Era
Yazd region is one of the ancient areas of Iran which displays different historical eras with
different buildings from those eras. The review of historical documents reveals that the
establishment of Yazd dates back to the pre-Islamic era.
Oral history has it that Yazd was one of the major cities of the Achaemenid Era with its own
road maintenance and courier systems. It was located on the road, connecting Rey to Kerman
and Isfahan and it was also on the road of Pars to Khorasan.

Figure 2-35: Section of historic city of Yazd's situation in the central desert of Iran; Source: HCY Base archive

Photo 2-178: The villages near the historic city of Yazd on the path of pre-Islamic roads; Source: Google earth, 2011
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2.b.2. Yazd during the Early Islamic Era (7th-10th century AD)
Historical books often contain the names of significant cities found in the Yazd Region at the
beginning of Islam, cities like Na’in, Kaseh, Meybod and Fahraj. Most historians maintain
that Yazd has been founded on the ruins of Kaseh and it has gradually replaced it. The
volume of silver coins made during this era indicates that Yazd had been under the authority
domination of Fars which itself was under the governance of Basreh.
2.b.2.1. Development of the City in this Era

During the Umayyad rule (662 -749 AD), Yazd was given to Ala' Tufy and he had Ala'
Garden built there until Ahmad Zamaji was sent to Yazd at the start of the Abbasid Era (662 –
1258 AD). After defeating the former governor, he destroyed the palace of his predecessor
and had a new garden with a lofty palace next to it which was named ‘Kooshk-e-no’. This
garden and its palace was later turned into a district and was called “Mad-abad Kooch-eBagh”. Hosseinian and Taziyan are two other districts which were established during this era,
however, the later namely Taziyan was completely destroyed by the devastating flood of
1455 AD. Estakhri (the 4th century historian) refers in his book to fortification built around
the city of Yazd with two gates called Darb-e-Masjed and Darb-e-Izad despite the apparently
small size of the city (which their locations are known today).
Like many other cities of Iran, we have little information about Yazd especially at the time
of, Samanid and Ghaznavid Eras (3-5 AH/ 9-11 AD). But during the Buyid Era (932-1055
A.D.) Yazd became famous for trading, due to the fact that it was located between two main
roads.

Map 2-19: Changes in the formation of the cityand key monuments of the early Islamic era; Source: HCY Base
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2.b.2.2. Key Monuments of the Early Islamic Era

Historical documents attribute the construction of a mosque near Current Gate of Mehriz in
front of Molana khezr Hammam (bathhouse) by Ahmed Zamaji(7thcentury AD)some
historical references refer to this mosque as “Fort”. This mosque is still known with the same
name in the historic city. In this period the construction of Jame mosque is mentioned of
which only its walls remain today.

Figure 2-36: Probabilistic design of the Jame mosque in the early Islamic era; sketch by: Mojtaba Kargar

2.b.3. Yazd during the Kakuyid Era (10th-12th century AD)
A group related to the Kakuyids took over Yazd at the end of the Buyid Era. As mentioned
previously in historical documents, Kakuyid Ala-e-dowle Jafar was appointed as the
governor of Yazd in return for handing over Isfahan to Toqrol the ruler of Seljuqids, so he
appointed that place for praying and thus named it as “Dar-ol-Ebadeh or the city of praying”.
It can be claimed that the major developments and prosperity of Yazd took place during this
era, because the rulers of the city enjoyed partial autonomy 1 in the administration of the city
which led to the stability and credibility of it.
2.b.3.1. Development of the City in this Era

The name of Sar-e-rig district appears frequently in historical documents of this era.
According to the historical texts, this district was located between Amirchaqmaq, Hazireh
and Darvaze Shahi.
Yazd owes its flourishing, in the fifth century A.H, to the flowing of numerous qanats in
there such as Yaqoobi, Abr-o-Mobarakeh, Savab or Absava and Mahmood-abad. Ala’o Dole
Kalanjaar also ordered a payab to be built near "Dar-e-deh Mosque" on Zarch Qanat.
The development of the city during this era can be observed in the construction of the
fortification around it with four main gates called "Mehrijard", "Qatriyan or Darvazeh
Shahi", "Kooshk-e-no" and "Darb-e-Kia", the expansion of gardens and farms in the western
and southern parts of the city, the construction of few mosques and madrasehs, and the
addition of new districts. Since the existence of fortification goes back to the pre-Kakuyid
Era, the layout of the new city walls compared to the older ones cannot be specified
accurately. By taking into account the city's expansion patterns in that time, there are some
1

The rulers of the city maintained their authority by paying heavy taxes to the caliphate of the time.
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division on district residents related to the social class or religion. In general, during the
Kakuyid Era, the city expanded in three different directions namely south, west and east.
Topography, top soil quality, accessibility to water (Qanats) and trade roads were the main
factors behind this expansion.

Map 2-20:Changes in the formation of the cityand key monuments of the Kakuyid era; Source: HCY Base archive

During this era, textile, silk and cotton production gained value throughout the country. The
author of "Yazd History" talks about a Bazaar place called "Robatok" near the Jame Mosque.
The small Bazaar was situated in the north-south direction and led to the Jame Mosque and
Mehrijard Gate. In this era, it is likely that, the design and construction of Bazaar places
underwent a new development, as a result of which after the construction or repair of the city
wall, some new Bazaar were constructed near the wall.
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2.b.3.2. Key Monuments of the Kakuyid Era

Davazdah-Imam monument is the oldest monument that has an inscription with date in Yazd.
The inscriptions on this structure attribute this building to two commanders of Ala’o Dole
namely Aboo Masood Beheshti and Aboo Yaqoob Is’haq.

Photo 2-179: Davazdah-Imam monument; source: Base archive

Ala’o Dole Kaalanjaar had a mosque built in "Daredeh" and his wife Arsalan khatoon had a
minaret added to it. Today, no trace is left of this mosque and its minaret. According to
historical documents, the construction of four Madrasehs date back to this era, and it can be
regarded as the era of school-building in Yazd.

Figure 2-37: Dar-e-deh Jame mosque and the minaret which was added in the Kakuyid era;
sketch by: Mojtaba Kargar
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2.b.4. Yazd during the Atabeg Era (12th century AD)
Since Amir Faramarz (the last ruler of the Kakuyid Era) had no son to succeed him, his two
daughters were appointed as the governors of Yazd, and Rokn-o-din-e-sam became their
assistant. As a result, the government of Yazd changed from Kakuyid to Atabeg. The rulers of
the Atabeg Era followed in the footsteps of their predecessors and did their best to engender
prosperity in Yazd. The start of the government coincided with Genghis Khan's invasion to
the east and northeast of Iran as its middle coincided with the formation of the first Ilkhanate
Empire in Iran. Yazd escaped from many of the destructions, massacres, plunders and
damages that other Iranian cities suffered from. The reason for this can be attributed to its
geographical situation, the submission of Atabeg rulers and congenial relations with the
central government. A destructive flood caused many damages and some of the districts were
ruined (Wilber, 1987: 16-17) Out of the numerous dignitaries of this era, we can refer to Taqi-odin Dada Mohammad 1 (died in 1300 AD) who was one of the famous Sufi of Yazd and had a
lot of devotees.
2.b.4.1. Development of the City in this Era

The city fortifications were restored in 1289 AD during the reign of Toqa Shah, however, it
has been mentioned that his predecessors, namely Sultan Qotb-o-din and Aboo Mansoor had
a new fortification built around the city and added some districts which were situated outside
the fortification(Mostoufi Bafghi: 621-3).
The contemporary Fahadan district which was known as “Shahrestan” prior to the Atabeg
era was called “Yoozdaran” at the time of Sultan Qotb-o-din because desert animals such as
Chita were kept therein. The traces of this naming can still be seen in parts of this district.
Four districts were developed during the Atabeg era including new Ezz-abad, Maryam-abad,
Solqor-abad and Sar-e-cham in the outskirts of Yazd. Ezz-o-din Langar was the person
behind the construction of Ezz-abad Village including its castle, mosque, bazaar,
caravansary, public hammam, garden and qanat.
The mother of Sultan Qotb-o-din, i.e. Maryam Torkan Khatoon, established a district called
Maryam-abad in 1213 A.D. The water of this district which was situated in the northeastern
side of the city was supplied by a qanat coming from Mehrijard, she also had a Jame Mosque
and Bazaar built in this district.

1

Sheikh Dad was a 7th century mystic with a lot of devotees in Sarab-e-no district who found a school of Sufism
called “Dadieh”. The followers of this school were respected by Muzaffarid Sultans. They had many public
endowments which lasted up to Safavid Dynasty. He also established many monasteries in Yazd and nearby
areas including Sarab-e-no in Sheikh-dad District, Bondar-Abad, Ashkezar, ezzabad, Meybod, Bideh, Barjin,
Oqda, Haftador. Sheikh Taqi-o-din died in the 7th Century A.H. and was buried in Bandar Abad Monastery, but
Shahab-o-din, the grand Judge required an exhumation and transferred his body to Sarab-e-no and had him
buried in a splendid mausoleum in 726 A. H. When he himself died in 748 A.H. his body was laid beside
Sheikh. The household of Khatoon, the daughter of Amir Mobarez-o-din Mohammad had a 4 classroom school
built near Sheikhdad Mausoleum in 786 A.H. which was later known as Khanzadeh Khatoon School and it
became the burial site for many members of Muzaffarid household. Hafez, the great Persian poet was a devotee
of this Sheikh.
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The third district that was developed in this era is Solqor-abad. “Solqor Shah” established a
village near Yaqoobi District and had a qanat dug for it. Solqor-abad was later renamed
Abshoor and this name is still used to refer to it. However, the destructive flood of 1274 AD
destroyed Maryam-abad and Sar-e-sang and a part of Solqor-abad and Yaqoobi. As a result
of this flood, people left their houses and moved to a higher location and built their new
houses there, thus new districts called “Sar-e-jam” or “Sar-e-cham” eventually developed
there. As it will be mentioned, the districts has been restored and re-inhabited later.
Historical documents cite the construction of several Qanats in this era, three of which were
designed to supply water to the newly established districts. These qanats included: “Ezzabad”, “Moriabad” and Solqorabad”.
During the reign of Ala-o-Doleh Toqa Shah, a devastating flood stroke Yazd which caused
heavy damages and destroyed rig-e-Firoozi district and parts of the city wall. The flood’s
damages were so heavy that Atabak Yoosef Shah, the successor of Ala-o-doleh, had to keep a
part of annual taxes to Ilkhanate Courts to repair the damages.

Map 2-21: Changes in the formation of the cityand key monuments of the Atabeg era; Source: HCY Base archive

The economic axes of the city or bazaars were formed along the former bazaars, namely the
north-south direction, as a result of which the city expanded towards Mehrijard Gate. Atabeg
rulers gave priority to agricultural, industrial and commercial businesses in order to earn
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more income. The construction of “Malamir Gateway” and the annexation of Yoozdaran
district– as an East-West Route- played a vital role in the city development and new
Bazaarche places such as Malamir, Fahadan and Qadamgah were formed along it.
2.b.4.2. Key Monuments of the Atabeg Era

Since Atabeg rulers adhered to Kakuyid traditions, it can be inferred that the architecture of
this era was the continuation of Kukuyid's architectural styles. At the start of this era, the
daughters of Faramarz had a congregation hall added to the Jame Mosque of "Daredeh".
However, the outstanding works of this era are mainly the efforts of Qotb-o-din (the son of
Ezz-o-din Langar) who built a lot of structures, including a monument building for Imam
Reza, mosques and most importantly an administration mansion for himself which lasted up
to Safavid Dynasty and was widely known as "Shahr-abad Garden".

Figure 2-38: Congregational hall added to the Yazd Jame mosque during the Atabeg era; sketch by: Mojtaba Kargar

Photo 2-180:Madraseh-e-Zia'ieh; Source: HCY Base archive
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Atabeg rulers constructed several Madrasehs in Yazd and this trend lasted up to the
Muzaffarid era(Afzali, 1996: 150). Some Madrasehs of this era include: Atabak Madraseh, Ezz-odin Langar Madraseh, Verdonruze Madraseh, Keykavoos Madraseh, Soltan Qotb-o-din
Madraseh, Mahmood Shahi Madraseh or Safvatieh, Zia'ieh Madraseh, Qiasieh Madraseh
Sar-e-rig and Rashidieh Madraseh. The only remaining one is Zia'ieh Madraseh.
In addition to making Madrasehs in that era, Atabeg rulers had hospitals built for patients
especially for mental patients, an issue which shows their care for medical sciences. These
hospitals which were among the top medical centers of the time were often financially
supported by political dignitaries and military commanders.
The funds raised by these people covered not only the patients’ costs of treatment and
medicines but also paid the staff and doctors. In addition to these hospitals (Dar-o-shafa), a
travel book describing the journey of Khajeh Rashid-o-din Fazlollah in his youth to Yazd
indicates the popularity of medical practices in this era. (Rashid-o-din travelled to several
cities including Yazd in the pursuit of medical knowledge.)

Building

Madrasehs

Dar-oshshafa
(hospital)

Name

Founder

Date of construction

Still
existing

Atabak Madraseh

Atabak Sam

6th century A. H.

No

Ezzodin Langar Madraseh

Ezz-o-din Langar

Early 7th century A. H.

No

Verdonruse Madraseh

Verdonruse

Early 7th century A. H.

No

Keykavoos Madraseh

Mo’ezz-o-din Keykavoos

Early 7th century A.H.

No

Sultan Qotb-o-din Madraseh

Sultan Qotb-o-din

Early 7th century A. H.

Yes

Mahmood Shahi (Safvatieh)
Madraseh

Mahmood Shah Yaqoot
Torkan

1242 AD

No

Zia'ieh Madraseh

Seyed Zia-o-din Hossein Razi

1305 AD

Yes

Qiasieh (Sar-e-rig)
Madraseh

Amir Qias-o-din Ali Aqili

1310 AD

No

Rashidieh Madraseh

Khajeh Rashid-o-din Fazlollah
Hamedani

1315 AD

No

Sahebi

Shams-o-din Tazigooy

1267 AD

No

Table 2-1: Yazd’s science centers in the Atabeg Era
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2.b.5. Yazd during the Muzaffarid Era (14th century AD)
Muzaffarid rulers were the descendants of Arab migrants who came to Iran and settled in
Khorasan in the early days of post-Islam. During the Ilkhanate invasion, their ancestor, Qiaso-din Haji came to Meybod city and his children gradually found their way in Atabeg and
Ilkhanate governments and they finally became the rulers of Yazd and selected Meybod(40
km north-west) as their capital. Their rule was a turning point in Yazd history, because for the
first time a family came to power whose power lasted more than half a century in the
southern parts of the Iran.
From Meybod, they extended their dominance to other regions and took control of Fars,
Kerman, Isfahan and Tabriz. Yazd gained an unprecedented economic and political important
during this era. Madraseh were extended during this era and it came to be known as the “Darol-Elm” (meaning city of knowledge). Sufism gained popularity and Sufis were respected by
people. Though the role of Muzaffarids are undeniable in the city’s prosperity 1, yet, the unique
role of some elite citizens such as Seyed Rokn-o-din Mohammad and Sheikh Taqi-o-din Dada
Mohammad etc. who individually tried to create prosperity in their hometown cannot be
overlooked.

2.b.5.1. Development of the City in this Era

Apart from Abeshahi district which is believed to be developed by ShahYahya, (Modarres, 2014:
56), there is no evidence supporting the construction of other districts during this era.
However, due to the presence of outstanding scientists, politicians and architects at this time,
the following districts were prosperous and well-developed: Shah Ab-ol-Qasem, Charsooq,
Vaqt-o-Sa’at, Qal’eh-Kohneh, Lab-e-Khandaq, Ab-ol-ma’ali, Sar-e-Polok, Takht-e-Ostad,
Sheikhdad, Bagh-e-Sandal, Khajeh Khezr, and Aharestan 2.
Moreover, history books refer to the construction of a new fortification from Qatrian gate up
to Malamir, increasing the number of gates to seven (Mehrijard, Qatrian , Ilchi Khan,
Kooshk-e-no, Malamir, Sadat and Darvazeh-No), the construction of six separate towers and
digging a moat in the northern section of the city wall to protect the city and adding a watch
tower by each gate, replacement of the gates doors and addition of “Dar-e-no” or “Fat’habad” (Kateb, 1966: 83-87). The damages caused by previous floods can be considered the main
reason behind the Muzaffarid motivation for restoration and reconstruction of the
fortifications.

1

Shah Yahya ordered many buildings to be constructed. He had an ayvan with four wind-catchers on four sides,
magnificent mansions, schools and a mausoleum built near his ancestor’s monastery.
2
For example: Tahkht-e-Ostad district was named after Sheikh Taqi-o-din Umar Ostadan, one of the great Sufis
of the 8th century AH. Or Khajeh Khezr district was the seat place of religious studies and the burial ground of
Molana Sharaf-o-din Khezr, one of the great theologians of that era. Sheikhdad district which is also known as
Sarab-e-no, was called so because it was the burial ground for Sheikh Taqi-o-din Dada Mohammad, the founder
of Dadieh Sufi School (700 AH).
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Photo 2-181: City fortification of the Muzaffarid era; Source: C.N.R.S monde Iranian

The city kept expanding southwards in this era, an issue which coincides with the
establishment of an administration citadel at the eastern edge of the town was the creation of
a new commercial center around Jame Mosque. It seems that the damages caused outside
Kakuyid fortification had a significant impact on the urban development patterns, based on
previous remarks, simultaneous with the developments, within and adjacent, to the city wall,
the city was developing in other districts. So most of the Madrasehs of the 5th and 6th century
AH (11-12 AD) were built outside the city wall. But after the destructive flood, the
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development of city is mostly focused within the city wall. In other words, it became a
protected location for living and the expansion of knowledge and culture.

Map 2-22: Changes in the formation of the city and key monuments of the Muzaffarid era;
Source: HCY Base archive

As the city kept expanding southwards in this era, Bazaars were formed alongside this
direction up to Mehrijard gate, Bazaars such as Dallalan Bazaar and Khatoon Bazaar
developed along one of axis of the Jame Mosque up to Qatrian gate. These new
developments decreased the role of the northern Bazaars and boost the economy and social
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mobility concentrated in the new center. Along the pass of Yoozdaran, Bazaars were
developed around the fortification of this era. It can be inferred that the Bazaars were
organized on the basis of a single profession criterion in Yazd at this era (Shamse engineering co.,
2006:47)

2.b.5.2. Key Monuments of the Muzaffarid Era

Some of the architectural features of the buildings constructed during this era include ayvan,
Panj-o-Haft arches (type of Islamic arch), the use of ocher and large honeycomb vaults
decorations, fanlight window under the roof and applying mosaic tile-work. During the 77
years reign of Muzaffarids, fundamental works were done for the construction of scientific and
educational centers, as a result this region experienced a cultural pick. Two books list the
cultural and educational centers of this era including its Madraseh, Khaneqah, Dar-ol-Quran,
observatory and Dar-o-shafa (hospital).
Amongst the key buildings added in this era are the dome-chamber, main ayvan and the
portal of the city’s Jame mosque, which was built by Seyed rokn-o-din, a famous scientist of
the time, and still stands to this day. Additionally a minaret was constructed later on this
mosque which collapsed later.

Figure 2-39: Dome-chamber, ayvan, portal and the added minaret of the Yazd Jame mosque in the Muzaffarid era;
sketch by: Mojtaba Kargar

The most significant Madraseh established during this era include:
Roknieh Madraseh, Shamsieh Madraseh, Hosseinian Madraseh, Kamalieh Madraseh,
Abdolqaderieh Madraseh, Shahab-o-din QasemTaraz Madraseh, Asilieh Madraseh, Qeiasieh
Chahar Menarit Madraseh, Mir Akhorieh Madraseh, Saedieh Madraseh, Qeiasieh Madraseh,
Khatounieh Madraseh, Khanzadeh Madraseh, Nosratieh Madraseh, Qotbieh Madraseh,
Zia'ieh Madraseh (the second phase of development), Sar-e-polok Madraseh, Vazir Madraseh
and Borhan-o-din Amir Sheikh Madraseh.
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Photo 2-182: Rig mosque; Source: HCY Base archive

Photo 2-183:Roknieh Madraseh; Source: HCY Base archive, (right) David Dorren: 1976

Photo 2-184: Hosseinian and Kamalieh Madraseh; Source: HCY Base archive
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Photo 2-185: Seyed Shams-o-din Madraseh; Source: HCY Base archive

In addition to Kamalieh hospital 1 which was founded in 1320 AD beside the Madraseh have
frequently referred to its “Beit-ol-Advieh” (pharmacy) 2in historical texts (Jafari, 1964:136),
Roknieh Dar-o-shafa (hospital) was also very popular at this time.
Seyed Rokn-o-din, in his book entitled Jame-ol-Kheirat, gives a detailed description of the
doctors’ and personnel tasks and wages.
The construction of the observatory was a common practice in Iran after the 4th century AH.
In the Ilkhanate era, since they had a strong belief in astrology and astronomy, relevant
studies received attention. Roknieh observatory in Yazd was very famous in this regard, and
the remaining of old name of “Vaqt-o-Sa’at” for an adjoining district is a proof for this claim.

1

Dar-o-shafa was made of two wards, health and service which were guarded all day long. At the health ward
supervised by a competent physician, the doctors took turns serving the patients 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
2
Beit-ol-Advieh or drugstore was an affiliated part of Dar-o-shafa where drugs, tablets, pills, and decoctions
were made.
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Name of building

Founder

Construction date

Still existing

Kamalieh Madraseh

Khajeh Kamal-o-din Abolma’ali

720 AH / 1320 AD

Yes

Roknieh Madraseh

Seyed Rokn-o-din Mohammad
Qazi

725 AH / 1324 AD

Yes

Shamsieh Madraseh

Seyed Shams-o-din

726 AH / 1332 AD

Yes

Abdol-Qaderieh Madraseh

Khajeh Abd-ol-Qader Ibn
Muhammad Ibn Sarir Ashkezar

734 AH / 1333 AD

No

Shahab-o-din Taraz
Madraseh

Khajeh Shahab-o-din Qasem Taraz

737 AH / 1336 AD

Yes

Asilieh Dehok Madraseh

Asl-o-din Mohammad Ibn
Mozaffar Aqili

737 AH / 1336 AD

No

Qiasieh Madraseh

Seyed Ali Ibn Qeias-o-din Ali Aqili

740 AH / 1339 AD

No

Mir Akhorieh Madraseh

Mohammad Ibn Qasem Ibn Saeed

759 AH / 1357 AD

No

Sa’edieh Madraseh

Rouk-o-din Sa’ed

762 AH / 1360 AD

No

Qiasieh Madraseh (Sheikh-eKabir Dome)

Amir Qias-o-din Mohammad Ibn
Qotb-o-din Soleiman

781 AH / 1379 AD

No

Khatoonieh Madraseh

Shah Khatoon, Mother of Shah
Yahya

782 AH / 1380 AD

Yes

Khanzadeh Madraseh

Khanzade Khatoon

786 AH / 1384 AD

Yes

Nosratieh Madraseh

Nosrat-o-din Shah Yahya

787 AH / 1385 AD

Yes

Haji Emad Madraseh
(Qotbieh)

Qotb-o-din Mohammad Ibn Haji
Emad

785 AH / 1385 AD

No

Abolma’ali Madraseh

Khajeh Haji Abolma’ali

787 AH / 1385 AD

Yes

Zia'ieh Sar-e-polok

Khajeh Zia-o-din Mohammad

787 AH / 1385 AD

No

Vazir Madraseh

Rokn-o-din Vazir

During the 8th
Century AH

No

Borhan-o-din-e-Amir Sheikh
Madraseh

Borhan-o-din Amir Sheikh

During the 8th
century AH

No

Dar-o-shafa
(Hospital)

Kamalieh

Khajeh Kamal-o-din Abolma’ali

720 AH / 1320 AD

No

Observatory

Roknieh

Seyed Rok-o-din Mohammad Qazi

725 AH / 1324 AD

No

Madrasehs

Table2-2: Yazd’s Scientific Centers during the Muzaffarid era
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2.b.6. Yazd during the Timurid Era (14th-15th AD)
Timur, the son of Amir Taqrai, officially came to power in Balkh in 771 AH. After defeating
Sarbedaran and Al-e-Kart governments (773 AH / 1371 AD), he headed for the Muzaffarids.
After the conquest of Shiraz, he confiscated the properties of Muzaffarid princes and killed all
of them in Mahyar village, a suburb of Qomsheh (Sotoudeh, 1967: 93). Then Timur appointed
one of his relatives as the governor of Yazd in 795 A.H. but the citizens rose against the
newly appointed Timurid governor and during this mutiny (it seems it was orchestrated by
some former officers of the Muzaffarid era and a group of Khorasan people), the city suffered
heavy damages. The city siege lasted for four months and some 30,000 people died of hunger
(Modares, 2014:57-58). Despite all the hardships and problems, damages and ruins, Amir Timur
managed to restore peace and tranquility to the city again (Abuei Mehrizi, 2012: 40, 41/ Yazdi,
1957: 563).

After Timur and during the reign of Shahrukh, the son of Amir Timur (1402-1445 AD) Jalalo-din Chaqmaq, was appointed as the governor of Yazd. During the years of his
administration, the city developed quickly and many more buildings were constructed. But
this era did not last long, after the death of Shahrukh, people in Yazd had to pay more taxes
in the years of drought and famine. The destructive flood of 860 A.H 1 made the situation
even worse. Though, Alexander, a grandson of Timur, was appointed as the governor of Yazd
in 1475 AD, the clashes among Timurid princes and Turkmens disturbed the regional peace
and ultimately Turkmens seized the power.
In the destructive flood which happened in 860 A.H. the southern and western parts of the
city were badly damaged and many gardens of this district were destroyed. It has been
mentioned in historical texts that Imam-zadeh Jafar was the only place which was left intact
in that flood. During this era, one third of the population left the city (Modares, 2014: 61) and 19
districts of Yazd including Narsoo Abad and Sar-e-rig and the old place for public prayer,
which were left ruined for many years to come.
2.b.6.1. Development of the City in this Era

The urban structure was basically evolved during the Timurid era. At the beginning of
Timurids reign, a magnificent palace was built in Yazd called the Mobarakeh Palace (Kateb,
1964:92). This palace which served as an administration head-district was formed by enclosing
Shah Yahya’s Divan Khaneh and adding some extra spaces to it, this palace lasted up to the
Savafid era. According to historical documents, this complex contained Hammams, windcatchers, qanat’s Payabs, etc. It was used as the governor’s office up to 1990s after the
reconstruction of ruined parts. It has been mentioned that this citadel had two gates, one
1

The following excerpt clearly shows the social conditions of the time: “under the ruling of this just king,
(Shahrookh Timuri) people lived comfortably and free of any worries. The prosperity of the city is in such a way
that peasants show no eagerness to work, people bring their corns, cotton and fruit on horsebacks and they are
clad in beautiful silk robes and their meals is rice and chicken. After the death of the just king in the city of Rey,
sudden devastation and famine came along with the invaders horses, death and disease overwhelmed everyone
and spread everywhere (Kateb, 1966: 198).
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opening to the outside of the city and the other toward the inside. There was also a moat all
around the city. Later on, in Timurid era (Eskandar), not only another part of city was
included in the fort, but also a tower was added to the main gate of the city and the interior
garden outside the gate was turned into a square and finally was integrated the castle
fortification to the city wall.
The trade and business of the city flourished in this era. During the reign of Amir Jalal-o-din
Chaqmaq and his wife, Bibi Fatemeh Khatoon, about 1000 houses, chambers, Madrasehs,
Khaneqahs, Hammams, and caravanserai is were repaired and reconstructed (Modares, 2014:
59). But the Bazaar, which nowadays exists in Yazd, was built outside the enceinte, adjacent
to the gate of Mehriz by Ali Aqa, the sheriff of the Timurid era, in 825 AH / 1421 AD. This
Bazaar consisted of 50 shops, each having two entrances. Later on, Amirzadeh Shams-o-din
Mohammad, son of Amirchaqmaq, also added 30 shops which were used by tailors (Jafari,
1964:81). Haj Sadr-o-din Abivardi, the grandson of Amirchaqmaq, bought a caravanserai
named Khan Qalandar in Sar-e-rig district which turned into a gathering place for traders
from Shervan and Rome of that time. The silk traders also came here for transactions (Kateb,
1966: 109).

Based on the previously mentioned points, it can be claimed that the ninth century, like the
previous era, was in some ways effective in creating Bazaars:
1. From this time onwards, the considerable growth in trade and business activities can be
attributed to Timurid’s attention regarding this issue.
2. From this era on, the city’s Bazaars were built outside the city’s main wall which was in
customary with the patterns of other cities.
3. The origin of Yazd’s contemporary bazaar goes back to this era which began from the side
of traditional city wall, close to Mehriz gate (Saraee, 1991: 117,118). Moreover, the existence of
various occupations was an indicative of prosperity and dynamism of Bazaars in this era.
Textile industry was so prosperous that the cover of Kaaba was fabricated by Emad-o-din in
Sahebi district and then it was sent to the court of Shahrookh Timuri.
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Map 2-23: Changes in the formation of the city and key monuments of the Timurid era; Source: HCY Base archive

2.b.6.2. Key monuments of the Timurid Era

The remaining monuments and buildings of this era show the prevalence of Muzaffarid
architectural styles. Generally speaking, the main urban activities revolved around religious
(Jame Mosque, Seyed Rokn-o-din mausoleum, Khaneqah, mosques and Tekieh,
Amirchaqmaq Square, Rig mosque, Mosalla of Yazd, Vaqt-o-Sa’at square and Hosseinieh),
cultural (Madraseh), service (water cistern (abanbar), Hammam, caravanserai etc.) and
business (bazaar) functions. Similar to earlier eras, these centers contain a combination of
different functions. Inside Jame Mosque, the parts which had the same functions followed a
special pattern. For example the places which were used for religious activities and meetings
of people (mosque, Vaqt-o-Sa’at square, Seyed Rok-o-din) were close to each other and
places which were used for business and service purposes were close to each other too.
The Jame mosque building in this period was completed by the addition of two tanabis on the
east and western part of the dome-chamber by Shah Yahya. Also a part of an adjacent
caravanserai was demolished for the purpose of adding an entrance to the mosque.
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Figure 2-40: The changes applied to the mosque during the Timurid era; sketch by: Mojtaba Kargar

In a new complex around the southern parts of the city, different parts of complex
(Amirchaqmaq), with various functions were built next to each other, but they had a business
relation with the two main religious points (Rig mosque and Mosalla). In fact, Amirchaqmaq
was a governor who acted unlike other Timurid governors and set his governmental residence
outside the citadel, which nowadays is called Amirchaqmaq Square. He and his wife had an
important role in the prosperity of Yazd, as a result, they were very popular among people.
He came to Yazd twice. In his first travel, he built a bazaar, a caravanserai and a Khaneqah
and in his second travel, he establishes the Amirchaqmaq complex. Therefore, the
Amirchaqmaq complex can be regarded as the most important monument of this era, a
complex which consists of a mosque, Khaneqah, caravanserai, Hammam, water cistern,
confectionary, and bazaar.

Photo 2-186: Amirchaqmaq complex; Source: HCY Base archive

In this period, the administration function gets separated from public service section and
develops its own exclusive domain. Another remarkable monument of this period is
Mobarakeh castle, which was built by adding some parts to Yahya Shah’s Justice Building in
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779 A.H. Dar-ol-Fat’h Mansion is among the outstanding architectural masterpieces which
was built inside the city of Yazd in 805 AH

Photo 2-187: Mosalla-ye-Atiq and seyed gol-e-sorkh dome; Source: HCY Base archive

2.b.7. Yazd during the Safavid Era (16th-18th century AD)
Timurid era was concluded when Turkmen took control of the region, ruler who governed
Yazd one after the other. Haji Qanbar Bazaar which is situated in the eastern side of
Amirchaqmaq square can be regarded as one of the important structures left from the time of
Jahan Shah Qara’qowinlo in Yazd. This building was built by Nezam-o-din Haji Qanbar
Jahan Shahi, the governor of Yazd who was appointed there by Jahan Shah Qara'qowinlo.
He had a lofty structure built at the entrance gate of bazaar which resembled the style of
Yazd’s mosques. He also redesigned parts of Yazd’s Jame Mosque and changed its façade
completely. He had the name of the serving king inscribed in a beautiful calligraphy on the
overhead of the mosque as well. However, the new rulers’ fate was short-lived, and the era
of political instability and economic depression improved a little as Shah Ismaeil Safavi
ascended the throne in 1501 AD.
2.b.7.1. Development of the City in this Era

Districts such as Bagh-e-Gandom, Posht-e-Bagh and Bagh-e-Sandal etc. are some of the
districts of this era which are listed in history books. The collocation of the word “Bagh
(garden)”, with the name of these districts and their layout close to older districts of the city,
signifies the addition of gardens to the residential places of the city. With regard to the
dominance of the trade and textile industry in Yazd, the gardens in the city suburbs can be
regarded as a kind of financial support for the economy of the city. The district behind Baghe-Ali which existed before was renamed as “Atash-e-Bahram” 1 and gradually became the
dwelling place of a group of Zoroastrians.

1

Next to the “fire of Azaran” and “Dadgah”, the fire of Bahram is the most important “fire” of Zoroastrians in
Yazd
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In the Safavid era, Shah Abbas I the first ordered Mobarakeh castle and the governmental
citadel to be destroyed and then a district of the same name is constructed. In this era, the
wall of the city included 90 watch towers and the number of the gates was increased to seven.
The names of some old gates were changed and some new gates were built including:
Kooshk-e-no, Shahi, Malamir, Mehriz or Mehrijard, Hazireh Molla, Shahzadeh Fazel, and
Seyed Gol-e-Sorkh Gate.The existing evidences indicate that during this era, Yazd managed
to preserve its position as one of the important and accredited cities of Iran. Building new
caravanserais such as “Robat-e-Khargooshi” on the way to Isfahan, “Robat-e-Zein-o-din”, on
the way to Kerman, and repairing some of the old caravanserais of Yazd such as “Robat-eAnjireh” (Mostofi Bafghi, 1961: 662) on the way to Khorasan and “Robat-e-Yaqmish” on the way
to Isfahan, all show that this land has always been an important passageway for trading
relations. Yazd reached its highest trading position during the reign of Shah Abbas I. As a
result of its welfare amenities and secure conditions, the city achieved a desirable level of
agricultural and industrial development. During this era, the commodities of Yazd such as
silk and other fabrics were well known to European traders and Bazaars, and traders from
Europe, India and China frequently visited the city via the roads between Dehli–Yazd and
Isfahan to purchase the goods (Afshar Sistani, 1999: 102) Jean-Baptiste Tavernier writes: “in this
city, there are three caravanserais and several covered Bazaars like a covered alley. These
Bazaars are full of merchants and craftsmen chambers.

Map 2-24: Changes in the formation of the city and key monuments of the Safavid era; Source: HCY Base archive
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The fame of textiles and designers of Yazd fabrics was so widespread that Naqshbandi
Household (Khajeh Qias-o-din Ali Naqshband Yazdi and his descendants) gained worldwide
reputation and Indian craftsmen invited them to work in their workshops (Ramazan Khani, 2006:
10, 15) which of course, the support and role of Persians living in India and Zoroastrians of
Yazd should not be underestimated in the promotion of trading in Yazd (Modares, 2014:
66)Despite this trading prosperity, it seems that in the late Safavid era, the prosperity and
development of Yazd declined considerably, because of Afghans’ invasion to Iran (Mota’zed,
1987: 288).

Photo 2-188: Khajeh Qias-o-din Ali Naqshband Yazdi house; Source: HCY Base archive

2.b.7.2. Key Monuments of the Safavid Era

The “Godal-Baghche” can be considered as one of the architectural features of this era.
Moreover, other architectural specification of this era include: the harmony of the height with
the plan dimensions, the relative reduction of the height compared to previous architectural
style, the use of Panj-o-Haft arches, Gypsum Moqarnas, hollow spaces, triple-doors, deep
shelves and twin wind-catchers.
Shah Tahmasb Square can be regarded as the most prominent structure remaining from this
era. This square which contained a fine palace and a Naqareh Khaneh room was named
Abasieh palace and was counted as the Safavid pivotal center. Safavid buildings were
affected by the flourishing economy of this era which led to the formation of commercial
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buildings like Bazaars and caravanserais. It can be claimed that the foundation of Khan
Square and plethora of Bazaars in its vicinity originated at this era 1.

Photo2-189: Shah Tahmasb square; Source: HCY Base archive: 1280

Also Jame mosque came closer to its current condition when a hammam replaced one of the
old caravanserais and two minarets were added on the portal.

Figure 2-41: The added hammam and minarets to Jame mosque in the Safavid era; sketch by: Mojtaba Kargar

2.b.8. Yazd during the Afghans and Afsharid Eras (18th century AD)
During the Afghans invasion to Iran, Yazd was governed by Enayat-ol-sultan who could
resist the enemy’s besiege of the city. Thanks to the sufficient water and food stored in the
11

“near the mansions of Amir Qias-o-din, he founded splendid mansions with gilded ayvans and lofty palaces,
lofty arches that could reach heaven were built at the gate of the governor’s office and artistic carpenters were
hired to design the mansion and its gates, moreover, a square was designed to be built in the wide space in front
of the Khan, and it contained nice balconies and rooms, made of the best quality materials and in front of the
square, there was a high auditorium from where every morning and night the sounds of timpani and bugles
could be heard” (Molana Son-o-llah Nemat-o-llah Kermani: 60).
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city and its strong defensive wall and fortresses, he managed to stand against the invaders,
but was ultimately defeated and killed by Ashraf-e-Afghan in 1142 AH (1730 AD). The
people of Yazd, because of their brave fights against Ashraf-e-Afghan, during the rule of
Nader Shah were exempted from paying the tax for three years, an issue which led to the
flourishing of the city’s economy (Modares, 2014: 67).
2.b.9. Yazd during the Zand Era (18th century AD)
Yazd became a powerful local government under the commanders of the local tribe, called
Mohammad Taqi Khan (also known as the great Khan) who created a powerful local
government. He chose the Malamir district (in the old section of the city) as their residential
place and had many parts of Yazd renewed and developed (Modares, 2014: 67).
The Zand era lasted for a short time in Iran. Before ascending to the throne, Karim Khan
Zand was fond of Yazd and lived for a while in Bagh-e Dolatabad under the rule of
Mohammad Taqi Khan Yazdi, the governor of the city.
2.b.9.1. Development of the City in this Era

The establishment of Jannat-Abad District, which is one of the central districts in
contemporary Yazd, is attributed to Mohammad Taqi Khan Bafqi, the governor of that time.
Mohammad Taqi Khan and his family ruled more than 50 years over Yazd and left a lasting
effect on Yazd’s prosperity during the Zand and Qajar eras. In 1210 AH (1795 AD) decided
to have the fortification which were damaged during the social unrests of Zand reconstructed,
and he manages to build a stronger city wall instead of the previous fort (Mirzaee, 2006: 94), but
the city appearance and its boundaries did not change considerably in this era. Based on the
formation of Khan Complex in this era, it can be said the city expanded in the South west
direction.
After a period of economic recession, commerce and trade once again prospers in Yazd in
this era. Commercial and trade relations expanded between Iran, England (via India) and
Russia, and the goods and fabrics of Yazd found their ways in other cities and countries,
which led traders to the development of several Bazaars in the city. The southern section of
contemporary bazaar of Yazd was formed during this era.
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Map 2-25: Changes in the formation of the city and key monuments of the Zand era; Source: HCY Base archive

At the beginning of the 12th century AH / 18th century AD, a new Bazaar complex was
developed in the East-west section between Amirchaqmaq and Shah Tahmasb Mosques. It
consisted of Khan Bazaar, and its surrounding shops, Chit-Sazi Bazaar behind Qeisarieh
Bazaar, and Kashigari Bazaar, Khan Madraseh, Qeisarieh Khan and the famous Khan Square
built beside the extant significant works of the past such as Rig Mosque. Moreover, at this
era, a bazaar connected to the fortification of Mehrijard gate was built for the
accommodation of shoe-makers. Charsooq Structure 1 was also built at this era. So it can be
concluded that the second major development in Yazd Bazaar took place during the Zand era.
2.b.9.2. Key Monuments of the Zand Era

The buildings of this era are more delicate and have more decorations. Valuable works
remaining from this era include: Bagh-e Dolatabad, Qeisarieh Bazaar, two caravanserais,
Palace and its cistern, complete Shah Tahmasb Square. Bagh-e Dolatabad which has been
registered on UNESCO's World Heritage List was built by Mohammad Taqi Khan, in this era
1

It was built by the order of Mirza IsmailKalantar, a successor of Mohammad Taqi Khan
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outside the fortification for his residence. The garden was expanded during the travel of
Karim Khan Zand to Yazd 1172 AH (1785 AD), the garden is so magnificent that many
tourists including Edward Brown have expressed their admiration for it.

Photo 2-190: Qeisarieh Bazaar; Source: HCY Base archive

Photo 2-191: Khan Complex/ left: Ruth Harold: 1970, right: Arnold Henri: 1903

Photo 2-192:Bagh-e Dolatabad; Source: HCY Base archive:
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2.b.10. Yazd during the Qajar Era (18th-20th century AD)
Yazd once again gained its former significance and in the second half of the 13th century AH
turned into one of the 7 states of Iran (Modares, 2014: 71) After the death of Mohammad Taqi
Khan in 1312 AH / 1894 AD, Fat’h Ali Shah Qajar appointed his son, Ali Naqi Khan, as the
governor of Yazd and his brother took his place afterwards (1319 AH / 1901). This new
governor gave priority to the development of gardens and Khan Madraseh is one of his great
achievements, however, the central government did not support him for long and after a while
he was replaced by Mirza Vali Mirza, the son of Fat’h Ali Shah. The outbreak of cholera 1 and
the wide fatalities in addition to social chaos at the time were some of the factors which
caused Yazd to lose its former glory. Afterwards, numerous governors took over, most of
whom were princes and sons of local Khans (Modares, 2014: 75). In fact, the formation of the
centralized Qajar government in 1312 AH (1786 AD) was an event which caused Iran to
become globally significant, because this era coincided with industrial revolution and the
formation of powerful governments in Europe.
Based on Abbotte's opinion, from the 7200 Zoroastrians who lived in Iran during 1854
(1270AH) approximately 6660 of them were residing in Yazd. During this era, Zoroastrians
were residing in their current settlement to a greater extent, and still are continuing to reside
and lire in this area.
Watson who has visited Yazd in 1860 AD- the beginning of Naser-o-din Shah reignmaintains that the majority of the 40,000 population of the city were engaged in silk and
cotton producing plants.
2.b.10.1. Development of the City in this Era

According to Shetalov's map drawn for the city of Yazd in 1899, there are 8 districts in the
internal area of the old fortification and 16 districts between Qajar and old city wall. There
used to be a lot of districts outside the city walls of the city in this era. The last time that the
city wall of Yazd was repaired and renovated was in 1820 during the administration of
Mohammad Vali Mirza at the time of Fat’h Ali Shah. However, due to the changes made in
military armaments and consequent shift of defensive strategies, this city wall never enclosed
the entire city. Nonetheless, the layout of old city wall and towers along with the existence of
some natural obstacles such as floodways enabled the city officials to control entering and
exiting of people at certain spots (Arseh, 2003, 2nd volume: 39).

1

In a short period of time, more than 20,000 people died of this pandemics
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Map 2-26: Changes in the formation of the city and key monuments of the Qajar era; Source: HCY Base archive

Up to the time of Fat’h Ali Shah, Yazd was considered as one of the most important
commercial centers of Iran. However, after him, Iran's situation and also Yazd condition
underwent a lot of changes because of the rivalry of Qajar princes. In Naser-o-din Shah's era,
weaving and textile industry and the business of the city declined and the population of the
city was decreased to 40,000. In this period, Yazd was the only city with local Zoroastrians,
who played a great role in introducing Yazd to Great Britain. The main and the most active
Bazaar in this era was a Bazaar complex which was made by Mohammad Khan, the governor
of the city in the last decade of the 19th century. It was the extension of Ali Aqa Daruqeh
Bazaar and now it is called Khan Bazaar. The last part of Yazd Bazaar complexes was
completed at the time of Moshir-ol-mamalek, the director of Finance and Income Office.
Three main Bazaars were added to the previous parts such as Moshir Bazaar at the end of the
southern part of Yazd Bazaar which was made by Moshir-ol-mamalek, Sadri Bazaar which
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was made by Sadr-ol-olama and also Afshar Bazaar which was the last Bazaar in the
historical complex of Yazd Bazaar in the Qajar era, established by Sadeq Afshar and the
contribution of some businessmen of Yazd (Arseh, 2003, 2nd volume: 37). “The clamorous bazaar
of this city is the symbol of permanent security and abundant affluence "Lord Curzon writes.
(Modares, 2014:89)

2.b.10.2. Key Monuments of the Qajar Era

Most of Yazd present historic residential district belong to the Qajar era. Some of the
characteristics of this era are as follows: earthen architecture, the existence of architectural
elements such as hall and windcatchers, the use of triple, quintuple and septuple- door
features, the combination of several yards together, symmetrical constructions and facades,
access to the rooms through internal corridors, complex verandas with “Karbandi”, cellars
and finishing in the inner surface of the ceiling. In this era, the use of internal decorations
such as stucco, mirror mosaic and painting inside the spaces becomes more prevalent and the
use of foreign plans also becomes popular.
The newly-made buildings in 19th show the importance of Yazd on one hand and the growing
inclination of Iranian towards progress and renovation. on the other hand For example, the
Post and Telegraph office was completed at the time of Mohammad Khan Vali. Moreover, the
emergence of new buildings such as cinema and bank changed the view of the city; and
replaced the old concept of the city with the new western style, and Yazd was no exception in
this regard. In the Qajar era, the constructions of the urban elements consisted of: numerous
green areas and commercial spaces such as Vakili complex, Sa'adat square, Panje Ali Serai,
Ali Aqa Serai, Kermani Serai, Golshan Serai, etc. The religious buildings included Bayaq
Khan Mosque, Molla Ismail Mosque, etc. which were established gradually around and
among the other architectural constructions, and consequently a vast and interwoven complex
of bazaars and squares is created.

Figure 2-42: The construction of a winter shabestan and a Sahn over the remains of the previous Jame mosque;
sketch by: Mojtaba Kargar
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Photo 2-193: Amirchaqmaq tekieh, Shazde madraseh (Imam Khomeini madraseh); Source: HCY Base archive

2.b.11. Yazd during the Pahlavi Era (20th century AD)
A new government was established and it was officially recognized in 1925. With the change
of life style and living standards caused by industrialization, new measures compatible with
global modernization takes place, the most important of which is new street planning. In fact,
in an attempt to provide the necessary infrastructure for the utilization of modern facilities
such as cars, the first square was made in the new style by the name Pahlavi (or Mojasameh)
Square (now it is called Mojahedin or Shahid Beheshti) in 1927 and 1928. The plan of the
first street in Yazd was completed in 1931. This street which was named Pahlavi after its
construction stretched from Pahlavi Square up to the Jame Mosque dividing the city into two
halves. This street caused some changes in Hazireh Molla Gate (which was made in the 11th
century AH) and also some parts of the Bazaar place. Therefore, the link between
Amirchaqmaq Square and the Bazaar complex was detached. The establishment of Seyed
Gol-e-sorkh Street in 1973 made some urban changes in this era which now constitutes a part
of the history and development of Yazd.
2.b.11.1. Development of the City in this Era

Although this era was the time of universal development and modernism and there were
certain urban changes compatible with the modern time and the lifestyle of the people, Yazd
could keep its historical and traditional form along with the new changes. So, the boundaries
of the districts did not change considerably. Despite the arrival of cars, the spatial and
continuity of the fabrics managed to preserve their old characteristics and functions on the
basis of the citizens’ social and economic relations. The shape of the districts and the
relationship of the historic areas of the city are preserved up until present.
The new contemporary circumstances, the changes of the modern life led to the establishment
of streets and taking other measures. With the prevalence of cars, the growth of Yazd City
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was stopped from inside and the city kept expanding outwards, because there was an
intention to keep its traditional and historic style. In the last years of the Pahlavi Era, the first
master plan for Yazd was prepared by University of Tehran. After Islamic Revolution, a new
revision plan and an upstream plan was prepared. The trend of the measures taken in Yazd
and its historic fabric will be covered in relevant sections.

Map 2-27: Changes in the formation of the city and key monuments of the Pahlavi era; Source: HCY Base archive
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Photo 2-194: Mojahedin square, Pahlavi street; Source: HCY Base archive: 1961

Map 2-28: Changes in the formation of the city and key monuments of the Pahlavi era; Source: HCY Base archive
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The establishment of some new streets within the city followed the commercial routes; in this
process, the traditional space of Bazaar was kept and the commercial functions of the city
was developed near Bazaar and the shops were made near new streets(Dehghan Menshadi,
2009:173). Therefore, Bazaar place flourished near Shah Street. Pahlavi Street (the present
Imam Street) and also Kerman Street which are considered as the traditional streets, are the
remnants of those times. Establishing the new public functions were done in the margins and
near new streets all over the city. In that era, the Bazaar place preserved its function as the
economic, social and cultural backbone of the city and made the streets more important; thus,
it turned the streets into a powerful element of the city (Habibi, 2005:163).
2.b.11.2. Key Monuments of the Pahlavi Era

The monuments of this era can be divided into two general categories: buildings made from
1925 to 1953 and those made from 1953 to 1978. The reason for this division is that prior to
the 1953 coup, the architectural patterns of the First Pahlavi Era were pursued. Therefore, the
buildings which were built between the years 1921 to 1953 belong to this category. Some of
the characteristics of the buildings are as follows: more usage of brick in their construction
and also more brick columns in front of verandas, decreasing the number of yards to only
one, lesser symmetry in the facades of the buildings, making the number of the windows even
instead of odd (two doors, four doors, etc.), eliminating the corridors and dais, shaping the
maze-like rooms, reducing the complexity of ayvan and changing its shape to tetragonal. The
buildings did not have wind-catchers either and if they had any, they were very small,
instead, Lanterns (Kolah-farangi) gradually became widespread. Therefore, it was less
probable to find cellars in the buildings and if any, they were not deep in the lower levels.
Coating under the ceilings of the buildings is simpler compared to those of the previous eras.
Circular pargets, sun shaped lunettes, brick-made ayvans, with a lot of brick decorations were
also common.
In the first years of the Second Pahlavi era, there were no significant changes in the
architecture of the buildings and the buildings were built the same style as the first Pahlavi
era. In these years, they used the smooth ceilings for the covering of ceilings and a decrease
in the symmetry, order, full and empty form of the buildings and the decorations of the first
Pahlavi era can be seen.
Yazd made some progress towards modernity and this can be seen in the district of Yazd City
in some new buildings such as Eqbal and Sadat factories in the First Pahlavi era. In fact,
when industrialization happened, some private buildings such as factories were made and
changed the economic system of the region. There were some other texture changes in the
city such as the establishment of Iranshahr and Markar Madrasehs and also Aharestan
Mosque. The establishment of some banks such as Melli Bank in the present Jame Mosque
Street, Saderat Bank near Amirchaqmaq Complex and also Sepah Bank were performed as
the new elements of city in the Second Pahlavi era. Furthermore, the establishment of some
libraries such as Sharaf-o-din Yazdi and Vaziri Libraries are other representations of that era.
(Modares, 2014:115-116).As a matter of fact, Yazd was confronted with another era of its urban
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development and the number of factories, educational institutes and hospitals were increased
(Modares: 2014:125).The Domestic Water Supply in 1966 and water cisterns can be considered
as good examples of change in this era (Modares: 2014:130).

Photo 2-195: Fire temple (Atash-kadeh); Source: HCY Base archive

Photo 2-196: Eqbal factory; Source: HCY Base archive: 21st century AD

Figure 2-43: The last changes applied to the Jame mosque in the contemporary era; sketch by: Mojtaba Kargar
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Figure 2-44 :Evolution of the Jame mosque during different Eras; Source: HCY Base archive;
Model by: Mojtaba Kargar
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Map 2-29: Evolution of the historic city of Yazd during different eras and its development phases;
Source: HCY Base archive
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Graph 2-1: Comparison of local monarchies of Yazd with the national monarchies of Iran
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Table 2-3: Summery of Yazd History and Development
Historical period

Local
Dynasty

Dignitaries

Remarkable
characteristics

Notable buildings and elements

Urban and
architectural
features

Effective
natural
events

City and the
fortificationexpansion

City and the
fortificationexpansion

Added Qantas and
quarters

Expansion of commerce and
development of Bazaar

Pre-Islamic Era

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Existence of the
Fortificationwith two
gates (Darb-e-Izad,
Darb-e Masjed)

Existence of the
Fortificationwith two gates
(Darb-e-Izad, Darb-e
Masjed)

Formation of Kooshk-e-no
district (2nd century AH),
existence of Hoseinian
quarter as well as Tazian
and Shahrestan districts,
existence of Zarch and
Firooz-abad Qanats and
construction of Madvar
Qanat

Prosperity of commerce and
trade in Yazd during Buyid
Dynasty in the 4th century AH
due to locating in between the
passageways

Simplicity of
buildings, right
modules between
the height and the
proportion of the
plan, usage of
plaster decorations

-

Construction and
development of the city
walls with four
gateways (Mehrijard,
Qatrian or Shahi,
Kooshk-e-no and Darbe-kia) , city expansion
out of the city wall,
expansion of the city in
south, east and west
directions

Construction and
development of the city
walls with four gateways
(Mehrijard, Qatrian or
Shahi, Kooshk-e-no and
Darb-e-kia) , city expansion
out of the city wall,
expansion of the city in
south, east and west
directions

Formation of Bagh-ebeheshti, Shah Ab-olqasem, Sar-erig,Yaghoobi, NersooAbad, Ezz-Abad districts
and the construction of
Yaghoobi, Abroomobarakeh, Savab or Abe-sava Qanats as well as
Zarch Qanat Outlet

Construction of a bazaar called
Robatok near Jame’ Mosque,
construction of bazaars close to
the city walls, such as Seyed
Shams-o-dinMohammad Taher
bazaar, promotion of textile and
cotton/silk production in the
entire country

The architectural
style of this era is
mostly the
continuation of
Kakuyid style.

The
destruction
of
Yaghoobi,
MaryamAbad and
Sarsangi
and
Solqorabad
districts due
to the flood
of 673 AH

The expansion of the
city mostly in north and
east directions,
restoration of the city
walls in 835 AH and
construction of Malamir
gateway

The expansion of the city
mostly in north and east
directions, restoration of the
city walls in 835 AH and
construction of Malamir
gateway

Ezz-Abad, MaryamAbad,
Solqor-Abad, Sar-e-cham
districts, and Ezz-Abad,
Moriabad, Solqor Abad,
Sarab-e-no

Establishment of several
bazaarche along the Yoozdaran
passageway a main east-west
route like Malamir, Fahadan
and Qadamghah

Ala-Toofi
From the 1st
century to the 4th
century AH
(Umayyad 42-132
AH), Abbasids,
Tahirid, Saffarids,
Samanid, Buyids
and Ghaznavids
Dynasties

The 5th and 6th
century AH
(Seljuq dynasty)

Ala Garden
Patk Mosque (Fort)

-

Ahmad Zamaji

Existence of
gardens within the
historic city's
current boundaries

Bagh-e-Kooshk-e-no

Al
Kakuyid
Dynasty
(443-532
AH)

Aboo-Mansoor Faramarz,
Ala'od Doleh Aboo Jafar
Kaalanjar, Arsalan
Khatoon, Four colonels of
Ala'od Doleh (Masood
Beheshti, Aboo Yaghoob
Deilami, Aboo Yoosof,
Kianerasoo, Ali Garshasb
Ala'od Doleh and Ata
Khatoon, Amir Faramarz

Assigning
“Darolebada” as a
title for Yazd,
transformation of
Yazd into an
integrated and
authentic city,
Inception of the
school
construction
movement in
Yazd

Construction of Jame (Daredeh)
Mosque and Minaret, Shah Ab-olqasem mosque, Davazdah-Imam
monument, Jame’ Kabir Mosque,
Sheikiha Mosque, Fahadan
district elements, Do-menarit
madraseh, Sar-e-rig madraseh,
Ata Khan madraseh, KiaShoja
madraseh, Imam-zade- Jafar
shrine, Hoseinian House (Taq
Boland-ha)

consistancy of the
city and its
expansion both
inward and
outward

Ghadmgah-e Imam Reza, Jama’t
khane-ye- Daredeh’s Jame
mosque, Chel mehrb mosque,
Fahadan mosque, Malamir
mosque, Mola abd-ol-khaleq
mosque, Dolat khane (ShahrAbad Garden) Atabak Madraseh,
Ez- od-din Langar Madraseh,
Vardanrooz Madraseh, Keikavoos
Madraseh, Soltan Gotb-od-din
Madraseh, Mahmood Shahi /
Safootieh Madraseh, Zia’ieh
Shahrestan Madraseh, Sar-e-rig
Ghiasieh Madraseh, Rashidieh
Madraseh, Sahebi Hospital

The 6th and 7th
century AH

(Seljuqids,
Khwarezmid and
Ilkhanate
dynasties)

Atabegs
(536-715
AH)

Vardanrooz, Ezz-o-din
Langar, Atabak Rokn-o-din
Sam, Soltan Qotb-od-din,
Mahmood Shah, Solghor
Shah, Toghai Shah, Ala’od
Doleh Yoosef Shah,
Bologhdor, Sheikh Taghiod-din Dada Mohammad
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8th century AH
(Ilkhanate
Dynasty)

th

9 Century AH
(Timurid Dynasty)

10th, 11th and 12th
Century AH
(Safavid Dynasty)

Local
Dynasty

Muzaffarid
(718-795
AH)

Timurid
(795-911
AH)

Safavid
(905-1148
AH)

Description

Dignitaries

Remarkable
characteristics

Notable buildings and elements

Amir Mobarezod-din Mozafar,
Shah Mahmood,
Shah Yahya,
Seyed Rokn-oddin Mohammade-Ghazi

Arrival of the
scholars and
mystics to Yazd,
prevalence of the
endowment
traditions by some
households such
as Dadieh,
Roknieh and Razi,
full bloom of
cultural
development of
Yazd, the city
came to be called
“Darolebadah”
(the worshippers
Land)

Construction of Bagh-e behesht
mosque, Mosala-ye-atiq mosque,
portal and dome chamber of Jame’
mosque, Riq mosque, Sahl-ebn-e-ali
mausoleum, Shah Yahya mosque, Abol-ma’ali complex, Soltan-e-sheikhdad
complex. Numerous madraseh
including: Kamalieh, Roknieh,
Hoseinian, Aslieh, Shamsieh, Abd-olGhaderieh, Shahab-od-din Taraz,
Dehook, Mir Akhorieh, Sa’edieh,
Qiasieh, (Gonbade Sheikh Kabir),
Khatoonieh, Khanzadeh, Nosratieh,
Haji Emad (Ghotbieh), Ab-ol-ma’ali,
Sar-e-polok, Vazir, Borhan-od-din
Amir Sheikh. Hospitals including:
Kamaye, Roknieh. Observatories
including: Roknieh. Dar-ol-qurans
including: Mazar-e-Tazian

Ghias-od-din
Salar Semnani,
Ami Jalal-od-din
Chakhmagh, Setti
Fatemeh,
Eskandar Teimuri

Shah Esma’il,
Shah Tahmasb,
Shah Nemat-ollah Baghi, Amir
Ghias-od-din
Mohammad Mir
Miran, Khanesh
Beigom

Formation of an
extreme class
system between
the state and the
society

Formation of
residential districts
instead of gardens
ruined by flood,
rebounding of
trade and active
economic courses

Mobarake castle, Dar-ol-fat’h
Mansion, Sa’adat square,
Amirchaqmagh Complex (mosque,
monastery, caravanserai, hammam,
cistern, confectionary, and Bazar),
Jennok cistern, Setifatemeh cistern and
mausoleum, Seyed tavoos mausoleum,
Hazireh mosque (rozemohammadieh), Mosalla mausoleum,
Seyed gol-e- sorkh mausoleum

Shah Tahmasb Square and mosque,
Naqshin complex, Abbasid Mansion
and state house, Shafi’ieh madraseh,
Mosalla-ye-Safdar khan, Shah abd-olghayoom mosque, Kamal Synagogue,
Bazaar-e-no square, Hoseinieh
Shahzade Fazel, Kooshk-e-no cistern
and mill, Yoozdaran cistern, Vaq-osa'at, Shahi gate, Mehriz gate,
Amirchaqmagh, Qias-od-din
Naqshband house

Urban and
architectural
features

Effective natural
events

City and the
fortificationexpansion

City and the
fortificationexpansion

Added Qantas and
quarters

Expansion of commerce and
development of Bazaar

-

Expansion of the city
walls in 789 AH,
increasing the number
of city gates to seven,
construction of six
separate fortifications on
the northern side of the
city wall, expansion of
the city to the south,
construction of citadel
on the eastern side of
the wall, the most
important factor
affecting the spatial
pattern was propeling
the external districts to
inner side of the fortress

Expansion of the city
walls in 789 AH,
increasing the number of
city gates to seven,
construction of six
separate fortificationson
the northern side of the
city wall, expansion of the
city to the south,
construction of citadel on
the eastern side of the
wall, the most important
factor affecting the spatial
pattern was propeling the
external districts to inner
side of the fortress

Ahrestan, Khaje Khezr
Abshahi, CharSooq,
Vaqt-o-Sa’at, Qal'eh
Kohneh, Lab-eKhandaq, Abolma’ali,
Sar-e-polok, Takht-eOstad districts,
Abshahi, Torkanabad,
Dehook, Vaqfabad
Qanats

Predomination of a guild system
on the formation of bazaar in this
period, addition of bazaars such
as Dalalan, Khatoon, Kaqazian,
Sahafan,
Kaffashan,Kolahdoozan,Qassaba
n,Kababiha, Saraffan, Hallaj-ha,
Shahi, Gonbad, SultanIbrahim,
Chaharsooq. Development of
bazaar within the suburbs and in
Yoozdaran passageway.

Inclusion of the state
citadel and its adjacent
buildings to the city wall,
reconstruction and
restoration of the city
wall, maintenance of the
city boundaries due to the
political and safety
reasons, construction of
two new gates within the
fortificationand digging a
moat all around the city

The construction of
Gerd-e- Faramarz
Qanat and Sahl-ebne-ali, Godal-emosallan,
Amirchaqmaq and
Qal'eh kohneh
districts

Concenration of attention to
commers and trading which has
had a great impact on the
reconstruction process of the city,
construction of Dar-olfathTimcheh, Mesgar-ha, Alaqebandi and Shaterieh Bazaars, a
bazaar for dealers and saddle
makers in Sar-e-rig district,
Khayatan, Kohne- forooshan and
, Ali-aqa bazaars at Mehrijard
Gate, KhajeShams-od-din bazaar
at Sar-e-rig district, boosting of
textile and commercial businesses
in this period, knitting the Ka’aba
fabric at Dar-o-shafa district

Presence of 90 towers and
7 gates in the city,
widening of the city wall,
addition of Dolat gate,
expansion of the city in
west and SW direction,
addition of gardens to the
residential units

Formation of Khalaf
khan ali, Meidan-e
Shah Tahmasb,
Gazorgah, Bazaar-e
no, Pir-e-borj, Baghe-Gandom, Bagh-eSandal, Posht-e-Bagh
districts and
Mohammad Abad,
Chahook and Fahraj
Qanats

Yazd becomes an important
trading junction, construction of
Khargooshi and Zein-od-din
caravanserais, trading silk
products with China, India and
Europe, boosting of textile
industry especially by
Naghshbandi Household

Formation of high
Ayvans, Panj-o-haft,
Shabdari-e-kond
arches and ocher

Trend of mosaic tileworks usage

Development focus on
fortificationboundarie
s

Following the
architectural style of
Al-e-Mozafar
Dynasty.

The state functions
taking distance of the
public functions.

Construction of Godal
baghche, decreasing
the buildings height,
usage of arch ceilings
for rooms and Ayvans,
construction of twin
windcatchers. Usage
of triple-door features,
more depth of niches,
Panj-o-haft arch,
Plaster Muqarnas,
Shekam darideh in
decorations.
Construction of plenty
of shops and trading
places.

The outbreak of
famine and drought,
flood of 860 AH,
destruction of the
city wall’s southern
and western districts

Inclusion of the state
citadel and its adjacent
buildings to the city
wall, reconstruction and
restoration of the city
wall, maintenance of the
city boundaries due to
the political and safety
reasons, construction of
two new gates within
the fortificationand
digging a moat all
around the city

-

Presence of 90 towers
and 7 gates in the city,
widening of the city
wall, addition of Dolat
gate, expansion of the
city in west and SW
direction, addition of
gardens to the
residential units
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Local
Dynasty

Dignitaries

Khawanin
(11481209 AH)

Mohammad
Taghi Khan
Yazdi, Mirza
Enayat Soltan,
Mirza Esma’il
Kalantar, Ali
Naghi Khan

th

12 century AH
(Zand and
Afsharid
Dynasties)

Description

Remarkable
characteristics

Notable buildings and
elements

Urban and architectural
features

The expansion of
gardens and
farming

Dyeing center of Kooshk-eno, Bagh-e Dolatabad, Khan
square and bazaar,
Charsooq-e-bazaar-e-khan,
Qisarieh bazzar, two
caravanserais, Vazir and
Jannat-abad cisterns

More delicate designs and
ornament, ordinary flat arch,
square-shape niches, gypseous
decorations on the walls

Effective
natural
events

City and the
fortificationexpansion

City and the
fortificationexpansion

Added Qantas and
quarters

Expansion of commerce and
development of Bazaar

-

Slight alteration in city
development and its form, the
expansion of which was
mainly to the South-West
direction

Slight alteration in city
development and its form,
the expansion of which was
mainly to the South-West
direction

Formation of Tal and
Jannat Abad districts as
well as Hemat Abad and
Dolat Abad Qanats

Rebounding of trading and
commerce, the formation of
trading features in the middle
of east-west axis of the city, the
second formation stage of the
Yazd’s current bazaar

Sadeq Abad, Qasem Abad,
Najaf Abad, Ali Abad,
Rahim Abad, Zein Abad
Qanats

Promotion of textile industry,
establishing trade relations with
Europe, creation of Khan,
Moshir, Sadri, Afshar, Chitsazi
and Hazrat-e-abbasi bazaars
and their prosper

Hana, Akbar Abad,
Markar and Boyook
Alleys

Disruption of Bazaar’s spatial
order, development of new
streets and formation of
commercial and business
centers along them,
construction of new
commercial centers like malls

Qajar

13th and 14th
century AH (Qajar
Dynasty)

1200-1343
AH

Abd-ol-rahim
Khan,
Mohammad Khan
Vali, Moshir-olmamalek,
Mohammad Vali
Mirza

The Industrial
Revolution, the
promotion of
industrial factories
as well as the
attenuation of
local workshops

Pahlavi

14th century AH
(Pahlavi Dynasty)
1343-1399
AH

Pashootan
Markar
(Zoroastrian)
Mohammad Ali
Sadooghi, Ali
Mohammad
Vaziri,
Mohammad
Karim Pirnia

Alteration of life
style and standards
due to the
industrialization,
social revolution
and change of
politics

Construction of Khan
Madraseh and hammam,
Post and telegram building,
Imam Khomeini Madraseh,
Molla aqa baba synagogue,
Godal-e-mosalla
caravanserai, Vakili
Complex, Sadat Complex,
Panjali, Ali Aqa, Kermani
and Golshan serays, Biagh
Khan and Molla Ismaeil
mosques

Foundation of new functions
such as banks and cinemas,
Eqbal and Sa’adat Factories,
Iranshahr and Markar
Madrasehs, Sepah, Melli and
Saderat Banks, Sharaf-oddin Ali and Vaziri Libraries,
Aharestan Mosque,
Zoroastrian fire temple,
Abanbar-e-shesh-badgiri (A
water cistern with sextuple
windcatchers), finance
bureau, markar complex

Presence of Hall and badgir
elements, triple, quintuple and
septuple- door features,
heeding symmetry in
construction and facades,
presence of basements, usage
of ornaments such as
plasterwork and mirror mosaic,
making use of complex Hashtis
(octagonal vestibules) with
Karbandi (Structural elements
under the vaults and domes),
painting decorations inside the
rooms, formation of large
intertwisted sets of elements,
bazaars and squares

Presence of columned Ayvans,
reduction of the number of
inner yards into one, disruption
of symmetry axis in buildings,
making use of even number for
windows, smaller
windcatchers, more brick use
in buildings, addition of
Khorshidi windows and doors,
circular plaster-works,
construction of new streets

Outbreak
of cholera,
fatality
casualties
and
emigration
of large
numbers of
people

-

Expansion to the south and
Sout-West directions,
transferring the focal point of
the city to Amirchaqmagh
Square and thereafter to the
Khan Square, dividing the city
into the old and new sections
by a separating wall and two
gates, the fortificationof this
period does not have
fortifications, the expansion of
the Teimuri east-west axis

Disintegration of the historic
connection bases, partial
damage to districts’ structure,
prevalence of cars in the city,
the expansion of the city
outwards instead of the
internal improvement

Expansion to the south and
Sout-West directions,
transferring the focal point
of the city to Amirchaqmagh
Square and thereafter to the
Khan Square, dividing the
city into the old and new
sections by a separating wall
and two gates, the
fortificationof this period
does not have fortifications,
the expansion of the
Teimuri east-west axis

Disintegration of the
historic connection bases,
partial damage to districts’
structure, prevalence of cars
in the city, the expansion of
the city outwards instead of
the internal improvement
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3. Chapter 3: Justification for Inscription
3.1.
The Nominated Property and the Buffer Zones
Nominated Property

The nominated property consists of three separate zones, a large central zone and two smaller
in the south and the northwest of the central zone.
The large central zones covers the Ilkhanate (1256-1335) and Timurid (1370-1507)
fortifications and the main parts of the historic city representing the different historic periods
from the Early Islam until Pahlavi I (1925-1941). This area has kept discernibly its historic
fabric representing the different stages of its evolution. This concerns the existence and
articulation of urban districts, each of which still maintaining their specific
monumental/public buildings, the character and spatial quality of the street network and the
typology of traditional residential housing.
The second zoneof the nominated property, located at the south of the larger zone,
corresponds to a particular neighborhood and architecture, historically distinct from the
central zone. It is a settlement that has been occupied by the Zoroastrian community and
which includes the famous Yazd Fire Temple, a center for Zoroastrians.
The third zone of the nominated property, located to the northwest of the central zone,
corresponds to Bagh-e Dolat Abad, which includes the edifice constructed by Mohammad
Taqi Khan in 1781. As has always been the practice since the 18th century AD (12th century
AH), the garden was built at some distance from the main city, although it is now located
within the proposed buffer zone. This historic garden has already been inscribed on the WH
List as part of the serial nomination titled “The Persian Garden” (Ref. 1372 - Criteria: (i) (ii)
(iii) (iv) (vi)).
Buffer Zone
The proposed buffer zone roughly covers an area known as the historic urban area, as it had
developed until the mid-20th century. The limitation of the buffer zone has been based on the
fact that the later development period (late 20thcentury) already followed different town
planning and concepts resulting in changes within the urban fabric and in building typology
and techniques with a gradually growing tendency to adopt external models. These districts
have also been transformed during the second half of the 20th century, resulting in the
juxtaposition of styles and some kind of discontinuity with the specificities of the fabric that
existed since the foundation of the city and had survived even after ten centuries. This buffer
zone, though containing interesting assets and is known as a part of the historic zone for local
population of Yazd, is containing some transformation in terms of its original
authenticity/integrity and thus can be proposed for the protecting area of the nominated
property and as its a buffer zone. However, it has been protected by the national conservation
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law since 2005 and has been under constant supervision. Thus no major degradation of the
urban landscape has occurred, specifically in reference to the optimal control of the height of
buildings that has preserved the outstanding skyline of the historic city.

3.1.a. Brief Synthesis
The city of Yazd is the capital of Yazd Province. It is located 270 km to the southeast of
Isfahan and 625 km to the south of Tehran within the central area of the Iranian Plateau,
which is known as the desert part of the country with an altitude of 1200 m above sea level.
Yazd is one of the largest earthen cities in Iran and is mostly known to be the driest major
city of the country, with an average annual rainfall of only 60 mm. It is also one of the hottest
areas with summer temperatures frequently exceeding 40°C.
The settlement in Yazd region dates back to pre-Islamic era but the historic city of Yazd,
according to the evidences, was established after 10th century(4th century AH).The name of
Yazd probably derives from the name of the Sassanid king Yazdegerd I. Yazd was definitely
a Zoroastrianism center in Sassanid times. After the Arab conquest of Persia, many
Zoroastrians migrated to the region of Yazd from neighboring provinces. By paying a levy,
Yazd was allowed to remain Zoroastrian even after the conquest of Islam, but Islam gradually
became the dominant religion.
Yazd, particularly after the 10th century AD (4th century AH), has a written and documented
history. Since the 10th century AD, due to its key commercial and strategic location on the
main trade routes (Silk road and Spice route), Yazd has become a famous and prosperous city
on the edge of the Iranian Central Desert. Due to the multi-cultural identity and its location
on the caravan routes linking India with the West, Yazd became an important commercial
center, facilitating transfer of knowledge in a way that the impact of Yazd on the cities and
towns around the desert and along the trade routes can be clearly seen. Taking advantage of
this situation, the builders of Yazd have developed highly elaborated principles in the city
building process at all levels, covering all relevant aspects from material selection and
preparation to housing design and city planning.
Yazd has never been the capital of Iran, but it has always kept its significance and value.
Furthermore, it has remained away from many major wars because of its desert location and
great distance from the capital cities. All of these characteristics have allowed Yazd to
become a perfect context for forming and promoting a special culture and urban structure
during several periods and centuries. Yazd is also recognized for its intangible cultural
heritage. In addition to those linked to crafts and cuisine, religious festivals have a special
significance in Yazd. It has been known for its silk cloth and other textiles production, even
before Marco Polo passed through the city. It is also one of the most important centers of
Zoroastrians whose main fire temple is still an important pilgrimage destination for them.
With the presence of Zoroastrians, Jews, and Muslims, Yazd can be considered a model and
an outstanding example for a peaceful coexistence of religions.
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The built environment of Yazd is an outstanding example of adaptation with the harsh
climate. Innovations made in the local architecture are noteworthy for the blending of
elements from Persian culture that have come together over many centuries. Yazd also
possesses an ancient water supply system (qanat) of great complexity and ingenuity that still
effectively functions. As a matter of fact, before the Islamic era, many qanats were already
flowing that made the further building and expansion of the city possible. During the course
of time other qanats were added to the network. Being located right in the middle of a desert
area, builders of Yazd achieved an incredible capability that led to the transformation of
small amounts of locally available materials into a large city. Earth was the main resource
along with the water brought to the city by an optimized usage of traditional irrigation
systems (qantas),due to lack of surface waters (such as rivers, springs, etc.), in production of
earthen materials used in the city construction. A specific building quality of Yazd, since the
extracted earth during the construction of underground parts of houses has been used as
building materials, therefore drastically minimizing environmental impact.
The structures of the buildings are quite thick and partly underground so as to offer good
resistance in case of earthquakes. This pattern, in combination with a system of courtyards
and badgir (Wind catcher) also solves the question of climate control of houses in these
extreme arid climatic conditions.

Photo 3- 1: Badgir (wind catcher) a major element of Yazd (photo by Mohammad Hosseini)

The earthen construction technology has been used in Yazd throughout the centuries to
construct buildings for different uses and needs. These include housing of various sizes and
organizations, hammams, water cisterns, mills, shrines, mausoleums, synagogues and
mosques. Although some of them were built when access to other material was possible
(mainly fired bricks for the most exclusive structures and gypsum for finishes and
decorations). The city was surrounded by a wall which was gradually enlarged with the
addition of new districts. Each district was (and still is) independent and organized along a
qanat with all their components to make use of water for living as well as for construction
purposes. Each district has its social structure and authorities.
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Yazd is an outstanding example of a traditional settlement that results from the optimal use
and intelligent management of limited resources available in such an extremely arid
environment. Yazd is considered a good source of inspiration for facing today’s sustainable
development challenges. The exclusive house typology in Yazd has been referred to
worldwide in scientific publications under the topic of “bioclimatic construction”.
3.1.b. Criteria under which inscription is proposed (and justification for inscription
under this criteria)
Criterion ii: exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or
within a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design;
Yazd in terms of urban planning, usage of materials and adaptation to its arid setting, has had
a decisive role and influence on the evolution and promotion of earthen architecture,
technology and urban planning within the Central and West Asian Region.
Yazd has taken advantage of its multi-cultural identity and its position right in the middle of
the Silk and Spice Roads which, in addition to different goodsalso facilitated the transfer of
knowledge, including that of building cities on the edge of arid zones. This has led to the
building and gradual development of the city using elaborated principles at all levels, from
construction materials selection and transformation to housing design and further in town
planning with a city wall extending due to the juxtaposition of new districts to the existing
ones. Eachdistrict is independent, having its components organized along its qanat or several
qanats that provide the water necessary for life.
Criterion iii: bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a
civilization which is living or which has disappeared;
The historic city of Yazd bears witness to an exceptionally elaborate construction system in
earthen architecture and the adaption of the ways of living to hostile environment for several
millennia. Yazd is associated with the continuity of traditions that cover social organization
these include Waqf (endowment) benefitting public buildings, such as water cisterns,
mosques, hammams, qanats, etc. as well as developed intangible and multicultural,
commercial and craftsmanship tradition, as one of the richest cities of the world entirely built
of earthen material; a quality which contributes to the creation of an environment-friendly
microclimate. It reflects diverse cultures related to various religions in the city including
Islam, Judaism and Zoroastrianism, which are still living peacefully together and having a
combination of buildings including houses, mosques, fire temples, synagogues, mausoleums,
hammams, water cisterns, madrasehs, bazaars, etc. as it can be seen in their traditional crafts
and festivities.
Presently, Yazd is a an outstanding example of an urban tradition developed throughout the
second millennium (10th-20thcenturies) that guided the founding and development of the
commercial cities based on qanat system on the deserts of Iran, which can be titled as “qanat
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Civilization”. In fact Yazd has one of the largest networks of qanat as in the world, and Yazdi
qanat practitioners are considered the most skilled in Iran.
The ingenious management of difficult conditions (limited resources, harsh climate, etc.) of
Yazd has resulted in the strong persistence of this culture and its related urban fabric. Local
population of Yazd and their decision-makers have managed to maintain large zones of the
historic city that illustrate these traditions well. Nowadays, this architectural and urban
planning tradition has an important role as a model for other cities to make use of sustainable
energy in architecture and town planning.
Criterion iv: be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or
technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human
history;
Yazd is an outstanding example of a homogenous architecture and urban planning. It
illustrates the development of earthen architecture and urban fabric. Its well-preserved urban
structure and nature-friendly architecture have been developed in a hot and arid desert setting,
it also includes particular urban planning and architectural features such as magnificent wind
catchers, large underground spaces and sabats (partially covered streets) to deal with
extremely hot summers, and to contribute to water management and energy saving.
Yazd is the most outstanding example of traditional Iranian desert architecture. The concept
of courtyard house (developed around deep courtyards) with access to underground spaces,
forms a typology that has become widespread and can still be observed with all possible
declinations that addressthe needs of all social classes and comply with a wide range of
standards, from modest to richly-decorated. Additionally, each district of the historic city has
still retained its specific features designed for ensuring the quality of life: bazaar, water
cisterns, hammams, tekieh and hoseiniehs (religious spaces/structures), mosques, etc. The
skyline of the city punctuated with wind catchers, minarets and domes of the monuments and
mosques offer an outstanding panorama visible from far away, from inside and outside the
historic city.
Criterion v: be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or seause which is representative of a culture (or cultures), or human interaction with the
environment especially when it has become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible
change;
Yazd is an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement which is a representative of
the interaction between man and nature in a desert environment that results from the optimal
use and clever management of the limited resources that are available in such an arid setting.
The historic city has been built with the least possible disruption of the environment, as well
as minimizing energy consumption. It can be a good source of inspiration for facing the
sustainable development challenges of today which has also been referred to in most of the
recent scientific publications on bioclimatic architecture. Water brought from the mountains
through qanats that limit evaporation and mixed with the earth which was dug from
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underground rooms of the houses to prepare mortar and transformed into chineh (cob) or mud
bricks (adobe) to build walls and vaulted roofs, and is also used in the protective plaster
called kah-gel. These structures are quite thick so as to resist earthquakes. Furthermore, in
combination with a system of deep courtyards and wind catchers, this pattern also solves the
question of climate control of houses. This truly represents the most important expression of
benefiting from ingenious techniques in order to create sustainable conditions for living in
such harsh environment.
3.1.c. Statement of integrity
From the 1930s onwards, several policies were established to modernize the city. That led to
the creation of a few wide commercial streets and provision of easy access to “modern”
housing. This happened mostly outside the historic city. Contrary to some intentions
including those belonging to higher classes, the populations of Yazd, as well as the city
decision-makers have managed to maintain large zones of the historic city intact, including
possible restoration and conservation for a number of large houses.
Today, Yazd possesses a large number of excellent examples of traditional desert architecture
with houses ranging from modest to very large and highly decorated properties. In addition to
the main mosque and bazaar which are in a very good state, each district of the historic city
still has all its specific features such as water cisterns, hammams, tekiehs, mosques,
mausoleums, etc. In the core zone, there are still many streets and alleys which have kept
their original pattern, having also many sabats, i.e. partially or entirely covered alleys, and
series of arches crossing them for protection from the sun. The skyline of the city punctuated
with wind catchers, minarets and domes of the monuments and mosques offer an outstanding
panorama visible from far away, from inside and outside the historic city.
Visual integrity
The skyline of the city is one of the most intact and historically significant in the world.
Although there are some new developments outside the buffer zone, there is the least impact
on the landscape of dome-shaped roofs combined with historic wind catchers, minarets,
portals, earthen material façades within a background of the blue of the sky and the
mountains backgrounds.
Functional integrity
The main functions and activities in the historic city of Yazd, such as residential (houses),
commercial (bazaar), squares, religious buildings (mosques, fire temples and synagogues)
have retained their original functions. Only a few historic buildings have been adapted for
tourism infrastructural facilities especially in the buffer zone, serving as boutique hotels and
traditional restaurants, cultural and scientific centers (e.g. Art &Architecture Faculty) and
tourist information centers; thus, the overall integrity of the historic city has been fully
respected. Yazd, as an entire historic city, has also retained its historical role as “Dar-olElm” (Center of Knowledge) as well as a multi-religious and trading center.
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Structural integrity
The relation between the major architectural elements and historic urban fabric, except for a
few road constructions at the beginning of the 20th century, has undergone no significant
changes thus the historic city benefits from a historic and homogeneous urban fabric. In
addition, the interaction between the social, economic and cultural components within the
structure of the urban fabric is still persistent.
3.1.d. Statement of Authenticity
Being a living, dynamic city, Yazd has evolved gradually with some inevitable changes.
However, there are still many qualities which allow Yazd to meet conditions of authenticity,
including those related to the continuity of its intangible heritage.
Yazd is recognized as the place where religious festivals and pilgrimages have a special
dimension. There is also a lively network of social organizations (Waqf) that still play a
strong role at district level, besides those represented by the municipality and the
government. In terms of use and function, mention must be made to the religious activities
said above. Bazaar is still in function, with addition of a few shops specifically addressing the
tourist market. Also a large part of the historic city is still inhabited (with a rate of 80%
private ownership). On the other hand, some elements have lost their original use but there
are new ideas for their adaptive re-use. A part of the University of Yazd has been established
in the historic city. There are also some hotels and restaurants that are operating within some
of the existing structures which have been rehabilitated and restored by keeping their main
physical elements and minimizing the interventions.
This has had a positive influence in terms of authenticity linked to location, setting, form,
design and materials. Apart from the changes that have occurred throughout the 20th century,
the nominated core zone consists of plenty of well-preserved buildings and public spaces. In
all interventions, priority has always been given to traditional techniques whenever
restoration works were needed.
Design
Much of the historic architectural structures such as mosques, bazaars, madrasehs, residential
houses, etc. have maintained their outstanding qualities regarding their original layout and
design. When reconstructions, renewal and rehabilitation of a historic building are required
the compliance of new designs and plans have been first examined with the authentic designs
based on historical documents, in order to guarantee the preservation of all authentic qualities
of form and layout.
Material
Almost all components and elements in the historic city are built from earthen materials
which have mostly maintained their originality. The earthen materials are still widely in use
for restoration and rehabilitation purposes and partially for new constructions. The know-how
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related to the processing of these materials is being promoted by the ICHHTO, by employing
traditional practitioners and experts.
Use and Function
Continuity of life as well as the permanence and active presence of important urban and
architectural elements such as bazaar, religious centers, squares, etc. is considered as one of
the significant aspects of Yazd Historic City which has been retained throughout the history
until the present time.
Techniques
The mastership and knowledge regarding traditional construction techniques still exists and is
dynamic, especially for being used in restoration, rehabilitation and reconstruction works. In
which Yazd as a supplier of these techniques, has the highest number of experts and
craftsmen in traditional construction not only in earthen architecture but also in qanat
construction.
Setting
The location and the setting of Yazd historic city have remained almost unchanged until
present. Due to the formation of the city based on qanat (water supply system) and its course
as well as trade routes, the city and all its key monuments have remained unmodified
respecting their authenticity and original setting.
Intangible Heritage
Yazd is associated with a strong permanence of traditions which cover social organization
such as Waqf (endowment) as well as religious traditions for all religions and their related
ceremonies and festivals which have maintained their significance over time until present. In
addition, Yazdi dialect and Zoroastrian language have still retained their original state as an
element for identifying Yazdi citizens.

3.1.e. Requirements for protection and management
As a living city, a fact that needs to be maintained, adaptations will still need to be made so
as to respond to the legitimate expectations and desires of its inhabitants and users. Besides
that, as the values of Yazd are interesting sources of inspiration to solve some of the most
important problems of the contemporary world (culture of peace, sustainable development,
bio and cultural diversity, etc.), the city should be prepared to welcome more visitors.
For all these reasons, the past and present efforts which have been made by the local
population itself, in some instances under the districts organizations and social structure of
Waqf (endowment), as well as efforts by Yazd Municipality, ICHHTO, and local
representatives of the Government of Iran (Ministries of education, health, etc.) have to be
still promoted. To that end, all these partners have joined an effort to elaborate a new
management mechanism that will allow to directing their capacities towards common goals.
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This has concretized with the creation of a steering committee in charge of defining general
orientations for the management and conservation of the historic city. As the first important
decision, this committee has officially adopted specific and clear rules and regulations for the
both nominated core and buffer zones.
A technical committee has also been composed by representatives of the major stakeholders,
who will work under the direction of specialized working groups to identify, study, and
monitor different kinds of projects. As the national body responsible for World Heritage
properties, including reporting to UNESCO World Heritage Committee, ICHHTO has
decided to establish a specific office (Base) that will have the responsibility to coordinate the
meetings of these two committees and to organize the monitoring of the historic city
regarding its state of conservation. Within the next ten years, it is expected that the living
conditions in the historic city to be improved, poverty eradicated, and the number of national
and foreign visitors to be increased so that the cultural values of Yazd can be presented and
globally appreciated.

3.2. Comparative analysis
Yazd has been and still is one of the largest earthen cities of Iran belonging to the family of
cities that have existed within the central desert region of Iran. Though it was situated in a
strategic position on the Silk and Spice Roads, it has never played a central role by becoming
the capital of any state or kingdom. Such a position often results in specific characteristics in
the cities; they generally possess monuments of more reasonable sizes and often have a more
homogeneous urban fabric. They are also generally less prone to quick and drastic changes
that occur in capital cities, which in terms of conservation and safeguarding of historic and
cultural assets, both tangible and intangible, are often an advantage. Though changes have
indeed occurred, Yazd Historic City is lively and today is one of the best examples of cities in
the central desert of Iran that still possesses all its assets and illustrates the specific building
culture of the desert zones of central Iran, i.e. narrow shaded streets, houses, specific public
buildings of various nature which are still organized in districts that result from gradual
growth and development.
Yazd is one of the largest and moreover most outstanding example within the framework of
the urban culture that developed in the arid areas of Western Asia and North Africa using
qanats, which is characterized by a very specific architecture, built almost entirely using only
earth, from its base (dugout structures), to its walls (cob and mudbrick) and its floors and
roofs (entirely made of mudbricks).
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Photo 3- 2: The outstanding features of the city’s skyline (photo by Mohammad Hosseini)

Photo 3- 3: Yazd earthen architecture

3.2.a. Comparison with other cities in Iran
The cities of the central desert have some kind of common urban-architectural character
compared to other cities of similar size in Iran, being much linked to the scarcity of resources,
more specifically for building purposes. The most significant issue here is the absence of
forest in the nearby environment therefore lack of wood for building purposes.
This is probably the main explanation for the development of building knowledge “without
wood” in this area. Mud bricks are used not only for the walls (together with the cob
technique), but also for building vaults and cupolas, a technique which dates back to the
Elamite period (second millennium BC) having gradually developed with many variants in
several areas of the sub-region as well as in Egypt. This scarcity of materials has more
specifically shaped the city of Yazd which lies right in the middle of this central desert strip.
The innovative architectural elements designed for adaptation to the climate, have strongly
impacted the buildings and urban fabric both structurally and aesthetically, thus giving a
specific character to these desert cities. Under these conditions, Yazd has become a sanctuary
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for this traditional architecture. There are a few similar towns located nearby such as
Ardakan 1, which however, can hardly competes with Yazd in terms of size, variety of
houses and important building and the overall quality of the urban fabric and its state of
conservation. It has, however, lost its city wall and most of its bazaar.

Map 3- 1: left: Structure of Yazd Historic City, right: Structure of Ardakan Historic Fabric

Photo 3- 4: Comparing the structure of Yazd Historic City (left) with the Historic Fabric of Ardakan (right)

1
Ardakan is located on the northern edge of Yazd Plain. Historical researches and studies have indicated that the current
boundaries of Ardakan formed during the 11th century. It was however, under Kakuyid rule during Seljuq era. The Zardug
complex, 3 km north of Ardakan, is known to be the first settlement of this region. But our utmost knowledge regarding this
city is associated with the region from Muzaffarid era including literatures such as Rab'e Rashidi which has attributed lots of
historic monuments to Ardakan. In this era Ardakan is associated to Meybod region. But in the safavid era, it gained
independence as a town. Meybod has lost its prosperity while Ardakan developed rapidly in the Qajar era. However a large
area of the existing historic fabric is related to this era.
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Photo 3- 5:Comparing the structure of Yazd Historic City (up) with the Historic Fabric of Ardakan (down)

Another example is Meybod 2, located 50 km north-west of Yazd. Although this city still
possesses parts of its city wall and an interesting ice house, the size of the preserved area and
its integrity and the organization of its districts do not reach the high level that Yazd Historic
City presents. For a better and more specific comparative study of the nomination, there are
some major elements that can justify the importance of Yazd.
2

Meybod is located 50 km, North-west of Yazd city and amid a vast plain beside the ancient road of Rey to Kerman.
According to archaeological results and pottery- metallic objects detection for the fourth millennium BC, we can say it is the
oldest habitat in the Yazd region that has been identified. Architectural pattern and evidence achieved in “Narin Qal’eh”
fortress belongs to Median era. Also research done in “Jame Mosque”, has revealed traces of mosques for early centuries of
Islam within the current structure.The peak of the authority and glory of this city was on 700 years ago coincided with” AlMuzaffar”, the local government in the region. The structure of Meybod, like other ancient cities of Iran consists of three
main parts: old fortress (citadel), sharestan (city) and suburbs. So, it is a perfect example of a complete model of PersianIslamic cities in Iran’s central desert.
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Map 3- 2: left: Structure of Yazd Historic City, right: Structure of Meybod Historic Fabric

The famous city of Isfahan 3 was capital of Iran at different stages of history, although
located in the desert area, is situated on the banks of ZayandehRood River, which originates
from the nearby mountains where wood could be acquired from forested areas. Although the
overall city layout is different, its urban fabric is comparable to Yazd, howbeit due to the
presence of forest, there is more use of timber and fired bricks rather than mud brick, even in
the construction of modest houses. Cob technique is scarcely used in Isfahan, thus a different
architectural style can be seen between Yazd and Isfahan. In addition, fewer historic
residential districts (mahallehs) have survived in Isfahan due to the transformation of
functions within these districts, their central area becoming more commercial at present time.
Moreover, the main structure of the historic city was designed by the order of the Shah, thus
the urban fabric is the result of a combination of planned and organic orders.
3

Isfahan is one of the most important cities in Iran regarding its history, historic monuments and events. The history of the
city probably dates back to the Median period. In the Achaemenid period a number of Jews migrated to this area. The city,
but, gained its importance more in post-Islamic era. During the Seljuqid Empire the city became the capital of Iran for the
first time. Isfahan then attained its glory in Safavid era. In this era the city developed to its highest prestigious rate by the
urban plans of Sheykh Bahayi, meanwhile lots of newly constructed mosques, water cisterns, caravanserais and gardens
were created. Despite several development phases the city has still preserved its credibility.
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Map 3- 3:left: Structure of Yazd Historic City, right: Structure of Isfahan Historic City

Photo 3- 6: Comparing of the Yazd Historic City (left) to the Isfahan Historic City (right)

Bam 4, which is also a World Heritage Property, belongs to the same climatic and cultural
area, but on the eastern border of the desert, which explains the strategic importance of its
location and defensive aspect. In fact, what essentially remains in Bam is the citadel with its
clear defensive role, and not much of the historic city remains. Unlike Yazd, Bam is not a
living inhabited city within its historic area but also finds its importance in its interaction with
nature and water supply system using qanats. Bam is also not as harmonious as Yazd. The
4

Bam is located in Kerman province within an arid environment of the southern edge of the Lut desert. The origins of Bam
can be traced back to the Achaemenid period (6th to 4th centuries BC). The city of Bam is known as a garden city dependent
on agricultural economy, although located beside the trade routes. The city has suffered from several earthquakes during the
course of its history. Its heyday was in the Sassanid period when it was the largest city to the southeast of Iran for centuries
with a military importance. The main citadel was abandoned since Qajar era (150 yeas a go). The City of Bam and its
cultural landscape were inscribed on the World Heritage List after the 2003 devastating earthquake.
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traditional earthen architectural style in Bam has been promoted by ICHHTO while in Yazd it
continues to be used by local people. The historic remnants of Bam are mainly scattered
within a large area. The main city is much smaller in size than Yazd. The most prominent
characteristic of Yazd Historic City is formed by its skyline which is significantly superior to
all other similar cities.

Photo 3- 7: Left: Bam beforeearthquake, right: Bam after the earthquake

Semnan 5 like Yazd used to be an important city on the borders of trade routes (the Silk
Road) and it was outstanding regarding its architecture and urban planning in several eras.
But contemporarily Semnan’s old city center has almost vanished with the exception of a
small portion that remains almost intact, and the structure of a Persian city during Islamic
period has been altered and cannot be recognized. In terms of natural environment, it is also
located on the margin of the desert but from irrigation point of view it benefits from several
water springs and a permanent river as well as several qanats. Currently there is no significant
skyline remaining in Semnan in comparison with Yazd.

Figure 3- 1: left: Structure of Yazd Historic City, right: Structure of Semnan’s Historic Center

5

Semnan is a city with a rich history located on the borders of the Central Desert of Iran, dating back to pre-Islamic era and
probably before Achaemenid Empire. After the conquest of Persia by Muslims, the city and its traditions persisted. In
Seljuqid era several historic monuments and infrastructures were built, many of which were burnt after the Mongols invasion
in the year of 618 AH (1221 AD). The city was then revived by Safavid dynasty.
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Photo 3- 8: Semnan-Historic Center – Left: 1997, Right: 2010

Kashan 6 is a city similar to Yazd in its urban landscape and skyline, but smaller in size. It
had the advantage to have a permanent water spring, which facilitated water supply and
created wealth in the city. Being close to Isfahan, it also had some advantages that resulted in
special wealth of some of the elite who managed to build huge houses, using the same
typology as in Yazd. Some of these houses are known to have been built by Yazdi architects.
However, in 1778, Kashan was struck by a rather strong earthquake. This led to the
reconstruction of numerous structures, resulting in Kashan’s urban fabric to be of a more
recent style than that of Yazd. Moreover, in recent times, the large houses have been
abandoned or demolished to accommodate modern buildings and various other activities.
Today Kashan’s historic urban fabric still exists, but only in few areas and do not give the
same visitor experience as in Yazd. Unfortunately the historic fabric of Kashan has partially
lost its integrity during contemporary developments and new constructions have damaged the
coherence of its historic districts.

6

Kashan is a city located in the northern side of Isfahan province. According to the findings from sialk hills (4 km west of
Kashan), this area was one of the most important settlements in Iran. Studies based on the findings show that the city of
Kashan dates back to at least the Elamite period. The city is mostly known for its great adobe constructed houses within the
city and its trading role. During the Seljuqs (11th century) a fortress was built in the middle of the city, which still exists.
In Safavid era it became one of the major vacation areas due to its short distance from Isfahan. Bagh-e Fin is a magnificent
testimony to this claim. The Garden has however undergone several changes in Qajar era and is of historical importance due
to the murder of Amir Kabir, the well-known Chancellor.
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Photo 3- 9: two photos from Kashan Historic Fabric

Map 3- 4: Left: Structure of the Historic City of Yazd , Right: Structure of the Historic Fabric of Kashan

Photo 3- 10: Comparing the structure of Yazd Historic City (left), with the Historic Fabric of Kashan (right)
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As it was located in a comparable environment and was founded by the same people and at
the same period of time, Kerman 7is the city that had most similarities with Yazd. While it
was located at the south-east extremes of this cultural area, it had a more defensive role. In
spite of the efforts made to protect the city, several attacks by the Mongols, caused the
destruction and discontinuity in the development of the wealth of the city. Kerman has also
undergone more changes during the 20thcentury, resulting from modern developments;
unfortunately Kerman has lost a large portion of its historic residential districts and
consequently has major gaps in its historic urban structure (Bazaar, squares, key monuments)
and historic districts.

Photo 3- 11:Comparing the structure of Yazd Historic City (left), with the Historic City of Kerman (right)

7

Kerman is one of the largest cities on the margin of Lut Desert, in the southeast of the Iranian Plateau. It is mostly known
for its harsh climate, historic monuments and its intangible cultural heritage (handicrafts, etc.). The history of Kerman,
according to the folk tales, dates back to the Parthian era when Ardashir I, the founder of Sassanid Empire occupied the city
and made it his local capital. It has retained its virtual independence during post-Islamic periods and until the Seljuq era. At
that time it was one of the most important trading centers that were linking the Persian Gulf to Khorasan and Central Asia.
This role has however expanded during the Safavid Dynasty with the extension of commercial connections to Europe. In this
period the city was revived after the invasion of Mongols. Later another large destruction by Aqa Mohammad Khan Qajar
took place within the city; the city has then retained its credibility in Qajar era. The history of city, however, continues until
present.
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Map 3- 5: Left: Structure of the Historic City of Yazd, Right: Structure of the Historic City of Kerman
(source: Nach English, 1966)
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Conclusion for comparison of Yazd with other cities in Iran:
Unlike the other desert-like cities in the center of the Iranian Plateau, which have been
created on a flat basis, Yazd has benefitted from at least 4 levels of construction: qanat,
godal-baghche (a basement like structure under the ground floor), the ground floor and the
rooftops with the badgirs levels which together introduce a unique city to the world.
In addition to all the qualities, Yazd is one of the largest earthen cities with the longest
persistence of life (up to present) in the world. The special mastership of the builders of Yazd
is not only in the area of raw earth construction but also includes lots of inventions regarding
technologies and traditional knowledge.

Figure 3- 2: Section of Historic City of Yazd - 4 levels of construction

There are other aspects made Yazd distinguished as of outstanding universal values:
-

-

The cultural traditions in Yazd are persistent and active;
The life and districts structure of Yazd historic city is still intact;
The city is an outstanding example of desert-like landscape and a skyline which still
exists;
The historic city of Yazd benefits from good preservation condition and practices;
The cohabitation of three divine religions (Zoroastrianism, Judaism and Islam) which
live peacefully within the same districts;
Continuous usage of traditional techniques, construction materials and designs by
traditional practitioners;
One of the best examples of nature-friendly urban design and architecture as well as
sustainable energy system that have remained from past and a unique living example in
the world;
The structure of Persian city in the Islamic period can be clearly recognized.
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Photo 3- 12: Integrity in Historical city of Yazd; (Photo by Najmeh Nadery)

Last but not least, is the existence of the tallest badgir (wind catcher) of Iran (that is 33 m
high from the water level underneath to the top) to the present time in the core zone of Yazd
historic city which has been built by the end of the 18th century in Bagh-e Dolat Abad with
fired bricks.

Photo 3- 13: Dolat-Abad badgir; source: base archive
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3.2.b. Comparison with other World heritage properties built with earth
With its approximately 6000 traditional houses still standing (mid-20th century), Yazd is
amongst the largest cities in the world that have been built using mud bricks. This building
technology generally is a sign of work division, possible mass (seasonal) production and long
term planning, allowing large scale achievements. This already makes it be very different
from a number of World heritage properties also built using mud bricks which are much
smaller and probably have grown gradually, based on some simple basic principles and rules.
They include Ksar Ait-Ben-Haddou (Morocco) or the old city of Ghadamès (Lybia) which
have not extended that much and have even kept some kind of rural pattern.

Photo 3- 14: Left: Ksar of Ait-Ben-Haddou- Right: Old Town of Ghadamès

Comparing urban development and size, Yazd is similar to cities like Cuenca (Ecuador),
Cuzco (Peru) or Coro (Venezuela), while still being comparable to others that have developed
to reach the status of huge capital cities like Quito (Ecuador), Baku (Azerbaijan) or Sana’a
(Yemen) which often face severe problems of conservation together with high land pressure,
encroachment and potential multiplication of new high rise building. In the case of Yazd, the
city is not only (already) wide, but also possesses large reserves of land which are at a
distance from the historic city center protecting it from such type of pressure.

Photo 3- 15: Old City of Sana'a
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If we look more specifically at the cities, other than in Iran, that are closer to it culturally and
may have similar cultural patterns, a number of differences must be highlighted.
Technically, nowhere else, as in Yazd, the mud brick technology has been used for all
structural parts of the buildings. Mud bricks have been used not only for the foundations,
basements, and walls, but also for the construction of floors and roofs in the form of
numerous types of vaults and cupolas. This has allowed maximizing the use of very few local
resources available: earth and water. The usage of other materials, mainly gypsum and fired
bricks is here very limited, even for constructing the houses of the elite and some of the
monuments, which is not the case in most of the cities in the region.
In addition to the Iranian examples which have been considered earlier (above mentioned
cases), there are some of the World Heritage cities like: Shakhrisyabz (Uzbekistan) and
Damascus (Syria), where wood and palm trees are widely used for the floors and roofs, and
Aleppo (Syria) or Sana’a (Yemen), where fired bricks and stone have been used extensively,
often with gypsum or lime mortar, to be compared to the historic city of Yazd.

Photo 3- 16: Left: Ancient City of Aleppo, Right: Historic Center of Shakhrisyabz

In terms of housing patterns, there are some similarities of the house models with those found
in Damascus but with a difference: what has become rare in Damascus is what you find
almost everywhere in Yazd. The number of houses which have remained in their original
state (fabric) is much higher. Though some adaptations have been made with the passage of
time which appears to have mainly affected the decorative style rather than the house models
itself. It probably has proved to be so well adapted that no major changes have occurred after
several centuries.
In terms of the urban fabric and the relationship between monumental aspects of the cities
and that of the housing fabric, Yazd is also quite unique in the region. In most of these cities,
the housing fabric has drastically changed, so that today only very few original houses beside
the large monumental mosques, mausoleums, madrasah or caravanserai remain standing.
Also evidently they have taken the majority of conservation efforts by the national institution
in charge to the detriment of private houses. That has been the case in the World Heritage
historic cities of Uzbekistan Samarkand, Bukhara and Shakhrisyabz, whose development has
occurred almost during the same historical period as Yazd.
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Photo 3- 17: Historic Center of Bukhara

Other cities like Istanbul, Tehran or Baghdad have undergone severe changes in their urban
fabric by the end of the 19th century, therefore having today very few remains of their original
fabric. On the other hand Yazd can be compared to Kasbah of Algiers whose urban fabric has
been well kept and also has an inner courtyard housing model with possible adaptations. But
the natural environment of these two towns is very different (sea side and hilly for Algeria,
desert plateau and flat land for Yazd) so that the resulting urban fabric is also very different.
The houses in Yazd have underground rooms and the courtyard is much larger, has domestic
trees and a water basin and is open to sunlight. Access roads and paths are also more
available and there are many squares where public gatherings are organized. In terms of
urban basic principle, Yazd is also very different from several other cities that date back to
the same period and have already been listed on the World Heritage. Erbil (Iraq) or Itchan
Kala(Uzbekistan) were rather small fortified cities (or fortress) which today are almost
inhabited, comparable to the old city of Carcassonne (France) even though this later is built
with stones.

Photo 3- 18: Historic City of Yazd; source: HCY base archive
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Conclusion regarding the comparison of Yazd with other World heritage properties
A great number of earthen cities and ensembles exist globally, the most significant of which
have been inscribed in the world heritage list. The unique features of earthen materials, their
availability and economical advance have caused these cities to be found throughout different
regions of the world. In between, there are samples of unique mud-brick ensembles which
serve as a source of inspiration for architecture and urban planning. In these cities the
extraordinary aspects of architecture and urban design has reached their climax. Regarding
important qualities of such cities, Yazd, in some aspects, can be considered as a prototype
and one of the most advanced types of earthen architecture cities which has exported both
techniques and technologies regarding mud-brick architecture. In addition to the utilization of
a variety of local earthen materials, it is a quite intact and authentic example of earthen
architecture and urban planning which still exists and is dynamic.
In this comparative analysis, several well-known Iranian and foreign cases (from Africa and
Asia continents) have been selected for comparison with Yazd which are mostly inscribed in
the world heritage list or, are in the tentative list.
The criteria considered for the comparison of these cities are as follows: area, authenticity,
integrity, dynamicity, material, cultural diversity, intangible heritage, architecture and urban
planning, innovation and technology. Some of the case studies, excluding their construction
materials, have been compared to Yazd based on history and urban planning. The closest
compared cities are in central Asia region, such as Bukhara and Shakhrisyabz. Both cities are
similar to Yazd in architectural, urban planning and cultural aspects but the historic city of
Yazd can be considered as having a higher position regarding the defined criteria. Although
there are lots of similarities in construction technology and architectural design of urban
spaces and buildings but being a prototype and having the best of each type in Yazd, it cannot
be compared to other cases. Yazd has better management and professional conservation
circumstances and adequate legislation support comparing to above mentioned cities.
In other case studies the comparisons focused specifically on the architectural technology,
history and urban planning as well as on integrity (regardless of the material) which indicates
that Yazd enjoys a from much better condition in comparison with cities like Aleppo.
Although there are cities like Sana’a and Shibam with phenomenal lofty architecture which
make them unique inhabitant centers, the construction appears to be different in Yazd which
is not only of the several stories construction but also of engaging with the natural
phenomenon of the setting and control the harsh environment. These multi-story buildings in
Yazd have formed in 4 levels (including two stories under the ground level and two above the
ground: qanat (payab), godalbaghche, living area and the roof benefiting from badgirs on the
top). This has lots of advantages regarding the energy consumption as well as being nature
and environment friendly. Last but not least, Yazd has a continuity of life within the vessels
of its historic city as a whole, unlike many other cities in this list which have remained intact
but just as a museum of history.
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3.3. Proposed Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
3.2.a. Brief Synthesis
Yazd is a unique witness of an intricate architectural and urban planning culture that was
developed during the second millennium in the desert zone of central Iran, linked with the
construction mastery of a water supply system needed for making life possible.
Due to the multi-cultural identity and its location on the caravan routes linking India with the
West, Yazd became an important commercial center, facilitating transfer of knowledge in a
way that, the impact of Yazd on the cities and towns around the desert and along the trade
routes can be clearly seen. Taking advantage of this situation, the builders of Yazd have
developed highly elaborated principles in the city building process at all levels, covering all
relevant aspects from material selection and preparation to housing design and city planning.
Being located right in the middle of a desert area, builders of Yazd achieved an incredible
capability that led to the transformation of small amounts of locally available materials into a
large city. Earth was the main resource along with the water brought to the city by an
optimized usage of traditional irrigation systems (qantas), due to lack of surface waters (such
as rivers, springs, etc.), in production of earthen materials used in the city construction. A
specific building quality of Yazd, since the extracted earth during the construction of
underground parts of houses has been used as building materials, therefore drastically
minimizing environmental impact.
The earthen construction technology has been used in Yazd throughout the centuries to
construct buildings for different uses and needs. These include housing of various sizes and
organizations, hammams, water cisterns, mills, shrines, mausoleums, synagogues and
mosques. Although some of them were built when access to other material was possible
(mainly fired bricks for the most exclusive structures and gypsum for finishes and
decorations).The structures of the buildings are quite thick and partly underground so as to
offer good resistance in case of earthquakes. This pattern, in combination with a system of
courtyards and wind catchers (badgir) also solves the question of climate control of houses in
these extreme arid climatic conditions.
The city was surrounded by a wall which was gradually enlarged with the addition of new
districts. Each district was (and still is) independent and organized along a qanat with all their
components to make use of water for living as well as for construction purposes. Each district
has its social structure and authorities.
Yazd is an outstanding example of a traditional settlement that results from the optimal use
and intelligent management of limited resources available in such an extreme arid
environment. Yazd is considered a good source of inspiration for facing today’s sustainable
development challenges. The exclusive house typology in Yazd has been referred worldwide
in scientific publications under the topic of “bioclimatic construction”.
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Yazd is also recognized for its intangible cultural heritage. In addition to those linked to
crafts and cuisine, religious festivals have a special significance in Yazd. It has been known
for its silk cloth and other textiles production even before Marco Polo passed through the
city. It is also one of the most important centers of Zoroastrians whose main fire temple is
still an important pilgrimage destination for Zoroastrians. With the presence of Zoroastrians,
Jews, and Muslims, Yazd can be considered a model and an outstanding example for a
peaceful coexistence of religions.

3.2.b. Justification for Criteria
Criterion ii: exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or
within a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design;
Yazd in terms of urban planning, usage of materials and adaptation to its arid setting, has had
a decisive role and influence on the evolution and promotion of earthen architecture,
technology and urban planning within the Central and West Asian Region.
Criterion iii: bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a
civilization which is living or which has disappeared;
The historic city of Yazd bears witness to an exceptionally elaborate construction system in
earthen architecture and the adaption of the ways of living to hostile environment for several
millennia. Yazd is associated with the continuity of traditions that cover social organization
these include Waqf (endowment) benefitting public buildings, such as water cisterns,
mosques, hammams, qanats, etc. as well as developed intangible and multi-cultural,
commercial and handicrafts tradition, as one of the richest cities of the world entirely built of
earthen material; a quality which contributes to the creation of an environment-friendly
microclimate. It reflects diverse cultures related to various religions in the city including
Islam, Judaism and Zoroastrianism, which are still living peacefully together and having a
combination of buildings including houses, mosques, fire temples, synagogues, mausoleums,
hammams, water cisterns, madrasehs, bazaars, etc. as it can be seen in their traditional crafts
and festivities.
Criterion iv: be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or
technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human
history;
Yazd is an outstanding example of a homogenous architecture and urban planning. It
illustrates the development of earthen architecture and urban fabric. Its well-preserved urban
structure and nature-friendly architecture have been developed in a hot and arid desert setting,
it also includes particular urban planning and architectural features such as magnificent wind
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catchers, large underground spaces and sabats to deal with extremely hot summers, and to
contribute to water management and energy saving.
Criterion v: be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or seause which is representative of a culture (or cultures), or human interaction with the
environment especially when it has become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible
change;
Yazd is an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement which is representative of
the interaction of man and nature in a desert environment that results from the optimal use
and clever management of the limited resources that are available in such an arid setting.

3.2.c. Statement of integrity
From the 1930s onwards, several policies were established to modernize the city. That led to
the creation of a few wide commercial streets and provision of easy access to “modern”
housing. This happened mostly outside the historic city. Contrary to some intentions
including those belonging to higher classes, the populations of Yazd, as well as the city
decision-makers have managed to maintain large zones of the historic city intact, including
possible restoration and conservation for a number of large houses.
Today, Yazd possesses a large number of excellent examples of traditional desert architecture
with a range of houses from modest ones to very large and highly decorated properties. In
addition to the main mosque and bazaar which are in a very good state, each district of the
historic city still has all its specific features such as water cisterns, hammams, tekiehs,
mosques, mausoleums, etc. In the core zone, there are still many streets and alleys which
have kept their original pattern, having also many sabats, i.e. partially or entirely covered
alleys, and series of arches crossing them for protection from the sun. The skyline of the city
punctuated with wind catchers, minarets and domes of the monuments and mosques offer an
outstanding panorama visible from far away, from inside and outside the historic city.

3.2.d. Statement of Authenticity
Being a living dynamic city, Yazd has evolved gradually with some inevitable changes.
However, there are still many qualities which allow Yazd to meet conditions of authenticity,
including those related to the continuity of its intangible heritage.
Yazd is recognized as the place where religious festivals and pilgrimages have a special
dimension. There is also a lively network of social organizations (Waqf) that still play a
strong role at district level, besides those represented by the municipality and the
government. In terms of use and function, mention must be made to the religious activities
said above. Bazaar is still in function, with addition of a few shops specifically addressing the
tourist market. Also a large part of the historic city is still inhabited (with a rate of 80%
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private ownership). On the other hand, some elements have lost their original use but there
are new ideas for their adaptive re-use. A part of the University of Yazd has been established
in the historic city. There are also some hotels and restaurants that are operating within some
of the existing structures which have been rehabilitated and restored by keeping their main
physical elements and minimizing the interventions.
This has had a positive influence in terms of authenticity linked to location, setting, form,
design and materials. Apart from the changes that have occurred throughout the 20th century,
the nominated core zone boasts plenty of well-preserved buildings and public spaces. In all
interventions, priority has always been given to traditional techniques whenever restoration
works were needed.

3.2.e. Requirements for protection and management
As a living city, a fact that needs to be maintained, adaptations will still need to be made so
as to respond to the legitimate expectations and desires of its inhabitants and users.
Besides that, as the values of Yazd are interesting sources of inspiration to solve some of the
most important problems of the contemporary world (culture of peace, sustainable
development, bio and cultural diversity, etc.), the city should be prepared to welcome more
visitors. For all these reasons, the past and present efforts which have been made by the local
population itself, in some instances under the districts organizations and social structure of
Waqf (endowment), as well as efforts by Yazd Municipality, ICHHTO, and local
representatives of the Government of Iran (Ministries of education, health, …) have to be still
promoted. To that end, all these partners have joined an effort to elaborate a new
management mechanism that will allow directing their capacities towards common goals.
This has concretized with the creation of a steering committee in charge of defining general
orientations for the management and conservation of the historic city. As a first important
decision, this committee has officially adopted specific and clear rules and regulations for the
both nominated core and buffer zones.
A technical committee has also been composed with representatives of the major
stakeholders, who will work under the direction of specialized working groups to identify,
study, and monitor different kinds of projects.
As the national body responsible for World Heritage properties, including reporting to
UNESCO World Heritage Committee, ICHHTO has decided to establish a specific office
(Base) that will have the responsibility to coordinate the meetings of these two committees
and to organize the monitoring of the historic city regarding its state of conservation.
Within the next ten years, it is expected that the living conditions in the historic city to be
improved, poverty eradicated, and the number of national and foreign visitors to be increased
so that the cultural values of Yazd can be presented and globally appreciated.
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Chapter 4: State of Conservation and factors affecting the property
4.a. Present state of conservation
Yazd is one of the few earthen architecture complexes in an urban scale that remains intact
and as a whole, in comparison with the other analogous complexes. The historic city of Yazd
particularly during the last 50 years could survive from modern reconstructions and
development activities. Consequently and due to the presence of safeguarding legislation and
people preference as well this city in both integrity and authenticity aspects well preserved.
Since 2005 Yazd historic city was registered on the national heritage list and all conservation
and restoration operations were under the supervision of ICHHTO.
In Yazd, religious festivals, pilgrimage and traditional events have a special dimension, with
a remarkable peaceful cohabitation of Muslims, Zoroastrians and Jews. There is also a very
lively network of social organizations (waqf) that still has a strong role at both an urban and
district level. Other facets of this culture are also still very present, in terms of games,
cuisines, customs and crafts. The Bazaar, the heart of the city is still functional and so is the
mausoleums frequently used for the organization of religious events.
Within The proposed core zone there are a large number of very good examples of traditional
desert architecture (vernacular earthen architecture) and wide range of houses from the
modest ones to very large and highly decorated properties. In addition to the main elements
such as mosques and bazaars which are in a very good state, each district of the historic city
still has all its specific features: water cisterns, hammams, tekiehs, mosques, mausoleums, etc.
In addition to the appropriate state of conservation across the historic urban fabric within the
core zone, with a great variety of houses and well preserved narrow and shaded streets, as
well as a good remaining portion of the city wall and fortifications. The roofs of the houses
with their windcatchers punctuated by the cupolas of the water cisterns, mausoleums and
mosques, as well as their minarets, offer an outstanding skyline visible from several
viewpoints, both from the inside and outside the historic city.
According to the dynamicity of life in the historic city and the lively hood of its districts,
approximately all district centers and accesses leading to them and in-district paths are in
good conservational condition. Some Sabats and alleys need minor repairs like flooring,
paving and lighting which are mostly done and partially under construction.
Urban square (Meydan) which have remained from the past, (like Amirchaqmaq, Shah
Tahmasb, Khanand Vaqt-o-Sa’at square) are in good condition and are being monitored on a
regular basis. Research and executive plans and methodical and historical reconstructions are
taking place in some of them (e.g Amirchaqmaq square, Shah Tahmasb, square).
Rehabilitation and adaptation and also reusing houses and hammams with new functions,
dredging and cleaning Qanats, reconstructing windcatchers (Bad gir) and etc. were executed
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under the supervision of base and with the cooperation of the municipal and private sectors,
public institutions and other related organizations.
Also key monuments which have been inscribed in the national heritage list (including
mosques, shrines, fire temples, Mausoleums, synagogues and historic houses) are constantly
being monitored, repaired and restored, some of which will be mentioned later.

Photo 4-1: state of conservation in Yazd; source: HCY base archive
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The conservation conditions of the historic city of Yazd, according to the documentations1till this day,
are listed as below.
Buildings in stable condition
These buildings do not have serious structural problems. They are either being utilized with suitable
functions or can be benefited from some minor cleaning, painting, plastering and maintenance. Most
of these buildings are maintained by their residents and their conservation conditions are being
monitored.

5.
Photo 4-2: some buildings with stable condition in historic zone; source: HCY base archive

1

Filed surveys existing the base archives, their updating with Google’s aerial photos
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Buildings which require repairs
These buildings require some extent of repair before they can be utilized. These buildings
generally require plastering renewal, restoration of doors and some sections. In other words,
in general most of the problems of these buildings can be considered as non-structural.
Also some of them require repairs and renewal of the roof coating (Kah-gel plaster or brick
pavement), to become compatible with the values of the historic city.

6.
Photo4-3: photos of buildings which require repairs; source: HCY base archive
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7. Buildings which require restoration or rehabilitation
8. Buildings which cannot be benefited from before basic restorations take place, or only partly
have functional use.
9. These buildings are not structurally in a good condition. Thus require fundamental
restorations.
10.

11.
Photo4-4: photos of buildings which require restoration or rehabilitation; source: HCY base archive

12. Buildings which require reconstruction, rebuilding or renovation
13. Buildings which major parts of them have been destroyed. Restoration plans must consider
authenticity and integrity of the historic city according to the historic evidences.
14.

Photo 4-5: photos of buildings which require reconstruction or rebuilding; source: HCY base archive

15.
16.
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Map 4-1:

state of conservation of the
historic city of Yazd (core zone)
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The core zone is composed of different districts. In addition to their numerous houses, each
of them possesses similar monumental buildings and sometimes specific assets which have
been well preserved or recently restored. The state of conservation of which are presented in
the following maps:

Map 4-2: state of conservation in zone A (Kooshk-e-No district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-3: state of conservation in zone B (Fahadan district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-4: state of conservation in zone C (Shah Ab-ol-qasem district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-5: state of conservation in zone D (Bazaar-e-No district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-6: state of conservation in zone E and F (Charsooq and darvazeh Shahi district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-7: state of conservation in zone G (vaqt-o-Sa'at district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-8: state of conservation in zone H (Qal’eh Kohneh district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-9: state of conservation in zone I and J (Sar-e-Polok and Shah Tahmasb district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-10: state of conservation in zone K (lab-e-Khandaq district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-11: state of conservation in zone L (Dar-o-shafa district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-12: state of conservation in zone M (pir-e-Borj district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-13: state of conservation in zone N (Imam-Zadeh Jafar district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-14: state of conservation in zone O (Bazaar); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-15: state of conservation in zone P (sahl-ibn-e Ali district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-16: state of conservation in zone Q (Amirchaqmaq district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-17: state of conservation in zone R (Zoroastrian district); source: HCY base archive
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Map 4-18: Dolat Abad Garden( bagh-e dolatabad) ; source: HCY base archive
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History of conservation of Yazd Historic City

Photo 4-6: Restoration of Zia’ieh madrasah; source: Base archive

What is now titled as the historic city of Yazd, is the result of a productive culture which has
been obtained by a conservational vision. Material is respected and prodigality had no place
amongst the culture of the people of this city; preservation of the smallest quantity of
products and using them in other places supports this assertion; because, contentment1 is one
of the clear traits of the people of Yazd city and whilst the people of Yazd have adapted to
their surrounding environment they have changed limitations into opportunities and with
creating monuments from the same material of the environment, they have used those
resources in the best possible way.

1

Contentment: the quality of being satisfied with minimal amounts.
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The conservation process from the past until now can be assessed from the people’s and
government’s proceedings. The people have had a great impact in the conservation of their
residential areas although in the recent century and especially the global conservational
movement in the recent 50 years, governmental organizations have had a great effect in
conserving the historical fabrics of Yazd city.
The preservation of buildings and the historical fabric has been a requisite part of people’s
lives, in a way that every year (usually in the month of October) procedures like renewal of
the roof’s Kah-gel and consolidating it against rainfall, checking gutters and unclogging
them, have taken place. Dredging and cleaning Qanats have also taken place periodically
which has had its specific requirements. Sabats, squares, district centers and bazaars were
regularly and periodically restored. Different governments also didn’t hesitate to have their
role in conserving and preserving monuments which added to their power. The restoration of
the fortification during different periods, repairs and developments of the bazaars complex,
etc. are examples of governmental procedures of the past regarding conservations, which
people had a great role in making them possible.

Photo 4-7: the restoration of the fortification; source: Base archive

The conservational role of Waqf (endowment) can be considered as one of the reasons for the
conservation and restoration of remnants and due to its religious aspect, a redouble in the
efforts of people has been and is being caused.
Five main periods for the conservation of the Yazd Historic City can be listed as follows:
-

-

1930 – 1979: This was the period with the most concentration on the historic monument
and buildings, documentation, surveying, repairing, consolidation and the salvage
restorations of these remnants which were amongst the procedures that took place.
80’s (1981-1991): The changing of the conservational vision from individual
monuments to urban fabrics. In this period the concentration on historical fabrics
increased and rehabilitation began in the scale of individual monuments also
comprehensive plans for the city were considered. The production of the first detailed
plan for the historic city initialized in these years.
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90’s (1991-2001): The important role of the cultural heritage organization and other
governmental organizations, show a synergistic management and historic city
conservation in a way that an increase in restoration activities, rehabilitation and reuse
of buildings is observable.
2000’s (2001-2011): Registration of the historic city in the national heritage list and its
effects on the historic city’s integration. Considering the tourism and increasing
accommodation and entertainment facilities in the historic city.
2010’s (recent years): With consideration to the people’s role in conserving their
properties, increasing people’s cooperation and participation in the conservation and
restoration projects and also the preservation of intangible heritage by holding and
continuity cultural ceremonies. In the following sections conservation approaches for
the historic city of Yazd are described.

 During the years 1930 to 1979

In the period when there was a monumental view of each building, a law was ratified
regarding the government’s obligation in the conservation and safeguarding over national
monuments. With the ratification of the antiquities law in 1930, documentation and surveying
of valuable buildings began for the purpose of registering in the heritage registration list.

Photo 4-8: Restoration of Zia’ieh school, source: Base archive

Photo 4-9: restoration of Amirchaqmaq Tekieh(1969); source: HCY base archive
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In this period, identification, documentation and surveying of valuable buildings, were
amongst the most significant procedures that took place. The presence of Maxime Siroux,
André Godard’s assistant, in Yazd and the surveying of the Yazd Jame mosque, also
designing and constructing Iranshahr School (in 1924) in the historical city, caused the
historic city of Yazd to be particularly considered.

Figure 4-1: chronological map of the Jame mosque of Yazd – Maxime Siroux– 1937

In the same year, the main valuable buildings of Yazd (Jame mosque, Davazdah-Imam
monument and Seyed Shams-o-Din Mausoleum)(see Appendix II), were registered in the
national heritage list. For this reason boundaries were specified for the registered monuments
and restoration works took place on a regular basis (including restoration and consolidating)
on some buildings.

Photo 4-10: repairing of the Jame mosque ayvan, source: Base archive
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The presence of Mr. Pirnia(the famous teacher of traditional architectural in Iran) had a
significant role in the restoration of historical buildings of Yazd city
As it is observable in the images, the Jame mosque, Bagh-e-Dolatabad and the Seyed Rokn-oDin Shrine and Madraseh were restored in these years.

Photo 4-11: Repairing of the Seyed Rokn-o-din shrine and madraseh’s ayvan

Photo 4-12: the restoration of windcatchers (Badgirs) and kooshk-e-bagh-e-Dolatabad, source: HCY base archive
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 (1979 – 1989) from the ancient relic’s conservation organization to the establishment of the
cultural heritage organization:

The procedures taken place by the ancient relic’s conservation organization in Yazd despite
its narrow outlook, had positive effects and negligence to them means neglecting a large
portion of the city’s restoration history. Years after the revolution according to the political
and social atmosphere of the society, the circumstances of war and a low budget, the
conservation organization had a completely obligatory defensive circumstance, preserving
valuable buildings against threats in the nation’s critical circumstance, this was one of the
most significant procedures which the conservation organization took care of in that time
period. As mentioned, considering the low budget of the organization, regarding the
employment of masters although it was intended to make good use of these human resources
for conservational purposes of historic buildings, they were also intended for teaching
traditional arts. Masters and traditional architects restored monuments and also tutored inbetween these events. This method caused great happenings to be able to take place with such
limited budget.

Photo 4-13: left: the Late Haj Ali Akbar Khorrami - Right: master hossein kamali

The restoration of key monuments of the city, like the Jame mosque, Bagh-e-Dolatabad and
etc. were done by them which were part of the employees of the conservation organization.
The process of acquiring repair plans was of such that after their ratification in the
organization’s technical council in Tehran, where great individuals such as Mr. Pirnia and
Mr. Shirazi were present, they would come to an executive state.

Photo 4-14: left: Dr. Shirazi – Right: Dr. Pirnia
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Figure 4-2: a sample of individual monument restoration in the 80’s, mosalla dome ; source: base archive

 1984: presence in the historic city and the Lari-ha house

The early years after the revolution in Iran (1979 – 1984) are a turning point in the
conservation history of Yazd city1. The purchasing of the Lari-ha house in the Fahadan
district and the presence of the conservation of historical monuments organization and also
reusing the Rasoolian house as a faculty of architecture was part of the process that took
place and will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

1

Dr. Owlia’s responsibility for the ancient relics conservation organization of Yazd and communications and
also his method of interactions with people and masters, made that period of the history of Yazd city
conservation a particular one.
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Photo 4-15: Lari-ha house as the ancient relics conservation organization office ;source: HCY base archive

Soon after the purchase of the Lari-ha house, repairs began and the ancient relic conservation
organization office was moved there. This proceeding was a beginning of a change in the
historic city.
The settlement of the historical monument conservation office in the historic city, as a
conserving organization in Yazd city, was the source for a change in the outlook of
authorities.

 The faculty of art and architecture – the Rasoolian House

The function changing of the Rasoolian house to the arts and architecture faculty was
amongst the positive changes in the conservation of the historic urban fabric.
At that time there were 3 architecture faculties which were all located in Tehran, Yazd city
due to it having a valuable historic city and visible Iranian architectural samples, was a
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suitable area for establishing of an architecture faculty1, which by the recommendation of Dr.
Owlia, the first architecture faculty was established outside of Tehran.
After this other architecture faculties around Iran such as the architecture faculty of Tabriz,
Esfahan and other teaching institutions were settled in historic houses and fabrics and this
indicates the amount of influence it made.

Photo 4-16: Dr. Mohammad Reza Owlia, member of the academic staff and founder of the faculty of art and
architecture of Yazd city; source: HCY base archive

Photo 4-17: Art and architecture faculty (Rasoolian house); source: HCY base archive

1

Nowadays with the expansion of the faculty of architecture, about 15 houses were purchased in the same area
and are being used as faculties of architecture, urban planning and painting.
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Photo 4-18: restoration and the function changing of the Rasoolian house into an art and architecture faculty /
source: documentation center of the cultural heritage organization; source: HCY base archive

 Comprehensive plans of Yazd city – 1979

The comprehensive plans for Yazd city were produced by consultant engineers from the
faculty of fine arts of Tehran. This plan divides the city into two distinct districts, one of them
being the historic city.

Figure 4-3: The quality of buildings of the historic city of Yazd, draft; source: HCY base archive
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 80’s (The changing of the conservational vision from single buildings to urban fabrics)

In this period the influence of the modern conservation movement could gradually be seen on
the great decisions being made regarding the cities and their historic city.
In 1982 the national ministry realized the illogical development of the cities and the need for
conserving, preserving and revitalizing historic city and improving city centers, and plans
were designed and scheduled for Semnan, Yazd and Kerman provinces in the framework of
special credits which were obtained.

Figure 4-4: urban designing in the Historic urban fabric of Yazd city; source: HCY base archive
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The revitalization plans of the Fahadan district and Lab-e Khandaq passage in Yazd, with the
purpose of revitalizing them due to them being on the threshold of erosion, were in the work
plan and some passages were widened for easier accessibility.

Figure 4-5: The plans of the Fahadan area and Lab-e Khandaq passage; source: HCY base archive

 Comprehensive plan of Yazd city – 1984

The consultant of “Shahrbod" started the planning of the comprehensive plan of Yazd city
through the years (1983 – 1992) which was ratified in 1984.
This plan has some components for the conservation of historic city and renovation based on
specific Yazd traditions including:




Restoration of old and historic monuments by suitable methods, constant tending and
prevention of further damage
Research for discovering and including new functions which did not exist before, but are
required today.
Prevention of constructing new buildings which are similar to ones existing in the historic
fabric which have remained useless.

 Detailed design for Yazd city – 1989

The production of the first detailed design of Yazd city began in 1989 which included
proceedings for resolving the city’s main issues:
The city’s traffic network, Yazd city’s framework network, urban facilities (remains from the
historic fabric)
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 The formation of the cultural heritage organization

With the formation of the cultural heritage organization and the considerations the ministry of
housing and urban planning had for the historic city at the time, the view on historic city and
buildings changed. The acquiring of the detailed plan of the historic city of Yazd and the
inclusion of specific individuals and consultants who imported their own conservation and
restoration views caused a slight change of view which was more concentrated on the
conservation of single buildings and became a more extended matter which is the historic city
and the conservation and restoration course began to change.
 Cultural – historical axis

The ancient city fabrics axis which were usually locally and thematically planned for,
separate from other parts of the city, are considered inclusive of the general structure of the
city.
The obtaining of rehabilitation plans for cultural – historical axis of cities such as Esfahan,
Shiraz, Tabriz and etc. were amongst the ministry of housing and urban planning’s agenda.
In 1930, the Fahadan axis was completed with the purpose of unifying the fabric components
and the following principles: conservation of historic city with the consideration of cultural
and tourism values, preserving existing buildings and protecting buildings and historic
complexes from damage, creating ordinance in the body of historic passages, converting the
usage of abandoned and worn buildings, construction and flooring of public passages and etc.

Figure 4-6: the plan of the cultural-historical axis; source: HCY base archive
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 Detailed plans of the historic city of Yazd– 1993

Perhaps the first proceeding that specifically examined, planned and designed the historic
boundaries of the city, was the production of the “detailed plan” for this area which took
place in two phases: first the central part (Fahadan and the surrounding regions) and the rest
of the area. But the most noticeable outcome of the group thinking of authorities, consultants
and executives and also the most referred to in the time of the project execution, was the
proposal of a communication network for the historic area so that the main problem from
their point of view could be solved. This plan divided the examined boundary into the 6
following parts and has provided criteria for some of these parts. 1. The central region and
bazaar, 2. Specific region, 3. Conserved region, 4. Dolatabad region, 5. Fahadan region, 6.
Newly built region

Figure 4-7: map of the detailed plan of the historic city - 1993; source: HCY base archive
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 90’s – Rehabilitation of historic buildings

In this period rehabilitation is mentioned in a broader scale.
The restoration of Khan Hammam (Bathhouse) was a turning point in the restoration of Yazd
city and this event exceeds the cultural heritage organization and architecture faculty’s extent.
Later other buildings such as the Abolma’ali hammam(hammam-e-no) was restored and
rehabilitated.

Photo 4-19: restoration and rehabilitation and the Khan Hammam; source: HCY base archive

Photo 4-20: restoration and rehabilitation Abolma’ali hammam; source: HCY base archive

 The rehabilitation council of the historic city

Coordination between governmental organizations regarding a single event, there was an
actual coordination between the cultural heritage organization, civil deputy of the
governorate, municipal, high council of the governorate and the governorate itself. In the
third five year development plan where the historic city of the country were mentioned; due
to the movement in Yazd a fabric council was formed.
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Photo 4-21: samples of restoration and rehabilitation, before and after restoration: 1- Shokoohi house (HCY base), 2Hooshmand house, 3- Zargar-e-Yazdi house (Mehr traditional hotel); source: HCY base archive
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 2000’s – national registration of the historic fabric and obtaining specific plans for the
fabric
The registration of 700 ha of the historic fabric of Yazd city is by far the most important
event in this decade which caused a special attention to be considered for this part of the city
in all future city plans. Following is some of the mentioned plans.

The establishment of the cultural heritage base of the historic city of Yazd (HCY)

Considering the value of the project in the field of cultural heritage, research bases were
created with the purpose of promoting the level of researches nationwide. The establishment
of cultural heritage bases of “the historic city of Yazd” and the participation of youth in this
region, provided a ground for multi field researches.
The establishment of the first center for research and study on the nations historical
building’s termites, publishing of many books, documentation of monuments and buildings
(inscriptions and paintings), obtaining laser scanned maps of certain monuments, obtaining
aerial images by a paraglider from historic regions and etc. were amongst the most important
procedures of the base in that period.

The study and the production of the historic city of Yazd’s dossier in the registry of national
monuments – 2006

The vastness and comparative wellbeing of the framework of the historic city of Yazd, has
distinguished it in a certain way nationwide. The introduction of its values on a national and
global scale, persuaded the authorities to proceed with the registration of the historic city of
Yazd.
Historic researches, accurate pinpointing of the fortification on urban maps, consideration of
the order of sectors, acquiring and placing updated maps of the historic monuments and
buildings; and overall attention to the values of the historic city of Yazd, caused it to be the
main source of research and executive procedures in the historic city of Yazd’s region.
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Map
p 4-19: map off research repoorts of the insccription of the historic fabric of Yazd in thee national regisstry;
source: HCY base archive
a
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 2010’s – conservation by the community cooperation method
In recent years, with consideration to proceedings taken place by concerned organizations in
the historic city for the purpose of supporting and informing residents and workers, people
have had a bolder role in the conservation of the city.

Photo 4-22: rehabilitation of the historic house based on the life requirements of the present times;
source: HCY base archive

Photo 4-23: student’s cooperation and in the conservation; source: Monire Montazeri
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Photo 4-24: people’s cooperation and participation in the conservation and revitalization; source: HCY base archive

Reorganization and restoration of some key monuments including Hoseinieh-ye-Shahzade
Fazel, Rasteh Bazaar, Masjed Jame street, Vaqt-o-sa’at passage and square and etc. which
took place by the cooperation of Merchants, the cultural heritage organization and the
municipal, are examples of this case. The projects of cooperative houses, accommodations
and also providing for the cause of restoration and rehabilitation are amongst the cases being
completed.
Improved consideration of the tourism sector in recent years, has caused an uplift in the
popularity of the historic city. Also the world heritage registration of the Bagh-e-Dolatabad
in the 9 series of Iranian gardens and the cleaning, dredging and restoration of elements
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related to the Zarch and other Qanats and their position in the world heritage tentative list,
have focused national and provincial attention on the historic city of Yazd.
Throughout these years, procedures such as floor repairing, roof and other architectural
elements restoration, façade improvement, passageway lightings, reorganization and
restoration of passages and etc. took place under the supervision of the cultural heritage
organization and the municipal and etc.

Photo 4-25: the restoration of the Bazaar; source: HCY base archive

Photo 4-26: The paving and Improvement of Vaqt-o-sa’at square; source: HCY base archive

Photo 4-27: the restoration and reconstruction of a windcatchers (Badgirs)
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Photo 4-28: restoration of the Seyed Rokn-o-din shrine

Photo 4-29: methodical reconstruction of Shah Tahmasb square

Photo 4-30: the improvement and refinement of the Jame mosque street
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4.b. Factors affecting the property
Factors which can affect the authenticity and integrity of the historic city of Yazd in its core
zone and buffer zone, which HCY base is prepared to counter, are as follows.
4.b.1. Development pressures
The construction of large streets in the historic city that occurred in the 1930s and later on
during the 20th century (1975, 1985) has partial modification on the original urban fabric.
Though it has also increased the accessibility for service providing a better quality of life for
locals according to their current needs.
This process has been stopped from 50 years ago and all stakeholders have decided that
accessibility is now sufficient. Efforts are made today to restore and recover the street
façades.
Commercial use of historic buildings, especially on commercial streets and creating parking
lots for vehicles can be considered as threats, but now specific criteria have been defined for
keeping them under control.
Some of the heterogeneous modern buildings with the structure of the historic city have also
caused some loss of identity in it. That has concerned mainly the buffer zone areas and is the
reason the core zone does not comprise with the entire historic city, knowing that the newer
districts has already some buildings with non-local influences since their construction.
Fortunately with the attendance to infrastructure and service providence to residents and also
other proceedings included in the management plan, the effects of these threats have been
decreased. Also the national registration of the historic city that led to monitoring of its state
of conservation and also promote dre-attained value and even attracted investors who built
their business in the historic places (restaurants, hotels, etc.).
Also, as mentioned in the conservation history, the people of Yazd have had a significant role
in the conservation of their city. Community persistence and faithful authorities have had a
strong role in preserving the core zone against development pressure. It has been considered
at several occasions:
The road which could have split the Dolatabad garden in half was deviated (1975);
Also the destruction of the Rostam Giv water cistern in the Basij boulevard project
(Zoroastrian district) was reconsidered with changing the initial design (1984-1985);
The demolition of the extra storey of the central library in Basij Boulevard which had an
excessive height (2014).
These are examples of how the people of Yazd have contributed to the preservation and
conservation of Yazd city’s unity throughout the years. Though some other threats related to
development pressure still remain. The unconformity of some of the new urban facilities such
as electricity, gas and modern cooling systems (air conditioners) when implemented
incorrectly are also to be considered a problem.
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The easy accessibility of nonlocal and modern building materials (composite, stone and etc.)
and the lack of skilled human workforce, can ruin ingenuity mostly in the buffer zone of the
city which are, in fact, prohibited in the regulation of the historic city’s boundary.
4.b.2. Environmental pressures
Drought and the decreasing level of the surface water, due to the low amount of precipitations
or an indiscriminative gathering from underground water, has caused a movement in
underground layers. This mainly affects the buffer zone and within the agricultural gardens.
Fortunately those seem to be quite limited but monitoring which is undertaken is also
focusing on signs of such movements. The pollution caused by industrial development and
the rise in vehicle numbers across the city tend to increase. Though, how this affects the
speed of building material erosion is not really proved. In fact it is most probable that earthen
plaster do not suffer so much while observation is to be done on fired and glazed materials.
Fortunately by turning to less water dependent industries, management of agriculture and
regular dredging, cleaning and maintenance of Qantas, as well as changing the function of in
city factories and transferring them to the outside of the city boundaries should result in a
reduction of the possible effects of such threats.
4.b.3. Natural disasters and risk preparedness
Flood: Cases of flood destruction have been observed in Yazd. With the measures that have
been taken (water channels, the construction of flood control system and planting of
trees/plants) there are no longer threats of floods in Yazd.
Earthquake: Although the status of faults in Yazd are of lower risks, nevertheless traditional
architects consider this issue when designing and constructing buildings.
This is revealed by the adoption of dug-out parts for the buildings (underground rooms), firm
soil (Chillow), creating buttresses, structural role of Sabats (arches and vaults crossing
streets) and taking consideration of arc measurements and placing them based on the
direction of earthquakes, are all traditional measures that have been taken into account for
centuries for the reduction of risks at the occasion of earthquakes.
Yazd region has been prone to a number of earthquakes. The most important ones that are
known occurred in 1824, 1844 and 1853. Though there is no related reports for large
destructions as what had been reported for the city of Kashan after the 1778 earthquake.
Yazd region is regularly prone to smaller shocks, like the one that occurred on December 6,
2015, at level 4. Those do not affect the historic city’s structures whose setting, design and
dimensions appear to be well adapted.
Though, consolidation techniques, reinforcement of the structures and improvements of the
building materials continuously take place when within the research program of ICHHTO
solutions will continue to be developed with reference with what has already been developed
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Vernacuular architecture at the Dept. of Arrchitecture of the Univversity of Yaazd.
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ng patrol
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watch the view
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A the below
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and cityy area in 2011.
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ulation in Core Zone and Bufffer Zone of Yaazd Historic Center / 2011 Ceensus;
Sourcce: HCY Base Ar
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5. Chapter 5: Protection and management of the property
Being of outstanding universal value, Yazd historic city deserves to be properly managed. As
a living city, a fact that needs to be maintained, adaptations will still need to be made so as to
respond to the legitimate expectations and desires of its inhabitants and users.
Additionally, as the values of Yazd are very interesting sources of inspiration to solve some
of the most important problems of today’s world (culture of peace, sustainable development,
bio and cultural diversity, etc.), the city should be ready to welcome more visitors.
For all these reasons, past and present efforts made by the population itself, in some instances
with/under the quarters organizations (waqf), and by the Yazd Municipality, ICHHTO, and
local representations of the Government of Iran (Ministries of education, health, etc.) have to
be reinforced. To that end, all these partners have decided to elaborate a new management
mechanism that will allow joining of their capacities towards mutual goals. This has
concretized with the creation of a steering committee in charge of defining general
orientations for the management, conservation and valorization of the historic city center. As
a first important decision, this committee has officially adopted specific and clear rules and
regulations both for the nominated core and buffer zone.
A technical committee has also been composed with representatives of the major
stakeholders, which will also work within specialized working groups to identify, study, and
possibly monitor projects of different kinds. As the national body responsible for World
heritage properties, including reporting to UNESCO / World heritage committee, ICHHTO
has decided to establish a specific office (Base) that will have the responsibility to organize
the meetings of these two committees and to organize the monitoring of the state
conservation of the historic city. Within the next ten years, it is expected that living
conditions in the old city will be improved, poverty situations eradicated, and that visitors
(both from inside and outside of Iran) will be more and more numerous so that the very
positive cultural values of Yazd can be disseminated and appreciated globally.

Photo 5-1: Amirchaqmaq square/ 1939;Source: HCY Base Archive
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5.a. Ownership:
The Historic City of Yazd contains a variety of urban spaces and architectural buildings with
different religious, cultural, commercial, residential, public and service functions which have
governmental or non-governmental (such as private and endowment) ownerships based on
their relevant function. Governmental and non-governmental organizations and actually
public and private groups are the owners of these places which are marked on the attached
map. The percentages of each of these kinds of ownership are listed as below:
Governmental Ownership

Unit count

Private Ownership

5700

Public Ownership

108

ICHHTO Ownership

119

Waqf

502

2%
87%

77

Govermental Ownership

8%

Private Ownership

10%

Public Ownership
ICHHTO Ownership

2%

1%

Governmental Ownership

Area
(m2)

Waqf

56660

Private Ownership

1221033

Public Ownership

49183

ICHHTO Ownership

51814

Waqf

224690

3%
14%
76%

Govermental Ownership
Private Ownership
Public Ownership
ICHHTO Ownership
Waqf

17%

4%

3%
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Photo 5-2: The Land Ownership map in Buffer Zone & Core Zone; Source: HCY Base Archive
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5.b. Protective Designation:
The national and universal laws, regulations and constitutions to preserve and support
the property:
Historic City of Yazd has been inscribed in the list of Iran's national monuments with the
number of 15000 in 2005 A.D (1384 S.H), it is under the below-mentioned legal support:
(See Appendix ii)
By registering Historic City of Yazd on the National Heritage List of Iran, this property
enjoys special protection and conservation legislation.
protection and conservation legislation. Also it must be noted that in addition to general laws
and sanctioned urban regulations related to cultural heritage, the Historic City of Yazd is also
subject to laws and standards made specifically about historical cities and fabrics as follows:
5.b.1. Cultural Heritage law in Iran:
The national and universal laws, regulations and constitutions to preserve and support the
property:
-

Legislation governing general cases in the country, including cultural heritage;
Legislation specifically concerning cultural heritage;
Domestic Laws on Reorganization of Historical Areas of Iran
International legal instruments, recommendations and guidelines that are integrated
within the national legislation.

5.b.2. General regulations:
Samples of the general laws and regulations relevant to cultural heritage include, inter alia:
1. Article 83 of the Constitution Law of Islamic Republic of Iran (1920) recognizes the
importance of cultural properties. Transferring the ownership of public monuments and
properties considered to be part of the national heritage is forbidden, unless approved by
the Parliament. However, transfer of ownership of monuments and cultural properties
officially recognized as insignificant is possible.
2. Article (26) of the Iranian Civil Law (1939) prohibits private ownership of significant
cultural property.
3. The Islamic Penal Law is an effective law for practical protection of cultural heritage. A
full chapter deals with crimes regarding cultural heritage (from Article 588-569) in the
Islamic Penal Law (1996). This law recognizes the following as a crime subject to
punishment:
- Damaging, theft, selling or buying stolen historical property (Article 559);
- Violation of the regulations of ICHHTO resulting in deterioration, defect, or damage in
the heritage property (Article 560);
- Illicit export or smuggle of heritage property (Article 561);
- Any unauthorized excavation in an effort to find historical properties (Article 562.l);
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- Selling or buying properties discovered from unauthorized excavations (Article 562.2);
- Encroachment on historical or religious land, property or sites registered on the National
Heritage List with no private ownership (Article 563);
- Restoration, repair, converting, renovation and extension of cultural or historical
monuments or their decoration, registered on the National Heritage List without the
ICHHTO approval (Article 564);
- Transferring parts of immovable properties registered on the National Heritage List
without the ICHHTO consent (Article 565).
- Converting the functions of monuments and sites registered on the National Heritage
List denigrating the identity of the property and/or without ICHHTO consent.
4. The Law for Punishment of Those Interfering in the National Economic System (1991),
article (l), paragraph d, considers any effort towards export of national property , even
though not successful, a crime. All such property intended for export is confiscated.
5. Property acquisition law for implementing public development and military projects of the
Government (1979) allows the acquisition of any historic property, in case a project is
prepared for this property. This law has a streamlined procedure, which also guarantees
the rights of the private owners.

5.b.3. Specific regulation for cultural heritage:
Samples of the regulations specifically dealing with cultural heritage are explained below:
1. The Law for Protection of National Heritage (1930) is the first comprehensive law
concerning various aspects cultural heritage. This Law defines the procedure for
identification of cultural heritage property (Article 1). It further mandates the
Government to prepare a National Heritage List (Article 2), sets the criteria and legal
protection for properties on this List, and stipulates legal provisions for archaeological
excavations.
2. The Bylaw Concerning Prevention of Unauthorized Excavation (1980) stipulates
punishments for excavation and/or purchase of excavated historic objects. The
provisions of this Law are further elaborated in the Islamic Penal Law mentioned
above. There is further regulation limiting production, purchase, use or advertisement
of metal detectors.
3. The Law Concerning Acquisition of Land, Building and Premises for Protection of
Historic Properties (1969) stipulates further regulations for acquiring property with
historic or cultural significance.
4. The Law for Establishing Iranian Cultural Heritage Organization (1979) is another
powerful legal instrument depicting a comprehensive picture for managing cultural
heritage of the country.
5. The Law for Establishing the Higher Council for Architecture and Urban Planning
(1987), which concerns with both cultural and natural heritage.
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Domestic Laws on Reorganization of Historical Areas of Iran
Within laws and bylaws approved in various institutions (like: the parliament, the cabinet…)
about historical areas and/or what is called the ‘historical fabric’, the following duties have
been assigned to various organizations:
Laws related to Duties of the Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism
Organization (henceforth: ICHHTO)
Article 3 of ICHHTO constitution dated (1988) outlines its duties regarding cultural heritage
including: research, monitoring, preservation, revitalization, introduction, etc…. The article
is consisted of 24 sections. According to sections 10, 11 and 12 the following duties were
assigned to ICHHTO:
 Section 10: preparation and execution of necessary plans aimed at protection,
conservation, repair, restoration and revitalization of monuments, buildings and
complexes with historical-cultural value
 Section 11: the right to comment on all development master and detailed plans related
to cultural-historical regions as well as finalizing any agreement on valuable historicalcultural fabrics, sites and places in the abovementioned cases and prevention of any
damage to them
 Section 12: delineation of buffer zones of registered historical buildings, compounds,
sites and mounds as well as outlining specific standards for their interior design and
architecture;
Also section 14 of the executive bylaw of article 156 of the third development plan law
(approved in 2002) clearly states that ICHHTO must inform the relevant village or city
council about the boundaries of core and buffer zones as well as about conservation and
functional standards existing for historical buildings, compounds and fabrics of rural and
urban areas and as per case must provide necessary technical and expert services in all fields
related to cultural heritage such as conservation, research or introduction of cultural heritage.
- Additionally in the ‘bylaw of executive approaches for sectorial domains of the third
development plan law’ approved in 2001, the cabinet has defined the following duties
for ICHHTO concerning the aforesaid article: the ICHHTO is bound to prepare the
bylaw of the manner of investment for creating infrastructural facilities in culturalhistorical hubs to be sanctioned by the cabinet (section 3)
- Also it is bound to prepare a plan for ‘protection and direction of the non-governmental
sector to invest in revitalization of historical fabrics and buildings’ with cooperation of
the government following the approval of of the third development plan law (section 4)
According to the contents of article 7 of the approach, the ICHHTO is bound to:
- establish the Commission for Restoration and Revitalization of historical fabrics and
buildings with the membership of representatives of ministries of housing and urban
planning, Ministry of the Interior as well as the Endowments and Charitable Acts
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Organization aimed at creating coordination in executive activities of relevant
organizations about implementing plans for restoration and revitalization of culturalhistorical buildings and fabrics.
- to prepare plans concerning the cultural-historical structure of historical cities
delineating the limits of cultural-historical fabrics and showing the manner of preserving
and reviving standards concerning their improvement and reconstruction and to
communicate them to relevant executive organizations (section 8)
- according to section 10 of the approach, ICHHTO is permitted to perform activities
regarding the encouragement and motivation of cultural heritage-friendly NGOs (clause
A), paving the way for establishing cultural heritage foundations (clause B),
encouraging and motivating the establishment of advising and contracting companies as
well as private research centers (clause C) etc…
Also based on section 23 of the solution:

the ICHHTO must supervise fully the construction of cultural-historical buildings and
fabrics; additionally municipalities are bound to respect cultural standards during the
improvement and renovation of cultural-historical buildings and fabrics and issuing of
construction permits
According to the sixth development plan of Iran, the ICHHTO is bound to:

- Give identity to urban and rural visages; recreate and update the Iranian-Islamic
architecture (section 48)
- Support handicrafts industry; protect the cultural and natural heritage of Iran (according
to section 37) additionally ICHHTO must pay special attention to the development and
manifestation of concepts, icons and characteristics of the Iranian-Islamic identity
within political, economic, social and cultural structures of Iran (section 51)
Aimed at raising public awareness about values of the cultural, natural and historical heritage
of Iran, the government has a duty to conduct the following activities during the sixth
development plan:
- to support the owners of historical buildings in order to restore and maintain them
properly; to find new functions proportional to the building characteristics based on the
expert advice of ICHHTO via cheap loans and banking facilities and tax exemptions
(clause B).
In accordance with general policies of the 44th principle of the Islamic Republic constitution
and aimed at deceasing governmental tenures and empowering non-governmental sectors, the
government is obligated to bring into operation the following projects during the sixth
development plan:
- Urban development plans in historical cities must be scheduled and executed in
accordance with functions, visual effects and observance of the buffer zone of historical
monuments as well as the historical identity of the city. The bylaw for this section shall
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be written and approved with participation of ICHHTO and Ministry of Road and
Urbanization (clause B).
Conservation Standards for the Historical Fabric of Iran
The most important national plan concerning historical fabrics of Iran is the conservation
standards for historical fabric of Iran prepared by ICHHTO serving as the working model for
intervention within the fabric for other plans and operations.
In 2010 standards for intervention in historical fabrics were put forth by ICHHTO aimed at:
the realization of section D of article 166 of the third development plan law of Iran (a
confirmation of article 115 of the fourth development plan law and in order to operationalize
the directive of article 1 of the executive bylaw of that section ratified in 2005 by the cabinet
regarding delineation of the area as well as setting of standards for intervention in historical
fabrics; also in order to respect international conventions and charters overseeing the issue.
Compiling of these standards was aimed at providing an executive-strategic framework for
organization and direction of any intervention and operation within historical fabrics for their
conservation.

5.b.4. Laws related to Duties of Other Organizations
Islamic Councils of City and Village
As per article 156 of the 3rd development plan, these councils are bound to do tasks aimed at
full usage of their capabilities in conducting religious and cultural activities. According to
clause D, these tasks are as follows:
- cooperation in conservation of historical and cultural buildings, monuments, fabrics and
sites; also preventing their functional change
The executive bylaw of the article describing the manner of participation and cooperation of
councils in carrying out relevant tasks was ratified in 2002 AD. As per article 1 of the bylaw,
Islamic councils of city and village are obliged to cooperate with state organizations in
accordance with historical- demographic circumstances, historical-social fabric and
geographical location of each city and/or village about: Studying, identifying and examining
urban and rural cultural heritage, collaboration for preservation, funding recommendation,
etc…
- Studying, identifying and examining problems, requirements, cultural-artisticeducational-sports capabilities and cultural heritage of the relevant city and village for
proposing appropriate approaches to relevant organizations (section 1).
- cooperation and partnership in preserving, maintaining and defining the buffer zone of
the historical fabric, monuments and buildings as well as the graveyard of martyrs
(section 3)
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- proposing to relevant organizations the amount of funding needed for cultural, artistic,
educational and sporting activities as well as for preserving urban and rural cultural
heritage (section 5)
Article 3: cooperation and partnership in the manner of managing, keeping and utilizing all
cultural, educational and artistic centers as well as the cultural heritage with the agreement of
pertinent organizations is a responsibility of Islamic Councils of City and Village.
Article 4: overseeing the fulfillment of conservation standards for historical buildings,
complexes and fabrics which are somehow subject to the cultural heritage standards of Iran is
a responsibility of Islamic Councils of City and Village.
Article 5: in order to increase the rate of public participation and productivity, councils are
obliged to examine methods of attracting the collaboration of organizations regarding the
identification of cultural and artistic problems as well as issues like conservation of
historical-cultural buildings and monuments and if necessary following coordination with
relevant organizations make them available to ICHHTO within the framework of
governmental policies.
Article 6: cooperation and collaboration in beautification and safeguarding of cultural spaces,
historical fabrics-monuments, bazars, cemeteries, etc… while respecting the characteristics
of historical fabrics and prioritization in providing urban services
Article 7: the councils are allowed to provide financial support to non-governmental
organizations and individuals based on their assets in order to introduce cultural heritage and
to establish museums, etc…in accordance with standards of executive organizations.
Additionally, councils have the right to undertake sponsorship of the owners and occupants
of valuable historical-cultural monuments.
Article 13: councils are obliged to arrange required coordination with relevant organizations
concerning the outlining and changing of pilot, master and detailed plans about old urban and
rural fabrics.
As per articles 9, 10 and 11, councils are bound to provide financial and executive support
for cultural heritage associations, centers for research on cultural heritage, owners of
indigenous and traditional professions indicating the identity and characteristics of a certain
village or a town
Moreover as per the substance of clause C of article 166 of the 3rd development plan law, the
urban Islamic councils are obliged to allocate a percentage of municipality revenues to the
relevant management in the municipality in accordance with requirements of the historical
fabrics of the city in order to be spent on the restoration of local historical buildings,
complexes and fabrics under the supervision of ICHHTO branches.
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Municipalities
As per clause B of article 166 of the 3rd development plan law concerning exact execution of
duties contained in the constitution of ICHHTO regarding restoration and revitalization of
historical-cultural fabrics and buildings:
- the apparatus of municipalities containing valuable historical fabric will be renovated
and the limits of the fabric should be specified as per article 3 of the constitution of
ICHHTO ratified in 1988 AD. Also in order to advance operations concerning the
conservation of the historical fabric in these cities, appropriate management mechanisms
will be set up within the municipalities.

As per note 2 of article 1 of the executive bylaw and clause C of article 166 of the
development plan law dated 2001AD, performing the duties contained within bylaws is the
responsibility of mayors of cities subject to the bylaw until the establishment and operation
of organizational units under article 1 1.
As per article 3 of the executive bylaw on conservation of Iranian cultural heritage ratified in
2002 by the security council of Iran, municipalities across the country are obliged to initially
demand the opinion of ICHHTO and perform accordingly when they are directly involved in
developmental activities or in issuance of relevant permits on the condition that the operation
site is somehow subject to all conservation standards put forth by ICHHTO.
Additionally based on article 102 of the municipality law ratified in 1955 AD, if during
planning and executing stages of projects on expansion of thoroughfares and provision of
other urban facilities outlined in the annexed article 96 of the law, ancient monuments are
encountered the municipality is bound to obtain the agreement of the Ministry of Culture and
Art concerning the manner of preserving ancient monuments and of defining buffer zones
and landscapes of buildings and their nearby squares.

The Management and Planning Organization
As per article 4 of the executive bylaw and clause C of article 166 of the 3rd development
plan, the Management and Planning Organization is bound to: in addition to the budget
available in municipalities and allocated for this reason, following the ratification of city
councils to foresee other necessary funding for the execution of the bylaw according to the
recommendation of ICHHTO and the Ministry of Interior in the annual budget of relevant
organizations.
Based on the contents of article 6 on executive approaches of sectorial domains of the 3rd
development plan ratified in the year 2000 by the Council of Ministers, all executive
organizations are obliged to establish specialized research museums in line with propagation
of a sense of responsibility about the issue of cultural heritage in accordance with their own
1.

Islamic Parliament Research Center http://rc.majlis.ir/fa/law/show/121341((Accessed 2015-11-14)
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duties and based on ICHHTO standards; also they must spend part of their development and
research budget for research, conservation, restoration and introduction of these monuments
under the supervision of ICHHTO.
Activities undertaken by the above-cited organizational units as per article 1 of the executive
bylaw and clause C of article 166 of the development plan law across the city has been
mentioned in article 2 of the bylaw:
1. Planning, preparing and executing all necessary actions aimed at the realization of
conservation standards declared by ICHHTO about historical buildings, complexes,
sites and fabrics;
2. Identification, conservation and revitalization of historical places and fabrics such as
reorganization of adjoining thoroughfares and public spaces, prioritization of
providing urban services in proportion to the qualities of the historical fabric or site;
3. Planning and performing required activities concerning reorganization and
introduction of sites and mounds located within urban limits such as setting up public
service facilities, cleaning, lighting and landscaping based on a plan or project
approved under the supervision of ICHHTO; also informing about and erecting sign
boards across the city guiding to historical monuments;
4. Preparing and launching plans related to restoration, reorganization and revitalization
of historical buildings and fabrics based on the ratified project and under the
supervision of ICHHTO;
5. Doing any activity deemed necessary for cultural-historical monuments existing in
the city like historical buildings, sites, complexes and fabrics and regarding them as
sustainable urban elements and main assets of the city and putting them under
physical conservation within urban development plans (whether master or detailed
plans, etc…) based on ICHHTO standards;
6. Issuance of any construction permit and conducting of development operations within
the core zone and buffer zone of historical buildings, compounds, sites and fabrics
shall be in accordance with conservation standards declared by ICHHTO;
municipalities shall prevent any damage, encroachment, restoration, repair and
functional change contrary to conservation standards set by ICHHTO;
7. Preparing and implementing plans related to restoration and revitalization of
historical compounds, buildings and fabrics with cooperation and supervision of
ICHHTO as well as performing necessary activities for their ratification by ICHHTO.
Also in sections 9 to 11, examining and outlining plans for improving public health, defining
detrimental professions and transferring them out of the historical fabric as well as
introduction of historical-cultural values are among other duties outlined in the article.
Furthermore following the approval of the City Council, part of municipality revenues
(proportional to the ratio of the historical fabric size to the area covered by urban services)
will be given to the relevant management as per article 1 of the bylaw (article 3).
Consequently considering the contents of the above-mentioned laws and bylaws it can be
seen that:
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A. The council of City and Village must provide protection and cooperation in
conservation and supervision of the cultural heritage of Iran;
B. Revision in the apparatus of municipalities covering a historical fabric in order to
enable them in fulfilling duties assigned to them about historical fabrics;
C. During developmental operations or issuance of relevant permits, municipalities are
bound to seek information from ICHHTO;
D. The high council of urban planning and architecture as well as article 5 commissions
must respect the views of ICHHTO about conservation standards in detailed and
master plans;
E. The Ministry of Interior must cooperate with ICHHTO in compiling directives for
attracting the cooperation and protection of councils;
F. Procuring necessary funds via the Management Organization from the annual civil
budget and municipality revenues.
It should be noted that the security council commission for protection of places and facilities
in which representatives of the judiciary branch, Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of
Intelligence, the Islamic Revolution Guard Corps, the Law Enforcement Force and the
Endowments Organization participate and is headed by the director of ICHHTO is charged
with ranking the level of conservation of cultural heritage places. The ranking must be
operationalized six months after compiling the bylaw on conservation of cultural heritage.
Additionally presence of the secretariat representative of the civil Security Council is
obligatory for supervising and adapting the ratification of the above-mentioned committee
with communicated directives and policies of the council.

5.b.5. Other Laws related to the Case Study
Article 29 of the executive bylaw of the urban land law ratified in 1988 AD by the Council of
Ministers:
- Purchase of land required for conservation of cultural heritage of Iran is a responsibility
of ICHHTO which operates independently while respecting all the regulations of the
urban land law, the cultural heritage law as well as this bylaw.
Also in note 1 of the article ICHHTO is bound to send a list of all urban lands of the type to
the Ministry of Housing and Urban Planning so that they will be given priority if a purchase
plan is available for them.

The Islamic Punishment Law approved in 1991 & 1995 (08/05/1370 and 02/07/1375 SAH)
states:
Article 558: any person partially or entirely destructing religious or historical-cultural
compounds, buildings, sites or places enlisted as a national monument of Iran; or inflicting
damage on their existent or installed decorations, appurtenances, facilities, equipment,
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objects, scripts and motifs having independent religious or historical-cultural prestige will be
sentenced to jail for one to ten years as well as to the compensation of the inflicted damage.
Article 560: anybody conducting activities resulting in the harming and damaging of
historical-cultural monuments or somehow weakening their foundation without the
permission of ICHHTO or in violation of standards ratified and declared by OCHHTO within
the buffer zone of the aforesaid monuments will be sentenced to prison from one to three
years as well as to the compensation of the inflicted damage and removal of its effects.
Article 563: anybody encroaching into lands, mounds and religious-historical places enlisted
as a national monument of Iran without a private owner will be convicted to six months to
two years of imprisonment on the condition that limits of these places and zones had already
been delineated and marked in situ by ICHHTO.
Article 564: anybody embarking on the repair, restoration, transformation, expansion and
renewal of buildings or decorations of places enlisted as a national monument of Iran will be
convicted to six months to two years of imprisonment on the condition that no permission
had been acquired from ICHHTO or the ratified and declared standards had not been
respected.
Article 566: anybody embarking on changing the usage method of religious-historical places,
buildings and sites registered in the list of national monument of Iran without respecting the
values of the monument and without obtaining the necessary authorization from ICHHTO
will be convicted to three months to one year of imprisonment besides compensation of the
inflicted damage and removal of its effects.

The national monuments preservation law ratified in 1931
Article 1: all industrial monuments and buildings and places constructed in Iran until the end
of the Zand dynasty whether movable or immovable can be regarded as national monuments
of Iran while observing article 3 of the law so they are under supervision and conservation of
the state.




Clause B of article 6: embarking on activities near national monuments weakening their
foundations or changing their appearance is prohibited and perpetrators will be
convicted as per the verdict of…
Clause C of article 6: embarking on restoration and reconstruction of a national
monument under private ownership must be with the authorization and under the
supervision of the government.

The law on purchasing lands, buildings and installations for preserving ancient and historical
monuments ratified in 1968 (1347 SAH):
Article 1: if preservation of ancient and historical monuments as well as repairing and
restoring them or making them more presentable, conducting excavation activities and
archeological studies require the buying of lands, buildings and facilities belonging to
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private institutes or persons, the Ministry of Culture and Art will operate in accordance with
the contents of the article.

The national monuments registration law ratified in 1973
Unitary article: the Ministry of Culture and Art is allowed to register within the rank of the
aforesaid national monuments, those immovable objects which have value from a national
and historical point of view irrespective of their date of construction following the
ratification of the high council of culture and art. Monuments covered under the article will
also be subject to all laws and regulations on national monuments. The law which is
consisted of a single article was ratified in the senate on 1973 AD ( Monday 12/09/1352
SAH) following its approval by the National Consultative assembly on1973 AD (Tuesday
01/08/1352 SAH).
The directive on the necessity of inquiring ICHHTO about development plans before
starting relevant execution operations approved in 2002 (09/07/1382 SAH)
It is advisable that all executive organizations inquire the ICHHTO about conservation
standards of historical-cultural monuments existing within a development plan and conduct
their activities in accordance with it before starting them aimed at conservation of civil
cultural heritage, avoidance of delays in implementing development plans, preventing any
disagreement and legal prosecution concerning the violation of laws on the cultural heritage
of Iran.
The law on Iran joining the convention of protecting natural and cultural heritage
As per the unitary article of the law ratified in 1974 by the National Consultative Assembly
the membership of Iran in the convention for protecting natural and cultural heritage of the
world was approved by the 17th session of the general conference of UNESCO held in 16th
November 1972; the law is comprised of one preamble and 38 articles.
National Strategy Document on Revitalizing, Upgrading, Renovating and Enabling
Deteriorated and Underutilized Urban Fabrics, Approved in 2012
Strategy 7:

Identifying, preserving, strengthening and leveraging the physical, social, economic and
environmental capacities of historic-cultural places and areas in revitalization, rehabilitation
and renovation of target urban areas and neighborhoods:
1. In each city/region's cultural or historic areas (as designated by the Cultural Heritage,
Handcrafts and Tourism Organization), specific guidelines for intervention (physical,
economic, social, environment, etc.) and supervision will be prepared (with an
approach entailing the protection of cultural and historic heritage and enhancement of
quality of life for area residents) with the collaboration of MRUD and the respective
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mayoral administration based on 'approved regulations for protection of national
historic fabrics'. The guidelines will be approved by the Supreme Council of
Architecture and Urban Planning of Iran.
2. Combining urban design with urban revitalization in historic and cultural sites through
an approach that aims to preserve their physical-environmental identities as well as
their effects on other urban elements while allowing them to assume new functions;
3. Promoting tourist/historic attractions of target urban areas and neighborhoods through
a socioeconomic revitalization approach as well as physical improvement of their
public spaces and by attracting investment and designating appropriate land-uses in
compliance with relevant guidelines and regulations;
4. Avoiding large-scale physical interventions and emphasizing the preservation of unity
in the physical-structural and social systems by making use of an approach aimed at
regaining community identities through shared social memories, maintaining and
optimizing population densities, and protecting neighborhood centers with the
participation of residents in target urban areas and neighborhoods;
5. Revitalizing historic-cultural sites in target urban areas and neighborhoods through
redefining their roles and functions and by taking into consideration urban economic
needs;
6. Planning for the conservation and revitalization of historic landmarks individual,
complex, area or site-located in target urban zones, as well as elements directly related
to them, with a focus on integrating their economic structures with those of their
respective cities;
The High Council of Urban Planning and Architecture
As per article 4 of the bylaw for conservation of cultural heritage of Iran, the high council of
urban planning and architecture and article 5 commissions of the formation law of the high
council will insert all opinions presented by ICHHTO regarding conservation standards of
cultural-historical monuments in the urban master and detailed plans.
Higher Council for Architecture and Urban Planning [HCAUP]:
All urban plans in Iran should be confirmed by Higher Council for Architecture and Urban
Planning [HCAUP], before their approval.
Higher Council for Architecture and Urban Planning (HCAUP) was established under the
law of February 1973. Ministry of Housing and Urban Development [MHUD] is responsible
for managing housing development as well as for developing master plans for urban and
semi-urban areas. This includes the historic urban areas, where a large proportion of the
Iranian cultural heritage is located. The HCAUP is presided by the Minister of MHUD. The
Deputy Minister for Urban Development and Architecture is the Secretary of HCAUP, under
whom a Director-General manages the Secretariat. Other members of HCAUP include the
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Ministers of Interior; Economy and Finance; Culture and Islamic Guidance; Education;
Power; Jihad Agriculture; and Defense.
In addition to these ministers, three Vice-Presidents are voting members of the HCAUP: (i)
Head of Management and Planning Organization, (ii) Head of ICHHTO, and (iii) Head of
Department of Environment. HCAUP has four main functions:
-

Overall urban development policies.
Commenting on by-laws affecting zoning, land use, and determining main functions;
Adoption of urban master plans; and
Adoption of urban criteria, regulations, by-laws, etc.

The approval of master plans by HCAUP has an established process. A qualified consultant
is commissioned by the provincial Housing and Urban Development Organization (HUDO),
which is the provincial office of MHUD. After the plan is prepared must be approved by The
Provincial Planning Council. It is then reviewed concurrently by the HCAUP’s technical
committee and the office of Physical Plans at MHUD, before final submission to HCAUP.
The figure below shows the procedure for approval of physical plans by HCAUP.

Chart 5-1: The procedure for approval of development plans by HCAUP

International legal instrument:
In the I.R. of Iran, the requirements of any international convention are integrated with the
national legislation, upon accession to that international convention. Thereafter, it will be
compulsory to abide with the requirements of these conventions.
The I. R. of Iran has acceded to several UNESCO conventions concerning the conservation
and protection of cultural heritage, as well as other conventions and charters. Some of
important conventions which are acceded by the I. R. Iran include, inter alia:
1. Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage
,1972,;
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2. Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and
Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property (1954) and its Protocol I (1954) and
Protocol II (1999);
3. Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage,2003;
4. Xi’an Declaration 21 October 2005;
5. Vienna Memorandum On World Heritage and Contemporary Architecture-Managing
the Historic Urban Landscape, 2005;
6. The Valletta Principles for the Safeguarding and Management of Historic Cities,
Towns and Urban Areas 28 November 2011;
7. Charter for the Conservation of Historic Towns and Urban Areas, The Washington
Charter, 1987;

Rules & Regulation adapted for Yazd World Heritage Core zone & Buffer zone:
Regarding the “Historic City of Yazd” inscription in the national heritage list, the
experiences on the mutual cooperation with different organizations in conservation of the
area and also preparing the nomination of Yazd as a historic city on the World Heritage List,
the national
and local bodies who share the responsibility to protect and conserve this historic city and
urban heritage have decide to:
- Definitely stop the process of deterioration of the urban fabric by strictly prohibiting any
further destruction of the historic structures;
- Protect and gradually restore Qanats which represent the veins of the traditional center
of Yazd;
- Strictly protect the unique skyline of Yazd which is a symbol for the outstanding
universal values of the city, also recover it where evidences showing the loss of wind
catcher would be valid;
- Continue the process of improving the quality of life in the historic city, first and
foremost for the local community and also to keep improving the quality of the visitors’
experience (national and international tourists);
- Give priority to original solutions (original fabric) while leaving room for improvements
using compatible “modern” materials / technical solutions.
To that end, a core and buffer zone have been defined and specific rules and regulation
established for each to be respected by all inhabitants, users and various stakeholders.
Regulation for the Core zone
- Destruction of any historic structure is prohibited;
- Any restoration, repair and rehabilitation works has to be authorized by ICHHTO after
careful examination of the possibilities of related measures;
- Installing pylons and poles is prohibited. The existing installations should be replaced
with underground utility systems (Cables, etc.);
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- All projects to be undertaken are subjected to authorization (building permits) to be
examined by ICHHTO who has a veto right. That includes all construction works, even
with a surface less than 150 m2, and also digging of wells, sewage, streets and squares,
shops façades, …
- It is recommended that ICHHTO/ Yazd Base be contacted before planning works to be
done so that advises can be provided, both from aesthetical and technical points of view;
- In case of minor repairs, information is to be provided to ICHHTO/ Yazd Base on what is
to be done and its time frame, so that the works can be under control before any
implementation of the project;
- In case of reconstruction, the original architecture, fabric (materials, techniques,
decorations) and street patterns (layout) should be strictly respected;
- In case of rehabilitation (reuse for other purposes), minor changes in the building design
are allowed, although it should be ensured that the original architectural pattern is kept;
- In the case that the reconstruction/ rehabilitation projects have any impacts on the
neighboring houses, the owners will be consulted before the final decision of authorizing
works;
- As a general rule, the height of new buildings cannot exceed the height of the existing
neighboring historic houses, excluding the possibility to take into account the height of
their wind catchers;
- As it is proved to be dysfunctional, risky and are of negative impact on the skyline of the
city, the use of bitumen multilayer waterproofing systems on the roofs are prohibited;
- Also due to the effects on the skyline of the city, the covering of traditional courtyards
with permanent structures is prohibited. The use of tarpaulin is allowed only on light
structures and during June-September, December-February and religious and cultural
events;
- All façades (including the roof level) have to respect one of the historic traditional
patterns with limited openings, straw-earth plaster and capping made of fired bricks;
- Metallic fence compound walls are prohibited even though they would just concern the
upper part of the fences;
- Fired Brick façades are authorized only when the original historical building was
constructed with the same materials, and in the cases that gives clear evidences of this
pattern;
- Along the main axis (established from the 1930s), continuity with the existing shop
pattern is authorized but billboards, signboards and neon signs must be in proportion to
the façade area of each commercial unit;
- Advertisement billboards, signboards and neon signs above roof parapets are strictly
prohibited;
- Should any historic or cultural property (i.e. properties or monuments identified as
historic) be encountered during infrastructural, developmental or constructional urban
activities by real or legal people, private corporations or state administrations; the owner
or executor of the plan is bound to immediately stop all operations and to notify ICHHTO
who is in charge of deciding on the need to undertake an archeological survey;
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- Existing buildings which are not respecting the above regulations will be restructured by
the owners or will be purchased and gradually reformed in the middle term action plans ;
- Ongoing construction site which is not respecting the above regulations will be
restructured or demolished to the expense of the owner (as well as being subjected to a
fine);
- Planting of vegetation in the courtyards is encouraged, but only local species are to be
used.
Specific Regulation concerning public spaces of the core zone
- Any transformations to the structure of Qanats to be used as sewage or for any other
purposes is highly prohibited. In the case of Qanats, traditional rules and regulation of the
Qanats are to be respected;
- The use of public space as a storage (of any item such as domestic equipment, old cars,
…) is strictly prohibited;
- The use of public area for temporary storage of building materials (or debris from site
work) is subjected to authorization by the municipality that is in charge of indicating the
potential areas to be used, so that the streets would not be blocked or (in emergency cases
for a minimum span of time);
- The pavements of the streets have to be done with full attention so that no water
stagnation can be formed. Inhabitants of the historic city are needed to aware the
municipality in case of the water system dysfunction or disorder in front of their houses;
- Advertisement billboards, signboards and neon signs in the streets are prohibited;
- Constructing or installing industrial facilities is prohibited;
- Any disturbing sound or excessive noise produce by café and restaurants as such that can
be heard from the nearby houses is prohibited;
- Shops are not allowed to occupy the street spaces for displaying their goods with the
exception of authorized areas for which proposals can be made to the municipality and
ICHHTO.
Regulation of buffer zone
- Destruction of any historic structure is prohibited;
- Any restoration, repair and rehabilitation works has to be authorized by ICHHTO after
careful examination of the possibilities of related measures;
- As a general rule, the height of new buildings cannot exceed the height of the existing
neighboring historic houses, excluding the possibility to take into account the height of
their wind catchers;
- Usage of gabled roofs in any color or materials is banned.
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- Façades of buildings within the buffer zone, particularly the parts on the street side, must
be covered with earth straw plaster or fired bricks, with the possibly of a mix of the two,
as can be inspired from traditional architecture (fired bricks to be used at the base and at
the top, around openings);
- Usage of glazed bricks covering a maximum of 5% of the total brickwork surface is
allowed only if it is compatible with the traditional patterns, with the exception of
monumental entrances to public buildings of specific importance;
- Usage of industrial ceramics, metallic and synthetic panels on facades is not allowed;
- Should any historic or cultural property (i.e. properties or monuments identified as
historic) be encountered during infrastructural, developmental or constructional urban
activities by real or legal people, private corporations or state administrations; the owner
or executor of the plan is bound to immediately stop all operations and to notify ICHHTO
who is in charge of deciding on the need to undertake an archeological survey;
- Deploying power lines, installing poles, establishing facilities and developing roads
within this area is subjected to getting relevant permissions from the municipality and
ICHHTO;
- Establishing factories or workshops polluting the environment is prohibited;
- Advertisement billboards in the street itself are prohibited;
- Design of advertisement billboards, signboards and neon signs belonging to commercial
entities must be in proportion to the façade area of each commercial unit.
- Advertisement billboards, signboards and neon signs above roof parapets are prohibited;
- Planting of vegetation in the gardens and courtyards is encouraged, but only local species
are to be used.

Dolat Abad Garden (Bagh-e Dolat Abad) Core zone & Buffer zone
Bagh-e Dolat Abad is one of the monuments remaining from Zands dynasty and with its area
of about 40,000 square meters, is regarded one of the most famous gardens of Yazd. This
garden is one of the nine gardens inscribed in the world heritage list in 2011 under a serial
nomination “Persian Garden”. Since it is located within the buffer zone of Yazd Historic City
its regulation will be provided hereunder.
Regulation for Core zone specific to Dolat abad Garden:
1. Intervention of any kind is prohibited.
2. All operations pertaining to restoration and conservation must be first approved by
ICHHTO.
3. New branching of spring source or Qanat water linked to the garden is prohibited.
4. Constructing of cesspits harming underground tables and Qanats is not allowed.
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5. Any intervention altering the authenticity and integrity of garden plants or its water and
architecture is not allowed.
Regulation for Buffer zone specific to Dolat Abad Garden:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Restoration and conservation of valuable buildings including cisterns, old religious
buildings, etc. must be first approved by ICHHTO and if necessary an appropriate
function in harmony with the fabric be allocated to them.
Digging deep or semi-deep wells on the upstream of the garden is prohibited.
Digging any cesspits harming underground tables and Qanats is not allowed.
Digging absorbing wells within the buffer zone is forbidden but digging reservoir
cesspits with appropriate insulation is permitted pending the approval of ICHHTO.
Any division or functional change of gardens or agricultural lands is forbidden.
Any new constructions must be first approved by ICHHTO within the following
regulations.
- Maximum permitted height of buildings is one floor or 4.5m.
- Architectural pattern should match indigenous architecture.
- Tree cutting in the buffer zone is forbidden.

Map 5-1: Bagh-e Dolat Abad Buffer Zone & Core zone is adapted in 2011; Source: The Persian Garden
Dossiers/ 2010
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Other Regulation:
In addition to the legal instruments mentioned above, there are other types of regulations for
protection and conservation of cultural and historic property in the I. R. of Iran. For
example, according to a cabinet decision adopted in 2001, all public organizations must
conduct studies to assess the cultural-historic impacts of major development projects at the
earliest feasibility study stage and to comply with the recommendations of such studies
during design and implementation.

5.c. Means of implementing protective measures:
5.c.1. Iranian Culture Heritage, Handicraft & Tourism Organization (ICHHTO)
According to the civil law, the Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts, and Tourism
Organization (ICHHTO) is the authority responsible for conservation and protection of all
the artistic, historical and cultural cities, monuments and Sites.
Also According to law, all the governmental and nongovernmental organizations as well as
the municipality and all the citizens in all parts of the country must obey the law and follow
the regulations related to all kinds of movable and immovable properties presented by the
Cultural Heritage Organization

Chart 5-2: Position of the Historic City of Yazd Base in Structure Formation of ICHHTO

Job Descriptions of ICHHTO
The general task of ICHHTO regarding cultural heritage consists of: Research, Supervision,
Rehabilitation and Presentation. Description of which is as follows:
1. Development and performing research plans regarding the existing heritages of past
generations;
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2. Identification and studying sites, hills, solo architectural monuments and complexes
as well as developing a comprehensive list and their archaeological maps;
3. Inscription of valuable relics whether tangible or intangible in the national heritage
list and other associated lists;
4. Defining the core and buffer zones of the inscribed historic sites, hills, solo
architectural monuments and complexes and the specific architectural and planning
regulations inside the zones;
5. Development of documentation center of the national cultural heritages (such as
series of scientific reports, maps, photos, etc.) to be provided as scientific references
for associated researchers, etc.
5.c.2. Cultural Heritage Organization of Yazd Province:
The Cultural Heritage Organization of Yazd is the representative of ICHHTO and has to
undertake all the tasks mentioned above in the Yazd Province.

Chart 5-3: Cultural Heritage Organization of Yazd Province

5.c.3. Municipality of the Yazd Historic City:
The municipality of Yazd historic city established officially in 1989 due to the large extents
of its historic area. It, however, provides urban services with a focus on conservation and
rehabilitation objectives within the historic fabric and key monuments in scale of central
districts as well as the entire city.
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Chart 5-4: Municipality of the Yazd Historic Center

Currently the municipality of HCY provides many activities within the historic city of Yazd
some of which are: Handling the requests of residents and owners within the Historic city
regarding reconstruction, restoration, construction permission, minding the main issues of
main and secondary streets and their solution, maintenance of passageways and public
spaces, designation and implementation of infrastructural projects, improving the quality of
lightings whether for streets or key monuments, refinement of districts, managing the
landscape and existing urban furniture within the zones, improvement of pavements and
street facades, qualitative improvement of sidewalks and pedestrian zone, improvement of
car zone and street conditions, development and preservation of parks and public places.

5.c.4. Supervisory systems: HCY Base (Historic City of Yazd)
Regarding the constitution guideline of ICHHTO in case of national base establishment and
also their important and effective role in relative studies, HCY base has established in order
to improve the level of experimentations and multi- discipline researches since 2004. The
same year, it has started its activities in conservation and revitalization of the historic fabric
as well as improvement of life qualities within the historic city of Yazd from physical, social,
cultural and economic points of views. Regarding the rules and regulations in ICHHTO, the
director of Yazd base will be chosen by the common suggestion of director general of Iranian
bases’ affairs and the provincial director general of Yazd cultural heritage, tourism and
handicrafts organization and the final confirmation by deputy of cultural heritage.
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Additionally, the Base of HCY (Historic City of Yazd) is directly responsible for all
conservation & preservation activities within the core and buffer zones of the property. Its
job assignment also includes examination of ratification process of restoration and
preservation measures, infrastructural and governmental project, reconstruction and renewal
project and architectural and urban planning project in core zone and buffer zone. The chart
of Building permit has explained in (Appendix IV). Regular meetings of steering committee
& Technical Committee provide the opportunity for the members to share their ideas and
interests.

Committees and Working Groups:
The Technical Committee with 10 Natural members and 9 Working Groups in the form of
committees, Conservation & Restoration; Cultural & Social; Planning and sustainable
development of the cultural Economy; Health & Hygiene; Education & Training; Tourism;
Infrastructure; Service & Urban Facility; Security; and the Steering Committee with 15
Natural & Legal members is in Direct Connection with the Historic City of Yazd Base.
The natural and legal members of the technical committee will be selected from experts
suggested and introduced by HCY base and Yazd provincial cultural heritage, tourism and
handicrafts organization and will be appointed by the deputy of cultural heritage. The
committee enjoys at least 6 sessions per year as well as per important cases.
The steering Committee is elected every 5 years from authorities suggested by the deputy of
cultural heritage the members will be, then, appointed by head of ICHHTO. The committee
has at least 2 sessions within a year and as per important cases.
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Members of the Technical committee:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mojtaba Farahmand, Director of HCY Base, Architecture
Mohsen Zakernia, Deputy of Cultural Heritage, Architecture
Hamidreza Beig zadeh, Urban Restoration Expert, Faculty of Shahid Sadoughi Institute
Kazem Mandegari, Faculty of Yazd University, Architecture
Mohammadreza Noghsanmohammadi, Urbanism Expert, Faculty of Yazd University
Sasha Riahimoghadam, Director of Meybod Base, Architectural Conservation &
Restoration Expert
7. Ebrahim Kazemnazhand, Archaeologist
8. Representative of ICHHTO Bases’ Affairs
9. Head of Research in HCY Base
10. Head of Technical Department in HCY Base

Members of steering committee:
1. Governor of Yazd
2. Civil Deputy of Governorate
3. Head of Cultural Heritage Handicrafts and Tourism Organization of Yazd
4. Head of Urban Development & Housing Organization
5. Head of Yazd Council
6. Yazd Mayor
7. Head of Wqaf Organization (Endowments & Charity Affairs)
8. Head of Yazd university
9. Representative of District & Bazaar Councils
10. Mohammadhassan Papoliyazdi, Geographer
11. Hossein Maserat, Scholar & Researcher
12. Kazem Mandegari, Faculty of Yazd University
13. Mojtaba Farahmand, Director of HCY Base
14. Seyed Abbas Yazdanfar, Faculty of Iran University of Science & Technology(IUST)
15. Mohammad reza Oliya, Faculty of Yazd University
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Working Group:
The title of associated organizations in each workgroup and their tasks is presented
individually in the following charts and tables:

Conservation & Restoration

Main Goal:
Planning and providing solutions towards the conservation of historic fabric and urban landscape
against damaging threats and issues

Members:
Governorship (Civil Deputy)/ Municipality of Yazd/ City Council/ Cultural & Islamic Guidance
Administration/ Electricity Distribution Company/ Yazd Telecommunication/ Gas Company/ Water
& Sewage Company/ Road & Urban Development Administration/ Water & Sewage Company /
University of Yazd/ Traffic Force/ Yazd Tourist Guides Association/ Association of Iranian Tourist
Agencies/ Institute of Sport & Youth/ Representative of District & Bazaar Council / NGOS / Cultural
Heritage Organization of Yazd Province/ Cultural Heritage Base of Yazd Historic City.

Supervision: Deputy of Cultural Heritage
Secretariat: Director of HCY Base

Main Goal:
Research, documentation, planning and codification of conservational methods from local ethics
and cultures (non-structural conservations) for saving them for future generations

Cultural & Social

Members:
Governorship (Refugees Affaires, Social Affairs)/ Women affaires/ City Council/ Municipality of
Yazd/ Cultural & Islamic Guidance Administration/ Education & Training Administration/ Yazd
Broadcasting/ University of Yazd/ Head of Yazd Madrasa/ Yazd University of Medical Sciences and
Health Services/ Institute of Sport & Youth/ The Institute for the Intellectual Development of
Children & Young Adults/ Yazd Tourist Guides Association/ Association of Iranian Tourist Agencies/
Water & Sewage Company/ Representative of District & Bazaar Council / NGOS / Cultural Heritage
Organization of Yazd Province/ Cultural Heritage Base of Yazd Historic City.

Planning and Sustainable Development of
the Cultural Economy

Supervision: Director General of Social Affaires
Secretariat: Representative of District & Bazaar Council

Main Goal:
Planning and providing executive solutions for the general view of the local financial development
towards the conservation of the historic fabric of the districts, city and province of Yazd

Members:
Governorship (Social Affairs)/ Lieutenant Governorship/ Women Affaires/ Municipality of Yazd/ City
Council/ Yazd Broadcasting/ Road & Urban Development Administration/ University of Yazd/ Yazd
Tourist Guides Association/ Association of Iranian Tourist Agencies / Imam Khomeini Relief
Foundation/ Economic Affairs & Finance Administration/ Representative of District & Bazaar
Council / NGOS / Cultural Heritage Organization of Yazd Province/ Cultural Heritage Base of Yazd
Historic City.

Supervision: Civil Deputy of the Governorship
Secretariat: Deputy of Cultural Heritage
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Health & Hygiene

Main Goal:
Planning and providing solutions for increasing the quantitative and qualitative state of the health
and hygiene of the general local society

Members:
Governorship (Refugees Affaires)/ Municipality of Yazd/ Women affaires/ Education & Training
Administration / Water & Sewage Company / Yazd Broadcasting/ University of Yazd/ City Council/
University of Medical Sciences and Health Services/ Institute of Sport & Youth/ Representative of
District & Bazaar Council / NGOS / Cultural Heritage Organization of Yazd Province/ Cultural
Heritage Base of Yazd Historic City.

Supervision: Head of Medical Sciences & Health University
Secretariat: Representative of District & Bazaar Council

Education & Training

Main Goal:
Planning and providing solutions for the study and research regarding liturgy and historic traditions
towards the promotion and transferring of them to future generations

Members:
Governorship (Social Affairs, Civil Deputy)/ Women Affaires/ Municipality of Yazd/ Cultural &
Islamic Guidance Administration/ City Council / Education & Training Administration/ Traffic Force/
Yazd Broadcasting/ University of Yazd/ Yazd Tourist Guides Association/ Association of Iranian
Tourist Agencies/ The Institute for the Intellectual Development of Children & Young Adults/
Representative of District & Bazaar Council / NGOS / Cultural Heritage Organization of Yazd
Province/ Cultural Heritage Base of Yazd Historic City.

Supervision: Head of Yazd University
Secretariat: Director of HCY Base

Main Goal:
Planning and providing criteria and local principles for developing tourism in the historic fabrics for
the purpose of improving the tourism industry

Tourism

Members:
Governorship (Refugees Affaires, Social Affairs)/Municipality of Yazd/ Cultural & Islamic Guidance
Administration/ City Council/ Education & Training Administration/ Police Force/ Traffic Force/
Economic Affairs & Finance Administration/ Yazd Broadcasting/ Road & Urban Development
Administration/ University of Yazd/ Institute of Sport & Youth/ Hoteliers, Tourist Guides, Tourist
Agencies Associations/ Representative of District & Bazaar Council / NGOS / Cultural Heritage
Organization of Yazd Province/ Cultural Heritage Base of Yazd Historic City.

Supervision: Deputy of Tourism
Secretariat: Director of HCY Base
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Main Goal:
Management, organization and improvement of facilities and urban infrastructures and service
providing networks in the historic fabric

Infrastructure

Members:
Governorship (Civil Deputy)/ Municipality of Yazd/ City Council/ Electricity Distribution Company/
Yazd Telecommunication/ Gas Company/ Road & Urban Development Administration/ University of
Yazd/ Traffic Force/ Yazd University of Medical Sciences and Health Services/ Representative of
District & Bazaar Council / NGOS / Cultural Heritage Organization of Yazd Province/ Cultural
Heritage Base of Yazd Historic City.

Supervision: Civil Deputy of the Governorship
Secretariat: Municipality of the Historic City

Service & Urban Facility

Main Goal:
Determining and deciding different matters for the purpose of organizing and quantitative and
qualitative increasing of urban services and facilities

Members:
Governorship ( Civil Deputy)/ Lieutenant Governorship/ Municipality of Yazd/ City Council/
Electricity Distribution Company/ Yazd Telecommunication/ Gas Company/ Water & Sewage
Company/ Road & Urban Development Administration/ University of Yazd/ Yazd University of
Medical Sciences and Health Services/ Representative of District & Bazaar Council / NGOS / Cultural
Heritage Organization of Yazd Province/ Cultural Heritage Base of Yazd Historic City.

Supervision: Municipality of the Historic City
Secretariat: Road & Urban Development Administration

Main Goal:
Planning and providing executive solutions towards the improvement and bettering of the social
state and increasing security in districts with the cooperation of locals

Security

Members:
Governorship (Public Relations Affairs, Refugees Affaires, Social Affairs)/ Women Affairs/
Lieutenant Governorship/ Municipality of Yazd/ Cultural & Islamic Guidance Administration/ City
Council/ Education & Training Administration/ Police Force/ Yazd Broadcasting/ University of Yazd/
Imam Khomeini Relief Foundation/ Yazd Tourist Guides Association/ Association of Iranian Tourist
Agencies/ Representative of District & Bazaar Council / NGOS / Cultural Heritage Organization of
Yazd Province/ Cultural Heritage Base of Yazd Historic City.

Supervision: Deputy of Politic & Security to the Governorship
Secretariat: Representative of District & Bazaar Council

Chart 5-5: The defined workgroups in the framework of Technical committee
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Job Descriptions

Civil Deputy of Governorship

Coordination, determining the provincial budgets and managing of all executive
organizations in the province

Cultural Heritage Organization

Preservation of the remnants’ values and supervision of all conservation regulations
of the core and buffer zones

Refugees Affairs Administration of the
Governorship

Attending to affairs of non-native residents, immigrants living in the historic city and
foreign tourists

Social Affairs of Governorship
Municipality of Yazd
Cultural & Islamic Guidance
Administration
City Council
Education & Training Administration
Lieutenant Governorship

Attending to the social issues of the residents and active NGOs throughout the
historic city
Determining and implementing all procedures regarding architecture, urban
planning, urban services, traffic, recreational-cultural, public transport and etc. in
the historic city of Yazd
Informing and endeavoring to improve the general culture of The historic city’s
residents
Budgeting and monitoring of all procedural decisions made by the municipal in the
historic city’s region
Introducing and teaching the values of the historic city to school students
Coordination and supervision of the municipal’s and other organization’s executive
procedures throughout the city

Yazd Broadcasting

Informing of the historic city’s values and cultural developing on a local, national and
international scale

University of Yazd

Conducting research and studies regarding different fields of the framework, social,
cultural, financial and etc. of the historic city

University of Medical Sciences and
Health Services

Attending to the public health and hygiene of the historic city and improving it

Women Affaires of Governorship

Attending to affairs of the women residing in the historic city as one of the most
influential people of the historic city

Yazd Tourist Guides Association
Association of Iranian Tourist Agencies
Institute of Sport & Youth

The training of tour guides towards the quantitative and qualitative improvement of
the tourism services
Quantitative and qualitative improvement of services provided to domestic and
foreign tourists
Developing and promoting sports facilities towards the improvement of the
resident’s leisure time specially the youth of the historic city

The Institute for the Intellectual
Development of Children & Young
Adults

Educating kids and teens about the values of the historic city and enhancing their
culture

Economic Affairs & Finance
Administration

Affairs regarding the economics and taxes of the historic bazaar’s tradesmen and
residents in the historic city

Road & Urban Development
Administration-Cultural Heritage
Organization

Planning of urban development projects and specific-thematic projects which affect
the historic city with a conservational approach

Gas Company

Determining and executing infrastructural Gas networks suitable for the framework
and aesthetics of the historic city

Water & Sewage Company

Determining and executing infrastructural water and sewage networks suitable for
the framework and aesthetics of the historic city

Electricity Distribution Company

Determining and executing infrastructural electricity distribution networks suitable
for the framework and aesthetics of the historic city

Yazd Telecommunication

Determining and executing infrastructural telephone and internet networks suitable
for the framework and aesthetics of the historic city
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Traffic Force

Attending to and improving automobile transportation in the historic city suitable
for the city’s structure

Police Force

Providing security for the residents, employees and tourists of the historic region of
the city

Imam Khomeini Relief Foundation

Attending to the welfare issues of the residences with lower income in the historic
city

Hoteliers Association
Active NGOs in Historic Fabric
Representative of District & Bazaar
Council
Endowment Organization



Improving of the Accommodation and reception of tourists
Communication with the people and the government / Holding of cultural and social
events / attracting local participation and activating social groups
Participating in the determination and planning of all projects and reflecting the
needs and demands of the people from the governments and cooperation for the
better execution of plans
Cooperation on the Restoration and Conservation of Religious-historic monuments
located in the historic fabric and managing the donation income for the restoration
and maintenance according to the donors wills

Measures within the urban fabric will be implemented by responsible organizations with regard to the
associated Job Descriptions of each organization and under the supervision of the HCY base.
Table 5-1: Job Descriptions of Organization or Institution related to the Historic City

The agreement of the Job assignment of organizations involved is provided:
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Photo 5-3: Agreement between the Governorship, Municipality, City Council and ICHHTO
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Chart 5-6: HCY Base Organizational Chart

Job Descriptions of HCY base:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Providing facilities for experts, researchers and the steering committee;
Studying the gathered information based on scientific and technical criterion
regarding research, conservation, presentation and training as well as handicrafts and
tourism within the boundaries of the historic city by associated organizations;
Developing short, middle and long term plans of the base and supervising their
implementation processes in order to fulfill the comprehensive management plan of
the base;
Developing research plans and field studies and multi-disciplinary Activities in the
fields of archaeology, anthropology, linguistic, traditional arts and handicrafts,
architecture and urban design, historic and cultural relics and monuments, tourism,
socio-economic and cultural within the boundaries of the historic city;
Local community training in the scientific and executive fields;
Involving local authorities, associated experts and local people in line with the
objectives of the base;
Creation of an active and continuous technical, scientific and cultural connection with
universities, scientific centers, associations and private institutions specifically within
the province;
Providing consultations in research, cultural, technical and executive fields, with the
management of Yazd cultural heritage administration and other associated
organizations;
Monitoring all the planning and construction activities, that are studying or
implementing by different executive organization, to guide the development plans in
line with the protection of the Outstanding Cultural, Historical and Natural Values of
the Historic City;
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10. Providing internship programs for the locals in order to conserve and preserve the
traditional architectural methods and styles as well as utilization of the local materials
and technical knowledge;
11. Establishing efficient connections among the locals, directors and HCY Base in line
with the partnership of human resources and the promotion of local management
status.
12. Establishment of a permanent connection with education and training centers of the
city to present the historic city and raising the awareness through educating students
and families in line with raising the understanding of values and promoting the
motivation regarding the conservation of Cultural heritage;
13. Studying the gathered information in case of HCY monitoring sessions by the
associated organizations and their categorizations as well as developing periodic
reports and upgrading the conservation maps and drawings according to a yearly
basis.
Local and regional management contact:
Mojtaba Farahmand, Director of the Historic City of Yazd Base
Tel.: + (98)0912-225-12-18
Fax: + (98)35-36217070
E-mail: farahmand.mojtaba@gmail.com
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5.d. Existing plans related to municipality and region in which the proposed
property is located:
As one of the urban centers of Iran, Yazd has always been taken into special consideration by
relevant experts. Therefore like other large Iranian cities, simultaneous with the preparation
of urban projects, master and local plans were also implemented in Yazd each affecting the
area in focus.

NO.

Title of the plan

Consultant of the plan

Year of approval

1

Master plan of Yazd city

Faculty of Fine Arts, University of Tehran

1979

2

Master plan of Yazd city

Shahrbod consulting engineers

1984

3

Detailed plan of Yazd city

Shahrbod consulting engineers

1991

4

Improvement plan for historic fabric of Yazd

-

1988

5

Detailed plan of Yazd historic city

Jabbarnia consulting engineers &
colleagues

1993

6

Master plan of Yazd city

Arseh consulting engineers

2009

7

Strategic plan for the historical fabric of Yazd

-

2005

8

Strategic plan for the historical fabric of Yazd

Arman-shahr consulting engineers

2007

9

Conservation plan of Yazd historic fabric*

Arman-shahr consulting engineers

2017

*The conservation plan of Yazd historic fabric is under provision and will be adopted by the end of 2017 after
completion of legal process.
Table 5-2: Master plan, detailed plan & Strategic plan in Yazd City

5.d.1. The revised master plan of Yazd, 2009
In the year 1999, a contract for the revised master plan of Yazd was compiled because the ten
year period of the previous master plan had expired. Based on required preliminary
documents, the consulter of the plan launched his investigations into the legal limits of Yazd
City besides Hamidia and Shahedieh towns as well as Eysh-abad and Kheir-abad villages
(which had been added to Yazd proper according to the ratified action plan of Yazd County);
presently the revised plan serves as the main plan for the city.
Among the points worth consideration in the master plan, is its special attention to the old
fabric and historical areas of the city. Within the general process of the plan, we witness
introductory studies, assessment and then presentation of the plan and recommendations at
various levels. According to the plan, the pattern suggested for future development of Yazd
includes the following items:
- formation (designing, planning and implementing) of two urban converter centers on the
boundary of content and scale changes of spaces as well as urban activities on northern
and southern entrance axes;
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- preserving active or revivable historical structures by a reorganization and revitalization
program, finding a proper location for concentration of old and new composite activities
as well as tourism at the intersection of these structures and new urban axes;
“Within the plan all rules and regulations in the core and buffer zones of the cultural heritage
has been included exactly which are compulsory for all relevant organizations.”
Also during the preparation of all development plans for Yazd, controlling the expansion
limits of the city has been prioritized followed by establishing major centers for urban
services, creating and organizing employment facilities and improving the existing fabric.
Within the ten-year development plan of Yazd City, short and medium-term urban projects
regarding municipality issues and matters pertaining to other organization have been
considered. Regarding future expansions of the city, emphasis has been put on the following
issues within the plan: preservation of active or revivable historical structures by a
reorganization and revitalization program, finding a proper location for concentration of old
and modern mixed activities as well as tourism at the crossing point of these structures and
new urban axes.

Map 5-2: Current land use of Yazd city, Master Plan, Yazd, 2009
Arseh consulting engineers/ Task master: Housing and urban development organization
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Within the executive rules and regulations of the plan, this has been said about the historical
area:
“Any intervention within the limits of the historical area of Yazd City depends on conducting
strategic studies for improving and revitalizing of the adjacent area. Also it is outlined that
until the time when studies on the strategic plan for developing districts within the limits of
the historical area of Yazd City get underway, rules, regulations and directives of ICHHTO
will serve as the working example (pending the ratification by the article 5 commission) 2 .”
Additionally it is expressed that: restoring and improving buildings located within the
historical fabric of Yazd City is allowed only if based on ICHHTO instructions and under the
supervision and direction of the municipality covering the historical fabric.
Moreover it is stated that any intervention including the preparation of local plans and/or
development plans resulting in physical changes such as reconstruction, renovation of urban
units and blocks as well as altering and widening thoroughfare network of the historical area
prior to the preparation and ratification of the master plan for reorganization of the historical
fabric of Yazd City is deemed unlawful.

5.d.2. The Strategic Plan for the Historical Fabric of Yazd
In the year 2007 (1386 SAH), the strategic plan for historical fabric of Yazd was prepared
and compiled by the Improvement and Renovation Organization of Yazd City. The plan
consisted of a process of basic identification, introduction of operations conducted within the
fabric, outlining policies and strategies regarding physical, historical and cultural aspects of
the fabric mostly presented within the framework of case study examples. The plan pursues
the following seven purposes:
1. Identification and consolidation of the spatial status of the historical fabric in
comparison with the city;
2. Preservation, revitalization and restoration of cityscape as well as cultural, historical,
physical, spatial and architectural values;
3. Providing a background for physical development and expansion of the fabric based
on existing conditions, feasibilities, opportunities, risks, trends, processes, outlooks
and difficulties ;
4. Identification and preparation for investment in the historical fabric as well as in urban
productivity and management in order: to increase the population survival coefficient
2.

A commission that based on article 5 of the law on founding the higher council of urban planning and architecture of
Iran is established in each province for examination and ratification of detailed and urban plans and their later
alterations with its membership consisting of: the governor general (as the head of the commission and in case of his
absence the development deputy of the governor general’s office), director general of road and urban planning of the
province (as the secretary), mayor, director of the Agricultural Organization, general director of ICHHTO, head of the
Structural Engineering Association of the province as well as director of the Islamic Council of the city in question
(without having the right to vote).
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in historical fabric; increasing revenues made from attracting (Iranian and foreign)
visitors by inviting the citizens for participation and usage of urban and extra-urban
resources;
5. Collaboration in procuring and distributing welfare and infrastructural services and
facilities in an equitable way;
6. Creating an optimal, realistic and idealistic planning and designing process at
interaction with the urban management program;
7. Focusing the attention of urban management to hidden and explicit values of the
historical fabric in order to confront potential vulnerabilities and risks; also to make
good use of management programs.

8.
Map 5-3: Proposed landuse of Yazd city, master plan, Yazd, 2009
Arseh consulting engineers, Task master: Housing and urban development organization

5.d.3. National Plan for Expanding Tourism Nationwide
The national plan for expanding tourism nationwide titled the 15 year development of the
tourism industry in I.R Iran document is considered the most significant superior extension
plan amongst the tourism extension plans of all provinces. In this plan guideline, designs and
tourism development projects are organized according to regions and national provinces and
also plans and operational projects which contain national and regional values are
emphasized on.
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The preparation of this document began in the October of 2000 and took a little less than two
years. It had a manager and three international consultants and a number of national experts 3.
The program began with the assistance of the United Nations World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO) and United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and based on the
“supervision structure document of the strategy executions of national tourism
development” 4 includes the following:
3F

-

Production of the sustainable tourism development plans;
Concluding and executing human resource development strategies;
Improving of the government’s capacity regarding the management of tourism;
Execution and examining of the planning development process in the “special
region”.

This report consists of an analysis of the current state of tourism in Iran and in the following
chapters; the purpose of developing tourism and its strategies for different fields like human
resource development, marketing, product development and etc. and other than stating the
executive methods, all costs and the benefits of the national tourism development plan will
be discussed. In the national tourism development plan, all of the country is divided into 7
touristic regions described in the chart below:
Region Center

Region boundaries

Region

Tehran

Alborz region consists of coastal provinces of the Caspian sea (Mazandaran and Golestan)
mountainous and barren provinces of Tehran, Semnan, Qom, Qazvin and Markazi;

1

Tabriz

Sabalan region consists of coastal province of Caspian sea (Gilan), the mountainous
province of Ardebil, East Azarbaijan province and the plains of Zanjan province;

2

Kermanshah

West region consists of Hamadan, West Azarbaijan, Kordestan, Kermanshah, Ilam and
Lorestan;

3

Ahwaz

Ancient Capitals region consists of plains of Khuzestan province and the mountainous
province of Chaharmahal va Bakhtiari;

4

Shiraz

Heart of Iran region (Persia) consists of mountainous and barren provinces of Esfahan,
Fars, mountainous province of Kohgeluye va Boyerahmad and the coastal province of
Bushehr;

5

Kerman

Southern Karvan Ruy region consists of barren provinces of Yazd and Kerman and the
coastal province of Hormozgan;

6

Mashhad

Eastern borders and the large pilgrimage area, region consists of Khorasan province and
desert areas and the coastal province of Sistan va Balouchestan;

7

Table 5-3: The seven touristic regions of the country divided based on the national tourism development plan
and Yazd province’s position amongst them

3.
4.

Nasrollah Mostofi, director of the National Plan/ Ludwig Reeder, senior advisor of the National Plan/ Becherel, advisor
of the National Plan/ …
Higher council of Iran touring and World tourism, National Plan for Expanding Tourism Nationwide, the framework of
supervision on the implementation of the third development plan strategies, 2002
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5.d.4. The tourism plan of 2016 under the title of “Welcome to Yazd” 5
Yazd province benefits from many valuable historic, cultural and natural attractions and has
lots of capacities and opportunities to enchant visitors from all over the world. Thus stimulate
the investments, develop the job rates and cause a dynamic economy. Therefore, a series of
plans devised to develop the tourist rate of the province and name 2017 as “the welcoming
year to Yazd”. The plans have been provided on the basis of the following objectives:
1. Attain a dynamic economy, attracting domestic and worldwide investors and creation
of jobs
2. Enhancing the provincial earnings
3. Improvement of social welfare
4. Providing necessary opportunities for preserving the heritage places, as well as
chances for cultural exchange between the visitors and locals
5. Developing a sustainable tourism within the province
6. Promotion of tourism culture in order to address the needs and recreation of all
society classes
Clearly with favorable underbuilding in 2016, relevant chances will be provided for the
presentation and identification of tourism attractions and capabilities in local, national and
international levels. To reach this goal, enchant the visitors in 2016, keep the tourist rate
constant and optimized benefiting from them as human resources for publicities, following
prerogatives with cooperation of the associated organizations has proposed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Awareness raising through broadcasts and medias
Awareness raising through environmental advertisements (Municipality)
Awareness raising through NGOs
Awareness raising through advertisements, publicities and formalities by tourism
facilities under the support of ICHHTO (Travel agencies, residential and tourism
services, etc.)

5.e. Property management plan or other management system:
5.e.1. Main Goal:
The main goal of the management plan developed by HCY Base is conservation, presentation
and the improvement of the values in the historic city of Yazd. In line with the upper
mentioned goal, the objectives have been considered to attain the management plan outlooks.
The main objective of which is as follows:
-

5.

Preserving the integrity and authenticity of Yazd historic city and transferring it to the
new generations;
Bringing the new sustainable developments of the city to be in conformity with the
characteristics of the historic city;
The tourism plan of 2016 under the title of “Welcome to Yazd” is a resumption of another plan with the same name
which was proposed by the Yazd Cultural Heritage, tourism and Handicrafts Organization in 2005
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improving the life quality of the inhabitants;

The Management approach of HCY Base to attain these objectives can be mentioned within
the framework of the following programs:
-

Involving locals in all levels of activities from conservation to decision making;
Leading the city developments to the sustainable development (integrated with
conservational approaches);
Developing an integrated management;

5.e.2. Management Strategy & Guiding Principles:
The management policies of National Heritage Base can be defined under the framework of
work groups that are a part of the organizational structure of the base. The main and minor
goals of each are as follows
Conservation & restoration:
Planning and providing solutions towards the conservation of historic fabric and urban
landscape against damaging threats and issues. Preserving the integrity and authenticity of
Yazd historic city through:
-

-

Developing legal strategies and attracting the support of legal institutions in the city and
the province For the preservation and conservation of the historic city core and buffer
zones;
Upgrading the conservation guiding principle in the historic city regarding various
aspects;
Restoration and rehabilitation of the key monuments having significant values with the
participation of the owners and respective organization;
Reorganization of districts in the core and buffer zones with a locals participation
approach ;

Cultural & Social
Research, documentation, planning and codification of conservational methods from local
ethics and cultures (intangible preservation) and saving them for future generations
Preserving the rituals and traditional cultures (intangible preservation) through research,
documentation and supporting their revival:
-

Revival of the production and consumption system regarding the households and
cultural products in the historic city of Yazd;
Promotion of the sense of belonging of locals, residents and even visitors in order to
improve the conservation quality;
Quantitative & Qualitative increasing of Cultural awareness rising among the local
residents;
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Promotion of the believes, pride in all levels of the society and specially in the local
residents of the historic city;
Preserving the cultural diversity in the historic districts;
Improving the connections between the population;

Planning and Sustainable development of the Cultural Economy
Planning and providing executive solutions for the general view of the local financial
development towards the conservation of the historic fabric of the districts.
-

-

-

-

Monitoring the implementation of regulations of the constructions in the core and buffer
zones;
Developing strategies to improve the life quality of locals in the historic city;
Improving the quality of services in bazaar (within the historic city of Yazd) to the
tradesmen, locals and other addressed groups of the bazaar;
To improve the Qualitative and quantitative development aspect of the Handicrafts
within the historic city of Yazd and operational solutions for the improvement of
turnovers in Handicraft Market as well as ensuring its values;
Providing a participation plan with influential finance and economy agencies in the
bazaar according to with the conservation of historic architectures;
Providing advantages for the inhabitants of the historic city in the form of tax reduction
and credits at low rates with participation of associated institutions in order to ensure
their stay, within the historic boundaries;
Providing advantages in the form of tax reduction and credit at low rates with
participation of associated institutions in order to conserve the historic architectures in
the core and buffer zones of the historic city;
Providing facilities and developing strategies to help with the rehabilitation of some
Heterogeneous commercial functions in and close to the boundaries of the historic city;
Adapted utilization of the Waqf properties in conformity with the Waqf intentions as
well as with the compatible functions within the historic city.

Health & Hygiene
Planning and providing solutions for increasing the quantitative and qualitative state of the
health and hygiene of the general local society.
-

Solving the problem of rain water and sewage disposal;
Inspection of sewage absorbing wells;
Cleaning of Qanats and the optimized utilization of the existing Qanat’s water;
Improvement of the quality of the buildings (sanitary) within the core and buffer zones
to have positive impacts on the health condition of the locals.
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Education & Training:
Planning and providing solutions for the study and research regarding liturgy and historic
traditions towards the promotion and transferring of them to future generations.
-

-

Documentation & presentation of the historical socio-cultural traditions of the former
inhabitants of the city to be able to preserve them;
Developing criterion to identify areas of the historical construction patterns and a better
preservation within the boundaries of the city and present them to the locals and
visitors;
Educating and training active skillful workers for the restoration project and future
masons;
Informing the local inhabitants about the methods and techniques regarding traditional
architecture and conservation;
Developing and publishing papers and books on the Historic City of Yazd;
Establishment of workshops for the experts and locals for making use of the highest
participation rate in case of conservation;
Training in different levels for experts, inhabitants and visitors;
Awareness rising educating and attracting the participation of the locals regarding the
conservation of the city;
Training and presenting the values to the locals;
Capacity building in terms of the values of the historic city with the approach of kids as
the next preservers of the history;
Holding thematic festivals as a motivating tool for the conservation of the historic city;

Tourism
Planning and providing criteria and local principles for developing tourism in the historic
fabrics for the purpose of improving the tourism industry.
-

Increasing the number of visitors as well as improving the quality of tourism attractions
within the historic city of Yazd;
Regular monitoring of the required tourism services;
Studying the possibilities of rehabilitation to give a new function to the historic
architectures tourism services;
Directing the economic benefits of tourism to improve the living condition of the locals;
Training professional personnel in the field of tourism services;
Improving the Qualitative and quantitative aspect of tourism infrastructural facilities
and installations.

Infrastructure
Management, organization and improvement of facilities and urban infrastructures and
service providing networks in the historic urban fabric.
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Management & organization of service providing facilities & urban infrastructures of
the Historic City of Yazd;
Resolving the deficiencies and defects in the infrastructural network;
improving the infrastructures affecting the public health;
Decreasing the negative impacts of the future replacement and renewal of the
infrastructure network;

Service & Urban Facility
Determining and deciding different matters for the purpose of organizing and quantitative
and qualitative increasing of urban services and facilities.
-

-

Improving the urban services for the residents of the historic city;
Establishment of a comprehensive urban management for providing of the services;
Improvement of public transportation;
Decreasing the number of individual motor vehicles within the touristic attraction zones
and reduction of the negative impacts of the private transportation within the
boundaries;
Improvement of visitor paths;
Designing and relocation of the urban furniture in conformity with the historic
characteristics of the area;
Capacity building regarding the pedestrians in the historic zones to be substituted by the
car routes;

Security:
Planning and providing executive solutions towards the improvement and betterment of the
social state and increasing security in districts with the cooperation of locals.
-

Optimization of the security equipment and urban installations (fire hydrants, electricity
posts, etc.) in the city in conformity with its values;
Attracting the participation of locals to improve the safety of the quarters;
Removing hazardous elements and exacerbating dangerous conditions;

5.e.3. Action Plan:
The plans under this section has provided regarding the major objectives, in form of short
term, middle term and long term plans which will be implemented according to the job
description of responsible organizations and after the investigations of the technical
committee and its final adoption. (Table 5-1)
Short term Plans (two years)
-

Planning for the move of the heterogeneous functions (not in conformity with the values
of the historic city) out of the boundaries and for the new functions to substitute them
(first phase);
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Discussing with the associated organizations regarding the urban development plans
and development monitoring plans in the core and buffer zones with a focus on the
consideration of a conservation base development approach (first phase);
Reviewing the construction regulations within the buffer zones, as a part of the
management plan (first phase);
Carrying out the primary studies for the identification of heterogeneous functions not in
conformity with the cultural-historical values of Bazaar as well as respecting the
boundaries of the traditional functions of the historic bazaar axis;
Promotion of local participation in conservation projects;
Cooperation with the risk management organization of Yazd to ensure the
implementation of the risk management plan developed by the governorship;
Supporting the investors regarding the creation of visitor facilities and services such as
hotels, etc.;
Documentation of Key monuments and urban elements in the form of slides, images,
maps, etc.;
Reorganization of accessing paths to the historic city;
Studying the feasibility, identification and lighting possibilities of the Key monuments
(Sabats, passage ways, pass ways);
Holding regular sessions together with the tradesmen, owners of historic buildings,
stakeholders and representative of locals in order to rise the understanding of the values
within the historic fabric, sharing the objectives of the future plans as well as discussing
the different techniques on the implementation of the plans;
Developing publicities and informing systems to improve the public awareness levels
regarding conservation of the historic city;
Encouraging the NGOs in form of volunteers to help with the conservation of historic
remnants within the core and buffer zones and with the participation of locals;
Reorganization and improvement of existing parking lots in the historic fabric and
studying the feasibility and primary perusing in order to assign specific spaces to
parking lots throughout the boundaries;
Defining new pedestrian zones within the entire boundary of the historic city;
Provision of a plan regarding the development of the “Bicycle Zone” and pedestrian
zones within the fabric as well as ensuring the safety of pedestrians;
Carrying out primary studies regarding urban traffic control within the core and buffer
zones as well as moving the functions and activities intensifying the car traffic out of
the residential area with the cooperation of the associated organizations and institutions;
Carrying out primary studies regarding the urban furniture designs in conformity with
the values of the fabric and its needs;
Cooperation with the municipality to carry out regular monitoring of the water canals
and disposing of wastes;
Identification and introducing of the handicrafts workshops;
Printing publications and brochures for visitors in Persian and English;
Holding seasonal festivals to present the local traditions, handicrafts and foods;
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Continuing the documentation activities and inscription of the historic monuments;
Implementing restoration and reorganization of the city wall and historic gates of the
Yazd city (Kooshk-e-no, etc.);
Developing the restoration and revitalization plan of Shah Tahmasb Tekieh;
Developing the restoration and revitalization plan of Amirchaqmaq and Khan Squares;
Developing the restoration plan and its implementation of a sample of historic
Hammam keeping its original function;
Developing a revitalization plan for Shah Abd-ol-qasem district;
Restoring and reorganizing Qiam axis;
Cooperative restoration of historic houses in order to revive the historic fabric;
Developing the restoration and reorganization plan of Yazd historic Bazaar;
Developing a reorganization plan for a historic district as a primary project;
Identification of historic architectures having notable potentials to be used as traditional
residential centers;
Identification and mapping of specific spots to provide a wide view to the historic city
of Yazd;
Identification of the abandoned architectural heritages notable for their historic values in
residential areas as well as giving cultural functions in conformity with the cultural
characteristics of the fabric to them and in conformity with the social demands of the
district;
Cooperation in the designing and supervision of the construction of lavatories and
drinking fountains along the visitor path specifically along the main axis;
Improving the capacities, infrastructures, facilities and touristic services;

Mid term Plans (five years)
-

-

Reorganization and examining of historic documents and dossiers as well as the
establishment of an international digital documentation center within the historic city of
Yazd;
Carrying out research studies regarding the design of the patterns associated with the
architectural details (window types, fences, doors, etc.);
Carrying out research studies regarding the insulation systems of the mud- brick
structures;
Alteration of the transportation system within the boundaries of Bazaar with a focus on
the pedestrian paths as well as car zones and the parking lot status;
Development and creation of information centers and the tourism guide stations in
HCY;
Providing specific encouraging facilities to the private section for the development of
visitor tours;
Completion of the city wall restoration and reorganization;
Completion of the historic bazaar reorganization;
Completion of lighting projects for the key monument and elements within the
boundaries of the city;
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Typology identification of houses within the districts to attain patterns for the new
constructions;
Completion and Continuing the documentation activities and inscription of the historic
architectures in the national heritage list;
Carrying out cultural, scientific and promotional activities (E.g. Photography, painting
and caricature contests to define a motivation cycle for the local recreation among the
locals);
Studying the feasibility of the security equipment (CCTV) usage in order to improve the
security status of the city;
Holding professional conferences to attract the cooperation of the scientific institutions
and the private sectors regarding the conservation of the historic city;
Developing direct cooperation with urban design, architecture and restoration, as well as
environmental and natural resources departments in Iranian and international
universities;
Holding educational tours for students of different levels;
Supporting the M.A and PhD thesis in order to encourage and motivate the students
interested in the historic fabric;
Completing and developing the pedestrian ways and bike zone within the fabric as well
as ensuring the safety of the pedestrians;
Completion of the urban traffic control plans within the historic city in participation
with associated organizations;
Improvement of the public transportation system by utilizing the proper vehicles in
conformity with the values of the fabric (regarding the noise, with less consumption rate
and the least polluting);
Implementing the furniture designs in conformity with the values and demands;
creating websites and virtual tour software from the spots with a great importance and
the entire historic city (professional tourism portal, information software, audio guides);
Continuing archaeological studies within the boundaries of the historic city;
Presenting the moving plans of the heterogeneous functions not in conformity with the
cultural- historical values of Bazaar out of the historic city’s boundaries;
Training professional workers through reserving traditional experience and knowledge
by practitioners;
Cooperation with the organizations associated with the pollution control and moving
pollutants out of the boundaries;
Upgrading and reorganization of information signposts and boards;
Developing and creating visitor recreational and cultural infrastructures within the patial
abandoned paces of bazaars such as Serais;
Increasing the number of shades and resting platforms along the visitor paths;
Providing tour cards for the unification of visit destinations throughout the city;
Providing a plan for the reorganization of access routes within the historic city of Yazd
in form of pedestrian zones, auto free zones and car zones;
Modification and dredging of qanat routes within the historic city;
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Long term Plans (ten years)
-

-

Moving the heterogeneous functions not in conformity with the residential identity of
the districts out of the boundaries and applying disincentive policies and regulations to
avoid the influx of commercial zones of bazaar to the residential areas;
Defining traffic regulation specific to the historic fabric in cooperation with the traffic
force;
Reviving the forgotten traditions of Yazd city;
Reorganization and improvement of the existing museums within the historic city of
Yazd;
Development of the transportation infrastructural facilities in different levels;
Modification and reconstruction of urban facilities such as water supply, sewage and
utility systems;
Considering an integrated urban management in the urban services provision;
Cooperation with the municipality in order to apply suitable methods for the disposal of
wastes in conformity with the historic fabric;
Possession acquiring of the city wall boundaries;
Improvement of the urban facades within the paths close to the historic City of Yazd
(buffer zone);

5.f. Sources and Levels of Finance:
Budgets allocating to HCY provides from several canals including a provincial budgets (for
conservation, restoration, maintenance and research) and state budgets. There are also other
financial resources supplies by donations under the authority of endowments organization
(Waqf), ICHHTO and municipality of the historic city allocated for the conservation,
restoration and infrastructural projects which are presented below. The budgets provided by
ICHHTO regarding the historic fabrics are allocated to Yazd province in context of the
annual budget law of 2007-2014 with plan no. 3030-3023 under the title of conservation and
restoration of historic urban fabrics.
Another portion of conservation and restoration budgets within the historic urban fabrics
supplies by the cooperative plans for historic houses. This plan is being executed in
framework of agreements between ICHHTO and the owner of key houses inscribed in
national heritage list. (Form No. 4, plan for supporting the owners and beneficiaries of
cultural- historic monuments). The restoration expenses regarding the financial regulations of
ICHHTO will be paid 50% by ICHHTO and 50% by owners with direct supervision of Yazd
Cultural Heritage, Tourism and Handicrafts Organization. In this regard, many of houses
have been restored within Yazd Province in 2014, 21 of which were located in the Historic
City of Yazd. The sum of costs paid by ICHHTO was almost 4930 million Rials. This sum
has been anticipated to be almost 20 billion Rials for almost 243 projects in 2016.
Furthermore, other budgets regarding implementation of urban services and infrastructures
are being covered by the municipality of Yazd (including the municipality of the historic
city).
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Organization
other than
ICHHTO

Owqaf

Sum

Year

National Budget
& incomes

Item

Provincial Budget

1

2014

0

56410

5630

28000

58000

5300

153340

2

2013

0

37410

0

0

2200

470

40080

3

2012

0

4000

1500

185170

1300

250

192220

4

2011

1470

6000

1500

2800

1100

1750

14620

5

2010

2000

3000

1300

7100

8500

750

22650

Maintenance

Conservation
& Restoration

Research

7

* All Currencies are in ten million (x10 ) IRRS

Table 5-4: Sources and Levels of Finance in Historic City of Yazd

Plan Title: Conservation & Restoration of Historic city of Yazd/ ID.3023-3030
Executive Administration: ICHHTO (Iranian Cultural Heritage Handicrafts & Tourism Organization)
Beginning: 2012 / Conclusion: 2015
Provided Financial
Resource Budget

5TH Development Plan
Activities
2012
2013

General Resource

297

434

Reified
2014

Predicted
2015

Sum

Predicted
for Next
Year

1000

963

2694

923

Total
3616

7

* All Currencies are in ten million (x10 ) IRRS

Table 5-5: ICHHTO Budget for HCY

Municipality of HCY (Historic City of Yazd)
Year
Construction & Development Budget

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

8525

4411

2749

1086

905

7

* All Currencies are in ten million (x10 ) IRRS

Table 5-6: Municipality of HCY Budget

5.g. Sources of Expertise and Training in Conservation and Management
Techniques:
-

ICHHTO: Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts & Tourism Organization is part of

UNESCO Chair on earthen architecture whose reference center is CRATerre and so can
easily have access to specific expertise of international level.
-

RICHT: Research Institute of Cultural Heritage & Tourism is responsible for

multidisciplinary researches and training of young experts of ICHHTO.
-

Local and National Universities: There are some local universities and institutes such as

the architecture faculty of Yazd university, Javad Private university, International Center
of Qanats and Historical Hydraulic Structures (ICQHS) in Yazd city and other national
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university such as, Tehran University, Science & Technology University, Tehran Islamic
Azad University, Shahid Beheshti University which at present their students work and
study in Historic City of Yazd in their internship courses. In Addition, the Higher
Education Center of ICHHTO and other national universities provide sources of expertise
and training in conservation and management techniques.
-

The Traditional Education System (an apprentice and master training system): is prevalent

in traditional local communities especially in the historic city of Yazd, which has a major
role in the transferring and preserving of traditional experiences and knowledge of
traditional and local methods regarding conservation, architecture and architectural
associated decorations.
-

Short Term Training Workshops: Short term training and workshops are being held in

local, national and regional levels with cooperation of universities and scientific
institutions. Some of the short Term Training programs are listed as follow:












Second international conference of the conservation of mud-brick monuments.
Proceedings of the international conference. Yazd, Iran, 1976
9th International Conference on the Study and Conservation of
Earthen Architecture 29 November /, Yazd, IRAN, 2 December 2003
TERRA International Conference, 2005
Sketching in historic fabric of Yazd, Tavasoli, 1991
The Seminar on understanding of the nature’s rhythm, 2001
Khesht-e-Aval Seminar, Art and Architecture department, 2008
Sketching in Dolat abad Garden, Iranian Urban Development and Revitalization
Corporation, 2008
The first session of revitalization workshop for historic fabrics, 2008
Familiarity with the alterations within the historic fabric, Art and Architecture
department, 2013
Material, City, Architecture Seminar, Milad Tower, 2013
Workshop on familiarity with traditional materials in the modern constructions, 2014

5.h. Visitor Facilities and Statistics
Historic City of Yazd benefits from basic and necessary visitor facilities. However, due to
significance of presenting outstanding values of the Historic City of Yazd, promoting visitor
facilities inside the property and in the buffer zone is one of the main priorities in the
management framework. Thus, the tourism infrastructures of Yazd can be divided to
infrastructural installations and tourism facilities. Currently there are 65 residential and
visitor facilities in Yazd including: 49 hotels (29 traditional hotels), 15 motels and an
apartment hotel (altogether with 1520 rooms and 3831 beds), 2 eco-tourism residents (Torab
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in Yazd and Kalantar farm) as well as 61 motorway service stations, 35 traditional
restaurants and 4 tourist facility complexes 6.
65

61
Residential Centers & Guest Houses

49

Hotels
Motels
Apartment Hotels
Tourist Guest Houses
Camp Sites

15
9
1

3

9
2

Tourist Facility Complexes
Health and Medical Complexes
Resorts & Amusement Centers

Visitor Facilities in the City of Yazd
Graph 5-1: Visitor facilities in the city of yazd

Photo 5-4: Dad Traditional Hotel; Source: HCY Base Archive

Photo 5-5: Mehr Traditional Hotel; Source: HCY Base Archive
6.

There is a full list with the specification of all tourist service centers in the Yazd Cultural Heritage, Tourism and
Handicrafts Organization archive.
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Additionally there are 62 travel agencies, 254 tour guides (in addition to almost 350 local
guides) which are active in the tourism section. Fingerposts and signs, tourist information
centers, brochures, guide books and maps are of other tourist facilities in Yazd City.

Photo 5-6: Tourist Information Center/ Fahadan District; Source: HCY Base Archive

Photo 5-7: Sample of some presentation products (brochures, CDS, and booklet); Source: HCY Base Archive
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300

250

200

150
Foreign

100

Domestic visitor

50

0

2438.655

331.75

The Sum of Tourist 2001-2015

Yare

Foreign

Domestic visitor

2001

20835

67468

2002

13011

72118

2003

7581

86175

2004

13075

99567

2005

18991

104703

2006

21608

171780

2007

22976

200024

2008

31760

247530

2009

27506

229826

2010

16501

170742

2011

14064

181374

2012

18282

204858

2013

23385

184203

2014

60045

235175

2015 (first half)

22130

183112

Sum/ 2001-2015

331750

2438655

Graph 5-2: This table shows the number of visitors in Historic City of Yazd in the past 15 years
(for further statistical information ref. to monitoring); Source: HCY Base Archive
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Photo 5-8: Visitors in Historic city; Source: HCY Base Archive

5.i. Policies and programs related to the presentation and promotion of the

property 7
6F

1. Carrying out conservation, restoration, revitalization, rehabilitation and renovation
measures within an administrative framework based on sustainable development;
2. Creation of appropriate settings for the purpose of increasing the quality of
management in the historic city as part of the integrated urban management;
3. Emphasizing on sustainable development by taking account of existing capacities
inside the historic city’s districts and preventing unplanned urban sprawl;
4. Appropriate utilization of heterogeneous properties existing in the historic city’s
boundaries for the purpose of revitalization and regeneration in the framework of the
laws and regulations of the historic city;
5. Special consideration of the crisis management and consolidation of the structure of
vulnerable historic districts;
6. Attracting the partnership of the historic city’s residents for conservation, restoration
and preservation and endeavoring to increase the life quality of resident;s
7. Improvement of public transport and encouraging locals living in historic districts to
use public transports and consolidating the pedestrians axes;
7.

The Tourism Plan under the title of “Welcome to Yazd” / 2016/ Yazd Cultural Heritage, tourism and Handicrafts
Organization,Source: HCY Base Archive
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8. Protecting urban landscape and preventing visual pollution by making use of local
and indigenous elements;
9. Holding educational programs for the acknowledgment and nurturing the culture of
social residents and negotiating with residents for the planning of the sustainable
development of the city;
10. Reaching higher positions as one of the cultural heritage and tourism hubs of the
nation and the region by quantitative and qualitative improvement and expanding of
urban and touristic infrastructures and standardizing services and traveling facilities;
11. Planning for the sustainable economic development and social health with the support
of handicrafts and traditional and local arts;
12. Planning for the employment of women and youth towards the sustainable
development of the city and recreation of employment and expertise on the verge of
extinction;
13. Partial improvement and homogenization of different districts in the historic city from
an economic, social and structural movement viewpoint;
14. Providing the opportunities required for the conservation of cultural heritage and
exchanges between sustainable tourism and the city’s residents.

Photo 5-9: Tourist Experience; Source: Art house (khan-e- honar) of Yaz
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Map 5- 1: Access Rout Plan; Source: HCY Base Archive
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Map 5- 2: Access Rout Plan to the Key Monument; Source: HCY Base Archive
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Map 5- 3: A Sample of Visitor Paths within the Historic City; Source: HCY Base Archive
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Map 5- 4: A Sample of Visitor Paths within the Historic City; Source: HCY Base Archive
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Map 5- 5: A Sample of Visitor Paths within the Historic City; Source: HCY Base Archive
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5.j. HCY Base Staffing levels (Professional, Technical and Maintenance):
Positions/ Department

Category

Director of Base
Documentation
Monitoring

Technical
Maintenance
Infrastructure
Conservation
Architecture

Research

Tourism & Presentation

Social & Cultural

Administration
Security
Table 5-7: HCY

Person

Skill & Qualification

1

Architect (M.A)

2

Architect (B.A)

1

Restorer (M.A)

1

Architect (M.A)

1

Restorer (M.A)

1

Architect (M.A)

1

Technician Facility Engineer (B.A)

2

Restorer (M.A)

1

Restorer (M.A)

1

Architect (M.A)

2

Architect (B.A)

Urbanization

1

Urban Planner(M.A)

History

1

Historian (M.A)

Archeology

1

Archaeologist (M.A)

Social

1

Communication Scientist (M.A)

Economical

1

Urban Economist (M.A)

Tourism

2

Tourism Expert (B.A)

Publication

1

Librarian (B.A)

Promotion

1

Communication Scientist (B.A)

Education
&Training

1

Architect (M.A)

1

Restorer (M.A)

Planning

1

Social Scientist (B.A)

Health

1

Environmental Health Engineer (B.A)

Services

1

Urban Affairs Expert (B.A)

Urban facility

1

Urban Planner (B.A)

Legal Affairs

1

Lawyer (B.A)

Officinal Affairs

1

Administrator (B.A)

Financial Affairs

1

Accountant (B.A)

Security

3

Restorer (B.A)

Base Staffing levels (Professional, Technical and Maintenance)
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Chapter 6: Monitoring
Monitoring, evaluation and reporting
Daily monitoring of the historic city is to be undertaken by ICHHTO and the Municipality.
Monitoring of the state of conservation of the property is the responsibility of ICHHTO Base
in Yazd. The data collected in 2015, presented in different maps, will be a good tool for
measuring specific data.
Additional monitoring will be undertaken by the social services of the municipality, with
focus on the quality of life as perceived by the inhabitants. Regular evaluation involving
external professionals and experts will be carried out. It will aim at measuring the efficiency
of the activities implemented by the bodies responsible for the good conservation of the
historic city and eventually making proposals for adaptations. These evaluations will be the
opportunity to prepare a report to the World Heritage Committee as required under the
periodic reporting system. (6 year cycle, next report to be presented in 2018). The physical
condition of the urban historic context of Yazd in the buffer and core zones are
approximately 80% in a stable and good condition. Most of the mentioned buildings have
private and non-private owners. Thus residents usually proceed to conserve and restore these
buildings periodically with the supervision of the cultural heritage organization. In cases
which the monument belongs to a private owner and is registered in the national monuments
registry, it will benefit from the support of the cultural heritage organization.
Some buildings located in the core zone require minor restorations, due to their abandonment
or the financial issues of the owners. Most of these buildings have to be monitored based on
some indicators. Other buildings have been listed in the monitoring indicators Table due to
their long term abandonment and their requirement of major restorations.

Photo 6-1: Amirchaqmaq square; Source: HCY Base Archive
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Based on
unit count

Stable

1098701

Requires repair

263108

Requires restoration

161180

Requires Reconstruction or Renovation

80393

16%
5%
15%

10%

69%

Stable

Requires repair

Based on
area (m2)

Requires restoration

Requires Reconstruction or Renovation

Stable

4953

Requires repair

922

Requires restoration

432

Requires Reconstruction or Renovation

197

14%
3%
10%
76%

Stable

Requires repair

7%

Requires restoration

Requires Reconstruction or Renovation

Graph 6-1: for more information refer to Chapter 4
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6.a. Key indicators for measuring state of conservation
Indicator

Annual Period

Tools

Responsible

Structural changes in key monuments such
as Bazaar, towers, walls and fortifications

Seasonal

Micrometer,
Plaster testator &
crack meters

ICHHTO

Erosion and decay process of decorative
elements and Facades (Interior & exterior)
of key monuments

Semiannual

Field visit &
sample testing

ICHHTO

The moisture level of walls and foundations

Seasonal

Field visit &
Photography

ICHHTO & Owners

Roof condition & insulation

Semiannual

Field visit

ICHHTO & Owners

Status of damaging biological factors
(termites, weed & etc.) and their effects on
key monuments

Semiannual

Field visit

Research Base Lab

Rainspout conditions

Semiannual

Field visit

ICHHTO & Owners

Restoration methods (how traditional
methods are applied)

Occasional

Field visit

ICHHTO

Erosion rate in Sabats and vaults

Urban Fabric

Flooring & grading of accesses

Landscape

Conservation & Restoration

Monuments

Category

Annual
Annual
(End of summer)

Field visit &
Photography
Expert and well
equipped
construction
worker group

ICHHTO
Municipality of the
Historic City &
ICHHTO

Surface water expulsion in the urban fabric

Annual

Monitoring &
Documentation

Municipality of the
Historic City &
ICHHTO

Overall physical condition and erosion rate
of accesses walls

Annual

Field visit &
Photography

Municipality of the
Historic City

New constructions and their accordance
with regulations and standards

Annual

Field visit &
Photography

ICHHTO
Security Unit

Amount of Reconstructions & Renovations
(small scale) done / Request number
statistics

Annual

Statistics

Municipality of the
Historic City

Morphological changes and rate in the
historic fabric

Annual

Google aerial
images & taken
aerial photos or
paraglide shots

Yazd Cultural
Heritage Base

Urban signs and furniture

Annual

Field visit &
Photography

ICHHTO - Yazd

Minaret and windcatcher (Badgir)
conditions (The city’s key visual elements)

Annual

Field visit ,
Photography &
Documentation

ICHHTO- Yazd

Accordance of the height, function and
façades of new constructions with the
regulations

Monthly

Field visit &
Statistics

Municipality of the
Historic City
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Indicator

Annual Period

Tools

Responsible

Demographical statistics

Quinquennial

Questionnaires &
Statistics

Statistics
organization of
Yazd

Quality and quantity of the security and
welfare of residents

Annual

Questionnaires &
Statistics

Yazd
Governorship

Social gatherings of districts and their
alterations

Annual

Questionnaires &
Statistics

Yazd
Governorship

Quality and quantity of events and
ceremonies (religious & ritual) and etc.

Biennial

Questionnaires &
Statistics

Yazd
Governorship

Genuine socio-cultural indicators of
Yazd in everyday life (attire, dialect,
accent, food and etc.)

Biennial

Questionnaires & field
observations

Yazd Cultural
Heritage Base

Indicator

Annual Period

Tools

Responsible

The development rate of specific and
thematic plans in the zone

Annual

Field visit

Municipality of the
Historic City

Category

Indicator

Health & Hygiene

Category
Planning, Cultural Sustainable Economical
Development

Cultural & Social

Category

Monitoring

Architectural and urban developing
projects and their effects on the
historic city

Annual

Statistics

Yazd Cultural
Heritage Base and
the Road & urban
Development
administration Yazd

Execution & progression of ratified
projects of the buffer zone

Annual

Statistics

Municipality of the
Historic City

Number and typology of
Governmental & infrastructural
projects

Annual

Statistics

Municipality of the
Historic City

Annual Period

Tools

Responsible

Hygienic and health related
conditions of water cisterns
(Abanbars)

Annual

Field visit &
Photography

Yazd Health care
administration

Public Health and hygiene
regulations

Annual

Field visit

Yazd Health care
administration

Air pollution and climatic changes

Annual

Statistics

Climatology
administration of
Yazd
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Indicator
The quality and quantity of training
courses related to HCY
The quality and quantity of
exhibitions, seminars and other
events
Awareness of the residents and
people of HCY about the historic
values of the urban fabric
The quality and quantity of
professional publications (books,
research, articles and etc.)
regarding HCY
The quality and quantity of master
workers and skill variety in
traditional restoration works (field
research and statistics)

Tools

Responsible

Annual

Questionnaires &
Statistics

Yazd Cultural
Heritage Base

Annual

Questionnaires &
Statistics

Yazd Cultural
Heritage Base

Annual

Questionnaires &
Statistics

Yazd Cultural
Heritage Base

Annual

Questionnaires &
Statistics

Yazd Cultural
Heritage Base

Annual

Questionnaires &
Statistics

ICHHTO- Yazd

Annual Period

Tools

Responsible

Annual

Questionnaires &
Statistics

ICHHTO
Tourism Deputy

Annual

Statistics

ICHHTO
Tourism Deputy

Annual

Questionnaires &
Statistics

ICHHTO- Yazd

Annual

Statistics

Police

Monthly

Statistics

ICHHTO
Tourism Deputy

Indicator

Annual Period

Tools

Responsible

Amount of the documents digitization
and completing information

Annual

Statistics

Yazd Cultural
Heritage Base

Quantitative and qualitative state of
written documents in the research
base’s Archive

Annual

Questionnaire &
Statistic

Yazd Cultural
Heritage Base

Quantitative and qualitative state of
image documents and visual Archive

Annual

Questionnaire &
Statistic

Yazd Cultural
Heritage Base

Annual

Statistics

ICHHTO- Yazd

Annual

Statistics

ICHHTO- Yazd

Category

Indicator
Locations for providing services
(accommodation and hosting)
Tourism facilities and the extent of
touristic services (pamphlets,
brochures, websites, travel agencies,
tour guides)
Qualitative and quantitative
conditions of visitor paths
The extent of touristic security services
(CCTVs, police and guards, local patrols
and etc.)
Number, typology and time period of
visitor presence in HCY

Base Archive

Category

Monitoring

Annual Period

Tourism

Category

Education & Training

Historic City of Yazd

Amount of obtaining and updating of
images and maps of buildings and
registered dossiers
The number of registered or
nominated monuments on national
heritage list
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Category

Indicator

Annual Period

Tools

Responsible

Car and pedestrian traffic conditions
in different hours and days

Semiannual

CCTV

Yazd Municipality

The quality and quantity of open
spaces and vehicle parking lots

Semiannual

Field visit &
Photography

Yazd Municipality

Semiannual

CCTV

Yazd Municipality

Annual

Statistics

Municipality of the
Historic City

Seasonal

Field visit &
Photography

ICHHTO
Tourism Deputy

Semiannual

Field visit

Electricity Company

Annual

Field visit

Water &
Agriculture
Administration

The accordance of the height,
function and façades of new
constructions with regulations

Monthly

Field visit &
Statistics

Municipality of the
Historic City

Facilities, utilities and urban service
providers

Annual

Statistics

Yazd municipality
Traffic department

Vehicle traffic statistics in main and
secondary roads

Annual

Field visit &
Statistics

Yazd municipality
Traffic department

Surveying on traffic statistics on
pedestrian passages around core
zone

Annual

Field visit &
Statistics

Yazd municipality
Traffic department

Security systems and firefighting
facilities within historic fabric

Annual

Statistics
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Traffic regulations of vehicles and
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Qualitative and quantitative
conditions of passages within the
buffer zone
Hygienic facility conditions (lavatories
and etc.)
Lighting conditions of passages
Service & Urban Facility

Monitoring

The state of qanats and their
dredging

welfare facilities and urban furniture

(Before High sessions)

The urban facilities and infrastructure
conditions

Annual

Demanding reports
from Departments

Urban Service
provider companies

Conditions of urban green areas and
plantations

Annual

Field visit

Yazd municipality
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6.b. Administrative arrangement for monitoring property
The Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization (ICHHTO) has both
administrative and financial responsibilities toward the conservation, preservation and
protection of historic monuments, sites and City in Iran. ICHHTO has its branches in every
Province of the country. All world heritage sites such as Persepolis, Chogha Zanbil, Meidan-e
Imam in Isfahan, Bisotun, Soltanieh, Takht-e Soleyman, Armenian Churches, Shushatar
Hydraulic System, Bazaar of Tabriz, Bam, Pasargadae, Susa, Shahr-i Sokhta and some
particular properties such as the Historic City of Yazd have their own Research Bases at the
site so that constant monitoring of the state of the conservation of the property could be
achieved.In the case of the Historic City of Yazd, the Yazd Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts
and Tourism Organization is the Provincial affiliate of ICHHTO. Also the Research Base for
the Historic City of Yazd is responsible for technical and professional monitoring. Apart from
the national and provincial experts a number of monitoring experts work in the Municipality
of the Historic City which mostly monitors public spaces and passages. They are all working
under the supervision of the Director of the Base who is under the supervision of the Head of
Yazd Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization. They are not only
responsible for the monitoring of different constituents of the Monitoring Program but also
for planning and giving training workshops to the relevant individuals as well as providing
sufficient information to the responsible authorities with regards to the quality and quantity of
monitoring programs so that they all are a part of the overall comprehensive monitoring
system. They also take necessary actions to be in continuous contacts with relevant research
and educational institutions, whether public or private, so that their knowledge and expertise
could be used for enhancing the monitoring of the City. Following are the professional details
of some of the experts including their skills and contact details who are included in the
monitoring unit of the research section of Historic City of Yazd Base:
Name and contact information of the personal:
-

Mojtaba Farahmand, Director of the Historic City of Yazd Base, Architect
Tel: + (98)0912-225-12-18
E-mail: farahmand.mojtaba@gmail.com

-

Mr. Majid Oloumi, Deputy of Director
Tel: + (98)913-259-08-49
E-mail: majidoloumi52@gmail.com

-

Mrs. Najme Naderi, Architect
Tel: + (98)913-357-64-28
E-mail: nadery111@gmail.com

-

Mohammad Hosseini, Architect
Tel: + (98)913-853-34-77
E-mail: mohammad3477@gmail.com
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In addition, the HCY Base has close collaboration with the some organizations & institutes 1
in monitoring activities as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.


Civil Deputy of Governorship;
Cultural Heritage Organization;
Refugees Affairs Administration of the Governorship;
Social Affairs of Governorship;
Municipality of Yazd;
Cultural & Islamic Guidance Administration;
City Council;
Education & Training Administration;
Lieutenant Governorship;
Yazd Broadcasting;
University of Yazd;
University of Medical Sciences and Health Services;
Women Affaires of Governorship;
Yazd Tourist Guides Association;
Association of Iranian Tourist Agencies;
Institute of Sport & Youth;
The Institute for the Intellectual Development of Children & Young Adults;
Economic Affairs & Finance Administration;
Road & Urban Development Administration-Cultural Heritage Organization;
Gas Company;
Water & Sewage Company;
Electricity Distribution Company;
Yazd Telecommunication;
Traffic Force;
Police Force;
Imam Khomeini Relief Foundation;
Hoteliers Association;
Active NGOs in Historic Fabric;
Representative of Locals & Bazaar;
Endowment Organization;

All mentioned work groups and their decisions and procedures regarding matters of the
historic city must be reviewed and supervised by the HCY base.

1

For more information see /chapter 5. Management/ 5.c.4. Supervisory systems
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6.c. Result of previous reporting exercises
As also mentioned in the history of conservation, in the conservation and restoration
proceedings the values of the historic city have always been considered and all the procedures
have been documented, recorded and monitored.
The principle of maintaining the life and continuity of traditional architecture in the plans and
restorations of the historic city have been considered. In such a way that in the restoration and
rehabilitation plans in addition to the consideration of architectural patterns, height, color and
building material, the ingenuity and integrity of the historic city has also been considered
based on international conventions.
The selection of suitable and environmentally compatible functions (traditional hotels and
restaurants, architecture faculties, the adaption of historic houses into governmental and
private offices and etc.) in some parts of the historic city has caused dynamicity in districts.
Despite road constructions in the Pahlavi era which damaged some parts of the historic urban
fabric, Yazd is in a better condition compared to other historic cities; due to the fact that the
residents cooperation with cultural, social and economic aspects specially in the conservation,
restoration and improvement of public places, paths, mosques, fire temples, synagogues and
the bazaar are unprecedented.
The preservation of the structure and spatial organization, easing of access and public
services for the residents, periodical conservation and restoration of key monuments and also
the prevention of the collapsing of the urban fabric is due to the intelligent management of
residents and officials and thus the historic city of Yazd still stands in good condition till this
day.
Operation reports of the procedures which have taken place in the field of the conservation
and restoration of the historic city, are provided periodically (seasonal and semiannual) by the
deputy of cultural heritage of the province, and a copy of which is kept in the base archive.
This report consists of the activities of all departments (study and research, restoration and
rehabilitation, remnant inscription, statistics and information, security unit) and mentions
their details.
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6.c.1. Monitoring of development in the Core zone & Buffer zone

Photo 6-2: Aerial Photo, 1956
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Photo 6-3: Aerial Photo, 1973
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Photo 6-4: Aerial Photo, 1980
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Photo 6-5: Aerial Photo, 2005
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.

Photo 6-6: Aerial Photo. 2011
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Photo 6-7: Aerial Photo- Amirchaqmaq Square Down: 2015, Up: 1956
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Photo 6-8: Aerial Photo-Vaqt-o-sa'at District - Down: 2015, Up: 1956
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Photo 6-9: Aerial Photo-Qaleh kohneh District - Up: 1956 Down: 2006
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Photo 6-10: Imam-Zadeh district - Down: 2006, Up: 1956
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Photo 6-11: Fahadan district - Down: 2006, Up: 1956
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Photo 6-12: Fahadan district - Down: 2006, Up: 1956
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Photo 6-13: Hazireh district - Down: 2006, Up: 1956
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Photo 6-14: Khan Bazaar and square - Down: 2006, Up: 1956
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6.c.2. Illustrative monitoring of the state of conservation and alterations in the complex
according to historic photographs

Map 6-1: key plan of photo 6-15 / 6-21
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Photo 6-15: Comparative- Shah Abolqasem Zone – Up: 1990 Down: 2015
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Photo 6-16: Comparative- Charsooq-e-Shahi, Up: 2005 Down: 2015
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Photo 6-17: Comparative- Masjed-e-Jame street – Up: 1940 decade, Down: 2015
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Photo 6-18: Comparative- Jame mosque dome – Up: 1990, Down: 2015
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Photo 6-19: Comparative- Qiam street – Up: 1960 decade, Down: 2005
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Photo 6-20: historic city of Yazd- Up: 1998, down: 2014
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Photo 6-21: Skyline of historic city of Yazd- Up: 1978, Down: 2014
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Map 6-2: key plan of photo 6-22 / 6-23

Photo 6-22: Comparative- Imam-zadeh Hassan Alley, Left: [1965-1975] – Right: 2012

Photo 6-23: Comparative- Mahd-e-Razavie passage, Left 2015 – Right 2005
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Map 6-3: key plan of photo 6-24 / 6-34
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Photo 6-24: Comparative - Davazdah-Imam mausoleum– Left: 2014 – Right: [1962-1971]

Photo 6-25: Comparative – Zia’ieh Madraseh & Davazdah-Imam mausoleum, Left: 2015 – Right: [1962-1971]

Photo 6-26: Comparative – Zia’ieh Madraseh Left: 2015 – Right: [1962-1971]
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Photo 6-27: Comparative- Ayvan of Taq-boland-ha house, Up: 1985, Down: 2015

Photo 6-28: Comparative- view from Taq-boland-ha house to Gonbad-e-Hasht, Up: 1985, Down: 2015
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Photo 6-29: Vaqt-o-Sa’at square – Left: 1957, Right: 2013

Photo 6-30: Seyed Rokn-o-Din Shrine Left 2015 – Right [1961-1966]

Photo 6-31: Vaqt-o-sa’at square Left 2015 – Right [1961-1966]
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Photo 6-32: Comparative - Threshold of the Jame Mosque, Left: 2013 – Right: [1933-1934]

Photo 6-33: Comparative - Threshold of the Jame Mosque, Left: 2013 – Right: [1933-1934]
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Photo 6-34: Comparative- Shah Kamal Mausoleum, Left: 1985, Right: 2015

Map 6-4: key plan of photo 6-35 / 6-41
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Photo 6-35: Comparative- Amirchaqmaq Square Left: 2015 – Right: [1946-1951]
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Photo 6-36: Comparative- Amirchaqmaq Tekieh, Left: 2013 – Right: [1962-1971]

Photo 6-37: Comparative- Amirchaqmaq Mosque Dome – Right: 1940, Left: 2011
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Photo 6-38: Comparative- Safdar-Khan Madraseh, Down: 2015 – up: 1931

Photo 6-39: Comparative- Mortaz House, Left: 2011 – Right: [1996-2001]
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Photo 6-40: Malek-o-Tojjar house- Up: 1990-95, Down: 2012
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Photo 6-41: Comparative- Rig Mosque, Left: 2015 – Right: 1911

Map 6-5: key plan of photo 6-35 / 6-41
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Photo 6-42: Comparative- Tile work of Jame mosque (2) - Left 2007 – Right [1933-1934]

Photo 6-43: Comparative- Tile work of Jame mosque (1) - Left 2007 – Right [1933-1934]
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Photo 6-44: Comparative-minaret of Jame mosque, Left: 2015 – Right: [1945-1955]

Photo 6-45: Comparative- Sahn of Jame mosque Left 2015 – Right [1961-1965]
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Photo 6-46: Comparative- A Hojreh in Masjed Jame street - up [1945-1950] – down 2015
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6.c.3. Monitoring of Tourism

Photo 6-47: Left: dolat-abad garden, Right: Zia'ieh madrasah

Photo 6-48: up2010- down: 2013, Tourists in Zoroastrian Fire temple
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Photo 6-49: Tourists in Jame mosque

Photo 6-50: Tourists in Jame mosque street
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6.c.4. Statistics of the number of visitors in Yazd

Span of Time

Foreign

Domestic visitor

2001

20835

67468

2002

13011

72118

2003

7581

86175

2004

13075

99567

2005

18991

104703

120
100
80
60

Foreign
Domestic visitor

40
20
0

Thousands

Graph 6-2: Statistics of Visitors in Yazd 2001-2005; Source: HCY Base Archive
Span of Time

Foreign

Domestic visitor

2006

21608

171780

2007

22976

200024

2008

31760

247530

2009

27506

229826

2010

16501

170742

300
250
200
150
100

Foreign
Domestic visitor

50
0

Graph 6-3: Statistics of Visitors in Yazd 2006-2010; Source: HCY Base Archive
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Span of Time

Foreign

Domestic visitor

2011

14064

181374

2012

18282

204858

2013

23385

184203

2014

60045

235175

2015 (May-April)

22130

183112

250
200
150
100
50

Foreign
Domestic visitor

0

Graph 6-4: Statistics of Visitors in Yazd 2011-2015; Source: HCY Base Archive
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6.c.5. Schematic diagram of the faults in the region of Yazd
There are two main faults located in the Yazd area. The Dehshir-Baft fault in the south of the
city and the Chabdooni fault in the east of the city. According to the seismotectonic studies
that take place on this area it can be said that the Yazd area has relative safety against
earthquakes. It means that the city of Yazd is located in a low risk region. 1

Figure 6-1: Faults Active in Yazd region;
Source: Seismetectonic Department, Seismology Research Center; IIEES; Edition: 2003

Figure 6-2: Major Faults Active in Iran; Source: Seismotectonic Department, Seismology Research Center; IIEES;
Edition: 2003

1

Master plan of Yazd, 2009
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Seismological research shows that, there are no contemporary faults around Yazd city and no
recorded earthquakes have happened across the history of Yazd.

Map 6-6: Seismic Hazardous Map of Iran;
Source: International Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Seismology (IIEES)

Year

MB

MS

Mw

Lon.

Lat.

1386

5

-

-

55.9

32.08

1382

5.7

-

-

54.687

32.494

1382

5.1

-

-

55.689

32.493

1381

5.9

-

-

54.318

30.479

1381

5

-

-

54.519

31.443

1381

5.1

4

-

55.973

32.057

1366

5

4

-

56.992

33.818

1366

5

5

-

56.102

31.635

1357

5.4

6

5.6

57.435

33.349

1357

5.1

5

-

57.089

33.737

1357

5.3

5

-

57.153

33.292

1357

6.4

7

-

57.437

33.369

1357

5

5

-

56.194

31.878

1353

5

-

-

55.103

32.854

1352

5

-

-

54.579

32.036

1352

5.1

-

-

57.478

33.412

1331

5.2

-

-

55.8

32.1

1319

6.5

6

-

57.5

34.7

1312

5.5

-

-

55.8

32.2

1312

6.3

-

-

56.02

32.1

Table 6-1: Earthquakes in Yazd (5<x on the Richter scale) / 1891-2015; Source: Master plan of Yazd, 2009
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6.c.6. Climatic Report Analysis (Temperature, Precipitation and etc.)
-

Temperature

Yazd is located among two arid deserts of the Iranian plateau, Lut desert & central Kavir
desert. Thus has an arid and semi-arid climate with dry and hot summers as well as dry and
cold winters.
Jan
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Graph 6-5: Average Monthly Temp/ 2012-2014; Source: I.R. of IRAN Meteorological Organization (IRIMO)
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29.4
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37.4
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24.8

29.2

31.8

39.2
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36.2

25.6

23
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Graph 6-6: Monthly Max Temp/ 2012-2014; Source: I.R. of IRAN Meteorological Organization (IRIMO)
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Graph 6-7: Monthly Min Temp/ 2012-2014; Source: I.R. of IRAN Meteorological Organization (IRIMO)

-

Wind

Winds in the surrounding regions of Yazd are considered significant due to the carrying of
sands, gravel and sand dunes. The direction of the dominant wind in Yazd during the first 6
months of the year, meaning during the spring and summer seasons is from the NW, in the
four months from November to February is from the SE.
Due to the bareness of the plains and mountains the wind blows intensely in these areas and
the number of stormy days in the Yazd Ardakan plain reaches 40 to 60 days annually. So that
intense storms cause the relocation of sand dunes around Yazd.
Apart from synoptic factors, the regional topography and the direction of NW-SE Mountains
and their conduction, all affect the intensity of the winds. The calmest season of the year is
autumn (November) with a calmness percentage of 56% and the most intense season is spring
(April) with a calmness percentage of 20%. (Comprehensive plan of Yazd province, 2003)
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Graph 6-8: Monthly Max Wind Speed (m/s), 2012-2014; Source: I.R. of IRAN Meteorological Organization (IRIMO)
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Graph 6-9: Monthly Average Wind Speed (m/s), 2012-2014;
Source: I.R. of IRAN Meteorological Organization (IRIMO)
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Precipitation
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Graph 6-10: Total Precipitation (mm)/ 2012-2014; Source: I.R. of IRAN Meteorological Organization (IRIMO)

-

Population

According to the 1956 (1335 SH) population census, the population of Yazd city was 63502
and the population density per km was 127. At the last census by 2010 the population of this
city reached 486152 and the population density reduced to 32 persons per km, reducing
density of population shows that the large area of the city was abandoned. As the below
tables illustrate the all related statistics regarding population and city area within 55 years
from 1956 to 2010.
600.0
500.0
400.0
300.0
200.0
100.0
0.0
safavid Qajar
Population Diversity Growth

500.0

128.2

Pahlavi
Pahlavi 1971
I
II
127.0

131.3

122.8

1976

1981

1986

1996

2001

2006

2011

118.2

79.4

67.8

38.2

33.9

32.3

28.6
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Population

Average
Annual
Changes in
City Area

Annual Average
Growth Percentage
of the Population

Population
growth
Rate

Population
diversity growth

200

~100000

-

-

-

500.0

390

~50000

-

-

-

128.2

500

~63502

-

-

-

127.0

710

~93241

4.2

4.7

3.9

131.3

1971

920

~113000

5.9

4.2

3.9

122.8

1976

1150

~135925

5.0

4.1

3.7

118.2

1981

2600

~206384

25.2

10.4

8.7

79.4

1986

3400

~230483

6.2

2.3

2.2

67.8

1996

8550

~326776
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Graph 6-11: Population Diversity Growth in Yazd City / Safavid era until Present;
Source: Master plan of Yazd, 2009
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Graph 6-12: Comparing of the Average of Population growth percentage and annual change in city area/ 1966-2011;
Source: HCY Base Archive
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Graph 6-13: The Resident’s Population in Core Zone & Buffer Zone of Yazd Historic City / 2011 Census; Source:
HCY Base Archive
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Graph 6-14: Age and Sex pyramid statistics in Core Zone/2011 Census; Source: HCY Base Archive
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Graph 6-15: Age and Gender statistics in Buffer Zone/2011 Census; Source: HCY Base Archive
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Graph 6-16: The Immigration’s Population in Core Zone & Buffer Zone of Yazd Historic City / 2011 Census;
Source: HCY Base Archive
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Graph 6-17: Level of Literacy in Core Zone & Buffer Zone of Yazd Historic City / 2011 Census;
Source: HCY Base Archive

Photo 6- 51: Traditional Bazaar in Yazd; Source: HCY Base Archive
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7. Chapter 7: Documentation
7.a. Photographs and audiovisual image inventory and authorization form

Reference of Pictures and Illustrations used in Title Pages & CD Cover:
1. Naderi, Najmeh; (2014), “Yazd, my beloved City”; Watercolor Technique.
2. Naderi, Najmeh; (2015), “Yazd”; Etche.
3. Montazeri, Monireh; (2015), “ Rainbow & Sunset in Yazd”

Attched DVDS of the Dossier:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Report & Executive Summary (word & pdf, A4)
Maps (64 sheets, DWG, A1)
Slides (see table below)
Film (see table below)

List of Photographs in DVD of Slides
I
D

Caption

Number of Slides

Format

I

Close Ups

32

JPG

II

Cityscape

32

JPG

III

Monuments

13

JPG

Photogerapher
Hassan Zohouri
Ali Jadidi
Najmeh Naderi
Seyed Mohsen Basiti
Mohammad Hoseini
Ali Jadidi
Mehdi Khebrehdast
Hamidreza
Nikfarjam
Mohammad Hoseini
Ali Jadidi
Ali Jadidi

Contact Details
of Copyright Owner

Non-exclusive
cession of right

HCY Base
Yazd.whb@gmail.com

Yes

HCY Base
Yazd.whb@gmail.com

Yes

HCY Base
Yazd.whb@gmail.com

Yes

Contact Details: Historic City of Yazd Base (HCY Base)

DVD of Film : 2015
ID

Title

Time
(min)

Output

Director

Video Editor

1

Yazd the Land of
Wonders

10

DVD

Hormoz Emami

Hormoz Emami

Photography Group
1. Iraj Mostashiri
2. Shahram Moubed
3. Seyed Mohsen Basiti

Contact Details: hormoz.emami@gmail.com
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7.b. Text relating to protective designation, copies of property management plans
or documented management systems and extracts of other plans relevant to the
property

Short term Plans (two years)
-

-

-

-

-

-

Planning for the move of the heterogeneous functions (not in conformity with the values
of the historic city) out of the boundaries and for the new functions to substitute them
(first phase);
Discussing with the associated organizations regarding the urban development plans
and development monitoring plans in the core and buffer zones with a focus on the
consideration of a conservation base development approach (first phase);
Reviewing the construction regulations within the buffer zones, as a part of the
management plan (first phase);
Carrying out the primary studies for the identification of heterogeneous functions not in
conformity with the cultural-historical values of Bazaar as well as respecting the
boundaries of the traditional functions of the historic bazaar axis;
Promotion of local participation in conservation projects;
Cooperation with the risk management organization of Yazd to ensure the
implementation of the risk management plan developed by the governorship;
Supporting the investors regarding the creation of visitor facilities and services such as
hotels, etc.;
Documentation of Key monuments and urban elements in the form of slides, images,
maps, etc.;
Reorganization of accessing paths to the historic city;
Studying the feasibility, identification and lighting possibilities of the Key monuments
(Sabats, passage ways, pass ways);
Holding regular sessions together with the tradesmen, owners of historic buildings,
stakeholders and representative of locals in order to rise the understanding of the values
within the historic fabric, sharing the objectives of the future plans as well as discussing
the different techniques on the implementation of the plans;
Developing publicities and informing systems to improve the public awareness levels
regarding conservation of the historic city;
Encouraging the NGOs in form of volunteers to help with the conservation of historic
remnants within the core and buffer zones and with the participation of locals;
Reorganization and improvement of existing parking lots in the historic fabric and
studying the feasibility and primary perusing in order to assign specific spaces to
parking lots throughout the boundaries;
Defining new pedestrian zones within the entire boundary of the historic city;
Provision of a plan regarding the development of the “Bicycle Zone” and pedestrian
zones within the fabric as well as ensuring the safety of pedestrians;
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Carrying out primary studies regarding urban traffic control within the core and buffer
zones as well as moving the functions and activities intensifying the car traffic out of
the residential area with the cooperation of the associated organizations and institutions;
Carrying out primary studies regarding the urban furniture designs in conformity with
the values of the fabric and its needs;
Cooperation with the municipality to carry out regular monitoring of the water canals
and disposing of wastes;
Identification and introducing of the handicrafts workshops;
Printing publications and brochures for visitors in Persian and English;
Holding seasonal festivals to present the local traditions, handicrafts and foods;
Continuing the documentation activities and inscription of the historic monuments;
Implementing restoration and reorganization of the city wall and historic gates of the
Yazd city (Kooshk-e-no, etc.);
Developing the restoration and revitalization plan of Shah Tahmasb Tekieh;
Developing the restoration and revitalization plan of Amirchaqmaq and Khan Squares;
Developing the restoration plan and its implementation of a sample of historic
Hammam keeping its original function;
Developing a revitalization plan for Shah Abd-ol-qasem district;
Restoring and reorganizing Qiam axis;
Cooperative restoration of historic houses in order to revive the historic fabric;
Developing the restoration and reorganization plan of Yazd historic Bazaar;
Developing a reorganization plan for a historic district as a primary project;
Identification of historic architectures having notable potentials to be used as traditional
residential centers;
Identification and mapping of specific spots to provide a wide view to the historic city
of Yazd;
Identification of the abandoned architectural heritages notable for their historic values in
residential areas as well as giving cultural functions in conformity with the cultural
characteristics of the fabric to them and in conformity with the social demands of the
district;
Cooperation in the designing and supervision of the construction of lavatories and
drinking fountains along the visitor path specifically along the main axis;
Improving the capacities, infrastructures, facilities and touristic services;

Mid term Plans (five years)
-

-

Reorganization and examining of historic documents and dossiers as well as the
establishment of an international digital documentation center within the historic city of
Yazd;
Carrying out research studies regarding the design of the patterns associated with the
architectural details (window types, fences, doors, etc.);
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Carrying out research studies regarding the insulation systems of the mud- brick
structures;
Alteration of the transportation system within the boundaries of Bazaar with a focus on
the pedestrian paths as well as car zones and the parking lot status;
Development and creation of information centers and the tourism guide stations in
HCY;
Providing specific encouraging facilities to the private section for the development of
visitor tours;
Completion of the city wall restoration and reorganization;
Completion of the historic bazaar reorganization;
Completion of lighting projects for the key monument and elements within the
boundaries of the city;
Typology identification of houses within the districts to attain patterns for the new
constructions;
Completion and Continuing the documentation activities and inscription of the historic
architectures in the national heritage list;
Carrying out cultural, scientific and promotional activities (E.g. Photography, painting
and caricature contests to define a motivation cycle for the local recreation among the
locals);
Studying the feasibility of the security equipment (CCTV) usage in order to improve the
security status of the city;
Holding professional conferences to attract the cooperation of the scientific institutions
and the private sectors regarding the conservation of the historic city;
Developing direct cooperation with urban design, architecture and restoration, as well as
environmental and natural resources departments in Iranian and international
universities;
Holding educational tours for students of different levels;
Supporting the M.A and PhD thesis in order to encourage and motivate the students
interested in the historic fabric;
Completing and developing the pedestrian ways and bike zone within the fabric as well
as ensuring the safety of the pedestrians;
Completion of the urban traffic control plans within the historic city in participation
with associated organizations;
Improvement of the public transportation system by utilizing the proper vehicles in
conformity with the values of the fabric (regarding the noise, with less consumption rate
and the least polluting);
Implementing the furniture designs in conformity with the values and demands;
creating websites and virtual tour software from the spots with a great importance and
the entire historic city (professional tourism portal, information software, audio guides);
Continuing archaeological studies within the boundaries of the historic city;
Presenting the moving plans of the heterogeneous functions not in conformity with the
cultural- historical values of Bazaar out of the historic city’s boundaries;
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Training professional workers through reserving traditional experience and knowledge
by practitioners;
Cooperation with the organizations associated with the pollution control and moving
pollutants out of the boundaries;
Upgrading and reorganization of information signposts and boards;
Developing and creating visitor recreational and cultural infrastructures within the patial
abandoned paces of bazaars such as Serais;
Increasing the number of shades and resting platforms along the visitor paths;
Providing tour cards for the unification of visit destinations throughout the city;
Providing a plan for the reorganization of access routes within the historic city of Yazd
in form of pedestrian zones, auto free zones and car zones;
Modification and dredging of qanat routes within the historic city;

Long term Plans (ten years)
-

-

Moving the heterogeneous functions not in conformity with the residential identity of
the districts out of the boundaries and applying disincentive policies and regulations to
avoid the influx of commercial zones of bazaar to the residential areas;
Defining traffic regulation specific to the historic fabric in cooperation with the traffic
force;
Reviving the forgotten traditions of Yazd city;
Reorganization and improvement of the existing museums within the historic city of
Yazd;
Development of the transportation infrastructural facilities in different levels;
Modification and reconstruction of urban facilities such as water supply, sewage and
utility systems;
Considering an integrated urban management in the urban services provision;
Cooperation with the municipality in order to apply suitable methods for the disposal of
wastes in conformity with the historic fabric;
Possession acquiring of the city wall boundaries;
Improvement of the urban facades within the paths close to the historic City of Yazd
(buffer zone);
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7.c. Form and date of most recent records or inventory of property
According to the descriptions in the conservation history (ref.to chapter 4) the inscription of
monuments in the national heritage list was amongst the important conservational procedures
which took place in the historic city of Yazd. Therefor inscribed monuments, are protected by
the Cultural Heritage Organization and are periodically being documented, monitored,
conserved and restored.
Traditional Houses, Hamams, Mosques, Water Cistern, Synagogues, Fire temple and etc.
Have been inscribed in deferent years.The Historic urban fabric of Yazd was also inscribed
under the refrence number 15000 in 2005 in the national heritage list.
The below tables indicates a number of these monuments which have been idetifical and
inscribed and their core and buffer zone boundaries:
Name

Time Period

Type

Registration Date

Registration No.

davazde imam
Jame kabir
Amir-chaqmaq
seye rokn-o-din
Mosalla
Amirchaqmaq
Hoseinian(Taq -bolandha)
ziaeye
kamalie
sheikh ahmad-e fahadan
Borj-o baroy-e yazd
mola-esmaeel
shahab-odin taraz
Do dahane
vaght-o-sa'at
khan
kolahdozha
Rasolian
sigari
Lariha
Rig
Fort
rostam-e ghiv
charsooq-e shahi
Mavadat
Mortaz
Zoroasterian fire temple
amirchaqmaq square
Mosallay-e atiq
Khan
Mashroote
chehel-mehrab
Moslay-e atigh
malieh
vaght-o-sa'at
Farokh ourmazd
sare-polok
molla seder
alaqabandi
Bazar-e qeysarie
Mahde Qoran

kakuyid
Mozaffarid
Teymorid
Mozaffarid
safavid
Qajar
Atabeg
Atabeg-Mozaffarid
Mozaffaridآ
Mozaffarid
Mozaffarid-teymorid-Qajar
Qajar
Mozaffarid
safavid
safavid
Qajar
Qajar
Qajar
Qajar
Qajar
Mozaffarid
safavid
Qajar
Mozaffarid
Qajar
Qajar
Pahlavi
Teymorid-Qajar
Teymorid
zand-AfSharie
Qajar
Mozaffarid
Mozzafarid
Pahlavi
Qajar
Qajar
Teymorid
Qajar
Teymorid
zand-AfSharie
Qajar-Pahlavi

Mausoleum
mosque
mosque
shrine & Madraseh
Madresah
Tekieh
Complex
Madresah
Madresah
Mausoleum
Fortification
mosque
Madresah
water cyctern
water cyctern
Square&Baazar
House
House
House
House
mosque
mosque
water cyctern
Bazar
House
House
fire temple
Complex
Dome
Hammam
House
mosque
mosque
Office
square
House
mosque
synagogue
Bazar
Bazar
House

1934
1934
1935
1935
1936
1951
1967
1967
1967
1967
1973
1973
1974
1978
1978
1986
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1998
1998
1998
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
2000
2000
2002
2002
2002

207
206
247
246
262
383
775
770
772
773
956
964
1007
1609
1611
1709
1824
1830
1847
1837
1848
1825
1829
2244
2249
2085
2431
2416
2594
2406
2450
2441
2294
2608
2656
2893
2846
3616
7791
7795
7771
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zand
Safavid
Atabeg
Atabeg-zand
Qajar
zand
Seljuk-Pahlavi

Madresah
2002
Madresah
2002
mosque
2002
mosque
2002
Bazar
2003
Bazar
2005
Historic urban
2005
fabric
Owlia
Qajar
House
2005
Shokoohi
Qajar-Pahlavi
House
2005
Molla-esmaeel
Qajar
mausoleum
2005
shah-tahmasb
safavid
mosque
2005
Gozare yozdaran
Atabeg
Passage
2005
Peste
safavid
Carvansaray
2006
Amir-chaghmagh
safavid
water cyctern
2006
Malek sabet
Safavid
House
2008
Godal-e mosalla
Qajar
Carvansaray
2009
Sadr-ol-olama
Qajar
House
2010
Malek-o tojjar
Safavid-Qajar
House
2011
Farokhi yazdi
Qajar
House
2012
Table 7- 1: List of monuments inscribed in the National heritage list located in the Core Zone

6316
6547
6320
6324
8544
12342
15000
13718
12665
13895
13811
14883
15901
17894
24429
27410
29565
30463
30840

Name

Time Period

Type

Registration Date

Registration No.

Bagh-e sandal
Barkhordar
Bozorg abolmaali
Bozorge poshte bagh
Khezr shah
Al-rahman
Chahar kooche
Imarat-e nazem
Gazorgah
Naqshin
seyed shams-o-din
Khaje zia-odin
Seyed Qavam-o-din
Seyed gole sorkh
Shesh badgiri
Golshan
Masoodi
Baghe gandom
Golshan
Yaqobi
Dodar
Eqbal
Iranshahr
Khanzade
Morsaleen
Sheikhdad pasage
Shahid beheshti
Zangian
Markar
Soltan sheikhdad
Sa'adat
Dolat Abad
Babaie
Hasn abadi
Danesh mandi

Qajar
Pahlavi
Mozaffarid
Mosque
Teymorid
Qajar
Ilkhanidi
Qajar
zand-Qajar
zand
Mozaffarid
Teymorid
Ilkhanid
Teymorid
Pahlavi
Pahlavi
Pahlavi
Safavid
Qajar
Safavid-Qajar
Qajar
Pahlavi
Pahlavi
Mozaffarid
Qajar
Mozaffarid
pahlavi
Teymorid
Pahlavi
Ilkhanid
Pahlavi
zand-Afsharid
Mozaffarid-safavid
Mozaffarid
Qajar

Mosque
Mosque
Mosque
Mosque
Mosque
Mosque
Mosque
Hoseinie
Hoseinie
Hoseinie
shrime
tomb
shrime
shrime
Water cystern
Water cystern
Water cystern
Water cystern
Hammam
Hammam
Carvansary
Factory
Highschool
Madresah
Hospital
Passage
Square
Complex
Complex
Complex
Factory
Bagh
House
House
House

2005
2005
1999
2001
36418
2005
2002
1999
2005
2005
1934
2005
2005
2002
1978
1999
2000
2007
1998
2005
2008
2002
1998
2000
2005
2005
2005
1998
1998
1999
2012
1967
2005
2005
2005

13722
13727
2398
3810
2530
13905
6326
2395
13036
13698
208
13913
13908
7660
1600
2300
3358
21701
2049
14540
26350
7781
2048
2800
14878
15062
14030
2043
2146
2434
30839
774
14863
15092
14254
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Oloumi
Qajar
House
2005
Golshan
Qajar
House
2002
Mohammad ali gol
Mozaffarid
House
2005
Khaneh Agha
Mozaffarid
House
2003
Hashem khan
Qajar
House
2005
Ayatollah farsad
Qajar
House
2009
abrishami
Qajar
House
2010
ismaeili
Qajar
House
2009
poorkeramati
Pahlavi
House
2008
tahami
Qajar
House
2008
chaharsoqiha
Qajar
House
2008
hobab
Qajar
House
2008
golabgir
Qajar
House
2099
qasem-e-khayat
Qajar
House
2008
haji ahmadi
Qajar
House
2008
ebrahim noorolla
Qajar
House
2009
fa'ali
Qajar
House
2012
nadeb
safavid
House
2012
ayatollah faqih khrasani
Pahlavi
House
2012
gerami
Qajar
House
2012
geramian
Qajar
House
2014
bostan
Qajar
House
2014
nikfarjam
Qajar
House
2014
Table 7- 2: List of monuments inscribed in the National heritage list located Buffer Zone

13030
7758
15094
9107
12339
27421
29446
29374
23896
23884
23881
24409
26673
24424
24336
27401
30847
31074
31078
31079
31099
31100
31103

7.d. Address where inventory, records and archives are held
The Office of Preparation of world Heritage Nomination Dossiers
Kushk Building, no.31, Taghavi St., Ferdowsi Sq., Tehran, Iran, P.O. Box: 11456-86-314
Tehran, Province of Tehran, Iran,
Telefax: (+98) 21-66171604
Iraninan Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization (ICHHTO)
The main office of Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization of Iran, Deputy
of Cultural Heritage, Azadi St., Tehran, Iran,
Box: 13445-719
Tel: (+98) 21-66084577
Fax: (+98) 21-66027418
The Office of the Historic City of Yazd Base
Shokohi House, Jame Mosque St., Yazd, Iran,
Box: 8914763115
Tel: (+98) 35-36219696
Fax: (+98) 35-36215300
Email:Yazdwhb@gmail.com
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8.a. Prepared by:
Mohammad Hassan Talebian. PhD
Deputy of Conservation, Revitalization and Inscription of Iranian Cultural Heritage,
Handicrafts and Tourism Organization (ICHHTO) Headquarter of ICHHTO, Azadi St.,
Tehran, Iran,
Tel: (+98) 21- 66084577/ Fax: (+98) 21- 66027418
Mobile: (+98) 912 4248 022
E-mail:mh.talebian@gmail.com
mh.talebian@icho.ir

8.b. Official Local Institution/Agency
The Office of Deputy for Cultural Heritage of Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and
Tourism Organization:
Headquarter of ICHHTO, Azadi St., Tehran, Iran,
Box: 13445-719
Tel: (+98) 21-66017071-3
Fax: (+98) 21-66035290

Mohammad Hassan Talebian. PhD
Deputy of Conservation, Revitalization and Inscription of Iranian Cultural Heritage,
Handicrafts and Tourism Organization

Mr. Farhad Nazari
Director General Inscription of Cultural, Natural and Historical Bureau of ICHHTO
E-mail: fnazari54 @yahoo.com
Tel: (+98) 21-6027637
Fax: (+98) 21-61063740

8.c. Other Local Institutions
Ms. Firoozeh Salari
Assistant Director of Department for Preparation of World Heritage Nomination Dossiers
E-mail: firoozehsalari@yahoo.com
Kushk, no.31, Taghavi St., Ferdosi Sq., Tehran, Iran,
Tel/fax: (+98) 21-66171604
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Mr. Mojtaba Farahmand
Director of the Historic City of Yazd Base, Architect
E-mail: farahmand.mojtaba@gmail.com
Tel: + (98)0912-225-12-18

Official web address
www. ICHHTO.ir
www.iranmiras.ir
E-mail: iran.worldheritage @ gmail.com
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Deputy of Cultural Heritage of Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism
Organization (ICHHTO)
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Ms. Sepide Poormohammadi

Ms. Tahereh Gohari

Ms. Marzieh Saffar

Ms. Atefe Taslim
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Signature on behalf of the State Party

Thanks for Scientific Supervision:
Dr. Tierry Jefroy

Dr. Hamid Reza Beigzade

Mr. Majid Haj Mirbaba

Mr. Hossein Maserrat

Dr. Kazem Mondegari

Mr. Mohammadreza Kargar

Dr. Mohammad Reza Owlia

Mr. Seyed Mohammad Beheshti

Dr. Mohammad Hossein Papoli Yazdi

Dr. Yadollah Parmon

Consultant engineering companies:
Shamseh Co.
Shabestan Co.
Traslators:
Mr. Kambiz Mansour Ghanaei
Mr. Daniel Haghparast

Photographers:
Mr. Mohammad Hosseini
Mr. Ali Jadidi
Ms. Najme Naderi

Ms. Sareh Ziaei
Mr. Samad Hooshmand

Special thanks to close cooperation of local population of Yazd,
And;
Deputy of Yazd Governorship:
Mr. Seyed Hoseini
Yazd City Council;
Yazd Municipality:
Mr. Mohammad Reza Azimi Zadeh
Mr. Seyed Mahmood Kashfipour
Mr. Faali
Mr. Amin Moqaddam
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